
Preface

About this book

The idea for this volume arose in the context of a plenary lecture by Larry M.
Hyman during the ALT Summer School in Linguistic Typology in Cagliari
preceding the fifth meeting of the Association for Linguistic Typology, 2003.
Mentioning the unique case of “affixation by place of articulation in Tiene”
(cf. Hyman, this volume), Hyman argued that there should be a more con-
sistent interest in rarities, as a counterpart to the widely practiced pursuit of
broad-scale typological generalizations. In reaction, Jan Wohlgemuth, David
Gil, Orin D. Gensler and Michael Cysouw organized an international confer-
ence around the topic of rara and rarissima which was held in Leipzig from
29 March to 1 April 2006. The present volume consists of a selection out of
the fifty-two papers that were presented at that conference.

For the conference we invited papers would discuss and reflect on the im-
pact of rara on linguistic theory and linguistic universals. Additionally, we
explicitly solicited papers dealing with the description and analysis of (ap-
parently) rare features in individual languages. The papers in this volume are
of the latter kind: They address rare phenomena attested in specific languages,
how such rara should be analyzed and how their existence can be made more
sensible. Papers dealing with the former topic are collected in the companion
volume “Rethinking Universals: How rarities affect linguistic theory”, also
published by Mouton de Gruyter.

Survey of this book

The papers in this book describe rara in individual languages, covering an
extraordinarily broad geographic diversity. There are papers about languages
from all over the globe, ranging from Africa (Wolof, Tiene) and Eurasia
(Dutch, French, Hungarian, Georgian), over South Asia (Sinhala, Dravid-
ian), Southeast Asia (Weining Ahmao, Abui) and Australia (Mawng), lead-
ing into North America (Aleut, Ahtna Athabascan, Hocąk, Algonquian) and
Mesoamerica (Totonaco), all the way to South America (Movima). Also the
range of theoretical subjects discussed shows an enormous breadth, rang-
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ing from phonology through word-formation, lexical semantics to syntax and
even some sociolinguistics.

Starting with the phonological papers, the contributions by MARIKA

BUTSKHRIKIDZE “The nature of consonant sequences in Modern Georgian”
and SIRI G. TUTTLE “Syllabic obstruents in Ahtna Athabaskan” illustrate
how theoretically ‘impossible’ consonant clusters come into existence. More
importantly, they also show how this conflict between theoretical predic-
tions and empirical findings can be resolved by new descriptive-analytical
approaches. In contrast, “The accentual system of Hocąk” is characterized by
JOHANNES HELMBRECHT as a phenomenon that is cross-linguistically rare
in even more ways than previously assumed.

The paper by LARRY M. HYMAN, “Affixation by place of articulation:
The case of Tiene” explores a rare link between phonology and morphology,
in that the phonological makeup influences (or even establishes) the order of
the morphology. He shows how a ‘motivated’ construction which is consid-
ered ‘unmarked’ can still be unexpectedly rare.

The topic of rara in the domain of tense morphology is discussed in two
papers. First, KATHARINA HAUDE discusses nominal tense in Movima in
her paper “She kisses her late husband = She kissed her husband”. Differ-
ently from known cases of nominal tense, Movima is able to express the
tense of the whole clause with morphological marking in the noun phrase.
Second, LEENA KELKAR-STEPHAN in “Rara in French: Future tense to ex-
press habitual past or present, and past tense to express immediate future”
discusses the special tense marking in French variety spoken in Pondichery,
which arose in contact with Tamil.

Two papers deal with special valency phenomena. First, SYLVIE VOISIN-
NOUGUIER discusses in “Possessive voice in Wolof: a rare type of valency
operator” a construction that is somewhat akin to possessor-raising. How-
ever, by a comparison with other languages that have such constructions she
argues that Wolof is special, and presents a diachronic explanation for this
rarum. Likewise, RICHARD A. RHODES presents a specific Algonquian con-
struction in his paper “Relative root complement: a unique grammatical re-
lation in Algonquian syntax”. This phenomenon somewhat resembles an ap-
plicative construction, though there are various special aspects that make this
Algonquian construction unique.

In the domain of syntax, there are various papers dealing with different
rara related to verbal person cross-reference, or ‘agreement’. First, ANNA

BERGE in the paper “Unexpected non-anaphoric marking in Aleut” shows
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that the apparently strange system of so-called ‘anaphora’ in Aleut is related
to textual ambiguity. Seen from that perspective, the apparent rarum is not
that strange anymore. In a similar vein, RUTH SINGER in her paper “Mawng
lexicalised agreement in typological perspective” describes the lexicalisation
of otherwise productive verbal agreement morphology with special empha-
sis on the Australian language Mawng, but drawing on related phenomena
in various other languages. Finally, GUNTHER DE VOGELAER and JOHAN

VAN DER AUWERA consider the rather unusual kind of person agreement at-
tested in some Dutch dialects in their paper “When typological rara gener-
ate rarissima: analogical extension of verbal agreement in Dutch dialects”.
These dialects mark person agreement on complementizers and answer par-
ticles. They explain this rarum through analogical extension during gramma-
ticalization.

Using less complex forms to express semantically more complex concepts
may at first glance seem unusual, counter-intuitive or contradicting univer-
sals. Yet, there are indeed languages where marked categories are segmen-
tally less complex. First, EIKE NITZ and SEBASTIAN NORDHOFF shed light
on the origins of plural marking by segment deletion in Sinhala in their paper
“Subtractive plural morphology in Sinhala”. Second, CHRISTIANE PILOT-
RAICHOOR discusses the diachronic context of the morphogenesis and con-
ceptualization of the zero negative in some of the Dravidian languages.

Finally, there is a range of papers dealing with rara in the realm of
word-formation and lexical semantics. MARIAN KLAMER and FRANTIŠEK

KRATOCHVÍL describe the fascinating verb structure of the Papuan language
Abui in their paper “Abui tripartite verbs: Exploring the limits of compo-
sitionality”. They argue that very many simple CVC verbs in Abui can ac-
tually be decomposed in morpheme-like elements that are the size of one
phoneme. TERESA MCFARLAND in her paper “Ideophones and templatic
morphology in Totonaco” describes a somewhat similar case of an ideophonic
morphophonological template associated with manner of movement, color, or
odor. MATTHIAS GERNER and WALTER BISANG analyze the internal struc-
ture of the classifiers in Weining Ahmao in their paper “Social-deixis classi-
fiers in Weining Ahmao”. They show that the choice of classifier depends on
social stratification in the population. Finally, MARI UUSKÜLA and URMAS

SUTROP discuss Hungarian as a suggested counterexample to color terminol-
ogy universals. In their paper “The puzzle of two terms for red in Hungarian”
they debunk this myth and prove Hungarian color terms actually to be a non-
rarum.
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Unexpected non-anaphoric marking in Aleut

Anna Berge

1 Introduction

Aleut is the language historically spoken along the Aleutian Chain and on the
Pribilof Islands off the coast of Alaska, and on the Commander Islands east of
Kamchatka in the Russian Far East. It is the sole language in its branch of the
Eskimo-Aleut language family although a number of distinct dialects are dis-
tinguished. Prehistoric developments in its case system have resulted in some-
thing typologically unusual and very different from the ergative-absolutive
system found in Eskimo languages and assumed for Proto-Eskimo-Aleut;
these developments profoundly affected not only the nominal but also the ver-
bal inflectional system. The latter, for example, indexes subjects, and it can
index objects, but the circumstances under which it does so are odd: a verb
marks an unexpressed third person object (whether direct or oblique) or an
unexpressed possessor, and the number of an unexpressed subject or object
term or possessor thereof. Although documentation of this system, known as
Aleut anaphora, has existed since the early 19th century, it is Knut Bergs-
land’s work in particular that has brought the system some attention. From
the 1960’s on, this aspect of Aleut grammar has been studied more than any
other, as is evident in the works of Bergsland (especially Bergsland 1997),
Leer (1987, 1991), Fortescue (1985), and Sadock (2000). The focus of work
on Aleut anaphora has been on where anaphora is used; on the link between
anaphora and the absence of an independent way of expressing pronominal
3rd person; and on the independence of number marking and anaphoric mark-
ing. Other important aspects of the system have escaped attention, includ-
ing common instances of what Bergsland calls ‘zero-anaphora’, by which he
means the non-indexing of some unexpressed, anaphoric argument or pos-
sessor. In Bergsland’s work as well as in extended Aleut texts, however, zero-
anaphora is as common as anaphoric marking; furthermore, the canonical
anaphoric marking that has become so well-known in the literature is canon-
ical only in simple or decontextualized clauses.

In this paper, I will show that context is indispensible in the interpretation
of anaphoric marking or lack thereof in Aleut: without taking context into ac-
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count, we can do little more than describe the various environments in which
anaphoric inflection is found. Aleut anaphora is part of a reference-tracking
system which manages textual rather than clausal ambiguity. The more ambi-
guity there is in a text, the more likely there is to be anaphoric marking. Con-
versely, lack of anaphoric marking is related to the relative salience of the ar-
guments: the more recoverable something is, the less likely it is to be tracked
with anaphoric marking. In effect, anaphora and zero-anaphora must be ex-
plained together. While the particulars of the anaphoric system are unusual,
the principle is not: what at first appears to be typologically unusual mark-
ing turns out to be a variant of topic-tracking strategies common in clause-
chaining languages.

In Section 2, I will present a summary of the system of Aleut anaphora
as discussed in the literature; in Section 3, I will present instances of zero-
anaphora as discussed in Bergsland (1997); and in Section 4, with evidence
from texts, I will show how context, referential ambiguity, and topic salience
are crucial in the understanding of how this system works.1

2 Canonical anaphoric reference marking in Aleut: summary of
previous work

Some of the main features of Aleut nominal and verbal inflection discussed
in the literature are presented below, and examples in Section 2, unless oth-
erwise indicated, are common in the literature. Although I mostly refer to
Bergsland (1997) as a primary source of Aleut data, other authors have made
very significant attempts to explain the anaphoric system of Aleut.

2.1 Marking of dependency: absolutive, relative, and possessive inflection

There are several sets of inflectional endings, known respectively as the ‘ab-
solutive,’ ‘relative,’ and ‘possessive,’ endings, and they are found on both
nouns and verbs (as well as oblique endings found on both postpositions and
some subordinate verb moods which will not be discussed in this paper). Al-
though the endings do not indicate case or possession on verbs, Bergsland
(1997) confusingly refers to verb endings by these terms, which are normally
understood to refer to nominal functions. By doing so, he points to the iden-
tity of the inflectional morphemes regardless of the part of speech to which
they attach. In this paper, I will use these terms in reference to nominal inflec-
tion only, and the terms ‘simple,’ ‘relational,’ ‘dependent,’ and ‘anaphoric’ for
verbal inflection. Although they have not been explicitly analyzed as such, I
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interpret these inflectional endings as markers of independence and depen-
dence, or better, as markers indicating relational status. Thus, absolutive end-
ings are found on nouns which are not in some kind of phrasal construction,
and the corresponding inflectional ending on verbs are found in independent
moods especially, as in example (1):

(1) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

asxinu-x̂
girl-ABS

kidu-ku-x̂
help-IND-3SG

‘Peter is helping the girl’ (Atkan)

Note that -x̂ on nouns is glossed as ‘absolutive’;2 on verbs, it is tradition-
ally glossed simply as ‘3SG’. In fact, it is the default verbal inflectional end-
ing on all persons in the singular, and first and second persons have enclitic
pronouns in addition to -x̂. Verbal endings which are morphologically identi-
cal to the absolutive nominal inflections will be referred to as simple verbal
inflections.

Relative endings are routinely found on nouns in phrasal constructions
such as possessive phrases and postpositional phrases, as in example (2),
and on verbs in clauses with some dependency on neighboring clauses, as in
examples (3) and (4). In example (4), the use of the indicative mood with the
relative ending rather than the conjunctive mood shows that the first clause is
not being negated along with the second (Bergsland 1997: 221). The relative
ending on both nouns and verbs is traditionally glossed as ‘relative.’ In verbs,
it is not entirely predictable from current descriptions, although it tends to be
found in clause combinations which show succession or contrast (Bergsland
1997: 252) or which indicate irrealis (in clauses I have collected); in texts it is
somewhat rare, and this ending, which we could refer to as ‘relational’ verbal
inflection, will not be further discussed here:

(2) Piitra-m
Peter-REL

ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

asxinu-x̂
girl-ABS

kidu-ku-x̂
help-IND-3SG

‘Peter’s father is helping the girl’ (Atkan)

(3) Sa-x̂
duck-ABS

uchigi-hli-ku-m
swim-until-IND-3SG.REL

txin
self

iĝa-s
be.scared-CONJ

iga-na-x̂
take.off-PART-3SG

‘the duck was swimming until he got scared and took off’ (Atkan;
Bergsland 1997: 244)

(4) Mariiya-x̂
Mary-ABS

unguchi-ku-m
sit.down-IND-3SG.REL

qa-na-ĝ-ulax
eat-PART-3SG-NEG

‘Mary sat down but did not eat’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 221)
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Possessive endings are routinely found on possessed nouns, as in exam-
ple (2), repeated below as example (5), where the ending is glossed as ‘pos-
sessive’, and on verbs with certain of the subordinate moods, as in example
(6). In subordinate, or dependent moods, these verbal endings indicate sim-
ple person and number, and they are glossed accordingly; however, they must
be distinguished from the same morphological forms which are also used to
indicate anaphora in moods which otherwise take simple or relational inflec-
tions. I will refer to these endings as ‘dependent’ endings:

(5) Piitra-m
Peter-REL

ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

asxinu-x̂
girl-ABS

kidu-ku-x̂
help-IND-3SG

‘Peter’s father is helping the girl’ (Atkan)

(6) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

asxinu-x̂
girl-ABS

kidu-gu-u. . .
help-COND-3SG

‘If / when Peter helps the girl. . . ’ (Atkan)

2.2 Marking of anaphoric elements

The system just described is complicated by several overlapping but never-
theless separate systems of marking, including most famously the marking
of non-subject anaphoric elements. When all arguments, both grammatical
and oblique, are expressed, as in example (1) on the preceding page, repeated
here as example (7), absolutive nominal inflection and simple verb inflection
are used. Because absolutive is used for both subject and object, Aleut is a
relatively strict SOV language:

(7) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

asxinu-x̂
girl-ABS

kidu-ku-x̂
help-IND-3SG

‘Peter is helping the girl’ (Atkan)

If the subject is unexpressed, but the object is overt, as in example (8),
there is no change:

(8) asxinu-x̂
girl-ABS

kidu-ku-x̂
help-IND-3SG

‘He is helping the girl’ (Atkan)

When a non-subject argument is unexpressed, anaphoric reference is made
to it through the use of relative marking on the subject and what looks like
dependent marking on the verb, as in examples (9) and (10):
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(9) Piitra-m
Peter-REL

kidu-ku-u
help-IND-3SG.AN

‘Peter is helping her’(Atkan)

(10) Kidu-ku-u
help-IND-3SG.AN

‘He is helping her’ (Atkan)

In this case, the inflectional ending on the verb is glossed as before ac-
cording to its person and number, but additionally, it is indicated as being
anaphoric. In fact, it is not morphologically distinct from the non-anaphoric
verbal inflection in dependent moods; however, it must be functionally distin-
guished from dependent marking. Following existing convention, I will refer
to these as the ‘anaphoric’ verbal endings. Anaphoric and dependent inflec-
tion are essentially in complementary distribution.

This system of anaphoric reference extends to oblique objects, as can be
seen in examples (11) and (12), and to the unexpressed possessors of objects,
as in examples (13) and (14):3

(11) qalgada-x̂
food-ABS

stuuluĝi-m
table-REL

kug-an
top-LOC

a-ku-x̂
be-IND-3SG

‘The food is on the table’

(12) qalgada-m
food-REL

kug-an
top-LOC

a-ku-u
be-IND-3SG.AN

‘The food is on it’ (Atkan)

(13) Liidiya-x̂
Lydia-ABS

Piitra-m
Peter-REL

ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

kidu-ku-x̂
help-IND-3SG

‘Lydia is helping Peter’s father’ (Atkan)

(14) Liidiya-m
Lydia-REL

ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

kidu-ku-u
help-IND-3SG.AN

‘Lydia is helping his father’ (Atkan)

2.3 Marking of anaphoric number

Another complicating factor in the use of the inflectional types (absolutive,
relative, and possessive on nouns, or simple, relational, dependent, and ana-
phoric on verbs) is the marking of plurality, which is characterized by ana-
phoric marking of the number of an unexpressed argument (subject, object,
or oblique) or possessor. This is illustrated in examples (15) and (16). In the
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former, all arguments are overt, while in example (16), the plural subject is
overt but the singular object is not and is therefore indexed on the verb with
singular anaphoric inflection:

(15) asxinu-s
girl-PL

Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

kidu-ku-s
help-IND-3PL

‘The girls are helping Peter’ (Atkan)

(16) asxinu-s
girl-PL

kidu-ku-u
help-IND-3SG.AN

‘The girls are helping him’ (Atkan)

In cases of multiple anaphora with a conflict in number, plural number
seems to take precedence. Thus, in example (17), assuming it is semantically
related to examples (15) and (16),4 both the plural subject and the singular
object are unexpressed; this triggers plural anaphoric marking on the verb,
despite the singular object:

(17) kidu-ku-ngis
help-IND-3PL.AN

‘They are helping him’

Similarly, with a plural anaphoric possessor, as in example (18), the verb
is marked with plural inflection, despite the singular subject. It is not marked
for anaphora because there is no object:

(18) ada-ngis
father-3PL.POS.ABS

awa-ku-s
work-IND-3PL

‘Their father is working’ (Atkan)

To the extent possible, anaphoric marking captures what is otherwise un-
recoverable. In example (19), the verbal inflection is singular and anaphoric
because of the 3SG unexpressed possessor of the object:

(19) ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

kidu-ku-ng
help-IND-1SG/3SG.AN

‘I am helping her father’ (Atkan)

In example (20), the verbal inflection is singular and anaphoric, despite
the plural object, because the anaphoric possessor is singular.

(20) huyu-ngis
brother-3PL.POS.ABS

kidu-ku-ng
help-IND-1SG/3SG.AN

‘I am helping her brothers’ (Atkan)
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Leer (1991) calls this system ‘promiscuous number marking’ and suggests
that this is the result of areal borrowing between languages in the region of
Southeastern Alaska. For a more complete discussion of the oddities of the
number marking system, see Sadock (2000).

2.4 Marking of focused elements

Elements which are in some way focused may be marked as if they were ex-
ternal or independent of the clause marking described above. Focused ele-
ments of all types may be found, with concommittent effects on the syntax.
Thus, in example (21), the focused object is preposed, and therefore gram-
matically outside of the SOV clause, and takes absolutive case. The clause is
marked as if the object were anaphoric:

(21) asxinu-s
girl-PL

Piitra-m
Peter-REL

kidu-ku-ngis
help-IND-3PL.AN

‘The girls, Peter is helping them’ (Atkan)

3 Zero-anaphora, or unexpected non-canonical marking (Bergsland)

The discussion up to now essentially summarizes the elements of Aleut ref-
erence marking which have been most famously discussed in the literature.
Other important aspects of the system have escaped wider attention, including
common instances of what Bergsland calls ‘zero-anaphora’. By ‘anaphora’,
Bergsland does not simply refer to the typologically unusual anaphoric sys-
tem of marking as explained above; he refers to any instance in which refer-
ence is made to anaphoric information, including, for example, subject agree-
ment on the verb. When he uses the term ‘zero-anaphora,’ he refers to any in-
stance in which no anaphoric marking is used, whether this be in reference
to common subject agreement or to the less common anaphoric non-subject
or number agreement special to Aleut. In the discussion that follows, I limit
myself to the latter.

Under the system just presented, examples (22) and (23) show seem-
ingly regular anaphoric marking: in example (22), all noun phrases are overt,
whereas in example (23), the unexpressed oblique object ‘Peter’ is anaphori-
cally marked on the verb:

(22) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

‘While Peter was eating,’
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tayaĝu-x̂
man-ABS

Piitra-m
Peter-REL

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-na-x̂
come.in-PART-3SG

‘a man came in to Peter’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 254)

(23) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

‘While Peter was eating,’

tayaĝu-m
man-REL

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-qa-a
come.in-PART.AN-3SG.AN

‘a man came in to him’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 254)

However, this is only one of a number of strategies for identifying partic-
ipants in clause combinations; there are a number of variations of anaphoric
marking, as well as zero-anaphora, which turns out to be almost as common
as expected anaphoric marking. The system presented so far is valid primarily
for simple and decontextualized sentences. In almost any instance of clause
combination, the anaphoric system may be manipulated in ways which dif-
fer from the commonly understood rules of Aleut anaphora presented in Sec-
tion 2. Examples (24) through (30) illustrate some of these unusual uses of
anaphora or instances of zero-anaphora, and examples (31) and (32) reexam-
ine the meanings of examples (22) and (23). Bergsland (1997: 253) suggests
the choice of anaphora or zero-anaphora in these cases is determined by some
level of coreferentiality. While some of the examples are pragmatically un-
derstandable, many are much less clear.

In simple clause combinations, if two clauses have a coreferential object,
and this object is overt in the first clause, but anaphoric in the second, the
verbs may simply not be marked for anaphora; the object in either clause
may be direct or oblique. This is especially, but not exclusively, true if the
first clause is in the conjunctive mood, as in example (24):

(24) ulu-x̂
meat-ABS

una-l
cook-CONJ

qa-ku-s
eat-IND-1PL

‘We cooked the meat and ate it’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 222)
(one would have expected ulux̂ unal qakungis)

The conjunctive mood commonly links subordinate clauses with sequential or
cotemporal semantics in a chain, tends to indicate coreferential subjects be-
tween clauses, and tends to have defective conjugation. The lack of anaphoric
marking, therefore, could be attributed to the features of this particular mood;
however zero-anaphora is also found between clauses with other moods, and
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conjunctive mood is used in clauses with non-corefential subjects. Conjunc-
tive mood cannot therefore be the sole factor in zero-anaphora in (24).

We also find the same sorts of clause combinations with anaphoric mark-
ing, although the anaphora may not follow the expected pattern. Example
(25) is similar to example (24) in having an overt object in the first clause;
however, in this case, the first clause has anaphoric marking, despite its overt
object, while the second clause does not.5 Bergsland explains anaphora here
as marking the coreferential nature of the subject and object of both clauses:

(25) hla-s
boy-PL

ilga-ku-ning
look.for-IND-1SG/3PL.AN

uku-na-ĝula-q
find-PART-NEG-1SG

‘I looked for the boys but did not find them’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997:
251) (one would have expected hlas ilgakuq ukuqaningulax)

If the object is unexpressed in both clauses, then both clauses may be marked
for anaphora, as in examples (26) and (27); this last includes a conjunctive
clause (which does not need anaphoric marking even in the expected pattern
of anaphoric use, cf. examples (36) and (37), and see Bergsland 1997: 223):

(26) ilga-ku-ning
look.for-IND-1SG/3PL.AN

uku-qa-ning-ulax
find-PART.AN-1SG/3PL.AN-NEG

‘I looked for them but did not find them’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 251)

(27) ama-an
DEM.INV-ABS

ayaga-gan
wife-3SG.POS.REL

ngaan
3SG.ABL

slaaĝa-kan
come.out-CONJ.AN

aaluusa-qali-ku-u
laugh.at-begin-IND-3SG.AN

awa
DEM.PROX

‘His wife came out to him and began to laugh at him’ (Eastern, Bergs-
land 1997: 223)

One might be led to suppose that zero-anaphora (and other anaphoric
marking patterns) reflects coreferentiality of objects (and / or adjuncts of ob-
jects, cf. example (33)), at least one of which is overt, in clause combination;
but this is not the case. Zero-anaphora is also used as a strategy when the overt
subject of the first clause is the unexpressed object of the second, as in (28):

(28) aniqdu-x̂
child-ABS

hit-naaĝi-ku-x̂
go.out-try-IND-3SG

hiti-chx̂i-na-ĝula-q
go.out-let-PART-NEG-1SG

‘The child tried to go out but I didn’t let it go out’ (Atkan; Bergsland
1997: 254)
(one would have expected aniqdux̂ hitnaaĝikux̂, hitichx̂iqangulax)
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At the same time, anaphoric marking on a verb may be used in reference
to the non-overt subject of the previous clause. In example (29), the subject
of the first clause is overt, and there is no anaphoric marking on either verb.
In example (30), however, the first clause’s subject is not expressed indepen-
dently (it is reflected in the verbal inflection) — and the verb of the second
clause receives anaphoric marking. Once again, anaphoric marking does not
show the expected pattern:

(29) hla-s
boy-PL

tunum-kada-ku-z-iin
talk-CESS-IND-PL-ENCL

ting
1SG

saĝani-na-q
go.to.sleep-PART-1SG

‘When the boys stopped talking, I went to sleep’ (Atkan)

(30) tunum-kada-ku-z-iin
talk-CESS-IND-PL-ENCL

ting
1SG

saĝani-qa-ning
go.to.sleep-PART.AN-1SG/3PL.AN

‘When they stopped talking, I went to sleep’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997:
248) (one would have expected tunumkadakuziin, ting saĝaninaq)

From these examples, it is also obvious that anaphoric marking is not
directly related to transitivity.6 Anaphoric marking is not limited to transitive
verbs, and transitive verbs with unexpressed objects do not always indicate
the objects in any way.

The interplay between anaphora and zero-anaphora seems to involve some
recursivity in the application of rules of anaphoric marking, as in example
(23), repeated here as example (31), and examples (32) through (34). In ex-
amples (31) and (32), the oblique object in the second clause is unexpressed,
which should trigger the use of anaphora in that clause. When the subject of
the second clause is overt, as is example (31), there is anaphoric marking, and
when the subject is not overt, as in example (32), there is zero-anaphora:

(31) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

‘While Peteri was eating,’

tayaĝu-m
man-REL

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-qa-a
come.in-PART.AN-3SG.AN

‘a man came in to himi’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 254)

(32) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-na-x̂
come.in-PART-3SG

‘While Peteri was eating, he j came in to himi’ (Atkan; mod. from
Bergsland 1997: 254)7

(one would have expected Piitrax̂ qakux̂ nagan qanguqaa)
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In each of the following two sentences, the second clause has no overt subject.
In example (33), the possessor in the first clause is coreferent with the subject
of the second clause, while in example (34), the two are noncoreferent:

(33) (Piitra-m)
(Peter-REL)

ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

‘While (Peteri’s) father j was eating,’

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-na-x̂
come.in-PART-3SG

‘hei came in to him j’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 254)
(one would have expected nagan qanguqaa)

(34) ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

‘While his j father was eating,

(Piitra-m)
(Peter-REL)

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-qa-a
come.in-PART.AN-3SG.AN

‘hei (Peter) came in to him j’ (Atkan; Bergsland 1997: 254)

In examples (32) through (34), two clauses have involved different sub-
jects without overt indications of switch-reference, unless the manipulation of
anaphoric marking in the second clause is taken to show changes in subject.
However, Aleut does in fact have inflectional marking to distinguish same
and different subjects, so this kind of ambiguity should not have to arise. It is
also possible for the anaphoric object or oblique in a first clause to be the sub-
ject of a second clause, as in example (35) (this should not be misconstrued
as evidence of ergative syntax):

(35) Piitra-m
Peter-REL

tuga-ku-u
hit-IND-3SG.AN

qida-qali-na-x̂
cry-start-PART-3SG

‘Peter hit himj and hej started to cry’ (Bergsland 1997: 257–258)

These examples have been provided by Bergsland to show how anaphoric
marking and zero-anaphora may work in various types of clause combina-
tions, with and without coreferential objects, obliques, or subjects; however,
the rules regarding the marking of coreference are not obvious from the ex-
amples given above, and coreference does not appear to be a defining factor
in the use or lack thereof of anaphora, as we see from examples (30) and (35).
Further, the understanding of what is coreferential would need to be broad-
ened to account for coreference with oblique objects or with possessors, and
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for coreference beyond immediately neighboring clauses. Bergsland rarely
makes categorical claims about the use of anaphora or lack thereof in clause
combinations; in general, he simply lists all possible environments in which
a particular structure is found. Most examples above could be countered with
examples of perfectly ‘regular’ use of anaphoric marking.

4 Explaining zero-anaphora (and anaphoric marking) in reference to
context

In fact, there is a simple explanation of anaphora and zero-anaphora when
context is taken into account. Aleut, like the related Eskimo languages, is a
clause chaining language, and within a clause chain, referential marking is
best explained with respect to the topic being tracked, where topic is under-
stood to be the prominent entity, perhaps restricted to participants, across a
stretch of continuous discourse, and not specifically to subjects or objects be-
tween two clauses (see Berge 1997).8

In the examples of zero-anaphora above, ‘unexpected’ non-anaphoric
marking is found with apparent topic continuity, as in example (32) in which
the participants are both given (and also definite) as opposed to example (31),
in which the overt new participant in the second clause coincides with ana-
phoric marking. Zero-anaphora is possible because of a high level of tol-
erance within Aleut for referential ambiguity in individual clauses within a
greater text, and it is left to the context to adequately disambiguate the var-
ious arguments and possibilities of interpretation. As long as the topic of a
clause chain remains unchanged, and there are no significant new participants
introduced within the chain, there is no need for special anaphoric inflection
to refer to unexpressed objects or possessors, regardless of actual changes in
grammatical role of these participants (e. g. subject, object, or oblique): zero-
anaphora signals topic continuity.

However, even this tolerance has its limits. In texts, we consistently see
anaphora used to mark some nominal information being referred to without
being expressed, and which there is perhaps no other way to recover. Ana-
phoric marking is found where ambiguity would lead to an obviously false in-
terpretation or no possible interpretation. Furthermore, when anaphora is used
for disambiguation, it is to disambiguate which of the participants may be
considered topical: the referent of the anaphora is typically topical, whereas,
for example, the subjects of anaphoric structures are typically not topics (this
is perhaps the case in examples (33) through (35), and seems to explain the
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switch of subjects in example (35); see Berge (2009) for more recent work on
anaphora and topic in Aleut). The link between anaphoric marking and top-
icality has been made previously by Fortescue (1985), using a rather differ-
ent understanding of the concepts of topic and theme, where ‘topic’ is a con-
stituent within the predication, and theme is one outside of the predication.
Fortescue limits his discussion to examples of anaphoric agreement such as
those in Section 2, and to simple clauses or simple clause combinations; his
definition of topic is ultimately clause-dependent; and in offering a strictly
rule-governed analysis, he finds it difficult to account for the very wide range
of acceptable syntactic structures. However, his conclusions, that anaphoric
marking is related to some pragmatic need ‘outside the predication proper’
(Fortescue 1985: 121), support the ideas I am proposing here.

Since most examples from Bergsland (1997) are decontextualized in his
presentation of the grammar, this explanation is not immediately apparent
from the examples given so far. However, this interpretation is supported by
examples of anaphora or lack thereof in context, as in examples (36) through
(38) below.9

Example (36) illustrates the use of anaphora for disambiguation. The nar-
rator describes her experiences on the way to an internment camp during
World War II. The topic of this text is her mother. In the second last line,
there is an anaphoric conjunctive, despite no previous overt identification of
the subject ‘we’, referring to the narrator and someone else, and a follow-
ing non-anaphoric conjunctive, despite the same arguments and an argument
structure which is understood to be similar (3SG passive in Eastern dialect is
used for 1PL active). In fact, one could have expected the passive form of the
first conjunctive, suĝalix ‘we took [her]’ (or ‘she was taken’), structurally the
same as as the second conjunctive, kumsiĝalix. However, if a non-anaphoric
form were used, it would be interpreted as the mother taking (something):

(36) Aang
yes

maama-ng
mother-1SG

aygag-duuka-lakan
walk-PROB-CONJ.NEG

‘Yes, my mother could not really walk’

alima-x
leg-DU

txin
3SG.OBJ

umlikaada-asa-lix
be.sick-with-CONJ

‘Her legs made her sick,’

atxax̂-six
be.straight-CONJ

txin
3SG.OBJ

ayug-ni-duuka-lakax̂
move-CAUS-PROB-IND.NEG.3SG

‘she couldn’t move them straight’
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su-x̂ta-kan
take-CONT-CONJ.SG.AN

agacha
only

quchxi-ngin
between-3PL.POS.ABS

kumsi-ĝa-lix
lift-PASS-CONJ

‘sometimes holding her up between us,’

agach[a]
only

ayug-ni-
move-cause-

‘we used to walk her’
(Eastern, 1984; transcribed by Dirks in 1984 and 2004) (the final verb
was not completed by the speaker)

It is useful to compare the use of anaphora and zero-anaphora in analogous
structures, although it is not always possible in the same text. Examples (36)
and (37) do belong to the same text, and both involve the same verb, su- ‘to
take’, and the same mood, the conjunctive. In example (37), the mother, still
the topic, has been scared by some army planes, left the house, and hidden
under a kayak with a young girl; her daughter and a friend are searching for
her. Adan kimkadangin anaphorically refers to an unexpressed complement;
in traditional descriptions of Aleut grammar, it could refer both to the kayak
under which the mother is hiding (anaphoric reference to the object of the
postposition) and to the mother and young girl (with the use of the plural
form of the anaphoric inflection); but the verb, su- ‘take’, has zero-anaphora,
referring to the same arguments. Aleut minimizes its referential specificity:
neither the subject nor the object are necessarily made explicit via verbal
inflection; nevertheless, the meaning of suĝalix is clear enough in context:

(37) Eva
Eva

agiita-lix
together.with-CONJ

ada-n
to-LOC

kim-kada-ngin
go.down-CESS-[1,3]PL.AN

su-ĝa-lix
take-PASS-CONJ

‘Together with Eva, after [we] had gone down to [it / them], [we] took
[her / them]’

alaĝu-m
ocean-REL

achida-n
shore-LOC

a-qa-a
be-PART.AN-3SG.AN

a-x̂ta-na-x̂
AUX-apparently-PART-3SG

‘she had apparently been down to the shore,’

iĝata-x̂si-ida-lix
fear-make-DIM-CONJ

‘becoming scared, the poor thing’
(Eastern, 1984; transcribed by Dirks 1984 and 2004)

If anaphoric marking is used for disambiguation, zero-anaphora is used
for known or recoverable information, rather than coreference, and for topic
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continuity rather than the disambiguation of possibly competing topics. Ex-
ample (38) is a very simple example of zero-anaphora with topic continu-
ity across extended clauses. Here, there is in fact no anaphora at all, despite
the consistent use of the valency-increasing suffix -usa-, as in idgix̂tusa- ‘to
pull (fish) up’, or akuunusa- ‘to take something up’, or especially in the final
clause, aĝaasa- ‘to place something’. This is not just a more complex version
of example (24) on page 8, in which coreference between an expressed ob-
ject of one clause and an unexpressed object of another eliminates the need
for anaphoric marking. In this case, qax̂, ‘fish’, is originally introduced as a
subject; it is never expressed as an object, no anaphoric reference is made to
it, and there is an intervening clause with no implied reference to it. No ana-
phoric marking is present because there is no potential ambiguity here.

(38) chamchux-six
fish.from.land-CONJ

ali-x̂ta-ku-qing-aan,
still.be-CONT-IND-1SG-ENCL

‘When I’d been fishing for a while,

qa-x̂
fish-ABS

dux̂ta-ng
hook-1SG.POS.ABS

adĝa-ku-ĝ-aan
bite-IND-3SG-ENCL

ting
1SG

amani-lix
startle-CONJ

‘a fish bit my hook and startled me.’

chamchxi-ng
fish.line-1SG.POS.ABS

qangli-ng
shoulder-1SG.POS.ABS

kanga-n
top-LOC

ax̂-six
put-CONJ

‘Putting my fish line on my shoulder’

nung
to.1SG

idgi-x̂tusa-lix
pull.out-INTNS-CONJ

akuunusa-lix
take.up-CONJ

‘Pulling [it] up to me, I took [it] up’

chuguulĝu-n
gravel-PL

ku-ngin
on.top-LOC.PL

aĝa-asa-ku-qing-aan
put-with-IND-1SG-ENCL

‘I placed [it] on the gravel / beach.’
(one would have expected aĝaasakungaan ‘I put it’)
(Eastern, 1984; transcribed by Dirks in 1984 and 2004)

In Example (39), there is too much ambiguity in the reference to the
participants. The text concerns help given to a starving youth, and there are
at least three participants (and possibly a fourth), the youth, Albert, and the
person who went to fetch Albert. There are several instances of switches in
subjects; it appears that the fourth person form igiim ‘to him (4SG)’ refers
exclusively to the youth, despite the fact that he has not been mentioned
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since the beginning of the narration (some 17 or 18 lines previously); he is
reintroduced anaphorically in the fourth line through ngaan ‘to him (3SG)’.

The marking of anaphora or lack thereof in these clauses differs from de-
scriptions of Aleut anaphora in a number of ways. One would expect aslixsix
in the second clause to be marked for anaphora, since the following clause
is. In the fifth line, the clause contains an anaphoric form of the conjunc-
tive, nuusakan; the next clause contains no anaphora, despite the fact that
igiim refers to the still unspecified youth. In this text, the use of anaphora is
found in clauses referring to three participants, at least two of whom are un-
expressed. In fact, it typically seems to refer to Albert. Once again, therefore,
anaphora is used to disambiguate; zero-anaphora is used where the reference
is clear (e. g. through 4th person marking as in igiim).

(39) . . . Inga-ya
DEM.PROX-DEIC

ama-agan
DEM.INV-ABL

aygax-six,
walk-CONJ

Canneri-x̂
cannery-ABS

u-lix
reach-CONJ

‘. . . That one, [he] walked from there, going to the cannery’

a-ku-m
be-IND-REL

ama-ya
DEM.INV-DEIC

ama-an
DEM.INV-ABS

Albert
Albert

aslix-six
meet.with-CONJ

‘and there [he] met with that Albert’or ‘and there that Albert met [him]

awa-ya
DEM.DIST-DEIC

ama-ya
DEM.INV-DEIC

agitaasa-a
friend-3SG.POS.ABS

ngaan
to.3SG

uya-qa-a
bring-PART.AN-3SG.AN

a-x̂ta-na-x̂
AUX-apparently-PART-3SG

‘there, that friend of his brought him to himj’

ilax̂ta-agiim
have.as.companion-4SG.ANT

nu-usa-kan
go.to-with-CONJ.SG.AN

‘when hei had [him] as a companion, going with him,’

igiim
to.4SG

kim-na-n
go.downhill-PART-PL

a-x̂ta-na-n
AUX-apparently-PART-PL

‘they went down to himi’

Muluka-m
milk-REL

ila-ada-a
part-DIM-3SG.POS.ABS

ama-y,
DEM.INV-DEIC

inga-y
DEM.PROX-DEIC

anguna-x̂
be.big-ABS

qa-chx̂i-duuka-lka-kin
eat-let-PROB-NEG-CONJ.PL.AN

‘they couldn’t feed [him] very much, a little bit of milk’

muluka-m
milk-REL

ila-a
part-3SG.POS.ABS

amasix
with / and
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ataqan
one

saahmla-x̂
egg-ABS

agachiida-a
only-3SG.POS.ABS

igiim
to.4SG

qa-chx̂i-sxa-ku-x̂-ngaan
eat-let-PASS-IND-3SG-ENCL

‘only a bit of milk and one egg were fed to him’
(Eastern, undated; transcribed by Dirks, in the 1980’s)

Examples of anaphora or zero-anaphora given in Bergsland (1997) which
are readily traceable to their source texts, such as those taken from the Jochel-
son materials, can be tested against the ideas presented here. Thus, example
(40) illustrates one form of non-canonical anaphoric agreement, with the fi-
nal predicate marked for anaphoric reference to the singular subject of a pre-
ceding clause but agreeing in number with its direct subject:

(40) Niiĝuĝi-n
Atkan-PL

tana-ngin
land-3PL.POS

nu-ku-ĝ-aan
reach-IND-3SG-ENCL

‘When he reached the island of the Atkans,’

Niiĝuĝi-n
Atkan-PL

unglu-m
pinnacle-REL

kangan
on

txichi
self.3PL

taxsa-qa-ngin
gather-PART.AN-3PL.AN

‘the Atkans gathered on a pinnacle.’ (Eastern, J:57:11; Bergsland
1997: 248)

The complete text from which this is taken (see Bergsland and Dirks 1990:
402–404) contains seven or eight instances of anaphora and zero-anaphora,
representing many of the problematic and sometimes seemingly fickle fea-
tures of anaphora I have discussed here. For example, a preceding sentence in
this text shows anaphoric agreement identical to example (40), except that it
agrees in number with the subject of the first clause, not with its own subject.
An analysis of the complete text is too lengthy to present here, but the text-
based interpretation of anaphora and zero-anaphora I am proposing works
well. Thus, in example (40) there are three groups of participants, one of
which is underspecified in this sentence and which is the plural referent of
the anaphora: the underspecified group is the hero of the text’s men.

5 Conclusion

Aleut allows context to determine the interpretation of a great many parts of
the syntax, and this appears to include the use of anaphoric marking or zero-
anaphora. Broadly, there are several main findings, the first two of which are
certainly implicit, if not explicit, in Bergsland:
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1. Anaphoric marking or lack thereof is not directly tied to grammatical
roles, such as subject or object. In Aleut texts, subjects and objects may
switch frequently and rather freely without overt marking, unless ambigu-
ity would ensue; and this also holds true of oblique objects and possessors.

2. Anaphoric marking and zero-anaphora do not specifically refer to co-
reference or switch-reference in the traditional sense: to relate anaphoric
marking to coreference in Aleut requires that coreference be broadly inter-
preted to include subject, object, possessor, and oblique coreferential pos-
sibilities.

3. Anaphoric marking and zero-anaphora are intimately related, and one can-
not understand the use of anaphoric marking in Aleut without also explain-
ing zero-anaphora.

4. Anaphora and zero-anaphora are related to topic salience; the more salient
something is, the less likely it is to be marked. Zero-anaphora is the pre-
ferred form when the interpretation of pronominal reference is obvious.

The advantage to an approach which considers discourse context, and
which considers anaphora in conjunction with zero-anaphora, is that we can
simplify the explanation; a strictly clause-based approach, or one in which
only simple clause combinations are considered, requires a long and confus-
ing enumeration of different environments in which anaphoric inflection is
found.

By contextualizing examples of anaphora and zero-anaphora, it also be-
comes possible to view this inflectional system as just another way of track-
ing nominals through discourse. It is not so very different in principle from
tracking information (Du Bois 1987) or topics in clause chaining languages,
in particular the related Eskimoan languages (Berge 1997). The differences
are of course in the particulars: Aleut marks anaphora, not grammatical role.

In addition to contextualizing the examples being analyzed, it is equally
important to place the typologically unusual anaphoric system of Aleut in
context. Anaphoric marking is in fact relatively rare in Aleut texts; anaphoric
inflection on verbs occurs about one tenth of the time, on average, and the
overt expression of participants in discourse can be even rarer: it is not un-
usual for participants to be underspecified even when newly introduced. In
fact, anaphoric marking is only a small part of a system of typologically
unusual marking in clause combination, including other aspects of the ref-
erence tracking system as well, such as plurality and dependency marking.
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All of these show the same characteristic ambiguity and underspecification.
Most inflectional morphemes in Aleut are underspecified for function, even
down to part of speech to which an inflectional morpheme attaches (hence
the confusing terminology, as mentioned in Section 2). To give just one ex-
ample from the pronominal paradigm of both nouns and verbs, -ngis (Atkan)
or -ngin (Eastern) is used for 3PL dependent (non-anaphoric) endings and for
1st or 3rd subjects (singular or plural) and / or plural objects of anaphoric end-
ings on verbs, and for plural possession on nouns. It is tempting to imagine
that inflectional morphemes in Aleut may best be seen as floating morphemes,
not specifically attached to a particular grammatical role, or rather, attached
to a generalized meaning, e. g. -ngis ‘plural’, or ‘plural anaphoric’. At any
rate, reference tracking has to be seen in the greater context, as a discourse-
level feature, and ultimately, understanding how it functions will require an
understanding of linguistic units larger than one or two clauses.

Aleut is greatly different in its reference system from the only other lan-
guage group to which it is related, Eskimo. Some of the features which char-
acterize its reference system, such as number marking, have been explained
as the result of areal diffusion (Leer 1991), and features such as underspec-
ification of arguments may be as well. On the other hand, the importance of
discourse, topic tracking, and topic over sentential subject is shared with Es-
kimo; the notable difference here being the lack of topic marking, reflecting
Aleut’s preference for underspecificity, rather than topic marking (cf. Berge
1997; Fortescue 1985, for a different formulation of this, in which Aleut
marks theme and topic, whereas Eskimo marks topic and subject). Aleut may
reflect one end of a continuum of topic-tracking capabilities in languages for
which discourse, rather than syntax, is the linguistic level of primary impor-
tance.

Abbreviations

ABL = ablative; ABS = absolutive; AN = anaphoric; CESS = cessative;
COND = conditional; CONJ = conjunctive; CONT = continuative; DEIC = deictic;
DEM.DIST = demonstrative distal; DEM.INV = demonstrative invisible; DEM.PROX =
demonstrative- proximal; DIM = diminuative; DU = dual; ENCL = enclitic; IND = in-
dicative; INTNS = intensifier; LOC = locative; NEG = negative; PART = participial;
PASS = passive; POS = possessor; PL = plural; PROB = probability; REL = relative;
SG = singular
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Notes

1. The examples from Bergsland (1997) are mostly Atkan, because of his familiarity with
that dialect. Bergsland also gives copious examples from Eastern, but because they are
usually taken from extended texts rather than direct elicitation, they tend to be more
complex. While Bergsland references the date of a text, he does not always identify the
speaker (speakers are referenced in Bergsland 1994 but not Bergsland 1997) or the text
from which the example is drawn unless the text had been previously published (e. g.
Aleut translations of the Bible, or the Jochelson materials). For this reason there is an
apparent but nonetheless spurious dialectal difference in the data presented here.

2. Absolutive and relative inflection are often not distinguished in plural forms, as a result
of which it is not unusual for singular absolutive endings to simply be glossed as ‘abso-
lutive’, rather than ‘absolutive singular’.

3. Unexpressed possessors of subjects do not trigger anaphoric marking; compare example
(14) and the following:

(41) ada-a
father-3SG.POS.ABS

hila-kux̂
reading-IND-3SG

‘His / her father is reading.’ (Atkan, Bergsland 1981:21)

4. The anaphoric ending -ngis is multiply ambiguous, and kidukungis can also mean
‘he / she / it is helping them.’

5. Note that this is not a case of embedding; the two clauses are juxtaposed. This is evident
in the following example, in which yaasikam kugan is a phrase, and the phrase cannot be
the object of chax̂tinax̂:

(42) tayaĝu-x̂
man-ABS

yaasika-m
box-REL

kuga-n
on-LOC

txin
3SG

unguti-ku-un
sit.on-IND-3SG.REL.AN

chax̂-ti-na-x̂
crack-cause-PART-3SG

‘When the man sat on the box, he cracked it’ (Eastern; Bergsland 1997:
252)

6. This point was also made in Fortescue (1985: 114).
7. This is modified from the following example, for the sake of simplifying the data pre-

sented here:

(43) Piitra-x̂
Peter-ABS

qa-ku-x̂
eat-IND-3SG

naga-n
into-LOC

qangu-na-q
come.in-PART-1SG

‘While Peter was eating, I came in to him’ (Bergsland 1997: 254)

8. For the theoretical background for this claim, Bergsland (1989) proposed that Aleut
was originally a canonical ergative-absolutive system; its present typologically unusual
anaphoric system results from the attrition of most oblique cases. Aleut continues to
show traces of its original ergative system (Fortescue 1994). Following discourse-based
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explanations of ergative case marking (e. g. Du Bois 1987), I proposed that problems
of coreference and switch-reference in ergative clause chaining languages (specifically
West Greenlandic) could be understood by viewing referential marking as a topic track-
ing device, rather than a strictly syntactic feature for tracking subjects between two
clauses (Berge 1997). See also Payne (1982) for similar arguments with respect to Cen-
tral Alaskan Yup’ik. Fortescue (1985) proposed an account of Aleut anaphora and the-
maticity from the perspective of Functional Grammar.

9. The textual examples are taken from recordings made by Bergsland and Dirks in the
1980’s, transcribed by Dirks on several occasions, and analyzed as part of my field studies
of Aleut.
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The nature of consonant sequences in Modern
Georgian

Marika Butskhrikidze

1 Introduction

There is a long and controversial debate concerning the role of the syllable
in phonological theory. During the Sound Pattern of English (SPE) period
(Chomsky and Halle 1968) the notion of syllable had no formal recognition.
However, subsequent research within the framework of generative phonology
has shown that the syllable is an essential concept for understanding phono-
logical structure. Three kinds of justification have been offered in favour of
recognition of the syllable. First, the syllable is a natural domain for the state-
ment of many phonotactic constraints. Second, phonological rules are often
more economically and insightfully expressed when they explicitly refer to
the syllable. Third, the organization of segments into syllables serves as the
base over which the rules and principles of prosody are defined (Kenstowicz
1994). Various structural models for the structure of the syllable have been
proposed, of which the onset-rhyme model (1) is the most widely adopted
one (cf. Fischer-Jørgensen 1975; Anderson 1981; Selkirk 1982; Cairns and
Feinstein 1982).

(1)

p

syllable

rhyme

coda

n

nucleus

i

onset

The representation in (1) is an example of a syllable with a very simple
structure. More complex syllables demand the incorporation of additional
consonantal material into the onset and the coda. Typically, the creation of
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such complex onsets and codas is severely constrained. There are universally
two requirements for complex onsets and codas, as formulated in (2) and (3)
respectively:

(2) The number of consonants in onsets and codas should not exceed more
than two or three.

(3) Onsets and codas should obey the Sonority Sequencing Principle.

The Sonority Sequencing Principle (abbreviated: SSP) was originally pro-
posed by Jespersen (1904) and later recognised either as an absolute condi-
tion or simply as a preference condition expressing universal markedness val-
ues (Blevins 1995).

Georgian challenges both these two purportedly universal requirements.
Examples given under (4) illustrate words with complex onsets in Georgian.
In these examples, a dash refers to a morphological boundary and a full stop
indicates a syllable boundary. These words illustrate two important charac-
teristics of the Georgian syllable structure: 1. Syllable onsets in Georgian
may contain more than two consonants (actually as many as six); and 2. The
Sonority Sequencing Principle is violated.

(4) a) CCV sp’i.lo ‘elephant’
sxi.v-i ‘ray’
rbi.l-i ‘soft’

b) CCCV mk’la.v-i ‘arm’
zrdi.lo.ba ‘politeness’

c) CCCCV prtxi.l-i ‘careful’
msxvi.l-i ‘thick’
prčxi.l-i ‘nail’

d) CCCCCV msxvre.va ‘to brake’
pšxvna ‘to crumble’

e) CCCCCCV prckvna ‘to peel’
brdGvna ‘to tear’

The violations of these purportedly universal phonological principles by
Georgian data raise several questions, one of which concerns the issue of ar-
bitrariness. There are two possibilities: either one has to accept the existence
of the special phonotactic patterns in Georgian as a random fact of linguis-
tic variation or one has to find new principles to explain the constituency and
distributional characteristics of the Georgian consonant sequences. This pa-
per will take the latter approach.
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To account for these clusters, I propose the Gradual Consonant Analysis
(abbreviated: GCA) incorporating the following paradigmatic, syntagmatic,
phonetic, historical and comparative evidence. Examination of consonantal
stems of Georgian and the application of the Gradual Consonant Analysis
shows that a combination of language-external and language-internal evi-
dence provides a useful basis for exploring “complex” structures of a lan-
guage.

In most cases, the long consonant sequences of Georgian can be explained
as the result of a productive vowel-reduction process combined with a pro-
cess of complex segment formation. Georgian consonant sequences are gen-
erally derived from CVC stems with added vowel-initial affixes. Thus, the
phonological complexity is primarily due to morphological complexity be-
cause the structures of the CCC type in Georgian can be explained to be the
result of reductions of structures of the CVCVCV type.

The rest of the paper consists of five sections. Section 2 introduces Geor-
gian and its phoneme system. Section 3 concerns previous analyses of Geor-
gian consonant clusters. A detailed description of Georgian consonant clus-
ters is given in Section 4. Section 5 concerns Gradual Consonant Analysis
and in Section 6 some conclusions are drawn.

2 Georgian and its phoneme system

Georgian belongs to the Kartvelian (South Caucasian) language family. The
name of the language group is related to the ethnonym kartveli ‘Georgian’.
Besides Georgian, the Kartvelian language family consists of Laz, Megrelian,
and Svan. Kartvelian languages are spoken within the territory of Georgia, the
Central and West Caucasus and the vast territory of the South Caucasus.

The phonemic inventory of Modern Georgian consists of 33 phonemes: 28
consonants and 5 vowels (see Table 1 on the following page). Some notational
remarks concern the following: <’> denotes glottalization, <ˇ> on a segment
denotes friction in a consonant (this symbol appears on the fricative and
affricate consonants).

All 33 phonemes of Georgian can appear in the word-initial position.
Word-initial position is characterized by clusters of up to six members. There
are no consonant clusters in word-final position in underived words. There are
consonant clusters in word-medial position, but since they have sub-patterns
of the word-initial ones, only the word-initial consonant clusters will be the
focus of the paper.
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Table 1. The consonant inventory of Georgian

Bilabial b p p’ m v
Alveolar d t t’ n j ̌ c’ z s l r
Palatal-alveolar c č č’ ž š
Velar g k k’ G x
Uvular X’
Laryngeal h

3 Previous analyses of Georgian consonant clusters

Two types of analyses have been proposed to account for the Georgian con-
sonant clusters: the Syllabified Consonant Analysis (abbreviated: SCA, Bush
1997) and the Headless Syllable Analysis (abbreviated: HSA, Nepveu 1994).
The former recognizes the arbitrariness of the constituency of consonant clus-
ters while proposing strong constraints on the distribution of segments. The
latter proposes an analysis in which the Sonority Sequencing Principle is still
maintained; hence the constituency of consonant clusters is not arbitrary. To
account for the Georgian clusters a sub-cluster structure has to be added.

The structures for cda ‘attempt’ as suggested by these two analyses are
depicted in (5). These two approaches to Georgian consonant clusters will be
discussed extensively below.

(5) a) (SCA) b) (HSA)
PrWd PrWd

σ σ σ

µ µ/0

c d a c d a
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
@
@

�
�
�
�
�
A
A

A
A

�
�

@
@

A
A

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
@
@

A
A

3.1 Syllabified Consonant Analysis (SCA)

In the Syllabified Consonant Analysis (as illustrated in 5a) all consonants are
“normally syllabified”, i. e. the syllable always has a vocalic nucleus (Bush
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1997). As a consequence, the Sonority Sequencing Principle is not always
obeyed in Georgian. Bush’s account is formulated in the framework of Op-
timality Theory (OT), using Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince
1995). There are various empirical and theoretical problems with this ap-
proach to Georgian consonant clusters.

An empirical problem with the analysis of cda ‘to attempt, to try, to wait’
in (5a) is that the cluster /cd/ cannot be analysed as a true cluster, since there
are wordforms with the same root, but with a vowel in between the conso-
nants, e. g. e-cad-e ‘try you’, v-ecad-e ‘I tried’. Thus, the form cda is derived
from the stem cad. To account for this fact, an approach like described in
Bush (1997) would need to introduce something like an unspecified vowel
inside the derived word cda. A minor problem with the Syllabified Conso-
nant Analysis is that Bush considers the cluster /cd/ to be an instance of a vi-
olation of the Sonority Sequencing Principle. However, the consonant /c/ is
a voiceless affricate in Georgian and the consonant /d/ is a voiced stop. So, it
seems that Bush (1997) recognizes a sonority ranking in which all affricates
are more sonorous than stops, regardless of laryngeal specification. Another
problem with the Syllabified Consonant Analysis is empirical as well as the-
oretical in nature. As Bush notes:

“Without the Sonority Sequencing Principle, we expect to have clusters of
arbitrary contours and length, like rmqb, tdtdtd, or trblqsxvntkb. While it is
true that only a small percentage of the clusters that would arise from random
combinations of consonants are actually attested, I claim that this fact does
not need to be accounted for by the phonology.” (Bush 1997: 48)

To summarize, Bush proposes that the first syllable of Georgian words al-
lows for arbitrary combination of consonants, which should not be within the
scope of phonology. However, the arbitrariness of the complex clusters in the
first syllable of a word is not empirically justified (see Section 4) so a phono-
logical theory must account for them. To account for the Georgian clusters,
Bush (1997) proposes several distributional generalizations, as summarized
in (6).

(6) a. Only the first syllable of a morpheme allows SSP-violating clus-
ters.

b. The second syllable of a morpheme allows only clusters that do
not violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle.

c. The third syllable of a morpheme does not allow any clusters at
all.
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Loanwords are considered as problematic for his analysis, but the ex-
amples he cites are not problematic. One possible problematic word is a
proper name dos.to.ev.ski, but cross-linguistically proper names are special
in many respects and there are likewise many Georgian proper names with
complex structure, e. g. [me.-č’ur.č’l-e-t-u-.xu.c-e.si] with a complex cluster
in the third syllable. As for the other problematic words cited by Bush (1997),
viz. [or.to.-gra.pi.-a] and [kro.no.-me.tr-i], they are morphologically complex
words. Bush’s (1997) analysis of the Georgian facts is otherwise strictly based
on underived words. Without this restriction there are a lot of words in Geor-
gian with complex clusters in the third or even in the fourth syllable of a
word, for example [ma.ma.švi.lu.ri] ‘parentally’; [sa.k’a.co.bri.o] ‘worldly’.
These examples suggest that the stem should be the relevant domain for for-
mulating restrictions on syllable structures.

The main problem with Bush’s analysis lies in considering the clusters to
be a mismatch between morphological and phonological prominence. Bush
(1997) almost completely disregards the asymmetry between lexical and
grammatical morphemes and accounts for the distributional patterns of com-
plex clusters only in terms of counting syllables. This strategy raises the ques-
tion why the violation of the Sonority Sequencing Principle occurs only in the
first syllable, and not in the second syllable, and why there are no clusters in
the third syllable. There is no explanation in Bush’s analysis of where these
patterns could come from, and I believe there is no way to explain them with-
out referring to the asymmetry of lexical vs. grammatical morphemes.

3.2 Headless Syllable Analysis (HSA)

In Headless Syllable Analysis (as illustrated in 5b) Nepveu (1994) proposes
that all Georgian oversized clusters, as well as those clusters not obeying the
Sonority Sequencing Principle, can be broken down into series of sub-clusters
of the form T (obstruent), R (resonant) or TR (obstruent + resonant), with
at most one sub-cluster occurring at each morpheme boundary. Such sub-
clusters can be the well-formed onsets of headless syllables. Their existence
and distribution are accounted for within Optimality Theory and Prosodic
Morphology. There are various problems with this approach to explaining
Georgian consonant clusters.

First of all, Nepveu (1994) rightly notices that the domain of the distribu-
tion of complex clusters is morphological in nature. However, there is a great
deal of variation about the precise specification of this domain in his analysis.
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Throughout his analysis the domain where the sub-clusters are found varies
between: the morpheme, the prosodic word, and the root.

Another problem that arises with the adoption of the Headless Syllable
Analysis is that it is no longer possible to capture regularities within conso-
nant sequences after positing that the entities (sub-clusters) which are the con-
stituents of the oversized long consonant complexes are independent of each
other. Thus, an account of the restrictions attested within complex clusters
is completely missing in this type of analysis. Even though Nepveu (1994)
begins his analysis with denying the arbitrariness of the composition of the
Georgian complex clusters, he proposes an analysis in which the relationship
between the sub-constituents of the long consonant sequences is completely
overlooked.

Even though in both analyses it is noticed that clusters that do not obey
the Sonority Sequencing Principle are restricted to a particular morpholog-
ical constituent the morphological constituency is not properly appreciated
as a factor for the analysis. In the following section I will introduce some rel-
evant phonotactic generalizations of Georgian consonant clusters. These gen-
eralizations will be the basis for the subsequent explanation of their structure.

4 Georgian consonant clusters

In general, combinations of identical consonants are unusual in Georgian.
This evidence can be used as a starting point when discussing the natural
classes of phonemes.

The first restriction concerns labial phonemes (including the labio-dental
/v/). It is not permitted to have two adjacent labial phonemes mono-mor-
phemically. Any combination between the members of this class is unaccept-
able in initial position. Thus /*mb-, *mp-, *mp’-, *mv-, *bm-, *bp-, *bp’-,
*bv-, *pm-, *pb-, *pv-, *vm-/ etc. are not accepted. We refer to this class as
class of bilabials. It contains: /b, p, p’, m, v/.

The second class contains coronals: /d, t, t’, j, c, c’, z, s, ̌, č, č’, ž, š/, in
which three types of place of articulation are distinguished as follows: den-
tals /d, t, t’/; alveolars /j, c, c’, z, s/; palato-alveolars /̌, č, č’, ž, š/. The class
of coronals has two restrictions: 1. Combinations of homorganic phonemes
are not accepted (i. e. the same restriction as for labials); 2. A coronal with
a relatively backward place of articulation can precede a coronal with a rela-
tively forward place of articulation, but never follow it. Thus, combinations:
/št, ̌d, cd/ are attested, while /*tš, *ď, *dc/ never occur.
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The third class has the following restriction: the members of the class
never combine (i. e. the same restriction as for the first and the second class).
It contains sonorants: /r, l, n/.

Velar and uvular consonants can be grouped together. They never combine
with each other. We refer to this class as the class of velar-uvulars. It contains
/g, k, k’, G, x, X’, h/ (Uturgaidze 1976).

The common restriction for all these four classes is as follows:

(7) Members within each class are never adjacent.

Two additional factors are of importance when discussing adjacent conso-
nant combinations:

(8) a. The successive places of articulation of the members of the cluster,
and

b. the laryngeal specification.

With regard to the first factor, clusters are distinguished as regressive or
non-regressive. Regressive clusters combine consonants with front and back
place of articulation, e. g. labial-coronal, coronal-dorsal, labial-dorsal. Non-
regressive clusters are clusters with back-to-front place of articulation, e. g.
dorsal-coronal, coronal-labial, dorsal-labial. With regard to the second fac-
tor, clusters are defined as “homogeneous” or “heterogeneous”. In “homoge-
nous” clusters members share the laryngeal feature. Thus, they are voiced,
voiceless or glottalized. Most scholars (Akhvlediani 1949; Vogt 1961; Me-
likishvili 1997) consider regressivity and homogenity as the basic features
characterizing Georgian consonant clustering.

There are phonemes and phoneme groups in Modern Georgian whose
status is difficult to establish without referring to their historical development.
This concerns the status of harmonic groups, labialised consonants (the status
of the sonorant /v/) and the sonorant /r/. All of them are discussed in the
following sections.

4.1 Harmonic clusters

Clusters of [-dorsal] [+dorsal] obstruents are called harmonic in Georgian
because they share a laryngeal specification. There are two types of harmonic
clusters: referred to as A and B. Type A refers to the combinations of stops,
affricates and fricatives with the velar stops /g, k, k’/ and type B refers to
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the combinations of stops, affricates and fricatives with the fricatives /G, x,
X’/. In some studies the combinations of fricatives with dorsal obstruents are
also treated as harmonic clusters (Marr 1925; Gamkrelidze and Machavariani
1965). I incorporate these additions and present the clusters as follows:

(9) Type A Type B
bg pk p’k’ bG px p’X’
dg tk t’k’ dG tx t’X’
jg ck c’k’ jG cx c’X’
̌g čk č’k’ ̌G čx č’X’
zg sk zG sx

žG šx

Below I give a list of phonological arguments supporting the claim of
analysing the harmonic groups as complex segments.

Harmonic clusters always syllabify together intervocalically, while other
obstruent clusters are never tautosyllabic, e. g. sit’X’va ‘word’ [si.t’X’va],
cecxli ‘fire’ [ce.cxli] (Akhvlediani 1949; Jgenti 1956).

In reduplicated forms, harmonic clusters retain their complexity, e. g.
čkar-čkara ‘quickly’; cxel-cxeli ‘hot’. Other types of clusters do not usu-
ally participate in reduplicated forms. Exceptions are clusters containing the
phoneme /s/, e. g. sc’or-sc’ori ‘right’, svel-sveli ‘wet’, etc.

Harmonic clusters were present in Old Georgian and have even been re-
constructed for Proto-Kartvelian. There are many examples of correspon-
dences illustrating harmonic clusters in all Kartvelian languages, e. g.

(10)
Georgian Megrelian Laz Svan Gloss

mat’X’l- mont’X’or- mont’k’or ‘wool’
txra txorua ontxoru lištxri ‘to dig’

The harmonic clusters are considered as complex segments in numer-
ous studies (Vogt 1961; Gamkrelidze and Machavariani 1965; Bush 1997;
Nepveu 1994; Cho and King 1997; etc.). The analysis of harmonic clusters
as complex segments has been substantiation by perceptual experiments as
well (see Butskhrikidze and Heuven 2001).
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4.2 Sonorants

Sonorants are obligatory constituents of long consonant sequences. Establish-
ing their status therefore plays an important role in a proper analysis of the
clusters. There is some historical evidence for the status of the sonorant /v/ as
a defective segment. According to some studies (e. g. Gamkrelidze and Ma-
chavariani 1965), there was a distinction between syllabic and non-syllabic
/u/ in Proto-Kartvelian, which was maintained in all Kartvelian languages.
The mutation of the non-syllabic /u/ to sonorant /v/ happened in a later pe-
riod of Georgian language development. The Modern Georgian sonorant /v/
corresponds to the Old Georgian non-syllabic /u/. The correspondences are
illustrated by the examples given below:

(11)
Old Georgian Modern Georgian Phonetic representation Gloss
varsk’ulavi varsk’vlavi [varsk’wlavi] ‘star’
čuen čven [čwen] ‘we’
k’uali k’vali [k’wali] ‘trace’

In these cases the orthographic v is probably cognate to the Old Georgian
non-syllabic /u/ and even though in the written form we see consonant clus-
tering (e. g. /k’vd/ in sik’vdili; /kvs/ in ekvsi, etc.), /v/ can be seen as a sec-
ondary articulation on the previous consonant (Nepveu 1994; Bush 1997).

The important consequence of considering the defective nature of the
sonorant /v/ in the analysis of the clusters is that the combination of C+/v/
can be presented and analyzed not as a true cluster, but as a sequence of a
consonant followed by the glide /w/ (Cw).

The most sonorous sonorant /r/ also has interesting patterns. I argue that
in Modern Georgian /r/ is phonetically syllabic, as shown by the following:
The sonorant /r/ can precede and follow any consonant or vowel. In some
studies, /r/ is described as a “fleeting” sonorant (Vogt 1961). In certain words
it can appear optionally, e. g.

(12) prta ∼ pta ‘wing’
grdemli ∼ gdemli ‘anvil’
brjeni ∼ bjeni ‘wise’

However, there are cases when the presence of the sonorant /r/ is oblig-
atory, e. g. in complexes like /jrc’/, /jrc/, /grk’/, etc. As we can see in the
examples given in (12) consonants in sequences like /prt/, /grd/, /brj/ share
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a laryngeal specification: they are either voiced or voiceless and without /r/
well-formed clusters. That is not the case with clusters /jrc’/, /jrc/, /grk’/.
Since /*jc’, *jc, *gk’/ are ill-formed clusters, the presence of the sonorant /r/
is obligatory, and this very fact may be evidence of the syllabic nature of the
sonorant /r/.

Another interesting characteristic of the sonorant /r/ is that it is the only
sonorant, which can appear between identical consonants; geminates are not
otherwise allowed in Modern Georgian. Thus /grg, trt, žrz/ are well-attested
sequences for Georgian. This appears to provide more evidence for the syl-
labicity of Modern Georgian sonorant /r/.

There are some phonotactic restrictions which support the claims made
so far about C+/v/ combinations (treated as one segment) and about the
syllabicity of the sonorant /r/.

The co-occurrence of sonorant /v/ with the other sonorants seems sensi-
tive to number of obstruents in a cluster. Two observations can be made:

(13) a. In a cluster CS1S2 (obstruent+sonorant+sonorant), S1 is always
the sonorant [v], while S2 is either [n], [l] or [r], e. g. /k’vn/
in k’vnesa ‘to moan’, /kvn/ in kvnet’a ‘to bite’, /gvr/ in gvrit’i
‘turtle-dove’.

b. In clusters with two obstruents (e. g. C1S1C2S2) or more, the or-
der of sonorants is different. The most sonorous sonorant /r/ takes
the first position and the sonorant /v/ can be only the second
sonorant of a cluster, e. g. in combinations /drt’v/ in drt’vinva ‘to
grumble’, /grgv/ in grgvinva ‘thunder’, /brč’X’v/ in brč’X’viali
‘sparkling’.

With regard to these generalizations, the cases of combinations where C1
filled with a harmonic cluster or /s/+obstruent cluster are interesting. Both
combinations count as a single obstruent for these generalizations, e. g. pxvn
in pxvnili ‘powder’, sk’vn in sk’vna ‘tie up’ are in line with the generalization
formulated in (13a), thus, these clusters could be formalized as CS1S2.

From a specific case of sonorant distribution that is generalized in (13b),
one could argue that the cluster of the type C1S1C2S2 cannot be analysed as
one whole, but instead is divisible into sub-structures C1S1 / C2S2. For the
examples given in (13b) the division will be as follows: dr/t’vinva, gr/gvinva,
br/č’X’viali.
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To summarize, both diachronic patterns and synchronic distributional gen-
eralizations of harmonic groups and the sonorants /v/ and /r/ strengthen
three claims:1

(14) a. Harmonic clusters can be analysed as complex segments;
b. Consonant +/v/ combinations can be treated as one segment, as-

suming that /v/ is a secondary articulation on a preceding conso-
nant;

c. The sonorant /r/ can be analysed as syllabic.

These three claims facilitate greatly the analyses of the Georgian consonant
clusters to be given in Section 5.

5 The Gradual Consonant Analysis

Many linguists have noticed that long consonant sequences occur predom-
inantly in verbal rather than in nominal forms in Georgian (Vogt 1961 and
Ertelishvili 1970, among others). This could be related to the fact that Geor-
gian verbs have a much more complex morphological structure than nouns.
Thus, verbal forms take up a larger part of the discussion, although analyses
of nominal forms are also considered.

This section contains two parts. In the first part (5.1), consonantal verbal
stems are examined. Comparative and historical evidence suggests that Mod-
ern Georgian consonantal stems containing up to four consonants are his-
torically derived from stems that have a vowel between the consonants. The
second part (5.2) introduces the Gradual Consonant Analysis. Its application
is demonstrated on verbal and nominal forms containing long consonant se-
quences.

5.1 Consonantal verbal stems

The data considered are meant to prepare the reader for the analysis, the
Gradual Consonant Analysis, which follows. A close study of the verbal
forms suggests that consonant sequences in Modern Georgian are historically
derived from much simpler forms. They are the result of processes of vowel
deletion and complex segment formation.

Ertelishvili (1970), in his study of the phonotactic structure of verbal
stems, suggests that consonant sequences, their history and characteristics are
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directly related to the phonotactic patterns of stems. He illustrates this by ex-
amining consonantal verbal stems. Modern Georgian stems that consist only
of consonants are derived from Old Georgian stems that have a vowel be-
tween the consonants. Sometimes the corresponding stems with a vowel be-
tween the consonants are also attested in paradigmatically related forms and
in dialectal forms.

Consider the following verbal stems, consisting of two, three and four con-
sonants. The data are taken from Ertelishvili (1970). According to Ertelishvili
(1970), there are 45 biconsonantal verbal stems in Georgian. The number of
consonants is counted as they appear in surface forms. I consider some of the
types of biconsonantal verbal stems and illustrate that in most cases conso-
nant sequences are derived after stem-vowel deletion has applied.

(15) Stems with two consonants

Modern Georgian Old Georgian

Stems CC CVC
bn / ben e-u-bn-eb-a ‘somebody says v-e-u-ben-i-t ‘we spoke’

to somebody’
sm / sem e-sm-i-s ‘somebody hears’ še-g-e-sem-in ‘you will

hear’

In the examples in (15), the stem vowel deletes when the stem is preceded
or followed by a grammatical affix containing a vowel.

(16) (V)a f f ix-CVCstem-(V)a f f ix > (V)a f f ix-CCstem-(V)a f f ix

When the second consonant of the stem of the CC type is /v/ in Modern
Georgian, the corresponding form in Old Georgian has the vowel /u/ instead
of /v/.

(17) Stems of the C/v/ type

Modern Georgian Old Georgian

Stems C/v/ CV
sv / su še-sv-a da-su-a ‘somebody made sit’
c’v / c’u da-c’v-a da-c’u-a ‘somebody burned’

Notably, it seems to be the case that when a stem of the CC type contains a
harmonic cluster, relatively little diachronic change takes place and harmonic
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clusters remain unaffected. The clusters behave as complex segments. Con-
sider the following correspondences:

(18) Stems of the Cc type

Modern Georgian Old Georgian

Stems Cc Cc
cx a-cx-ob-s ‘somebody bakes’ še-a-cx-o-t ‘you to bake’
c’X’ da-a-c’X’-o ‘somebody še-u-c’X’-ev ‘put you’

had put’

There are also biconsonantal stems in Modern Georgian which do not
correspond to Old Georgian stems of the CVC type; however, comparison
of such consonantal stems with corresponding forms in other Kartvelian lan-
guages, e. g. Svan and Megrelian, provides some evidence for their derived
nature. One of these stem types is the sequence C/r/, which has a correspon-
ding stem of the CV/r/ type in other Kartvelian languages.

(19) Stems with /r/

Modern Georgian Svan Megrelian

Stems Cr CVr CVr
br / bVr br-ial-i b@r-b@r bar-bač ‘sparkle’
gr / gVr gr-ial-i g@r-g@n gur-gun ‘rumble’
zr / zVr zr-ial-i z@r-z@n zir-zol ‘humble’
pr / pVr pr-ial-i p@r-p@n par-pal ‘to fly’

As shown in the examples in (19), Modern Georgian stems of the C/r/
type correspond to stems in other Kartvelian languages which have a vowel
between the consonants, i. e. CV/r/. In Svan, the stem vowel is a schwa, and
in Megrelian, the vowel can be /a/, /u/ or /i/.

There are 42 stems in Georgian containing three consonants only. As illus-
trated below, these consonant sequences emerge as the result of stem-vowel
deletion. The process, as already suggested in (16), occurs in the following
context: (V)a f f ix-CVCstem-(V)a f f ix.
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(20) Stems with three consonants

Modern Georgian Old Georgian

Stems CCC CVCC
drk’ / derk’ drk’-eb-a ‘somebody mo-v-derk’ ‘I bowed’

bows’
k’rt / k’ert k’rt-om-a ‘to tremble’ gan-h-k’ert ‘you trembled’

Once again, as in the case of the biconsonantal stems in (17), Modern
Georgian /v/ corresponds to the vowel /u/ in Old Georgian.

(21) Stems with /v/

Modern Georgian Old Georgian

Stems C/v/C CuC
xvd / xud še-xvd-a ‘he met some- še-m-xud-a ‘somebody met

body’ me’

CC/v/ Ccu
tkv / tku tkv-a ‘somebody said’ tku ‘said’

Similar to the examples in (18), harmonic clusters behave as complex
segments.

(22) Stems with Cc

Modern Georgian Old Georgian

Stems CCc CVCc
rtx / ratx gan-i-rtx-a ‘was spread’ gan-i-ratx ‘spread you’
rt’X’ / rat’X še-rt’X’-m-a ‘to bound’ še-i-ratX’ ‘somebody

bounded’

According to Ertelishvili (1970), stems with the sonorant /r/ between
identical consonants are always derived from reduplicated forms.
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(23) Stems with /r/

Literary Georgian Dialectal form

Stems CirCi CVrCVC
trt trt-ol-a ‘to tremble’ tar-tal-eb-s ‘tremble’

Literary Georgian Related form

prp prp-en-a ‘to adore’ par-pat’-i ‘to fly around’
pr-en-a ‘to fly’

Note that the forms of the Modern Georgian C/r/ stems given in (19) are
also derived from reduplicated forms.

As was argued in Butskhrikidze (2002), the sonorant /r/ is syllabic in
two contexts: (i) when preceded and followed by consonants which do not
share laryngeal specification; and (ii) when preceded and followed by identi-
cal consonants. The examples in (20) and (23), where the Modern Georgian
forms have corresponding forms (in (20) Old Georgian and in (23) Svan and
Megrelian) with a vowel before the sonorant /r/, also substantiate the claim
that Modern Georgian /r/ is syllabic in those contexts.

Stems containing four consonants only are very rare, and similarly to the
previous cases, it is always possible to reconstruct a vowel between the con-
sonants by taking into consideration paradigmatically related forms, histori-
cal and comparative evidence. The following alternations are attested:

(24) Stems with four consonants: crcv / jarcu ‘to fade’
crcn / crcen / cercen ‘to peel off’
rc’X’v / c’X’v / c’X’ev ‘to deplete’

As shown by the examples in (15), (19), (20) and (23), the comparative,
historical and related forms demonstrate that Modern Georgian consonantal
verbal stems are derived from stems of the CVC type. The deletion of a stem
vowel is triggered by the addition of a vowel-initial affix to the stem. Thus,
deletion occurs in the following context:

(25) The context of stem-vowel deletion: (V)a f f ix-CVCstem-(V)a f f ix

The presence of either a prefix or a suffix is necessary for stem-vowel
deletion to apply.
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As shown by the examples in (15), (19) and (20), the stem vowel which
is deleted is usually either /a/ or /e/. In general these are the vowels which
undergo deletion in Modern Georgian (Butskhrikidze 2002).

To conclude, the data considered in this section suggest that consonant
sequences in Modern Georgian are historically derived from much simpler
forms. They are the result of processes of vowel deletion and complex seg-
ment formation.

This short excursion into the history and constituency of the consonantal
verbal stems is intended as an introduction to the types of evidence (e. g.
historical, comparative, paradigmatic and syntagmatic) used in the analysis
of consonant sequences, called the Gradual Consonant Analysis, and to the
idea that in order to study and analyse the long consonant sequences, various
aspects of the language should be taken into account. In the following pages
I spell out what “various” means. The Gradual Consonant Analysis assumes
the prosodic hierarchy (segment – stem + (affix)-word).

5.2 The Gradual Consonant Analysis applied

Before addressing the procedural aspects of the Gradual Consonant Analy-
sis, I should explain why the analysis is called “gradual”. The adjective grad-
ual implies proceeding or happening step by step or by degree. The term
“gradual”, as it is used here, refers to the type of procedural mechanism,
which applies step by step to the consonant sequences. The procedure con-
tinues in the case of the presence of relevant evidence, eventually affecting
the degree of complexity of consonant sequences. Each step in the procedure
yields a less complex structure, eventually arriving at the simplest possible
form. Without proper evidence the procedure does not proceed further. Thus,
the existence of proper evidence is crucial to the mechanism of the analysis.
What are the types of evidence considered in the Gradual Consonant Analy-
sis?

(26) Types of evidence in the Gradual Consonant Analysis:

(a) Paradigmatic and syntagmatic
(b) Historical
(c) Phonetic
(d) Comparative
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I will briefly summarise what each type of evidence refers to, and then
demonstrate the application of the Gradual Consonant Analysis to the Geor-
gian data.

Paradigmatic and syntagmatic evidence encompasses the following:

(a) The ability of consonants to participate in minimal pairs, i. e. their
distinctive function

(b) The appearance of consonants in paradigmatically related forms

(c) Distributional patterns, i. e. combinatorics of consonants

These patterns establish the status of consonants in isolation and in sequence.
For instance, this type of evidence is used to establish the status of harmonic
clusters as complex segments.

Historical evidence, showing the regular changes between the two stages
of a language’s development, establishes the status of consonants both in
isolation and in sequence. For instance, this type of evidence has been used
to establish the status of the sonorant /v/ as a secondary articulation on the
preceding consonant.

Phonetic evidence is based on articulatory, acoustic or perceptual study.
Such studies can reveal the status of consonants in isolation and in sequence,
and, eventually, the result of a phonetic experiment can be incorporated in
the analysis. For instance, this type of evidence has been used to establish the
status of harmonic clusters as complex segments.

Comparative evidence is based on the direct correspondences between the
literary form and the corresponding dialectal form, and between the language
form and its corresponding form in genetically affiliated languages.

I now consider the application of the Gradual Consonant Analysis to Geor-
gian consonant sequences.

Consider, for instance the longest possible cluster /prckvn/ in prckvna ‘to
peel’. Several generalisations and assumptions should be taken into account.
For expository purposes the analysis is presented in a stepwise fashion, the
succession of the steps being fairly random. In the first step (i), the optional
appearance of the sonorant /r/ is taken into account. This leaves us with the
five-member sequence /pckvn/. In the second step (ii), the harmonic cluster
/ck/ is treated as one segment. This leaves us with the four-member sequence
/p

>
ckvn/. In the third step (iii), the C + /v/ combinations are regarded as

one segment. This yields the three-member sequence /p
>

ckwn/. In the fourth
step (iv), a paradigmatically related form with a vowel before /n/ is taken
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into account, e. g. /ga-v-pcken-i/ ‘I peeled’. Thus, we are left with the two-
member cluster /p

>
ckw/. The analysis is depicted in (27).

(27) steps

analysis

segments

(i) r (ii)
>
ck (iii) C(w) (iv) n→ Vn

p r c k v n p c k v n p
>
ck v n p

>
ckw n p

>
ckw

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C

→ → → →

→ → → →

6 6 6 6

As shown in (27), the analysis of the longest cluster, /prckvn/, yields
the two-member cluster /p

>
ckw/. One might say that even this two-member

cluster can be analysed as a CVC sequence, using comparative evidence. In
Megrelian, the corresponding form has a vowel between the consonants /p/
and /

>
ck/; thus, the word /purckon-u-a/ ‘to peel’ is attested. This observation

leads to the assumption that even the longest Georgian clusters can be anal-
ysed as having a CVCV. . . template. The word /prckvna/ is a derived word
and can be analysed as: [[pV

>
ckw]stem-[en]a f f ix[a]a f f ix]word .

Thus, the surface six-consonant sequence is the result of vowel deletion,
which occurs twice: the first vowel which is deleted is the stem vowel, de-
noted by the unspecified V, and the second one is a vowel of the affix -en,
which is deleted after the addition of another infinitival affix, /-a/. Surface
complexity is also related to the optional appearance of the sonorant /r/ and
complex segment formation (e. g. the harmonic cluster /

>
ckw). In the meta-

thesis process discussed in Butskhrikidze (2002) and extensively in Buts-
khrikidze and van de Weijer (2001), it is shown that in verbal forms the
morphological /v/ tends to become a secondary articulation on preceding
consonants, especially the velars. It is possible that in the word /p

>
ckwna/,

the secondary articulation on the harmonic cluster /ck/ is derived, i. e. has
a morphological origin. It is also possible that it is the result of the dele-
tion of the vowel /o/ (Butskhrikidze 2002). Perhaps the latter suggestion is
more plausible, because the corresponding Megrelian form is /purckon-u-a/,
with a rounded bilabial vowel /o/ after the harmonic group /

>
ck/. Thus, the

word /prckvna/ can be analysed as: [[pV
>

ckw]stem-[en]a f f ix[a]a f f ix]word , i. e.:
[[[[CVC]stemVCa f f ix]V]a f f ix]word .

Let us now analyse long consonant sequences where the occurrence of
the sonorant /r/ is obligatory, for instance the sequence /grgv/ in the word
grgvinva ‘thunder’. The application of the analysis to the sequence /grgv/ is
as follows: in the first step (i), the phonetic syllabicity of the sonorant /r/ is
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taken into account. In the second step (ii), the C + /v/ combination is regarded
as one segment. This yields the sequence /gVrgw/. The procedure is depicted
in (28):

(28) steps (i) r
˚

(ii) Cw

analysis grgv → gVrgv → gVrgw

segments CCCC CVCCC CVCCw

According to Ertelishvili (1970), the form grgvinva is historically derived
from the reduplicated form *gur-gun. The form gur-guli / gur-guri ‘thunder’
is attested (the sonorants /n/, /l/ and /r/ alternate quite frequently in redupli-
cated forms; see Ertelishvili 1970). Thus, the verbal form /grgvinva/ seems
to be derived from the noun form by addition of the thematic suffix /-av/
(compare for example the form /grgvin-av-s/ ‘thunders’) and the infinitival
suffix /-a/. The occurrence of the /v/ seems to compensate for the deletion
of the bilabial vowel /u/. The /v/ serves as a secondary articulation on the
dorsal consonant /g/. Clusters of the /grg/ type, such as /trt/ in trtola ‘to
tremble’ and crc in crcena ‘to fade’ are attested in infinitival verbal forms,
and, as Ertelishvili (1970) suggests, they are derived from the reduplicated
forms of the C/v//r/CV sonorant type. These reduplicated forms are usually
onomatopoeic words. Thus, the derived word /grgvinva/ can be represented
as: [[[[gVr]stem[gwin]stemav]a f f ixa]a f f ix]word .

The words /crcena/ and /trtola/ have the same type of representation as
the word /grgvinva/.

Now let us consider the noun msxverp’li ‘sacrifice’, with four consonants
in word-initial position. In the analysis of this form, several considerations
should be taken into account: (i) the sonorant /m/ is a nominaliser in this
form, i. e. a prefix, (ii) the sequence /sx/ is a complex segment and (iii) the
sonorant /v/ is a secondary articulation on />sx/. This leaves us with /

>
sxw/.

In Old Georgian, the sonorant /v/ had a corresponding vowel /u/. Besides
the word-initial consonants this noun form also has word-medial consonant
sequences. This word seems to be a compound, i. e. it is morphologically
complex.2

Consider furthermore the adjective mjlavri ‘powerful’. As was the case
with /msxverp’li/, /m/ is a nominaliser in this form. The consonant se-
quence /jl/ belongs to the stem. Actually the word mjlavri is derived from
jala ‘power’. Thus, the sequence /jl/ is the result of the stem-vowel deletion,
which occurs after the affixation of /-av/ to the stem /jala/.
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An interesting fact observed in the analysis of forms with long consonant
sequences is that words which at the first sight seem morphologically un-
derived are in fact derived. Thus, the formation of consonant sequences and
morphological derivation are related processes. This relates directly to the
above-mentioned observation that consonant sequences are predominantly
found in verbal forms which are characterised by morphologically complex
structure.

As has been shown, consonant clustering is primarily the result of stem-
vowel deletion, which generally occurs because of the addition of a vowel-
initial affix to the stem. Additionally, the optional appearance of the sonorant
/r/ and complex cluster formation (e. g. harmonic clusters and labialised con-
sonants) make consonant sequences even more complex. The Gradual Con-
sonant Analysis, by considering different types of evidence, offers in-depth
analysis of consonant sequences and predicts where, when and which (in
terms of constituency) types of consonant sequences are expected to emerge
during language change.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that due to their length and internal structure,
the consonant sequences of Georgian are a challenge to linguistic theory.

There are universally two requirements for complex onsets and codas:
1. The number of consonants in onsets and codas should not exceed more than
two or three; and 2. Onsets and codas should obey the Sonority Sequencing
Principle.

Georgian challenges both these two purportedly universal requirements:
1. Syllable onsets in Georgian may contain as many as six consonants; and
2. The Sonority Sequencing Principle is violated.

Two possibilities have been considered: either to accept the existence of
the special phonotactic patterns in Georgian as a random fact of linguistic
variation or to find new principles to explain the constituency and distribu-
tional characteristics of the Georgian consonant sequences. This paper took
the latter approach.

Examination of consonantal stems of Georgian and the application of
the Gradual Consonant Analysis has shown that a combination of language-
external and language-internal evidence provides a useful basis for explor-
ing “complex” structures of a language. Several criteria have been used to
compare the Gradual Consonant Analysis to previous analyses as found in
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the literature: (i) simplicity or economy, (ii) generality or abstractness and
(iii) adequacy (empirical and explanatory). The evaluation demonstrated that
the Gradual Consonant Analysis provides a better understanding of Georgian
consonant sequences as it provides a direct and clear link between empiri-
cal structures and theoretical constructs, and explains why consonants form
complex structures in Georgian.

In most cases, the long consonant sequences of Georgian have been ex-
plained as the result of a productive vowel-reduction process combined with
a process of complex segment formation. Georgian consonant sequences are
generally derived from CVC stems with added vowel-initial affixes. Thus, the
phonological complexity is primarily due to morphological complexity. The
structures of the CCC type in Georgian can be explained to be the result of
reductions of structures of the CVCVCV type.

An interesting fact observed in the analysis of forms with long consonant
sequences is that words which at the first sight seem morphologically unde-
rived are in fact derived. As has been shown, the comparative evidence from
genetically related languages and dialectal forms shed some light to the origin
of the Modern Georgian forms with complex clusters. Further study needs to
be done in this direction to uncover the true nature of some problematic cases
as e. g. is the case with msxverp’li which seems to be morphologically com-
plex one but it is difficult to decompose because of the lack of relevant evi-
dence.
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Notes

1. Besides, both generalizations (13a, 13b) suggest the treatment of the harmonic clusters
and /s/+obstruent clusters as a complex segment.

2. For the time being, I am unable to trace its origin and discuss the association of the
consonants /r/, /p’/ and /l/ to any structural constituent.
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When typological rara generate rarissima: analogical
extension of verbal agreement in Dutch dialects

Gunther De Vogelaer & Johan van der Auwera

1 Introduction

In a recent paper, Siewierska (1999) points out the typological rarity of so-
called “grammatical agreement” of verbs, which is defined as the type of
agreement in which an inflectional person marker is accompanied obligato-
rily by another person marker carrying a larger referential load, usually an
anaphoric element.1 Grammatical subject agreement is found in 2 languages
in the sample (n = 272). The rarity of the phenomenon is assumed to be due
to a tendency to develop new agreement markers when the “old” ones become
non-referential. Although typologically rare, grammatical subject agreement
commonly occurs in the Germanic languages, such as in Dutch. Significantly,
in some Dutch dialects the subject agreement morphology extends to word
classes other than verbs, viz. complementizers such as da(t) ‘that’, a(s) ‘if’
etc., and to the answer particles ja ‘yes’ and neen ‘no’.

In this paper, we will discuss grammatical subject agreement of non-verb-
al constituents, a typological rarissimum. The discussion focuses on Dutch,
with occasional references to the other Continental West Germanic languages
where similar phenomena are found (Frisian and German). In Section 2, it will
be argued that the extension of grammatical subject agreement is a (relatively)
recent phenomenon. Section 3 provides a diachronic account of the pathway
that has led to this extension. In Section 4, cross-linguistic parallels will be
discussed for each of the phenomena that have played a role in the rise of
grammatical subject agreement of non-verbal constituents. The existence of
cross-linguistic parallels for each of the processes involved in the emergence
of non-verbal agreement indicates that the rarity of the phenomenon results
from the rarity of some of the conditions that trigger its emergence.

2 From rarum to rarissimum: agreement in Dutch dialects

In (1), instances are given of grammatical agreement in Dutch. These in-
stances, as most data in this paper, are drawn from the Syntactic Atlas of
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Dutch Dialects (henceforth: SAND), a large-scale fieldwork project carried
out at several institutions in the Netherlands and Belgium. The project aimed
at taking stock of syntactic variation in the Dutch language area, which con-
sists of the Netherlands, the northern half of Belgium, and French Flanders,
i. e. a small area in the north of France where some older people still speak
a dialect of Dutch (see Cornips and Jongenburger 2001a, 2001b, and the
SAND-atlases itself for more information on the project). In (1a), a 3PL-
inflectional -n is obligatorily attached to the verb. As the 3PL-pronoun ze
‘they’ is also obligatory, the -n in (1a) is a relevant example of grammatical
agreement. This pattern is found in Standard Dutch, and also generally in the
Dutch dialects (although some dialects use a different ending than -n, e. g.
-ne, -t or -nt). Example (1b–1c) shows data from the Flemish dialects, which
are spoken in French Flanders and the Belgian provinces West and East Flan-
ders. In some of these Flemish dialects, the same agreement-n attaches to the
complementizer da ‘that’ (1b) or to the answer particle ja ‘yes’ (1c). In (1b),
the complementizer da ‘that’ carries a 3PL agreement-n which is also found
on the verb gaan. In (1c), the answer particle ja is followed by a 3PL -n and
the clitic s ‘they’.

(1) Grammatical agreement of complementizers and answer particles in
Dutch (Flemish dialects)
a. Gaa-n=ze

go-3PL=they
morgen
tomorrow

naar
to

Gent?
Ghent

‘Are they going to Ghent tomorrow?’
b. Ze

They
zegg-en
say-3PL

da-n=ze
that-3PL=they

naar
to

Brussel
Brussels

gaa-n.
go-3PL

‘They say that they are going to Brussels.’
c. Jaa-n=s.

yes-3PL=they

‘Yes, they do.’

Grammatical agreement is cross-linguistically rare. In Siewierska’s (1999)
sample of 272 languages only two examples are found (cf. also Dahl 1990;
Dryer 2005 on non-pro-drop). The phenomenon is typically found in (West-
ern) Europe (grammatical agreement is found consistently in Dutch, English,
Faroese, Frisian, French, German, Icelandic, French, and some Rhaeto-Ro-
mance dialects). Siewierska (2004: 268) mentions some non-European in-
stances as well: four Papuan languages (Au, Ekari, Koiari and Vanimo), and
three Oceanic ones (Anejom, Fehan and Labu).
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Among the Western European languages with grammatical agreement, a
limited number of dialects of Continental West Germanic (Dutch, Frisian and
German) show complementizer agreement. Agreement of the answer parti-
cle ja ‘yes’ seems to be found only in Dutch.2 Hence the phenomena under
investigation are rarissima. Given that grammatical agreement as such is al-
ready a rarum, this is hardly surprising. It is furthermore interesting that even
in contemporary varieties of Dutch, Frisian, and German, grammatical agree-
ment of non-verbal constituents is by no means found in all of the dialects.
For Dutch and Frisian, SAND (see esp. map 21) provides 155 dialects with
some form of complementizer agreement, in a representative sample of 267
dialects. In addition, non-verbal grammatical agreement hardly occurs in the
historical varieties of the West Germanic languages (Goeman 1997a; De Vo-
gelaer 2005: 99–103; De Vogelaer, Devos, and van der Auwera 2006), and
it is not found in historical varieties of the other Germanic languages either.
This indicates that non-verbal grammatical agreement is a relatively recent
extension rather than a relic from earlier stages of the (West) Germanic lan-
guages. Complementizer agreement and agreement of answer particles are
therefore particularly interesting phenomena also from a diachronic point of
view. Accordingly, our explanation for the existence of non-verbal agreement
will focus on the diachrony of the phenomenon, more precisely on the condi-
tions in which non-verbal agreement emerges.

3 Extension of a rarum: a diachronic account

3.1 The rise of complementizer agreement

The Syntactic Atlas of Dutch Dialects (SAND) provides 155 dialects with
some form of complementizer agreement (n = 267). Example (2) repeats the
data from (1b), and adds an example with a lexical subject. In both cases,
the complementizer da ‘that’ is followed by a third person plural subject that
causes an agreement-n to appear following da ‘that’.

(2) Complementizer agreement in Flemish dialects
a. Ze

They
zegg-en
say-3PL

da-n=ze
that-3PL=they

naar
to

Brussel
Brussels

gaa-n.
go-3PL

‘They say that they are going to Brussels.’
b. Ze

They
zegg-en
say-3PL

da-n
that-3PL

die
those

mannen
men

ook
also

gaa-n.
go-3PL

‘They say that those men are going as well.’
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In the dialects in which complementizer agreement is found, it is often op-
tional: in most dialects, the inflectional -n following da ‘that’ can be dropped.
In addition, there tend to be restrictions on the subjects that cause the agree-
ment markers to occur. For instance, complementizers are often inflected only
when they are followed by clitics, as in (2a); patterns like (2b) occur in fewer
dialects than (2a), and, when they occur, the agreement marker is left out
more frequently (see, e. g., Hoekstra and Smits 1997: 20–21). In the majority
of the complementizer agreement dialects, the phenomenon is only found for
a number of grammatical persons (e. g., only for third person plural or sec-
ond person singular; see SAND, map 21). The first restriction can be illus-
trated with a map. Figure 1 on the next page shows the data extracted from
SAND-map 21, and adds whether the relevant dialects only show agreement
of complementizers followed by pronouns (cf. (2a)), or also of complemen-
tizers followed by nouns (as in (2b)). Also depicted is whether these dialects
have ja-agreement (1c). Agreement in a pronominal environment is found in
many distinct regions in the Dutch-speaking area. A very restricted subset of
these dialects, i. e. 31 SAND-dialects, also have complementizer agreement
in clauses with nominal subjects. Agreement of the answer particle ja ‘yes’
is even more rare: only 20 SAND-dialects have it, all of which are dialects
from the south west of the Dutch language area (where Flemish dialects are
spoken).

Complementizer agreement has received a good deal of attention in the
literature. In general, two types of explanations have been proposed for its
existence (see De Vogelaer, Devos, and van der Auwera 2006: 215–217 for
discussion). First, it has been suggested that agreement in Dutch is bound to
a structural position in the clause rather than to inflected verbs (see most gen-
erative accounts, e. g. Hoekstra and Marácz 1989; Haegeman 1992; Carstens
2003, Van Koppen 2005). In contrast, the inflectional -n following da has also
been explained as an analogical extension from the enclitic position to the
verb to other, syntactically similar environments (e. g. Kathol 2001; Zwart
2006; see also Goeman 1997b for accounts that are similar yet do not use
the term analogy). The structural accounts and the analogical ones differ as
to their implications for the systematicity of complementizer agreement: a
structural account seems to imply that complementizers systematically be-
have like inflected verbs, whereas an analogical account simply states that
complementizers can (but must not) take over some (but not all) of the char-
acteristics of inflected verbs, leaving much more room for differences in the
way complementizers and inflected verbs behave. Hence, the fact that com-
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Germany

Belgium

The
Netherlands

France

Figure 1. Non-verbal grammatical agreement in Dutch dialects (data: SAND)

plementizer agreement shows up quite sporadically in Dutch seems to pro-
vide a strong argument in favour of the analogical accounts (De Vogelaer,
Devos, and van der Auwera 2006; Zwart 2006: 67–70).3

Analogical accounts differ from the structural ones in that analogical ex-
tension is not obligatory, unlike mechanisms such as the “spell-out of agree-
ment features”. Neither is there a principled reason why the analogy would be
restricted to complementizers (cf. the rise of ja-agreement, see Section 3.2).
But like the structural accounts, analogical accounts rest on the classical ob-
servation that both complementizers and finite verbs occupy what is called
the “left brace” of the brace construction. Significantly, the brace construc-
tion refers to a pattern characterising the word order of the Continental West
Germanic languages, i. e. the languages in which complementizer agreement
occurs. As shown in (3a–3b) on the next page, for the main clause the left
brace is the finite verb and the right brace is non-finite verbal material. In
main clauses, the subject is either placed in front of the left brace (SV order,
see (3a)), or it appears to the right of the left brace (XVS order, as in (3b)).
In clauses such as (3b), the position of the subject vis-à-vis the finite verb is
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identical to its position vis-à-vis the complementizer in subordinate clauses
(3c), in which the left brace is the complementizer and the right brace is ver-
bal material (both finite and non-finite).

(3) The Dutch brace construction

a.

b.

c.

Hij zal het boek morgen lezen.
He will the book tomorrow read
Morgen zal hij het boek lezen.
Tomorrow will he the book read

Ik geloof dat hij het boek morgen zal lezen.
I believe that he the book tomorrow will read

left brace right brace

‘(I believe that) he will read the book tomorrow.’

The pattern in (3b) occurs very frequently in all varieties of Dutch: both
De Schutter (1976: 172) for Standard Dutch and De Meersman (1985: 128)
for East Flemish dialects found that around 40% of their corpus examples of
declarative main clauses show XVS-word order, i. e. neither the subject nor
the inflected verb occupies the first position (see Nübling 1992 for similar
data for German).4 Furthermore, polar questions (with VS-order) and non-
polar non-subject questions (with XVS-order) have postverbal subjects. This
constellation, we claim, makes it possible for patterns normally appearing in
clauses like (3b) to extend to clauses like (3c). More precisely, forms which
are, historically speaking, exclusively found enclitic to the inflected verb in
(3b) may also be adopted in the position enclitic to the complementizer. Thus
several present-day pronouns are formed in the enclitic position to the verb,
and subsequently extended to other positions. Example (4) shows data for the
1PL pronoun me, a pronoun found in southwestern dialects. It originates in
the position enclitic to the verb, through fusion of the older pronoun we and
the inflectional -n. Next, me is introduced in other syntactic environments, as
shown in (4b–4c). Here too, the syntactic similarities between complemen-
tizers and inflected verbs make the complementizers the most plausible target
for analogical extensions from the enclitic position to the verb. Thus, in (4b),
the pronoun me which had emerged in clauses like (4a) is also used following
complementizers instead of the etymological form we. (4c) shows that ana-
logical extensions are also found elsewhere, such as in sentence-initial posi-
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tion. Only a subset of the dialects in which (4b) is found also show (4c), sug-
gesting that the use of me in sentence-initial position is a younger develop-
ment than the use of me following complementizers.

(4) Analogical extensions in Dutch: first person plural pronouns in Flem-
ish dialects
a. Naar

to
Brussel
Brussels

ga=me!
go=we

with ga=me
go=we

< gaa-n=we
go-1PL=we

‘To Brussels we go!’
b. Ik

I
zeg
say

da=me
that=we

naar
to

Brussel
Brussels

gaa-n!
go-1PL

historically: da=we
that=we

‘To Brussels we go!’
c. Me=gaa-n

we=go-1PL

liever
rather

naar
to

Brussel.
Brussels

historically: we=gaa-n
we=go-1PL

‘We rather go to Brussels.’

Example (4) also suggests an explanation for the observation that comple-
mentizer agreement occurs far more often in clauses with clitic subjects than
in clauses with strong pronouns or lexical elements as subjects. The fact that
the 1PL inflectional ending is easily deleted when it is followed by a clitic, or
fuses with the clitic, makes the 1PL form of the complementizer very simi-
lar to the 1PL form of the verbs most closely resembling the complementizer,
in this case the present tense of monosyllabic verbs such as gaan ‘to go’ or
doen ‘to do’. The situation in the first person plural is to a large extent repre-
sentative for the entire verbal paradigm: in many dialects, verbal endings are
deleted when the verb is followed by a clitic in several grammatical persons.
This is illustrated with data from the dialect of Geraardsbergen, in the first
two columns of (5) on the following page. The first column (clitic + gaan ‘to
go’) shows the verb gaan ‘to go’ as it appears in clauses with SV word or-
der (and sentence-finally in subordinate clauses): 7 of the 8 verb forms in that
column carry an overt inflectional ending. The second column (gaan ‘to go’
+ clitic) shows that this ending is often dropped when the verb is followed by
a subject clitic. There, only 2 of the 8 verb forms carry an overt inflectional
ending. Significantly, this deletion of overt inflectional endings renders the
gaan ‘to go’ + clitic paradigm very similar to the combination “complemen-
tizer + clitic”, which is shown in the third column in (5). Thus, apart from
structural similarities between verbs and complementizers of the type illus-
trated in (3), many dialects show a very clear morphological similarity be-
tween the combinations “verb + clitic” and “complementizer + clitic”, which
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may very well have facilitated analogical extensions from the “verb + clitic”
paradigm to the complementizer paradigm. More precisely, the insertion of
the 3SG -t and the 3PL -n on the complementizer fully levels the differences
between the two paradigms. Due to this complete identity with the “verb +
clitic” paradigm, the complementizer paradigm from the Flemish dialect of
Geraardsbergen in (5) is considered a complete paradigm, even though it only
shows overt agreement in two forms (3SG.MASC and 3PL).

(5) A complementizer agreement paradigm in the dialect of Geraardsber-
gen (sources: SAND and Goeman 1980: 295)

clitic + gaan ‘to go’ gaan ‘to go’ + clitic da ‘that’ + clitic

1SG k=ga ‘I go’ ga=ek ‘go I’ da=ek ‘that I’
I=go go=I that=I

2SG ge=gaa-t ga=je da=je
you=go-2 go=you that=you

3SG.MASC hij=gaa-t ga-t=en da-t=en
he=go-3SG go-3SG=he that-3SG=he

3SG.FEM ze=gaa-t gaa=se da=se
she=go-3SG go=she that=she

3SG.NEUT t=gaa-t gaa=t da=t
it=go-3SG go=it that=it

1PL me=gaa-n ga=me da=me
we=go-1PL go=we that=we

2PL ge=gaa-t ga=je da=je
you=go-2 go=you that=you

3PL ze=gaa-n gaa-n=ze da-n=ze
they=go-3PL go-3PL=they that-3PL=they

In general, these paradigmatic zeros are caused by cliticization (cf. (4),
where 1PL me is the product of a merger of 1PL -n and the clitic we). Since
the occurrence of many paradigmatic zeros in the complementizer paradigm
is quite typical for the dialects displaying the phenomenon, it appears to be
the case that cliticization is an important factor in the emergence of comple-
mentizer agreement.

An additional and in fact stronger indication for the fact that cliticization
is an important factor in the emergence of complementizer agreement is that
the phenomenon typically occurs in clauses with clitic subjects. Indeed the di-
alects in which complementizer agreement is found in clauses with non-clitic
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subjects constitute a subset of the dialects with complementizer agreement in
clauses with clitic subjects (cf. Figure 1). This observation indicates that com-
plementizer agreement in clauses with clitic subjects constitutes a necessary
condition for complementizer agreement with non-clitic subjects to emerge.
In a way, the emergence of complementizer agreement in clauses with clitic
subjects creates a double analogical pressure to the combination “comple-
mentizer + noun”, viz. pressure from the “verb + noun”-pattern (e. g., gaan-n
dieven ‘go thieves’) on the one hand, and from the “complementizer + clitic”-
pattern (e. g., da-n ze ‘that they’) on the other. Diachronically, then, comple-
mentizer agreement with clitic subjects seems to be the older phenomenon.
Example (6) shows the entire pathway:

(6) The emergence of complementizer agreement: a pathway
starting point: step 1: step 2:
cliticization transfer of inflection to transfer to

clitic contexts non-clitic contexts

da zij . . . > da=ze . . . > da-n=ze . . . > da-n=ze . . .
that they that=they that-3PL=they that-3PL=they

da dieven da dieven da dieven da-n dieven
that thieves that thieves that thieves that-3PL thieves

The pathway in (6) reflects the diffusion of the different developments in
the contemporary dialects: as one moves from the left to the right in (6), fewer
dialects are found in which the relevant development is witnessed: the starting
point, cliticization to complementizers, is witnessed in all Dutch dialects.
The first analogical extension (step 1) is quite widespread; the second one
(step 2) is rare, and is observed only in dialects in which the first extension
has taken place. This can be illustrated with additional SAND-data: SAND
mentions 28 dialects with a 3PL -n before non-clitic subjects, on a total of 66
dialects with -n-inflection preceding 3PL ze. In addition, all 28 dialects inflect
complementizers when they are followed by clitics as well.

The data in (2), (4), (5) and (6) all come from the Flemish dialects, but the
differences between complementizer agreement in clauses with clitic subjects
and clauses with non-clitic subjects are also observed in other dialects with
complementizer agreement. For instance, for the area to the north of the river
Maas (in the Netherlands), SAND provides 22 dialects with complementizer
agreement in the third person plural, of which only 3 show complementizer
agreement in clauses with lexical subjects. Hence the pathway in (6) seems
to be valid for other dialects, too.
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3.2 The rise of agreement of answer particles

Focusing on agreement of the answer particle ja ‘yes’, Figure 1 on page 51
provides instances of overt agreement markers from 20 SAND-dialects, all
dialects from French Flanders and the Belgian provinces of West and East
Flanders.

(7) ja-agreement in Flemish dialects

Jaa-n=s
yes-3PL=they

‘Yes, they do.’

In the literature, more instances of ja-agreement can be found from the
Hollandic dialects, which are spoken in the Dutch provinces North and South
Holland, at the west coast of the Netherlands (Van Ginneken 1954: 11; see
also example (10) on page 58). Apart from agreement of ja ‘yes’, agreement
of neen ‘no’ is found. Outside the Hollandic dialects, clear instances of neen-
agreement are extremely rare, since the fact that neen ends in an /n/ in most
dialects inhibits the insertion of an agreement-n. Like complementizer agree-
ment, ja-agreement seems to originate in clauses with clitic subjects: in all
dialects of Dutch, both in the contemporary and the historical sources, not a
single instance of ja- or neen-agreement is found without a clitic being pres-
ent as well (e. g., 3PL jaa-n=s exists, but jaa-n ‘yes-3PL’ does not). Hence
the use of the clitics seems to be a necessary condition for the appearance of
agreement markers, giving rise to the hypothesis that the former phenomenon
predates the latter. As for the use of clitics following ja ‘yes’ itself, this is be-
lieved to originate from elliptical sentences in which the combination of ja
and the clitic was followed by a verb, typically doen ‘to do’ or another auxil-
iary (see Devos 1986 for arguments). The hypothesized source construction,
a pattern resembling short answers in English, is still found in some present-
day Dutch dialects (see Van Craenenbroeck 2004: 225). The complete path-
way for the rise of agreement markers following ja ‘yes’ would thus be like
(8). In (8), two steps are distinguished: first, short answers develop a tendency
to lose their verb, with the combination of ja ‘yes’ and the clitic as a result.
Second, an agreement marker (in this case a 3PL -n) is inserted in between ja
‘yes’ and the clitic.

(8) The emergence of agreement of ja ‘yes’: a pathway
ja ze (doen) > jaa=s(e) > jaa-n=s
yes they do yes=they yes-3PL=they
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The relevant mechanism is, again, analogy. Like complementizers, answer
particles which are followed by clitics are thus possible targets for analogical
extensions from the enclitic position to the verb. However, answer particles
are typically used in an isolated way, i. e. the clitic is not followed by any
other constituents. Hence, the syntactic behaviour of answer particles differs
substantially from the behaviour of verbs, and they are thus weaker targets
for analogy than complementizers. This explains why ja-agreement is rarer
than complementizer agreement. The fact that ja-agreement is restricted to
dialects in which complementizer agreement occurs even suggests that the
complementizer environment acts as a second source construction. Answer
clitics’ status as relatively weak targets for analogy explains why there are
no dialects with a complete paradigm for ja-agreement. Example (9) shows
the paradigms of gaan ‘to go’ + clitic and of ja ‘yes’ for the West Flemish
dialect of Ieper. The ja-paradigm provides one clear instance of grammatical
agreement: in the third person plural an inflectional -n is found. The paradigm
also shows one form in which ja-agreement is clearly lacking, viz. jaa=n
(lit. ‘yes-he’): given that verbs receive a -t when they are followed by a 3SG

masculine pronoun, one would expect ja ‘yes’ to show the same ending (i. e.
a form like jaa-t=n ‘yes he [does]’, on the analogy of gaa-t=n ‘goes he’).

(9) Agreement of ja ‘yes’ in the West Flemish dialect of Ieper

gaan ‘to go’ + clitic ja ‘yes’

1SG gaa=k go=I ‘I go’ jaa=k yes=I ‘yes I do’
2SG ga=je go=you jaa=j yes=you

3SG.MASC gaa-t=n go-3SG=he jaa=n yes=he

3SG.FEM gaa=se go-3SG=he jaa=s yes=she

3SG.NEUT gaa=t go=it jaa=t yes=it

1PL ga=me go=we jaa=m yes=we

2PL ga=je go=you jaa=j yes=you

3PL gaa-n=ze go-3PL=they jaa-n=s yes-3PL=they

(source: SAND)

Like in the previous section (cf. (5)), it should also be noted that both the
paradigm of the monosyllabic verb gaan ‘to go’ + clitic and the paradigm of
ja ‘yes’ show very few overt inflectional endings. In that sense, even without
the extension of grammatical agreement, both paradigms are already very
similar.
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The data that were shown in (7)–(9) are exclusively Flemish, as the Flem-
ish dialects are the only ones in which ja-agreement is found in present-day
dialects. But the generalizations hold for other regions as well. The data in
(10) shows a Hollandic example of ja-agreement from the literature. In these
dialects, most first and third person plural verbs receive an inflectional e,
which is found following complementizers as well. Older sources indicate
that the very same e also attached to ja ‘yes’, but a /d/ appeared in between
ja and the combination of the inflectional e and the clitic we or ze.

(10) Grammatical agreement of answer particles: Hollandic dialects (Van
Ginneken 1954: 11)

Q: Mog-e=we / ze
may-1,3PL=we / they

morgen
tomorrow

naar
to

Gent?
Ghent?

‘Can we / they go to Ghent tomorrow?’

A: 1PL: Ja-d-e=we.
yes-/d/-1PL=we

‘Yes, we do.’

3PL: Jaa-d-e=ze.
yes-/d/-3PL=they

‘Yes, they do.’

Although the /e/ following ja ‘yes’ is, in diachronic terms, clearly an ex-
tension of an agreement marker, it is not clear how it should be analysed syn-
chronically. It may be a fully functional inflectional element in its own right,
like the -n in the Flemish 3PL-form jaa-n=s ‘yes they do’. But the use of a
/d/ in Hollandic jadewe ‘yes we do’ and jadeze ‘yes they do’ suggests that
the /e/ may also be part of an enclitic pronoun ewe or eze. /d/ is commonly
used as a linking sound in the relevant dialects, but the linking /d/ remains
absent in front of inflectional e’s which are attached to verbs and complemen-
tizers.

3.3 Summary: the diachrony of non-verbal grammatical agreement

The table in example (11) summarizes the diachrony of the two rarissima
under investigation, ja-agreement and complementizer agreement. Both can
be conceived of as analogical extensions of a rarum, grammatical verb agree-
ment. The starting point of the development is the cliticization of pronouns
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to a non-verbal constituent, resulting in a pattern which resembles the com-
bination of the present tense of a verb followed by a clitic. Dialects differ as
to the type of verbs that are taken as a model for the analogy: in the exam-
ples above, monosyllabic verbs such as gaan ‘to go’ are the relevant class,
but there are dialects in which polysyllabic verbs act as the model. The ac-
tual development of complementizer agreement consists of two steps: first,
the inflectional endings are extended from the enclitic position to the verb
to other clitic contexts, through analogy. The data indicate that the trans-
fer towards the position following the complementizer is much more likely
than the transfer to the position following ja ‘yes’: the former extension
gives rise to 3PL inflectional -n’s in 66 SAND-dialects; the latter in only
20, all of which show a 3PL -n on complementizers as well. This relates
to the greater resemblance of the syntactic positions in which complemen-
tizers and verbs are placed (both appear in a clause, in the so-called ‘left
brace’, whereas ja ‘yes’ is not followed by a clause). The second step is
a further analogical extension of the use of the inflectional endings, which
are introduced in non-clitic contexts. Whereas endings after step 1 are only
used when they are followed by clitics, a smaller number of dialects have ex-
tended them to clauses with lexical subjects and strong pronominal subjects
(“step 2”).

(11) The emergence of grammatical agreement of non-verbs: summary
Starting point: Step 1: analogy 1 Step 2: analogy 2
– cliticization transfer of inflection transfer to
– elliptical ja-tags to clitic contexts non-clitic contexts

gaa-n ze > gaa-n=ze > gaa-n=ze > gaa-n=ze

da ze > da=ze > da-n=ze > da-n=ze
dat dieven dat dieven dat dieven da-n dieven

ja ze [doen] > ja=ze > jaa-n=z(e) > [jaa-n=z(e)]

The diachronic scenario in (11) is, of course, a language-specific one, and
hence it provides no answer to the question why the relevant phenomena are
rarissima. At least two answers are conceivable to that question: it may be
that the relevant diachronic processes are rare. But it may also be the case
that the processes are themselves not rare, but that the conditions allowing
them are only seldom met. In the next section some cross-linguistic parallels
for the processes will be discussed, and we will end up arguing for the second
of the two possible answers.
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4 Cross-linguistic parallels

4.1 Cliticization in non-verbal environments

The starting point in the diachronic pathway for the rise of both complemen-
tizer agreement and ja-agreement is cliticization. The syntactic environment
in which the cliticization process takes place, differs in the two cases. The
clitics following complementizers can be considered second-position clitics,
a type which is typologically well-attested (cf. Klavans 1985, Halpern and
Zwicky 1996). The clitics following ja ‘yes’ and neen ‘no’ derive from a
pattern in which ja ‘yes’ and neen ‘no’ were followed by a pronoun and a
verb. Hence, from a diachronic point of view, the cliticization may have been
caused by the verb that followed, although the clitics have attached phonolog-
ically to the preceding constituent, in this case the answer particles ja ‘yes’
and neen ‘no’. Cross-linguistically, such processes are indeed attested (Kla-
vans 1985: 104–105; cf. Bybee 2002; Cysouw 2005).5 A very close parallel
to the Dutch development is observed in the development of the French an-
swer particle oui ‘yes’ (which did, however, not develop agreement). French
oui ‘yes’ derives from the Latin phrase hoc ille (lit. ‘yes that’), which, in
turn, is an elliptical version of hoc ille fecit (lit. ‘yes that does’), via the in-
termediate form oïl ( = o + 3SG il; von Wartburg 1922). In older varieties of
French, other combinations of o and pronouns were found than o-il, such as
o-je ‘yes I’ and o-tu ‘yes you’ (Robert 1985). Hence, French oui ‘yes’ de-
veloped along a similar pathway as did the combination of ja ‘yes’ and cl-
itics found in Dutch dialects. The main difference is that French only re-
tained oïl (> oui), i. e. the form with 3SG il, whereas Dutch ja ‘yes’ still
combines with non-3SG clitics as well, giving rise to complete paradigms
of the type exemplified in (9). It is tempting to suppose that the explana-
tion of this similarity has an areal component: the use of hoc ille ‘yes that’
was situated in the so-called langue d’oïl-area, i. e. more or less the north-
ern half of France, an area neighbouring the part of the Dutch language area
where clitics following ja ‘yes’ and neen ‘no’ are found. Interestingly, the
area in which the phenomenon occurred may have been much larger: clitics
following answer particles were also found in Middle High German (Simon
2006: 15–16).

Apart from elliptical phrases, other source constructions are conceivable
for answer particles to which clitics may attach. One does not have to look
far to find cases in which the answer particle derives from a merger of sev-
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eral distinct elements, i. e. a “univerbation”. A relevant example is English
yes, which derives from Old English gea ‘so’ + si (= ‘be it’; si is the 3rd
person imperative of beon ‘to be’; cf. Bosworth and Toller 1898: 438). Sim-
ilarly, German nein ‘no’ derives from ne ‘not’ + ein ‘one’ (Köbler 1995).
Neither of these patterns contains a clitic, however. In Slovene, object cli-
tics are found in answers, which may be used in their bare form or attach
to other clitics, negative particles, . . . (Dvořák 2003).6 An instance of sub-
ject clitics following answer particles is found in Arowak, an Arawakan lan-
guage mainly spoken in Suriname: in Arowak, pronouns are used in almost
every no-answer. The answers in (12) consist of the morpheme m(a) and a
pronoun.7

(12) Arowak (Van Baarle, Sabajo, and van der Stap 1989): unmarked no-
answers to yes / no-questions

manda = ‘not-I’
manba = ‘not-you’
manla = ‘not-he’
mantha = ‘not-she’
mangwa = ‘not-we’
manha = ‘not-you (plural)’
mangna = ‘not-they’

Both the elliptical combinations of an answer particle and a clitic, and uni-
verbations in which clitics are attached to non-verbal hosts constitute possi-
ble source constructions for the development of non-verbal agreement, pro-
vided that the conditions are met in which verbal endings are analogically ex-
tended to other clitic contexts than the pre- or postverbal position.

4.2 Analogical extension of agreement markers

4.2.1 Extension of agreement markers

In Section 4.1 it was stated that pronouns can cliticize to non-verbal con-
stituents. In principle, this is a likely source for non-verbal grammatical
agreement: as items that are used together tend to fuse, there is no reason
why these clitics cannot turn into agreement markers in the long run (cf. the
Linear Fusion Hypothesis by Bybee 2002; see Krug 1998 for a relevant case
study). However, this is not the source of non-verbal grammatical agreement
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in Dutch and Frisian dialects. Rather, the grammatical agreement markers on
complementizers and answer particles are extensions from the position encli-
tic to the verb. This type of extension, too, seems to be found in other lan-
guages. First, analogical extension is necessarily involved in almost every
grammaticalization from pronoun to agreement marker, as in grammaticali-
zation in general (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 63–69). Secondly, even fully
grammaticalized agreement markers can extend their use to other syntactic
environments.

As for analogical extension during grammaticalization, Auger (2003) pro-
vides an example from the Picardian dialect spoken in the French Vimeu re-
gion. Some French dialects show cliticization of subject pronouns and sub-
ject doubling. In some of these varieties, all clauses contain a preverbal sub-
ject clitic, to which a semantically richer subject can be added, as shown in
(13a). Example (13b) shows that the use of the preverbal clitic is extended
from main clauses to clauses in which subject personal pronouns do not oc-
cur, such as subject relative clauses. This exemplifies that the clitic in (13b)
can no longer be considered a mere weak variant of a strong pronoun (i. e. it
has become a “special clitic” in Zwicky’s (1977) terms, or even an agreement
marker).

(13) Extension of preverbal clitics to relative clauses in Picardian dialects
(Auger 2003: 6, 12)
a. Et

and
pis
then

Adof
Adolphe

i
heclitic

riouot.
laugh.IMP.3SG

‘And then Adolphe laughed.’
b. éch

the
diabe
devil

qu’il
who heclitic

allouot
aller.IMP.3SG

inl’veu
seize

deux
two

piots
little

éfants.
children

‘The devil who was going to seize two little children.’

Extensions such as shown in (13) form a crucial part of the grammati-
calization process observed in French clitics, since they are indicative of, in
Lehmann’s (1995: 164) terms, an ongoing “obligatorification”. The gramma-
ticalization process fuses the clitic with the verb; analogy levels the differ-
ences between the syntactic environments in which the grammaticalization
process is observed, such as the Picardian main clauses with pronominal sub-
jects (13a), and the environments in which personal pronouns originally did
not occur, such as Picardian relative clauses (13b).

An example of analogical extension of fully grammaticalized agreement
markers comes from Russian (Dobrushina and Goussev 2005). Russian has a
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1PL imperative, as in (14a), which translates as ‘let’s go’. In contrast to (14a),
(14b) is marked twice for plurality: (14b) not only specifies that the subject is
a first person plural, but also that the imperative is directed towards more than
one addressee (or towards one addressee, expressing an honorific meaning).
Thus, it also specifies the number (or honorific status) of the addressee(s).
This feature is very unusual in Russian: the pojd-ëm-te construction type is
actually the only one in Russian that has double plural marking. In addition,
the construction is lexically very restricted. In present-day Russian it is only
used with the verb idti ‘go’, either the bare form or some of its prefixed forms
(Podlesskaya 2006: 279). The te-suffix is originally the 2PL imperative suffix,
which has extended its use from 2PL-imperatives to give rise to a new type of
imperative. Similar extensions are observed in other languages, e. g. in Turkic
languages and probably in Bantu as well (see van der Auwera, Schalley, and
De Vogelaer to appear).

(14) Extension of agreement markers to imperatives in Russian (Dobrushi-
na and Goussev 2005: 193–194)

a. Pojd-ëm!
go.IND.PERF.FUT-1PL

‘Let’s go, me and you (singular)!’

b. Pojd-ëm-te!
go.IND.PERF.FUT-1PL-2PL

‘Let’s go, me and you (plural / honorific)!’

Weiss (1998) provides Bavarian examples of analogical extension of
agreement markers. In Bavarian, the particle gell ‘right’ can be inflected, as
shown in (15). In (15a), the agreement marker -ns adds a honorific meaning
to the particle; in (15b), -ts indicates that the use of gell ‘right’ is directed to-
wards more than one addressee.

(15) Agreement of the particle gell ‘right’ in Bavarian dialects (Weiss 1998;
our glosses)

a. gell-ns
right-2/HON

‘Right, you (honorific).’

b. gell-ts
right-2PL

‘Right, you (plural).’
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Agreement of gell ‘right’ is also discussed by Simon (2003: 188–189).
According to Simon, the agreement markers following gell ‘right’ are iden-
tical to the ones that are used in the Bavarian imperative paradigm, i. e. par-
adigmatic zero expresses the second person singular, -ns expresses honori-
ficity, and -ts expresses the second person plural. In addition, particles such
as gell ‘right’ share with the imperative the characteristic that they are typ-
ically directed towards one or more addressees, which may or may not de-
serve respect. Hence, the agreement markers are likely to be taken over from
the imperative. Historically, the agreement markers -ns and -ts consist of
an “old” agreement marker (3PL -n and 2PL -t) and a clitic (the -s derives
from 3PL sie and the Bavarian 2PL-pronoun eß; cf. Simon 2003: 187–188),
which have fused and grammaticalized to become new agreement markers.
Also, the particle gell ‘right’ probably derives from the verb gelten ‘to be
worth’ (Schmeller 1872–1877). In principle, the presence of inflection fol-
lowing gell ‘right’ may be a relic from its older use as a verb rather than
an extension. However, the literature on Bavarian provides other particles
which do not have a verbal origin and which can also be followed by an
agreement marker (e. g. há ‘hey’, mei ‘my (god)’; see Simon 2003: 188–
189).

4.2.2 Motives for analogy

Although the Picardian dialects, Russian, and the Bavarian dialects indeed
show examples of analogical extensions of agreement, the motivation for the
analogy differs quite radically in each of the cases. The analogical extension
of the Russian 2PL-marker -te is semantically motivated: in the Russian verb
system, -te marks plurality (or honorificity) in the addressees. This is a dis-
tinction that is historically absent in inclusive first person plural imperatives
like pojd-ëm ‘let’s go’. Adding -te to pojd-ëm creates the possibility to distin-
guish between one or two addressees, or between an addressee with / without
an honorific status, as in the second person imperatives, which appears to be
useful in imperative systems in the languages of the world (see van der Au-
wera, Schalley, and De Vogelaer to appear for examples). Hence, the exten-
sion of -te must basically be seen as the extension of a semantic distinction
to the inclusive imperative, and the analogical principle at work can be de-
scribed as “similar meaning seeks similar form”. In Bavarian, the same prin-
ciple seems to be operating: like in the Russian example, the extension of
agreement from imperatives to particles creates the possibility to distinguish
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between one or two addressees, or between addressees with or without an
honorific status.

In the Picardian and the Dutch examples, no semantic distinctions are
added to the language. Rather, the analogical extensions reduce formal dif-
ferences between the guises in which a certain linguistic element appears in
different syntactic environments, by generalising one form at the expense of
other ones: in Picardian dialects, the insertion of i / il in relative clauses mir-
rors the combination of the inflected verb and the clitic in main clauses; in
Dutch, the insertion of agreement markers in between answer particles / com-
plementizers and enclitics mirrors the use of agreement markers in between
verbs and enclitics. Hence, in Picardian and in Dutch, the analogy seems for-
mally driven: a similar forms seeks an even more similar form. In both cases,
the guise of a linguistic element is modelled after a very frequent pattern that
is used in a similar syntactic environment. The Dutch examples furthermore
suggest that the more a target construction resembles the donor construc-
tion, the easier the analogy will take effect: the combinations of agreement
markers and clitics first spread towards the enclitic position following the
complementizer, which occupies the first brace in the Dutch clause, as does
the inflected verb. Only in a few dialects with complementizer agreement
does the agreement marker also show up following ja ‘yes’ and neen ‘no’.
Apart from these similarities, the Picardian and the Dutch examples differ
crucially. In Picardian, the analogical extension of the “clitic + verb”-pattern
to relative clauses is part of a grammaticalization process that turns pronouns
such as 3SG.MASC il into clitics and agreement markers. In Dutch, cliticiza-
tion is observed as well (and, hence, grammaticalization), but the analogy
spreads elements which have already grammaticalized a long time ago, viz.
the “old” agreement endings, rather than the innovative person markers, the
clitics.8

Cross-linguistic parallels for the formally-driven analogical extension of
grammatical agreement endings seem to be rare. But within the Continen-
tal West Germanic dialect continuum, even the rarest types of complemen-
tizer agreement emerge independently at different places. For the Dutch lan-
guage area, Figure 1 on page 51 shows that there are two quite distinct re-
gions with complementizer agreement in clauses with lexical subjects, viz.
Flanders in the southwest of the language area, and the east of the Dutch
provinces of Gelderland and Overijssel in the easternmost part of the area.
This geographical pattern probably indicates that the phenomenon has orig-
inated independently in both regions. In addition, complementizer agree-
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ment in clauses with lexical subjects is also found in the Bavarian dialects,
see (16).

(16) Complementizer agreement in Bavarian (Schiepek 1899, quoted in
Weiss 2005):

. . .

. . .
dá-n
that-3PL

d’
the

Láit
people

häi-en.
hear-3PL

‘. . . that the people hear.’

The observation that non-verbal grammatical agreement originates inde-
pendently in several Continental West Germanic dialects suggests that the
phenomenon can hardly be considered an isolated historical accident. Rather,
it looks as if the rarity of non-verbal agreement results from the rarity of some
of the conditions that trigger its emergence. First, and quite trivially perhaps,
a language must have grammatical agreement markers before it can extend
them. This precondition is already quite rare. Second, the language must show
cliticization of subject pronouns. Third, there must be similarities between
the donor construction and the target construction. Among the Germanic lan-
guages with grammatical agreement, Continental West Germanic shows a
stronger tendency towards cliticization than other languages, and, only in
Continental West Germanic do verbs and complementizers show a compa-
rable syntax, in that both occupy a similar position in the clause (viz. the “left
brace”), and both can be followed by clitics. In addition, there is morpholog-
ical similarity, as complementizers closely resemble monosyllabic verbs.

5 Conclusion

Continental West Germanic dialects have grammatical agreement, which is a
rarum in itself. In some varieties, this rarum extends to other classes than
verbs, viz. complementizers and the answer particles ja (‘yes’) and neen
(‘no’). Grammatical agreement of such non-verbal constituents, both of com-
plementizers and answer particles, is a rarissimum, which is, in addition, rel-
atively rare in Continental West Germanic as well.

We have proposed a pathway for the emergence of non-verbal grammati-
cal agreement, which correlates the phenomenon with cliticization. The rise
of post-verbal clitics in Continental West Germanic facilitates a number of
analogical extensions: first, the use of agreement markers is extended to other
clitic contexts, viz. the enclitic positions following complementizers and an-
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swer particles. Second, the use of agreement markers following complemen-
tizers is extended even further, to clauses with strong pronominal and lexical
subjects.

In Section 4, the question was raised why the relevant phenomena are
rarissima: it may be that the relevant diachronic processes are rare, but the
rarity of non-verbal agreement may also result from the rarity of some of
the conditions that trigger its emergence. We have argued for the second
of the two possible answers. Indeed cross-linguistic parallels can be found
for each of the processes that have played a role in the rise of grammati-
cal agreement of non-verbal constituents, including analogical extension of
agreement markers. It appears that there are different circumstances that may
motivate such an analogy. In Continental West Germanic, the analogy is for-
mally driven rather than semantically driven.

Abbreviations

1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third person; FEM = feminine; FUT = future;
HON = honorific; IMP = imperfective; IND = indicative; MASC = masculine; NEUT =
neutral; PERF = perfective; PL = plural; SG = singular
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Notes

1. Note that the terminology in Siewierska (2004) differs from Siewierska (1999). In
Siewierska (1999), the term “grammatical agreement” refers exclusively to the use of
agreement markers which are obligatorily accompanied by an overt controller, whereas
the notion has a broader meaning in Siewierska (2004). There, all co-occurrences of an
agreement marker with an overt local controller are labelled “grammatical agreement”.
Agreement markers which cannot occur without an overt controller are called “syntactic
agreement markers” (cf. Siewierska 2004: 126). Hence, clauses such as Spanish tú tienes
los ojos verdes ‘you have green eyes’, in which the subject pronoun tú is present but can
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be dropped, represent grammatical agreement according to Siewierska (2004), but not
according to Siewierska (1999). We will adopt the terminology from Siewierska (1999).

2. But Bavarian shows a similar phenomenon, viz. agreement of particles such as gell
‘right’. See Section 4.2.

3. In most structural accounts of complementiser agreement, the differences between com-
plementisers and inflected verbs are not even mentioned, let alone explained. One excep-
tion is Van Koppen (2005), who tries to account for the fact that in some complementiser
agreement dialects the phenomenon only occurs in some grammatical persons. There is
no attempt to explain the different behaviour of nouns vis-à-vis pronouns, however.

4. Neither De Schutter (1976) nor De Meersman (1985) distinguish between clauses with a
nominal subject and clauses with a pronominal subject, let alone between clauses with a
strong and a weak pronominal subject. For our purpose, the most relevant figure would
be the proportion of main clauses (declarative, interrogative, etc.) with an enclitic subject
pronoun vis-à-vis the proportion of main clauses with a proclitic subject.

5. Cysouw (2005: 32) even discusses a number of examples of languages where a situation
as in Dutch, in which simple clitics incidentally lean to the “wrong” side of their host,
has given rise to so-called “ditropic clitics” (Embick and Noyer 1999: 291). Ditropic
clitics are clitics depending structurally and functionally of a host on their one side,
but attaching phonologically to the constituent on their other side. Truly ditropic clitics,
i. e. special clitics in the sense of Zwicky (1977) showing no regularity at all in their
choice of a (phonological) host, appear to be rare (Cysouw 2005). But in comparison to
Cysouw’s (2005) examples the Dutch clitics show only minor peculiarities in the type
of phonological hosts that may be selected, viz. their occurrence following the answer
particles ja ‘yes’ and neen ‘no’. Hence the Dutch clitics belong to a class of elements
of which the ditropic clitics are only a (probably very small) subset. Other, comparable
examples are the French articles le ‘the (SG.MASC)’ and les ‘the (plural)’ which cliticise
to prepositions (e. g. à ‘to’ + le > au; de ‘from” + le > du) and English auxiliaries
cliticising to subject pronouns rather than to main verbs (e. g. I’ll go).

6. Dvořák (2003) also discusses examples of languages in which the unmarked ways to ex-
press the meaning ‘yes’ or ‘no’ is basically an inflected verb. For instance, in Portuguese
and in Welsh, (inflected) verbs are used rather than particles in answering polar ques-
tions. Apart from object clitics, Slovene also commonly uses inflected verbs. Thus, it ap-
pears to be quite natural that answers to polar questions contain person markers.

7. However, m(a) has a wider productivity than the meaning ‘no’; for instance, it can be
used as a so-called ‘privative morpheme’, by and large meaning ‘without’. This privative
meaning might also be its origin. De Goeje (1928) provides the example of m-akosi ‘to
be blind’, which is derived from m(a) and akosi ‘eyes’.

8. With respect to the innovative person markers, some dialects of Dutch resemble Picardian
in that they also allow subject doubling. In Flemish dialects, for instance, phrases are
found such as ze zijn zij thuis (lit. ‘they are they at home’) or zijn ze zij thuis (lit. ‘are they
they at home’), in which both the 3PL clitic ze and the strong pronoun zij are used. Outside
the Flemish dialects, subject doubling is rare or even non-existent. See De Vogelaer and
Neuckermans (2002), and De Vogelaer (2005, 2008) for further discussion.
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Social-deixis classifiers in Weining Ahmao

Matthias Gerner & Walter Bisang

1 Introduction

The findings presented on Ahmao classifiers at the “Rara & Rarissima” con-
ference in Leipzig in 2006 generated a stream of successive works on dif-
ferent aspects of the system: pragmatic (see Gerner and Bisang 2008), his-
torical (see Gerner and Bisang 2009) and documentary (see Gerner and Bi-
sang 2010). In this paper for the proceedings we wish to recapitulate the main
points.

Weining Ahmao belongs to the Miao-Yao language family whose speak-
ers are spread over several countries in East and Southeast Asia. As an an-
alytic language, Ahmao has developed a highly uncommon classifier sys-
tem that is unattested even by its closest genetic relatives. Whereas classifiers
across the region generally constitute a one-form word category with occa-
sional sandhi-derivations, in Ahmao each of its about 50 classifiers can be
inflected in a 12-form paradigm built on three semantic categories: number
[singular, plural], definiteness [definite, indefinite] and size / importance [aug-
mentative, medial, diminutive]. In addition to the wealth of intrinsic meanings
they provide, Ahmao classifiers also exhibit a rare form of social deixis in that
they are gender-age indices of the speaker. The augmentative form prototyp-
ically points to male speakers, the medial to female speakers and the diminu-
tive to child speakers. Variations from this pattern are allowed, but produce
certain pragmatic implicatures.

Quite generally, classifier systems in East and Southeast Asia establish a
“classification of experience” (Lucy 2000: 326), a categorization of linguistic
forms that mirrors a classification of referents. A classification of experience
is arranged in languages with classifier systems along three parameters: ani-
macy, physical property and functionality (cf. Aikhenvald 2000; Denny
1976; Adams and Conklin 1973; Allan 1977; Dixon 1982; Croft 1994; Bisang
1999).

In addition to categorization, classifiers assume the function of individ-
uation in that they highlight spatial-temporal boundaries of the concept ex-
pressed by the noun (Bisang 1999, 2002). As was pointed out by Greenberg
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(1974), nouns are neutral with regard to number in languages with numeral
classifiers. Since this property generally applies to nouns in East and main-
land Southeast Asian languages, most of them must use classifiers in numeral
constructions for individuating the concept expressed by the noun that has to
be counted. Categorization and individuation are the core, but not the only,
functions assumed by classifiers. We typically find classifiers in (in)definite,
relative and possessive constructions, although languages may vary in the de-
gree to which they require classifiers for these grammatical functions. Table 1
on the facing page provides an overview of the non-core functions of classi-
fiers, as well as examples of the East Asian languages in which these func-
tions are attested.

The Ahmao classifiers are involved in expressing each of these functions.
Additionally, they convey an array of intrinsic and social-deictic meanings
not attested in any of the languages of East Asia. The Ahmao classifier system
reflects social aspects of the speaker in terms of gender and age, but it should
not be confounded with a gender system. Even though gender and classifier
systems both have the function of noun categorization, gender systems differ
from other classifier systems by the following two properties (Aikhenvald
2000: 4; Allan 1977: 286; Corbett 1991: 136–137; Dixon 1982: 212–218):

– gender systems are agreement systems in which nouns agree morphologi-
cally with their collocating modifiers or predicates / verbs, whereas classi-
fiers are independent morphemes (often derived from bleached nouns);

– the number of genders in a language is generally below 20, whereas the
number of classifiers may be more than 30.

The reason for linking gender to agreement systems is historically con-
ditioned, as some of the languages in which this phenomenon was first scru-
tinized classify experience predominantly in terms of gender: e. g., male / fe-
male or male / female / neuter (e. g. de la Grassière 1898).

The classifier system of Ahmao is unique in that it exhibits a certain type
of social deixis that is determined by the speaker’s identity in terms of gen-
der [male vs. female] and age [child vs. adult]. Social deixis refers to the
lexicalized or grammaticalized means a language deploys to display the so-
cial status of speech participants (e. g. Levinson 1983: 89). Social deixis has
been explored in linguistics within theories of politeness, although it should
be differentiated from the notion of volitional politeness, which reflects the
decisions the speaker makes to attenuate the performance of face-threatening
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acts. Social deixis operates independently of any communication goal on the
part of the speaker. Authors define social deixis as “social warrants” (Kasper
1990: 196) or “social entitlements” (Kochman 1984: 202) to which individu-
als lay claim in social interaction. It may pertain to inherent social character-
istics (such as gender, age or kinship positions) or to acquired social features
(such as rank or title); cf. Shils (1968).

The Ahmao classifiers appeal to inherent social characteristics. Histori-
cally, this system is derived from the merger of earlier classifier versions with
the two size prefixes a55ñie53 ‘augmentative / female’ and Noa11 ‘small’. This
type of merger occurs in no other genetically related language, although cog-
nate augmentative and diminutive prefixes are attested in other Miao lan-
guages.

In Section 2, we present a short synchronic sketch of the Ahmao classifier
system (cf. Gerner and Bisang 2008, 2010), and in Section 3, we hypothesize
about the historical factors that were involved in the shift from a one-form to
a multi-form classifier system (cf. Gerner and Bisang 2009).

2 Traits of Ahmao classifiers

2.1 Inflectional traits

Each of the 48 Ahmao classifiers can be inflected in a 12-form paradigm
comprising six singular and six plural forms. For both singular and plural
classifiers, there are three definite and three indefinite forms, respectively,
thus resulting in four triples: singular-definite, singular-indefinite, plural-de-
finite, plural-indefinite. In each of these subsets, three classifier versions re-
lated to size values may be distinguished: augmentative, medial and diminu-
tive. At the same time, these size attributes correlate with the gender / age of
the speaker. Augmentative classifiers are pragmatically unmarked when em-
ployed by men, medial classifiers are pragmatically unmarked when used by
women, and diminutive classifiers are mainly reserved for children. When
the size value and the type of speaker differs from this pattern, some kind of
pragmatic implicature is triggered, as described in Section 2.3. For each of
the singular and plural classifiers, the inflectional paradigm may be outlined
as follows. The plural forms of each classifier are shaped by means of the
plural / mass quantifier ti55, which may also be declined in the same type of
paradigm (although there are only six forms instead of twelve):1
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Table 2. Paradigm of plural morpheme

Gender / Age Plural
Register of Speaker Size Definite Indefinite

Male Augmentative ti55 di31

Female Medial tiai55 diai213

Child Diminutive tia55 dia55

Table 3. General form of classifier paradigms

Gender / Age Singular Plural
Register Size Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite

Male Augmentative CVT C*VT ti55a11CV11 di31a11C*V11

Female Medial Cai55 C*ai213 tiai55a11CV11 diai213a11C*V11

Child Diminutive Ca53 C*a35 tia55a11CV11 dia55a11C*V11

Remarks:

C means “consonant” (simple, double, affricated, etc.)

V means “vowel” (monophthong, diphthong)

T means “tone” using numbers 1–5 to indicate the pitch contours

* means “suprasegmental phenomenon” (e. g., breathy voicing), but possibly also the
absence of a sound change

Other classifiers prefix a bleached version of the quantifier ti55 together
with the morpheme a11 before each plural version. The general sound struc-
ture of Ahmao inflected classifiers is outlined in Table 3. We write the singu-
lar-augmentative-definite form as CVT, which is taken as the basic form of
the system. All medial / female forms employ the rhyme [ai] and tend to ex-
hibit the [55] tone for the definite, and the [213] tone for the indefinite, clas-
sifier versions. Diminutive / child forms display the rhyme [a] together with
the [53] tone for definite and the [35] tone for indefinite forms. Additionally,
suprasegmental processes such as breathy voicing, voicing / devoicing or tone
changes may accompany the formation of the indefinite versions. In Table 3,
these processes are marked by an asterisk.

The paradigm of the quantifier ti55 given in Table 3 derives indefinite
from definite classifiers through a voicing process. The same suprasegmental
process also underlies the animate classifier tu44, whose declined forms are
displayed in Table 4 on the next page.
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Table 4. Paradigm of animate classifier

Gender / Age Singular Plural
Register Size Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite

Male AUG tu44 du31 ti55a11tu44 di31a11tu44

Female MED tai44 dai213 tiai55a11tu44 diai213a11tu44

Child DIM ta44 da35 tia55a11tu44 dia55a11tu44

Table 5. Paradigm of classifier for plants

Gender / Age Singular Plural
Register Size Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite

Male AUG dzHau35 dzau44 ti55a44dzHau35 di31a44dzHau35

Female MED dzHai213 dzai213 tiai55a44dzHau35 diai213a44dzHau35

Child DIM dzHa35 dza35 tia55a44dzHau35 dia55a44dzHau35

Table 6. Paradigm of classifier for clothes

Gender / Age Plural Plural
Register Size Definite Indefinite Definite Indefinite

Male AUG pho55 pho11 ti55a44pho55 di31a55pho55

Female MED phai55 phai213 ti55a44pho55 diai213a55pho55

Child DIM pha35 pha35 ti55a44pho55 dia55a55pho55

A number of classifiers with breathy voicing for the definite classifiers
involve non-breathy voicing for the indefinite-singular forms. This is the case,
for example, for the plant classifier dzHau35 ‘bunch’, although its plural forms
do not represent this sound change, cf. Table 5

For a certain number of classifiers, a tone change alone distinguishes in-
definite from definite classifiers. The classifier pho55 for clothes, for exam-
ple, exhibits a high tone for the augmentative-definite and a low tone for the
augmentative-indefinite classifier version. All forms of this classifier are as-
pirated, cf. Table 6.

2.2 Functional traits

The classifiers in Weining Ahmao cover a wide range of functions — more
than in other East Asian languages. The attested functions comprise those
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mentioned in Section 1, namely, individuation (numeral / quantifier construc-
tions), deixis (demonstratives), (in)definiteness, relativization, and posses-
sion. Classifiers are obligatory in numeral constructions, but numerals may
co-occur only with the indefinite classifier versions as in (1b), not with the
definite forms exemplified in (1a).

(1) Numeral Constructions
a. *i55

NUM:1
dli35

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
ndzao44

rice

‘the (sole) rice grain’
b. i55

NUM:1
dlHi35

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
ndzao44

rice

‘one rice grain’

With demonstrative pronouns, the definite classifier version alone may be
involved, as in (2a), rather than the indefinite classifier form illustrated in
(2b).

(2) Demonstrative Pronouns
a. dla53

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
mau44

letter
ñi55

DEM:PROX

‘this letter’
b. *dlHa53

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
mau44

letter
ñi55

DEM:PROX

‘this letter’

Definite classifier forms that modify a head noun alone are interpreted as
definite articles, cf. (3a), and indefinite forms as indefinite articles, cf. (3b).

(3) a. Definiteness
Nkey53

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
tie55

skirt

‘the skirt’
b. Indefiniteness

Ngey31

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
tie55

skirt

‘a skirt’

Relative clauses, too, involve classifiers, as illustrated in the following ex-
ample in which the modifying clause is framed by a classifier and an optional
demonstrative pronoun.
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(4) Relativization (Wang 1986: 71)

Nu31ntsa55

NAME
tùa55

regret
ñHi11

3P.SG
[REL
[REL

ts155

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
a55v@55

precious_stone
ku11

COP
tau33

obtain

lHa35

lose
saW33

drop
i55

DEM:S&A:FAM
]
]

‘Ngucha felt sorry about the precious stone she lost.’

Like other Miao languages, in Ahmao a classifier can be used to mark
the possessee in a possessive noun phrase. However, Ahmao differs from
other Miao languages in that it does not systematically require a classifier
in these instances. In (5), the classifier can be omitted with little change in
meaning.

(5) Possession / Association

ku55

1P.SG
ts155

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
a11ýHey11

grandfather

‘my grandfather’

2.3 Semantic and deictic traits

In the previous section, we listed an array of morphosyntactic constructions
that require the presence of classifiers. Each time classifier forms are pro-
jected in a construction, they contribute a size-related meaning to the descrip-
tion of the referent and index the speaker by gender and age.

In this section, we provide various examples of this, both elicited sen-
tences and clauses retrieved from folk stories.

The first three sentences – examples (6) on the facing page through (8)
on page 84 – are elicited and illustrate now for different speaker roles the

size versions of a classifier qualify the referent of the head noun. For each
classifier version, there is one speaker role that is canonically associated with
it in the sense that if uttered by the relevant speaker then the classifier phrase
is pragmatically unmarked. If uttered by an atypical speaker, then a prag-
matic implicature is triggered. In (6a) on the facing page, the augmentative-
definite classifier qualifies the head noun ‘hill’ as being large in size, and
it appears pragmatically unmarked only if it is uttered by a male speaker. In
(6b), the medial-definite classifier conveys the medial size, and it is employed
in a pragmatically neutral way by women. The version in (6c) describes the
referent with a reduced size, and it is used only by child speakers in a prag-
matically neutral way.
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(6) a. lu55

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
úau55

hill
ñi55

DEM:PROX
ku11

COP
lu55

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
úau55

hill
zau44.
nice

Male speaker: ‘This big hill is nice.’ [Pragmatically neutral]
Female speaker: ‘This big hill is nice.’ [Audacious, daring or boyish tone]
Child speaker: ‘This big hill is nice.’ [Pragmatically odd]

b. lai55

CL:MED:SG:DEF
úau55

hill
ñi55

DEM:PROX
ku11

COP
lu55

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
úau55

hill
zau44.
nice

Male speaker: ‘This hill is nice.’ [Modest tone]
Female speaker: ‘This hill is nice.’ [Pragmatically neutral]
Child speaker: ‘This hill is nice.’ [Pragmatically neutral]

c. la53

CL:DIM:SG:DEF
úau55

hill
ñi55

DEM:PROX
ku11

COP
lu55

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
úau55

hill
zau44.
nice

Male speaker: ‘This small hill is nice.’ [Imitating children]
Female speaker: ‘This small hill is nice.’ [Pragmatically almost neutral]
Child speaker: ‘This (small) hill is nice.’ [Pragmatically neutral]

If the speaker describes a personal attribute of another person by employ-
ing an irrelevant form of the classifier, then this may display a disrespectful
attitude. An adult male speaker who refers to someone’s character using a
diminutive classifier version, as in (7c), reveals his poor view of that person.
As noted in Section 2.2, the classifier modifying the possessee is not obliga-
tory and would be omitted in most circumstances.

(7) a. őHy11

3P:SG
tu44

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
pi55lau53

character

Male speaker: ‘His character’ [Pragmatically neutral]
Female speaker: ‘His character’ [Respectful and also slightly boyish]
Child speaker: ‘His character’ [Pragmatically odd]

b. őHy11

3P:SG
tai44

CL:MED:SG:DEF
pi55lau53

character

Male speaker: ‘His character’ [Loose way of talking]
Female speaker: ‘His character’ [Appropriate tone]
Child speaker: ‘His character’ [Pragmatically almost appropriate]

c. őHy11

3P:SG
ta44

CL:DIM:SG:DEF
pi55lau53

character

Male speaker: ‘His character’ [Impolite way of talking]
Female speaker: ‘His character’ [Pragmatically almost appropriate]
Child speaker: ‘His character’ [Appropriate tone]

Similar size-related connotations and pragmatic nuances exist for indefi-
nite versions of a classifier. In the following examples, the human classifier
lW55 has indefinite forms whose tones change relative to the definite forms.
(Note also that the human classifier has medial and diminutive forms that
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overlap with those of the general inanimate classifier lu55 for both the defi-
nite and indefinite form).

(8) a. saW55

side
bHi31

DEM:MED:HIGH
tu33

all
hi33

NEG
mHa35

have
lW44

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
tW55nW55.
person

Male speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically neutral]
Female speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Imitating a boyish or
mocking tone]
Child speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically odd]

b. saW55

side
bHi31

DEM:MED:HIGH
tu33

all
hi33

NEG
mHa35

have
lai213

CL:MED:SG:INDEF
tW55nW55.
person

Male speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Modest tone]
Female speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically neu-
tral]
Child speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically neutral]

c. saW55

side
bHi31

DEM:MED:HIGH
tu33

all
hi33

NEG
mHa35

have
la35

CL:DIM:SG:INDEF
tW55nW55.
person

Male speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically odd]
Female speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically accept-
able]
Child speaker: ‘In that place there isn’t anybody.’ [Pragmatically accept-
able]

If a speaker wants to convey a size value for some referent that does not
correspond to his or her gender / age register (e. g., an adult male speaker
wishing to feature a small-sized entity), then he or she may either choose a
classifier with the relevant size value, thereby generating a pragmatic effect,
or add an adjective of size, thus erasing the size information included in the
classifier.

In narratives, various forms of classifiers are attested. Examples (9)–(12)
stem from Wang’s lengthy folk story “Ngucha and Daushenau” which is
transcribed in the International Phonetic Alphabet (Wang 1986). Because
the speaker’s situation is disconnected from that of the story, the classifiers
do not necessarily reflect the narrator’s gender and age. However, if direct
discourse is used in the narrative, then the classifiers index the gender and
age of the speaker who is a participant. Moreover, the classifier forms also
do not seem to agree with the gender / age of the story participants, at least
not in any statistically significant way (cf. Gerner and Bisang 2010). The
two following examples employ augmentative and diminutive versions of the
general classifier for round entities.
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(9) . . . ùey55

stand
vHai31

outside
ýa53

home
zo33

neighbor
lu55

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
åHau31

outer
a33dlHau35

door

‘[A man] stood outside the neighbor’s house in front of the outer door.’

(10) si55

turn
fo33

face
ãaW31

run
úo55

return
lHo11

come
khey11

COV:take
Nu31ntsa55

NAME
vai11

hide
úau33

be_at

la35

CL:DIM:SG:DEF
NgHa35

house
tCy55ly55

straw

‘[Daushenau] turned his face, ran back and hid Ngucha in the straw
house.’

Example (11) is uttered by a female story participant (Ngucha) and in-
volves the medial version of the classifier of animacy. We have a correlation
of speaker register and size parameter of the classifier system.

(11) Nu31ntsa55

NAME
ùey55

rise
ntl
˚

a55

call
xu55:
shout

“tùha33ïtùhai33

terrible
ýa31,
EXCL

dai213

CL:MED:SG:INDEF

pi55tl
˚

aW55

ghost
qa33ù@33

INT:which
dHa35

come
dHi35

opposite_side
daW11

DP
ýa31.”
EXCL

‘Ngucha stood up and cried: “Terrible! What ghost is coming from the
opposite side?!’”

A noun phrase that is modified by the universal distributive quantifier
tsha33 ‘every’ is always interpreted as a specific indefinite and hence requires
an indefinite classifier form. Example (12) employs the augmentative indef-
inite form of the human classifier whose tone is lowered. The augmentative
form correlates with the gender and age of the zero-anaphora head noun ‘sol-
diers’.

(12) tsha33

every
lW44

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
hi33

NEG
tau33ki55

obtain
a33dýW33. . .
how

‘Each [soldier] had no choice, but . . . ’

This tour of elicited examples and sentences in context shows that speaker
registers are attached in canonical ways to each of the 12-classifier forms.
Pragmatic implicatures are triggered whenever the alignment is non-canon-
ical.
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3 The historical development of the Ahmao inflectional classifiers

3.1 The influence of societal factors

In Gerner and Bisang (2009), we provide a detailed review of the history of
inter-ethnic relations in Western Guizhou. The Ahmao, who several centuries
ago fled from the progressing Han populations toward the country owned by
Yi landlords in Western Guizhou, became serfs of the Yi (the Yi are another
ancient people and constitute one of the 56 officially recognized nationalities
in the People’s Republic of China). This double pressure from the Han and
Yi populations reportedly affected the ethnopsyche of the Ahmao in a more
adversative way than that of other Miao groupings2 (see Gerner and Bisang
2009 for bibliographic references).

Wang Deguang,3 who served as an informant for this paper, prompted an
interesting ethno-social theory. He proposed that gender relations in Ahmao
society were upset by the inter-ethnic oppression the Ahmao were exposed
to. Women would have had to endure the greater burden of this imbalance,
as they were the targets of male aggression. Wang suggested that the female
register for classifiers developed as an articulation of self-protection against
male forcefulness.4

Wang’s suggestion has a certain appeal, although no independent evi-
dence in the form of ethnological data is available. Even if contemporary
ethnological information was accessible, the data would probably be of little
help in measuring the exact impact society had on the formation of the Ah-
mao classifier paradigm, because the social order in which the Ahmao sound
changes are embedded was eradicated in 1949 when the People’s Republic
was founded. (The actual changes first occurred at least 100–150 years ago.)
In our reconstruction of these sound changes, we therefore have to rely, above
all, on the principles of historical linguistics, which allow us to redraw rather
securely the grammaticalization path of the set of Ahmao classifiers.

3.2 How the Ahmao classifiers are grammaticalized

About no other isolating language in East or Southeast Asia, let alone any
other Miao language, is it reported that classifiers can be declined in a para-
digm of forms. There are various indicators showing that the Ahmao clas-
sifier system was generated in two waves of innovation, first through in-
teraction with the two now frozen and unproductive noun prefixes a55ñie53
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Table 7. The Ahmao prefixes a55ñie53 (augmentative) and Na11 (diminutive)

Noun Augmentative prefix a55ñie53 Diminutive prefix Na11

ñHu35 ‘ox, bull’ a55ñie53ñHu35 ‘cow’ Na11őHu35 ‘calf’
mpa44 ‘pig, hog’ a55ñie53mpa44 ‘sow’ Na11mpa44 ‘piglet’
nau31 ‘bird’ a55ñie53nau31 ‘female bird’ Na11nau31 ‘bird poult’
dHi11 ‘hand’ a55ñie53dHi11 ‘thumb’ Na11dHi11 ‘pinkie, little finger’
tCa44 ‘wind’ a55ñie53tCa44 ‘storm’ Na11tCa44 ‘breeze of wind’
dlHi35 ‘river’ a55ñie53dlHi35 ‘big river’ Na11dlHi35 ‘brook’

‘female’ and Na11 ‘small’ (cf. Section 3.2.1), and second through an array of
suprasegmental processes, such as devoicing or breathy voicing, whereby in-
definite classifier forms were derived from definite forms. It is probable that
these suprasegmental processes occurred at a later stage in time (cf. Section
3.2.2).

3.2.1 The split into augmentative, medial and diminutive forms

In synchronic Ahmao, there are two frozen size prefixes, the augmentative
a55ñie53 and the diminutive Na11. As in many languages in East and Southeast
Asia (cf. Matisoff, 1991), these size prefixes are derived from the terms for
‘mother’ and ‘child’: the augmentative is related to ñie53 ‘mother’ and the
diminutive is retrieved from Na55ýau11 ‘child’. Both strings may collocate
with a number of mainly domestic animal nouns to indicate gender or age
(although human nouns may not be modified by these prefixes). In addition
to domestic animals, a few inanimate nouns may be attached to these prefixes,
thereby contributing the meanings of ‘big’ (a55ñie53) and ‘small’ (Na11). The
chart in Table 7 is a short excerpt of a longer list provided in Gerner and
Bisang (2009).

The Ahmao prefixes have cognate forms in other related Miao languages
(see the Appendix in Section 3.2.2 for more genetic information). In Hekou
Hmong, for example, two similar prefixes, na21 ‘mother’ and mi35 ‘child’ ex-
ist. The Hekou Hmong prefix na21 is obviously cognate with the second syl-
lable of a55ñie53 (Ahmao), whereas the prefix mi35 (Hmong) reveals affini-
ties with Na11 (Ahmao). The scope of these two prefixes is similar: both may
be attached to domestic animal nouns and certain inanimate nouns (see Ta-
ble 8 on the following page).
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Table 8. Cognate prefixes in Hekou Hmong

Noun Augmentative prefix na21 Diminutive prefix mi35

åai54 ‘cock’ na21åai54 ‘hen’ mi35åai54 ‘chicken’
mbua44 ‘pig, boar’ na21mbua44 ‘sow’ mi35mbua44 ‘piglet’
loN33 ‘city’ na21loN33 ‘big city’ mi35loN33 ‘small city’

The classifiers in Hekou Hmong are unique forms that have not merged
with other morphemes as in Weining Ahmao. In Ahmao, a complex process
of sound and meaning changes has amalgamated the two prefixes a55ñie53

‘female’ and Na11 ‘small’ with various classifiers through the following pro-
cedure (cf. Gerner and Bisang 2009 for more details).

Phase 1. Metanalysis and phonological changes

The grammaticalization process started with a reinterpretation of the mor-
phemes’ boundaries (metanalysis). The size prefixes a55ñie53 and Na11 were
no longer viewed as forming a unit with the noun that followed, but were
rebracketed together with the preceding classifier. The rearranged units then
underwent rapid sound changes, i. e. the classifiers and size prefixes merged
through multi-layered processes of syncope, apocope and aphaeresis.

Phase 2. Semantic and pragmatic reanalysis

When the various forms came into existence, their meaning was reinterpreted.
The [ai]-forms were reanalyzed as female and augmentative classifiers, and
the [a]-forms as child and diminutive classifiers. For the very few classifiers
that can modify both animal and inanimate nouns, the female and augmen-
tative senses on the one hand and the child and diminutive senses on the
other hand started to merge. Before the newly acquired senses expanded to
other classifiers, another round of pragmatic reanalysis of these merged mor-
phemes occurred. As the gender and child senses are blocked for inanimate
nouns, the classifier forms shifted from expressing the gender / child roles of
the noun referents to encoding the gender / child roles of the speaker. The fe-
male domain probably first came into existence as a linguistic refuge in the
face of male aggression (see Section 3.1). The child domain arose primarily
through a process of imitation, as children associate more easily with their
mother at an early age.
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Phase 3. Analogical spread

These phonological, semantic and pragmatic changes then spread to all other
classifiers, even to those that may not collocate with nouns prefixed by aug-
mentative and diminutive morphemes.

Phase 4. Semantic and pragmatic reanalysis

Initially, the original unchanged classifier form conveyed a neutral meaning,
but when the [ai]- and [a]-forms, as well as their speaker roles appeared,
male speakers naturally took up the unmerged forms as their default. Through
this process, the original forms became associated with male aggressiveness.
As a consequence, the size values of the various forms were redistributed.
The augmentative [ai]-form was downgraded and given the value of medial.
Eventually, a three-value system emerged: augmentative (male speaker do-
main), medial (female speaker domain) and diminutive (child speaker do-
main).

3.2.2 The split into definite and indefinite forms

The second major split in the classifier system was the separation of definite
and indefinite forms. This split probably occurred at a later point in time.
For all three size values, there are definite and indefinite classifier versions,
whereas in other Miao languages bare classifier-noun compounds are always
interpreted as definite articles. Preposing the numeral for ‘one’ generates
an indefinite article reading in unfocused contexts (and in focused contexts
implying the value ‘one’). The following examples are from three additional
Miao languages. Comparative data from Weining Ahmao are displayed first.

(13) Weining Ahmao
a. tu44

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
ñHu35

ox

‘the ox’

b. i55

NUM:1
du31

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
ñHu35

ox

‘one ox’

c. du31

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
ñHu35

ox

‘an ox’

(14) Hekou Hmong
a. to21

CL
őo31

ox

‘the ox’

b. i55

NUM:1
to21

CL
őo31

ox

‘an / one ox’
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(15) Kaili Qanao
a. tE11

CL
lio35

ox

‘the ox’

b. i55

NUM:1
tE11

CL
lio35

ox

‘an / one ox’
(16) Huayuan Qoxong

a. NoN11

CL:AUG:SG:DEF
ýu11

ox

‘the ox’

b. i55

NUM:1
NoN11

CL:AUG:SG:INDEF
ýu11

ox

‘an / one ox’
Because classifier-noun compounds generally convey the meaning of def-

inite articles, it is plausible that in Weining Ahmao the underlying classifier
forms had been definite versions out of which in Miao languages grew the
indefinite versions by means of such suprasegmental processes as voicing,
aspiration or tone changes. These processes were triggered by the numeral
i55 through a process called the change in glottal articulation in the litera-
ture (Lehmann 1992: 193). The glottal stop [P] intervened between the nu-
meral and the classifier in the following way. The Proto-Miao-Yao numeral
‘one’ seems to have displayed a final alveolar stop and can be reconstructed
as *iet. Similar to most Miao languages, this numeral was engaged in a long-
term process of lenition whereby its final alveolar stop weakened into a glot-
tal stop. It was with the glottal stop that the numeral *iP55 ‘one’ started its
morphophonological interaction with the set of Ahmao classifiers. It then un-
derwent morphological reanalysis, resulting in the rebracketing of the glottal
stop [P] with the classifiers. Scholars have acknowledged cases in which glot-
tal articulation is a trigger of such suprasegmental phenomena as voicing, as-
piration, etc. (e. g. Lehmann 1992: 193; Matisoff 1973: 32–34; Gerner 2007).
In support of this claim is the fact that in Ahmao the numeral i55 ‘one’ may
not collocate with the definite classifier, which suggests that i55 together with
the indefinite classifier versions has been decoupled from the definite classi-
fier versions. More details are given in Gerner and Bisang (2009).

Abbreviations

1P.SG = first person singular; 3P.SG = third person singular; AUG = augmentative;
C = consonant; CL = classifier; COP = copular; COV = coverb; COV:take = coverb
with verbal origin; DEF = definite; DEM = demonstrative; DEM:S&A:FAM =
demonstrative: familiar to speaker and addressee; DEM:MED-HIGH = demonstra-
tive: medial distance to, higher altitude than speaker; DEM:PROX = demonstrative:
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proximal distance to speaker; DIM = diminutive; DP = dynamic perfect particle;
EXCL = exclamation; INDEF = indefinite; INT = interrogative; INT:which = inter-
rogative with gloss; MED = medial; N = noun; NEG = negation; NOM = nominal-
ization; NUM = numeral; NUM:9 = numeral with its value; PL = plural; SG = sin-
gular; T = tone; TB = Tibeto-Burman; V = vowel; VP = verb phrase
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Appendix: Information on Miao languages

Internationally, the better known appellation for the Miao group is Hmong or
Hmongic. Western countries’ acquaintance with this Southeast Asian people
is primarily due to the Indo-Chinese wars in the aftermath of which more
than 100,000 Hmong fled to the United States, France and Australia. The
homeland of this group is Southwest China, from which migration started in
the 18th century to neighboring Thailand, Laos, Vietnam and Burma. In the
2000 census, more than 8 million Miao were reckoned to be scattered over
Southwest China. In the Chinese linguistic tradition, three ‘dialects’ of ‘the
Miao language’ have been distinguished: Western, Central and Eastern (Wang

Table 9. Background information on the Miao languages cited

Language Branch Location Number of speakers

Hekou Hmong Western China: Yunnan /
Honghe (Hekou . . . )

ca. 500,000

Kaili Hmu-Qanao Central China: Guizhou / Kaili
(Kaili . . . )

total ca. 1,800,000

Huayuan Qoxong Eastern China: Hunan / Xiangxi
(Huayuan . . . )

ca. 50,000

Weining Ahmao Between Central and
Western

China: Guizhou / Bijie
(Weining . . . )

ca. 350,000
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Fushi 1985). These dialects would correspond to the concept of language
in the Western tradition if the vague notion of intelligibility was taken as
criterion. In fact, taking intelligibility alone as the criterion we would estimate
that there are perhaps 100 Miao languages in Southwest China. In this paper,
comparative classifier data from four representative languages of the Miao
group have been presented.

Notes

1. The numbers 55, 13, etc. are tone markers and indicate relative pitch on a scale from
1 (lowest) to 5 (highest). The first number represents the beginning and the second num-
ber the end of the tonal contour. The transcription of sounds in this paper follows the In-
ternational Phonetic Alphabet without shortcuts. For the interlinear abbreviations used in
the examples, refer to the section on abbreviations.

2. The Miao living in other areas of Southwest China fought back as is well documented in
Chinese and Western sources (cf. Jenks 1994).

3. He is the author of several papers (Wang 1986, 1987) and represents the intellectual
flagship of the small Ahmao diaspora in Beijing.

4. In Gerner and Bisang (2009), we describe it as a kind of self-politeness strategy against
face-threatening acts. The notion of self-politeness was coined by Chen (2001).
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“She kisses her late husband” = “She kissed her
husband”: nominal tense in Movima

Katharina Haude

1 Introduction

Tense marking, a grammatical means to “locate situations in time” (Comrie
1994: 4558), is typically an inflectional category of verbs. In general, defini-
tions of tense explicitly or implicitly claim that tense marking will be found
in the verbal morphology of a language. In languages that do not have verbal
tense markers, temporal reference is usually made through either aspectual or
modal morphology (Smith 2008; Comrie 1985: 50–51), which also belongs
to the verbal domain. The fact that temporal reference is typically carried out
in the verbal domain is of course no coincidence. Verbs conventionally de-
note situations (events, processes, states) that are not time-stable, in contrast
to nouns, which predominantly denote things, i. e. time-stable concepts.

In this paper I discuss the case of Movima, a linguistic isolate of the Bo-
livian Amazon area with still several hundred speakers. Movima has no ver-
bal tense morphology. Unlike other tenseless languages, Movima does not
recur to mood or aspect morphology, but instead uses a rich system of refer-
ential elements (articles, pronouns, demonstratives) to express temporal rela-
tions. This strategy can be described as “nominal tense marking” as defined
by Nordlinger and Sadler (2004). However, Movima proves to be different
from the languages that were investigated by Nordlinger and Sadler in their
cross-linguistic study, because in Movima, the same markers that indicate
temporal properties of a nominal referent, can also determine the temporal
interpretation of a clause as a whole.1 This conflation of “independent” and
“propositional” nominal tense marking (Nordlinger and Sadler 2004) has so
far not been identified in any other language and can be considered a cross-
linguistic rarity.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, Nordlinger and Sadler’s
concept of nominal tense marking is introduced. In Section 3 it is shown that
Movima has no verbal tense morphology (3.1), and that tense categories are
optionally expressed by particles (3.2). Section 4 presents the system of ar-
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ticles, which indicate spatial and temporal properties of nominal referents.
Section 5 shows how the temporal-deictic function of the articles by impli-
cature determines the temporal interpretation of the clause (5.1), and that the
article can also serve as a marker of temporal reference in discourse (5.2).
Section 6 concludes by presenting the possible pathway from independent to
propositional tense marking.

The data on which the analysis is based were collected in Santa Ana del
Yacuma, Bolivia, between 2001 and 2004. Most of the data presented here
stem from spontaneous discourse; elicited examples are explicitly marked.

2 Nominal tense marking

In their study on nominal tense marking, Nordlinger and Sadler (2004: 778)
give the following definition of nominal tense, aspect and mood (TAM)
marking:

i. Nouns (or other noun phrase / determiner phrase constituents) show a
distinction in one or more of the categories of tense, aspect, and mood,
where these categories are standardly defined as they would be for verbs
(e. g. Crystal 1997).2

ii. This tense-aspect-mood distinction is productive across the whole word
class and not restricted to a small subset of forms (such as ex- in English).

iii. The tense-aspect-mood distinction is not restricted to nominals function-
ing as predicates of verbless clauses but is encoded on arguments and / or
adjunct noun phrases / determiner phrases in clauses headed by verbs.

iv. The tense-aspect-mood marker is a morphological category of the nom-
inal word class and cannot be treated as a syntactic clitic that merely at-
taches phonologically to the noun phrases / determiner phrases.

I will return to these criteria later when discussing the Movima data in Sec-
tion 5.1.

A major observation of Nordlinger and Sadler is that the languages that
display nominal tense marking do this in one of two ways: either the marker
indicates temporal properties of the entity denoted by the nominal, or it de-
termines the temporal interpretation of the entire proposition, similar to tense
marking on verbs. In the first case, the marking of temporality on the nominal
is independent from clausal tense, which is why Nordlinger and Sadler label
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it “independent nominal tense marking”. In the second case, called “proposi-
tional nominal tense marking”, nominal marking either co-occurs with verbal
tense marking or is the only marker of tense in the clause. Their definitions
(extended to tense-aspect-mood in general) are as follows:

Independent nominal tense-aspect-mood “operates completely indepen-
dently of the TAM of the clause and serves to locate the time at which
the property denoted by the nominal holds of the referent or, in the case
of possessive phrases, the time at which the possessive relation holds”
(Nordlinger and Sadler 2004: 779).

Propositional nominal tense-aspect-mood “contributes TAM information
relevant to the clause as a whole” (Nordlinger and Sadler 2004: 790).

Of Nordlinger and Sadler’s sample of approximately 22 languages, 12 lan-
guages display independent nominal tense and 10 show propositional tense.
None of the investigated languages displays both phenomena, the message
being that nominal tense marking has either one or the other function, but not
both (see also Nordlinger and Sadler 2004: 778).

In the following sections I will show that Movima does not have ver-
bal morphology for tense. Tense is expressed through particles, which are
not grammatically obligatory. Temporal reference comparable to verbal tense
marking in other languages is conveyed through the form of the article, an
obligatory part of a referential phrase. I will show that this type of marking
can be described in terms of Nordlinger and Sadler’s criteria (i)–(iv) above.
However, in comparison to the languages studied there, Movima is unusual
in that the same mechanism marks “independent” as well as “propositional”
tense.

3 Time reference in Movima

3.1 Basic features of Movima clause structure

For a better understanding of the examples below I will provide here a brief
account of Movima clause structure (see Haude 2006 for a detailed descrip-
tion). Movima clauses are generally predicate-initial with a preverbal slot for
a topicalized pronoun:

(TOP) PRED=ARG (ARG)
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An argument can be represented through a bound or free pronoun or through
a referential phrase, which consists of an article and a content word. At any
point, even inside a referential phrase, tense-aspect-mood and discourse par-
ticles can occur (see below). Example (1) illustrates a basic transitive clause,
which consists of a predicate and two referential phrases representing the ar-
guments.

(1) man<a>ye=is
encounter<DR>=ART.PL

pa:ko
dog

os
ART.N.PST

rulrul
jaguar

‘The dogs met the jaguar.’3

Non-core arguments are marked by an oblique case marker prefixed to the
referential element (article or pronoun):4

(2) ilo:ni--y’ìi
walk--1PL

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

chapmo
forest

‘We walked in the forest.’

The content word in a referential phrase does not necessarily have to be a
morphological noun, as in the above examples. It can also be a verb, in which
case the phrase refers to an event participant (see Haude 2009), as in (3).5

Still, for the sake of simplicity I will refer to referential phrases as noun
phrases (NPs) from here on.

(3) is
ART.PL

yey-na=n
want-DR=2

‘the ones you want’

I will now turn to temporal reference in Movima. In 3.2 it is shown that
there is no verbal tense marking morphology, 3.3 illustrates the function of
tense particles, and in the subsequent sections I describe the deictic properties
of the article.

3.2 The lack of verbal tense morphology

Movima has no verbal tense marking morphology. Depending on the context,
the clause in (4) can have a past, present, or future interpretation.

(4) yolmoì--isne
stroll--3F.AB

‘She (absent) went / is going / will go for a walk.’
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The only verbal affix that can have a temporal reading is the irrealis infix
<(k)a’>.6 In affirmative contexts, it indicates that the speaker believes that
the situation will take place some time in the future:

(5) sal<a’>mo
return<IRR>

‘I’ll be back!’

Aspect affixes in Movima cover meanings such as “repeatedly” or “at
once”. None of them locates the denoted situation temporally. On the whole,
the major tense-aspect-mood categories are expressed through particles, most
of which are not formally related to the verb. I will give an outline of the
relevant particles in the following section.

3.3 Tense particles

Movima has a large array of particles and adverbs that express temporal,
modal, and aspectual categories. Temporal relations are mainly established
by the following ones:

Table 1. Movima tense particles

kwil ‘remote past’ (a long time ago)
la’ ‘anterior’ (previous occurrence, before the day of speaking)
kwey ‘immediate past’ (same day, but before the time of speaking)
loy ‘intention’ (future, normally directly after the time of speaking)
nokowa ‘future’ (any future time)

As will become apparent below (Section 4.2), the major temporal cate-
gories in Movima are “past” (before the day of speaking), “immediate past”
(on the same day, but before the time of speaking),7 and “nonpast”. Accord-
ingly, the above particles can be grouped into two forms pertaining to past
(kwil and la’), one that pertains to immediate past (kwey), and two that per-
tain to nonpast (loy and nokowa).

The following examples illustrate the way in which these particles convey
temporal relations. Examples (6) and (7) illustrate the particles kwil (REM)
and la’ (ANT). They occur frequently inside a noun phrase (i. e., between the
article and the noun), which indicates that they are not syntactically part of
the verb phrase.
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(6) n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

kwil
REM

bayìim-a=y’ìi
field-LV=1PL

rey
MOD

mo:
yet

maj<a’><ni:∼>ni=0/
child<IRR><NMZ.N∼>=1SG

‘In our field, long ago, I didn’t have children yet, you see.’

(7) jo’yaj--us
arrive--3M.AB

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

la’
ANT

walaylo
afternoon

‘He arrived yesterday afternoon.’ (lit.: “on the previous afternoon.”)

The particle kwey (IMM) usually occurs before the predicate, as in (8), but
it can also occur inside a noun phrase, as shown in (9):

(8) kwey
IMM

joy-cheì
go-R/R

us
ART.M

pa:pa=kinos
father_of=ART.F.AB

majni=0/
child=1SG

n-as
OBL-ART.N

ra:diyo
radio

‘The father of my daughter went to the radio (station) (earlier today).’

(9) no-kos
OBL-ART.N.AB

kwey
IMM

ìu:vuy
twilight

jayna
DSC

kiro’
DEM.PL.AB

joy-cheì
go-R/R

‘(Today) at dawn they left already.’

The occurrence of the particle nokowa (FUT) before the predicate and
inside a referential phrase is illustrated by (10) and (11), respectively:

(10) n-as
OBL-ART.N

tojeì-wa=as
pass-NMZ=ART.N

piyesta
fiesta

nokowa
FUT

jiwa-ìe-na=y’ìi
come-APPL-DR=1PL

rey
MOD

‘When the fiesta is over we will bring (her) again.’

(11) di:ra
still

ìat
EV

koro’
DEM.N.AB

kos
ART.N.AB

nokowa
FUT

piyesta
fiesta

‘There will still be a fiesta, they say.’

The tense-aspect-mood particle loy (ITN) is the only one that never occurs
inside a referential phrase, but normally right before the predicate, as in ex-
ample (12).8

(12) jayna
DSC

loy
ITN

rey
MOD

t
1INTR

joy-cheì
go-R/R

ma’
my_mother

‘I’m leaving again already, mother.’

None of these particles is grammatically obligatory. For example, the par-
ticle la’, which indicates the previous occurrence of an event, is not needed
to indicate past tense in general. The phrase nos walaylo ‘in the afternoon’ in
(13) also refers to an afternoon in the past (as indicated by the article os, see
Section 4), but it is not specified as the previous afternoon, as in (7) above.
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(13) lassinko
five_o’clock

os
ART.N.PST

joyaj-wa=i,
arrive-NMZ=3PL

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

walaylo
afternoon

‘At five o’clock (was) their arrival, in the afternoon.’

Likewise, the particle kwey is not obligatory in contexts that refer to the
immediate past, as is the case in (14) (see Section 4.2 below for the “imme-
diate past” interpretation of the Absential article kos):

(14) jayna
DSC

kino’
DEM.F.AB

chi:∼chi
MD∼go_out

no-kos
OBL-ART.N.AB

ima:yoj
morning

‘She has gone out (today) in the morning.’

The particles loy and nokowa, finally, are not obligatory for indicating non-
past tense. The pair in (15) shows this for loy:

(15) a. n-as
OBL-ART.N

sot-tino:nak
other-year

loy
ITN

iì
1

sal-na=0/
search-DR=1SG

‘Next year I will look for (you).’

b. n-as
OBL-ART.N

sot-tino:nak
other-year

iì
1

sal-na=0/
search-DR=1SG

‘Next year I will look for (you).’

Example (16) is comparable in structure with (11) on the preceding page.
Here, however, reference to nonpast (future) tense is made without the parti-
cle nokowa.9

(16) n-as
OBL-ART.N

vakasyon
holiday

[. . . ]
[. . . ]

it
1INTR

joy-cheì
go-R/R

n-as
OBL-ART.N

vayeì-wa=0/
see-NMZ=1SG

n-iy’bikweì
OBL-PRO.2PL

‘In the holidays [...] I’ll come to see you.’

In texts, the tense particles generally occur only to establish the time of
the narrated events, typically at the beginning of a text or passage (see, for in-
stance, (7) on the facing page). Once the discourse time has been established,
the particle does usually not occur again. For example, in the discourse pre-
ceding the sentence in (14) above, the discourse time had been established as
the previous day.

The exact status of the tense particles requires further research. Still, I
hope to have shown that they serve to indicate temporal relations, but that
they are not grammatical markers of tense.
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4 Spatio-temporal reference

Despite the fact that there is no verbal tense morphology in Movima and that
the tense particles are not grammatically obligatory, sentences like those in
(13)–(16) above do contain information as to their temporal interpretation. In
(13), it is asserted that the described situation has occurred in the past, i. e.
before the day of speaking. Example (14) is unambiguously interpreted as
describing a situation that has occurred on the same day, but previous to the
moment of speaking. Example (15) and (16) clearly refer to a nonpast time.
These meanings are brought about by the form of the article of one or more
referential phrases in the clause, as will be shown in this and the following
sections.

Movima has a rich inventory of referential elements: personal pronouns,
articles, and demonstratives. They all have highly specific deictic properties,
always indicating number, gender, and physical presence at or absence from
the speech situation. For absent referents, articles (but not pronouns, and
demonstratives only in restricted contexts) additionally indicate whether the
referent is still in existence (Absential) or whether it has ceased to exist (Past).
This property makes the article the main carrier of temporal information in
Movima. Its forms are given in Table 2.

Table 2. The Movima article

Masculine Feminine Neuter Plural

Presential us i’nes as is
Absential kus kinos kos kis
Past us (usos) isnos os is (isos)

The article is defined by the fact that it is obligatorily followed by a content
word, together with which it forms a noun phrase (see 3.1). Note that it does
not indicate definiteness. For definite reference to an entity present at the
speech situation, a demonstrative can be used.10 For definite reference to an
entity absent from the speech situation, the deictic adverb ney ‘here’ is placed
before the content word:

(17) ma’nes
tasty

kis
ART.PL.AB

ney
here

nonlo:-ba
milk-BR.round

‘Those milk cakes are tasty.’
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The temporal-deictic function of the article will be elaborated on in the fol-
lowing sections.

4.1 Concrete referents: presence, absence, ceased existence

Let us first consider the function of the article in noun phrases that refer to
concrete entities, illustrated in (18):

(18) a. as
ART.N

pa:ko
dog

‘the dog’
b. kos

ART.N.AB

pa:ko
dog

‘the / a dog’
c. os

ART.N.PST

pa:ko
dog

‘the / a dog’

The noun phrase in (18a), with the Presential neuter article as, is used
for reference to a dog that is present near the speech situation, for example in
sight or somewhere in the same house or compound. It can also have a generic
meaning, referring to the species of dogs.11 The noun phrase in (18b), with
the Absential article kos, refers to a dog that exists somewhere, but is not near
the speech situation. The noun phrase in (18c), which contains the Past article,
is used to refer to a dog that has ceased to exist. The article thus distinguishes
two temporal categories: ongoing and ceased existence of the referent.

It can be seen in Table 2 on the facing page that only the neuter and
the feminine article distinguishes formally between presence, absence, and
ceased existence, by having a Presential (as, i’nes), an Absential (kos, kinos),
and also a distinct Past (os, isnos) form. By contrast, in the masculine and
the plural paradigm, the Presential and Past categories are expressed by the
same form (us and is, respectively); the Past forms given in brackets (usos and
isos), are hardly ever used and, according to speakers, imply that the referent
has ceased to exist a long time ago. The forms us (masculine Presential and
Past) and is (plural Presential and Past) are best seen as each representing
two homophonous morphemes with different meanings: when the referent
is absent, us and is are automatically interpreted as Past articles, implying
ceased existence of the referent, since otherwise, the Absential forms (kus,
kis) would be used.
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In order to apply the Past article, the referent must have ceased to exist
completely. It is not possible, as in other languages that display similar phe-
nomena (cf. Nordlinger and Sadler 2004), to use this form to refer to dead
bodies or to objects that have simply lost their function, or that a posses-
sive relation has ended while the possessed entity still exists. Hence, it is
not equivalent to nominal temporality markers such as the English prefix ex-,
which indicates a loss of function or termination of a possessive relation, but
not that the referent itself has ceased to exist. In Movima, for the Past article
to be applied, the referent must be physically “gone”; otherwise, the Presen-
tial or Absential article is used.

Example (19) illustrates this for a glass that is broken, but whose remain-
ders are still around, and which is accordingly referred to by the Presential
article (note, however, that the bound pronoun =us refers to an absent agent);
Example (20) shows it for a person that has died, but whose body is still in
existence (at the time of the actual utterance, it is being taken to the ceme-
tery); since the body is absent from the speech situation, the Absential form
is used.

(19) bay<a>cho=us
break<DR>=3M.AB

as
ART.N

wa:so
glass

‘He (absent) has broken the (present) glass.’ (elicited)

(20) kinos
ART.F.AB

senyo:ra
madam

jala:yij
angry

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

kayni-wa=sne
die-NMZ=3F.AB

‘The woman was angry when she died.’ (lit.: “. . . in her dying.”)

A further condition for the applicability of the Past article is that the refer-
ent must have ceased to exist before the day of speaking. When it has ceased
to exist on the same day, then inevitably the Absential article is used, and the
Past article would be ungrammatical:

(21) a. kwey
IMM

it
1INTR

kay∼kay
MD∼eat

no-kos
OBL-ART.N.AB

jokme
bird

‘Today I ate a chicken.’
b. * kwey

IMM

it
1INTR

kay∼kay
MD∼eat

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

jokme
bird

‘Today I ate a chicken.’ (elicited)

While the Past article asserts that the referent has ceased to exist before
the day of speaking, there is no similar marker for future existence, as in some
other languages with nominal tense marking (e. g. Guaraní). For entities that
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will come into existence in the future, either the Presential or the Absential
article is used:

(22) loy
ITN

iì
1

ji:sa:-na=0/
make-DR=1SG

kis
ART.PL.AB

lo:kwa
stew

‘I’ll make stew.’

(23) loy
ITN

iì
1

ji:sa:-na=0/
make-DR=1SG

is
ART.PL

narasa:-mi
orange-BR.water

‘I’ll make orange juice.’

The choice of either the Presential or the Absential article for entities that
are not yet in existence, as in (22) and (23), is not entirely obvious. It may
have to do with modal implications of Absential marking. It will be shown in
the following section, however, that noun phrases denoting future times and
situations always contain the Presential article.

4.2 Times and situations: a three-way temporal distinction

The temporal function of the article is still more differentiated in noun phrases
that refer to times (i. e., points in time or time spans) and situations (events,
processes, states etc.). This type of noun phrase always contains the neuter
article. Points in time are denoted by words such as je:mes ‘day’, tino:nak
‘year’ etc. Noun phrases referring to situations contain derived nouns. The
suffix wa derives nouns from verbs; reduplication and the suffixation of ni-
wa derive nouns from nonverbal predicates. Situation-denoting noun phrases
are extremely common in Movima because they are used for subordination.

With time- and situation-denoting noun phrases, all three forms of the ar-
ticle (Presential, Absential, Past) receive a temporal interpretation. The Pre-
sential article is used in present (24), future (25), and habitual (26) con-
texts:

(24) jayna
DSC

tojeì
very

po:la
late

as
ART.N

salmo-wa=nkweì
return-NMZ=2PL

‘You (pl) are coming back very late.’ (lit.: “Your returning is very
late.”) (Context: addressees are just coming back)

(25) n-as
OBL-ART.N

sot-tino:nak
other-year

loy
ITN

iì
1

sal-na=0/
search-DR=1SG

‘Next year I’ll look for you.’
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(26) jampa=0/
do_like=1SG

inìa
PRO.1SG

chot
HAB

n-as
OBL-ART.N

kay-wa=0/
eat-NMZ=1SG

‘I always do it when I eat.’ (lit.: “... at my eating.”)

The Absential article indicates that the time or situation has occurred ear-
lier on the same day, as is the case in (27) (partly repeated from (14) above):

(27) jayna
DSC

kino’
DEM.F.AB

chi:∼chi
MD∼go_out

no-kos
OBL-ART.N.AB

ima:yoj
morning

‘She (absent) has gone out (today) in the morning.’

The occurrence of the Absential article with a temporal function could also
be observed in (10) on page 100.

The Past article indicates that the time or situation has occurred before the
day of speaking, as in (28) (partly repeated from (13) on page 101) and (29).

(28) lassinko
five_o’clock

os
ART.N.PST

joyaj-wa=i
arrive-NMZ=3PL

‘At five o’clock (was) their arrival.’

(29) n-oì12

OBL-ART.N.PST.1
dichi<ye:∼>ye=0/
child<NMZ.N∼>=1SG

toì
very

manes-pa:-na=0/
tasty-APPL-DR=1SG

as
ART.N

tadoy-ni
sweet-PRC

‘When I was a child, oh dear how much I liked sweets.’

The three-way temporal distinction with phrases referring to times and
situations can be explained by the fact that these are abstract concepts that,
unlike concrete entities, do not have a spatial location (see also Haude 2006:
169–170). Therefore, the Absential article can unambiguously be used for
temporal instead of spatial deixis.13

There is a direct parallel with noun phrases denoting concrete entities,
whose referent must have ceased to exist in order to be referred to with
the Past article. In the case of times and situations, the Absential and Past
forms can be used only when the situation is concluded. A situation that has
started in the past but is going on in the present is always referred to with the
Presential article:

(30) jayna
DSC

rey
MOD

kaw-tino:nak
much-year

as
ART.N

rey
MOD

ney-ni-wa=y’ìi
here-PRC-NMZ=1PL

‘It’s been many years already that we’ve been here.’
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Its function in time- and situation-denoting noun phrases shows clearly
that the article distinguishes the same major tense categories that are distin-
guished by the tense particles (see Section 3.3): past (before the day of speak-
ing), immediate past, and nonpast. A closer observation of the examples in
Section 3.3 (in particular (6), (7), (9), and (10) on page 100) reveals that the
form of the article in this type of noun phrase coincides with the tense parti-
cle that establishes the time of the context.

4.3 Absolute concepts: no spatio-temporal differentiation

Certain noun phrases do not participate in the three-way distinction of deictic
reference, but generally contain the Presential article in all contexts. These
noun phrases refer to concepts that are highly time-stable, do not change
location, and are assumed to be generally known, and that can therefore be
seen as targets of absolute reference. Geographical locations (31), institu-
tional buildings (32), and personalities of religious worship (33) are concepts
of this type:

(31) bo
because

rey
MOD

isne
PRO.F.AB

kino’
DEM.F.AB

n-as
OBL-ART.N

Tirinra
Trinidad

‘Because she (absent) is in Trinidad.’

(32) ìek-ka-ye:-cheì
kick-MLT-BE.person-R/R

ena’
DUR.std

nosdé
over_there

n-as
OBL-ART.N

ele:siya
church

‘(The children) kick each other over there at the church.’ (speaker
being at home, far from the church)

(33) uì
ART.M.1

pa:pa=n
father_of=2

n-as
OBL-ART.N

ari:wa
top

che
and

i’neì
ART.F.1

ma:ma=n
mother_of=2

di’
REL

ma:ma=u
mother_of=3M

‘our (incl.) father up there and our (incl.) mother, who is his mother
(i. e. Jesus and Mary)’

A similar case is generic reference, which is also carried out with the
Presential form (see Section 4.1 above). Consider (34) (and cf. also the phrase
as tadoyni ‘sweets’ in (29) on the facing page):

(34) kilmo
wicked

is
ART.PL

itila:kwa
man

‘Men are wicked!’
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Noun phrases referring to habitually occurring times and situations, which
also contain the Presential article (see (26) on page 106), can be considered
as belonging to this class as well.

5 Independent and propositional nominal tense marking

5.1 Independent nominal tense marking with an implicature effect

The spatio-temporal marking on referential phrases in Movima can be de-
scribed with Nordlinger and Sadler’s term of “nominal tense marking” (Sec-
tion 2): the article marks a temporal relation between the existence of the ref-
erent and the moment of speaking (cf. Nordlinger and Sadler’s criterion (i));
the combination with different forms of the article is not restricted to partic-
ular types of content words (criterion (ii)), the few exceptions only involving
reference to absolute concepts; the article occurs on dependent phrases and
not on predicate nominals (criterion (iii)). As for criterion (iv), it was men-
tioned in that not only nouns, but also morphological verbs can occur inside
a noun phrase; however, reference is functionally a nominal category (see
Croft 2003), and hence the categories encoded by the article can be consid-
ered nominal.

The question remains whether we are dealing with the independent or
the propositional type of nominal tense marking here. The previous sections
have shown that the spatio-temporal deictic properties of the article indicate
properties of the referent in relation to the time and place of the utterance.
The deictic categories can vary, depending on the type of referent (concrete
entity vs. time / situation). They are summed up in Table 3 on the facing
page.

It can thus be concluded that Movima nominal tense marking is of the in-
dependent type: it locates the time at which the property denoted by the noun
holds of the referent. This is independent of the contextual tense, as shown by
(35)–(37). These examples all contain an noun phrase with a Past article, but
they also contain a marker that rules out a clausal past-tense interpretation.
In (35), this is the imperative suffix (ti), (36) contains a tense particle imply-
ing future reference (loy, cf. Section 3.3), and the referential elements in (37)
indicate a difference in temporal properties of possessor and possessee (the
Presential pronoun a’ko for the possessee, the Past article for the possessor).
In all three examples, the Past article indicates ceased existence of the ref-
erent, but this is independent of the interpretation of the clause as a whole.
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Table 3. The spatio-temporal categories encoded by the article

Entity Time / Situation

Presential present present
absolute future

habitual

Absential absent but still in existence concluded earlier on the same
day

Past absent and out of existence (be-
fore the day of speaking)

concluded before the day of
speaking

These examples, therefore, clearly identify the Past article as a marker of in-
dependent nominal tense.

(35) ajlomaj-ti
tell_about-IMP.DR

os
ART.N.PST

naye-wa=n
marry-NMZ=2

‘Tell (her) about your (past) marriage!’

(36) loy
ITN

it
1INTR

to’baycho-poj-cheì
remember-CAUS-R/R

n-isnos
OBL-ART.F.PST

nonok=0/
grandparent=1SG

‘I’ll remember my late grandmother.’ (elicited)

(37) a’ko
PRO.N

rey
MOD

ìaìa<kwa∼>kwa=os
seam<INAL∼>=ART.N.PST

dokwe=0/
dress=1SG

‘This (a stitched strip of cloth) is the seam of my dress (which does not
exist anymore).’ (elicited)

However, except in cases like these, which contain elements indicating
nonpast tense, the Past article always determines the interpretation of the
entire clause. Consider (38c) in comparison with (38a) and (38b):

(38) a. kay-a:-poj=0/
eat-DR-CAUS=1SG

as
ART.N

pa:ko
dog

‘I fed / am feeding / will feed the dog (present).’ (elicited)
b. kay-a:-poj=0/

eat-DR-CAUS=1SG

kos
ART.N.AB

pa:ko
dog

‘I fed / will feed the dog (absent).’ (elicited)
c. kay-a:-poj=0/

eat-DR-CAUS=1SG

os
ART.N.PST

pa:ko
dog

‘I fed the dog (that is now dead and gone).’ (elicited)
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The past interpretation of a clause like (38c) can be understood easily,
since it is most common to talk in a past context about entities that have
ceased to exist. If the article only indicated a loss of function or possession,
such as ex- or former in English, we would expect to find it used more fre-
quently in nonpast contexts as well.

With phrases referring to times and situations (see Section 4.2), the link
between the actual existence of the referent and the discourse time is even
more immediate, as is illustrated by the effect of the situation-denoting phrase
in (39a)–(39c) (these examples were offered spontaneously during elicita-
tion):

(39) a. jayna
DSC

it
1INTR

ba:lomaj
finish

n-as
OBL-ART.N

ji:sa-na:-wa=0/
make-DR-NMZ=1SG

as
ART.N

chakdi
fence

‘I’ll finish making the fence.’ (I’m still building it)

b. jayna
DSC

it
1INTR

ba:lomaj
finish

no-kos
OBL-ART.N.AB

ji:sa-na:-wa=0/
make-DR-NMZ=1SG

as
ART.N

chakdi
fence

‘I’ve just finished making the fence.’ (today)

c. jayna
DSC

it
1INTR

ba:lomaj
finish

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

ji:sa-na:-wa=0/
make-DR-NMZ=1SG

as
ART.N

chakdi
fence

‘I’ve finished making the fence.’ (before today; fence is still there)

Thus, we are dealing here with independent nominal tense marking that
has an effect on the temporal interpretation of the proposition. So far, this
is an effect of implicature only, and not genuine tense marking (cf. Comrie
1985: 23–26).

However, even though implicational, the article provides temporal infor-
mation consistently throughout the discourse. This is mainly due to the fact
that in Movima, subordination is carried out through nominalization, which
produces nouns that are highly sensitive for temporal location (see Section
4.2). Whereas other verbally tenseless languages use aspect and mood mor-
phology for temporal reference, the lack of verbal tense marking in Movima
is compensated by the deictic properties of the article.

Still, while the propositional tense-marking effect of the article is largely
due to implicature, there are signs that the article also has the potential of in-
dicating propositional tense directly, as the following section will show.
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5.2 The article as a marker of propositional tense

In the previous sections I have shown how the article indicates the location
and existence of its referent. However, this was a slight simplification of the
facts. First of all, it has to be kept in mind that a speaker cannot always
know for sure whether an absent discourse referent is still in existence or
not. The choice of the article only reflects the speaker’s assumptions to that
effect.

Second, also for Movima speakers it does often not really matter whether
an entity still exists or not. In fact, entities that are not relevant to the
speaker at the time of speaking are generally referred to with the Past ar-
ticle in past-tense contexts, no matter whether they still exist or not. Typ-
ically, inanimate objects, like the car in (40), are referred to with the Past
article in past-tense contexts, even though they may still be existing some-
where (the situation narrated in (40) had only taken place on the previous
day):

(40) jayna
DSC

lista
ready

da’
DUR.NSTD

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

joyaj-wa=os
arrive-NMZ=ART.N.PST

awto
car

jayna
DSC

‘She was ready when the car arrived.’

Example (41) illustrates the use of the Past article with reference to a spi-
der that has explicitly not been killed and may still be alive. However, as in
(40) above, the Past article is used, because what is relevant to the speaker
here is to maintain temporal reference in discourse, and not the possible on-
going existence of the spider:

(41) kas
NEG

rey
MOD

tikoy-na:-wa=0/ --as,
kill-DR-NMZ=1SG--3N.AB

os
ART.N.PST

si:wa
spider

merek
big

‘I didn’t kill it, the big spider.’

In past contexts, even noun phrases referring to living human beings can
contain the Past article. This is also the case when the person referred to is not
relevant for the speaker at the time of speaking. In (42), for example, some
kind of clerk is referred to:

(42) jayna
DSC

baw<a>ra=’ne
pay<DR>=3F

os
ART.N.PST

itila:kwa
man

nokodé
over_there

‘She has already paid the man over there.’
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In contrast, human referents that still play a role in the speaker’s life are
normally referred to by the Presential or Absential article (depending on their
location), even if the narrated situations have occurred a long time ago:

(43) n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

to<chi∼>chik-a=’nes
little<NMZ.N∼>-LV=ART.F

majni=0/
child=1SG

as-na=y’ìi
sit-LOC=1PL

n-as
OBL-ART.N

Peru
Peru

‘When my daughter was little (lit.: “at the (past) being small of my
(present) daughter”), we lived in El Perú.’14

However, sometimes the Past article is used (by some speakers more often
than by others) even when the nominal referent is present at the speech situa-
tion or when its existence is relevant for the speaker. For instance, in (44) the
speaker refers to her own body part with the Past article, something which is
not normally done. In (45), the speaker’s parents are referred to with the Past
article, even though shortly before, it had been pointed out that they are still
alive. The article is chosen here not according to a deictic property of the ref-
erent, but according to the time of the context.

(44) jayna
DSC

n-os
OBL-ART.N.PST

imayni
night

jayna
DSC

tivijni
hurt

os
ART.N.PST

chodo:wi=0/
stomach=1SG

‘Then at night, my stomach hurt.’

(45) n-asko
OBL-PRO.N.AB

ela-na=us
stay_behind-DR=ART.M

pa’
my_father

isnos
ART.F.PST

ma’
my_mother

‘At that (time) my father left my mother.’ (both absent, but alive)

These examples show that the choice of the article is not only determined
by properties of the referent, thereby having an implicational effect on the
temporal interpretation of the proposition. It can also serve as a device for
directly marking temporal relations in discourse. In such cases the Movima
article is clearly a marker of propositional nominal tense.

6 From independent to propositional nominal tense

I have shown that in principle, nominal tense marking in Movima is of the
independent type, the choice of the article depending on deictic properties
of the referent and having only an implicational effect on the temporal inter-
pretation of the clause. However, the Past article can also be used to mark
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discourse tense directly, thereby functioning as a marker of propositional
nominal tense. There appears to be a gradual shift of nominal tense marking
in Movima from purely independent towards propositional, as represented in
Figure 1:

independent
property of
referent

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ propositional
Past article
marks past tense
in discourse

ceased existence of
referent implies past
tense in discourse

absent referent
whose existence is
irrelevant is marked
according to the
context

Figure 1. The shift from independent to propositional tense marking

In Figure 1, prototypical independent nominal tense marking is given on
the left-hand side. Here, a temporal property of the referent is marked inde-
pendently of the discourse tense (see (35)–(37) on page 109). The fact that
this marking usually has an effect on the interpretation of the proposition as
a whole (as shown in (38) and (39) on page 110) is a step towards proposi-
tional temporal marking. When entities are referred to by the past form, even
though they are still in existence (as in (40)–(42) on page 111), and even pres-
ent or relevant to the speaker (as in (43)–(45)), then the article does not indi-
cate a temporal property of the referent anymore. It serves as a propositional
nominal tense marker that provides temporal information of the clause as a
whole.

To conclude, there are basically three factors that contribute to the unusual,
perhaps even unique, way of marking temporal reference in Movima:

1. The lack of verbal tense marking is not compensated by modal or aspec-
tual morphology on the verb, but by the temporal-deictic function of the
article, an element inherent to nominal expressions.

2. The article, by indicating ongoing or ceased existence of the referent, can
by implication indicate clausal tense.15

3. The article can also be chosen to indicate clausal tense directly. This func-
tion is comparable to verbal tense marking in other languages.

Thus, while primarily of the independent type, this nominal tense system
also has a propositional tense-marking function. This conflation of indepen-
dent and propositional nominal tense marking has so far not been described
for any other language.
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Abbreviations

1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third person; AB = Absential; ANT = anterior;
APPL = applicative; ART = article; BE = bound nominal element; BR = bound root;
CAUS = causative; DEM = demonstrative; DR = direct; DUR = durative; DSC = dis-
continuous; EV = evidential; F = feminine; FUT = future; INAL = inalienable; INTR =
intransitive; ITN = intentional; LOC = location; LV = linking vowel; M = masculine;
MD = middle; MLT = multiple; MOD = modal; N = neuter; NMZ = nominalization;
NMZ.N = nominalization of noun; NSTD = nonstanding; OBL = oblique; PL = plural;
PRO = free pronoun; PST = past; REL = relativizer; REM = remote past; R/R = reflex-
ive / reciprocal; SG = singular; STD = standing
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Notes

1. I owe the characterization of Movima nominal tense marking in the title of this paper to
Djoeke Veninga of the Netherlands radio station VPRO.

2. Note that Nordlinger and Sadler’s definition is a bit vague, as it does not state in what
way “tense” on nouns should be the same category as on verbs. See also the discussion
in Tonhauser (2006).

3. The Movima article does not indicate definiteness; however, for the sake of consistency,
it is here generally translated with the English definite article.

4. The symbol -- represents “external cliticization”, whose only phonetic effect is a resyllab-
ification with a host-final consonant; it contrasts with “internal cliticization”, represented
as = , which triggers stress shift and the appearance of an epenthetic /a/ on consonant-
final hosts (Haude 2006: 97–101). The two processes, which are restricted to referential
elements, mark the status of a nominal constituent as internal or external to the head.

5. While nouns and verbs in Movima have many properties in common, they can be distin-
guished by the fact that certain morphemes can occur only on nouns, but not on verbs.
Adjectives form a subclass of nouns.

6. This morpheme is inserted after the first iambic foot of the base and appears with an
initial /k/ after vowels (cf. Haude 2006: 78–83).

7. Bybee et al. (1994: 98) characterize these past-tense categories as “pre-hodiernal” and
“hodiernal”, respectively; see also Dahl and Velupillai (2005).
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8. Inside a noun phrase loy is a marker of negation.
9. Depending on the context, this clause can also have a habitual meaning: ‘. . . I always

come to see you’ (cf. Section 4.2).
10. In addition to gender and number, presential demonstratives indicate perceivability, po-

sition, and relative distance of the referent (see Haude 2006).
11. Because of the broader applicability of the Presential article (see also Section 4.3), it is

not marked in the gloss as ‘Presential,’ but left unmarked.
12. The first-person marker ì is fused with the article in possessive noun phrases.
13. See Haude (2004: 87) on the possible analogy of the temporal and spatial categories in

terms of “presence” and “accessibility”.
14. Note that in this example, also cited in Haude (2004: 84), it is not the case that the same

person is referred to twice (cf. Tonhauser 2006: 347); rather, the referent of the first noun
phrase is the state of being small, whereas the second noun phrase (’nes majni=0/ ) refers
to the possessor of that state (as shown by the literal translation).

15. However, the examples of propositional nominal tense marking in the Arawak language
Chamicuro given in Nordlinger and Sadler (2004) and Parker (1999) hint at a possible
conflation of the two types in this language as well: in all examples of propositional
past-tense marking, the referent has either ceased to exist, or the examples do not hint
at the contrary. More data would be needed to establish whether in Chamicuro, too,
propositional nominal tense marking is an implicature effect of independent nominal
tense marking.
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The accentual system of Hocąk

Johannes Helmbrecht

1 Introduction

Languages with so-called “fixed stress location” are defined in the following
way by Goedemans and van der Hulst:

By [fixed stress location] we mean that stress is located on the same syllable
in each word. The location is independent of the weight (usually quantity)
of the syllables in the word and is determined with reference to a word edge
only. (Goedemans and van der Hulst (2005a: 62)

In languages with fixed stress location primary stress is put either on the
first, second, or third syllable counted from the left edge of the word, or on
the antepenultimate, penultimate, or ultimate syllable counted from the right
edge of the word. The cross-linguistic distribution of these possibilities is
summarized in Table 1 on the following page. According to Goedemans and
van der Hulst (2005a), more than half of the languages of a 500 languages
sample belong to this type of stress placement; i. e. 281 languages out of
500 languages have a fixed stress location system. The majority of these
languages places main stress either on one of the first two syllables of the
word (108 languages), or on one of the last two syllables of the word (160
languages). There are only a few (12 languages) that place main stress on
the antepenultimate syllable, and there is only one language that places main
stress on the third syllable from the left edge of the word. This language is
Hocąk.

So, Hocąk is cross-linguistically highly unusual with regard to stress as-
signment. However, the classification of Hocąk as a language that stresses the
third syllable from the left edge of the word is only half of the truth. There are
many words and word forms that do not bear main stress on the third sylla-
ble, cf. the words and word forms in Table 2 on the next page. The words and
word forms a.–d. in are not rare exceptions in the lexicon of Hocąk, but sys-
tematic deviations from the proposed third syllable-from-the-left rule taken
to be the main stress rule in Hocąk by Goedemans and van der Hulst (2005a).
The examples illustrate that primary stress can fall systematically on the sec-
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Table 1. Typology of languages with fixed stress location (Goedemans and van der
Hulst 2005a)

Linguistic types of fixed stress location Number of languages

No fixed stress 219
Initial: stress is on the first syllable of the word 92
Second: stress is on the second syllable of the word 16
Third: stress is on the third syllable of the word 1
Antepenultimate: stress is on the third syllable from the right
edge of the word

12

Penultimate: stress is on the second syllable from the right
edge of the word

110

Ultimate: stress is on the last syllable of the word 50

Total 500

Table 2. Words with primary stress not on the third syllable

Pattern Example Gloss

a. CVV"CVCV booráxux ‘you break something into pieces’
b. CV"CVVCV hajáira híi ‘to do more of it’
c. CVCVCV"CV gikąnąhé ‘to invite somebody’
d. CVCVCV"CVCV gipįnįpį́nį ‘twirl’

ond (cf. a.–b.), and even on the fourth syllable (cf. c.–d.) from the left edge
of the word.

In particular the examples a. and b. make it likely that syllable weight does
play a role in Hocąk. Both words have three syllables with primary stress on
the second syllable, and both contain a heavy syllable, i. e. a long vowel in a.
and a diphthong in the second syllable in b. Such a factor was explicitly ex-
cluded in the definition of fixed stress location systems in Goedemans and van
der Hulst (2005a). Consequently, there is a separate typology by the same au-
thors on so called “weight-sensitive stress” systems (cf. Goedemans and van
der Hulst 2005b). I will show in this paper that syllable weight plays indeed
a role in the determination of stress location of Hocąk. When one of the first
two syllables is a heavy syllable, then the main stress falls on the second syl-
lable (cf. Susman 1943; Miner 1979, 1981, 1990; Hale 1985; Helmbrecht in
prep.). This property, however, does not allow classifying Hocąk alternatively
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as language with weight-sensitive stress either, since it is not the heavy sylla-
ble that attracts primary stress per se.

So, Hocąk is a typological rarity with regard to main stress placement —
it places main stress regularly on the third syllable of the word counted from
the left edge under certain conditions. However, Hocąk does not fit easily
into the typology set up by Goedemans and van der Hulst. As will be shown
in this paper, Hocąk is indeed basically a fixed stress location language in
which the primary stress location is determined from the left edge of the
word, but syllable weight also plays a role in the determination of the primary
stress location. Further, contrary to the classification of Hocąk as a language
stressing the third syllable from the left edge, we find systematic deviations
from this rule.

In this paper, a detailed description of the rules for the location of primary
and secondary stress of Hocąk will be presented. This description allows a
better understanding of a) the rarity of the accentual system of Hocąk, and b)
why it could not be covered correctly by the typology set up by Goedemans
and van der Hulst in their typology referred to above. In addition, I will
provide some comparative evidence showing that Hocąk has undergone a
stress shift one mora to the right at one point in its history, while its closest
relative, Chiwere, did not. All other Siouan languages have main stress on the
second syllable or second mora (there is some variation, but none has the rules
found in Hocąk). It is this stress shift that is responsible for the typological
highly unusual stress placement rules.

2 The Language

Historically, Winnebago was the name which was used for the language and
the people of the Hocąk [hotSãNk] tribe by their Algonquian neighbors. This
name was subsequently taken over by anthropologists and linguists and is
still found in the literature. Since Hocąk is the self-denomination of the tribe,
this name is used here and elsewhere to refer to the Hocąk people and their
language.

Hocąk is a North American Indian language. It is a member of the Siouan
language family (Mithun 1999: 501–510). Chiwere is the closest relative to
Hocąk in the Mississippi Valley subgroup of Siouan and these two languages
have some degree of mutual intelligibility. Chiwere and Hocąk share many
similarities and innovations in comparison to the other Mississippi Valley
Siouan languages. They are usually grouped together as one subgroup of
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the Mississippi Valley branch of Siouan besides Dakota and Dhegiha (cf.
Goddard 1996: 8). Hocąk is still spoken by a small group of elders (about
200 people) in Wisconsin and Nebraska. Needless to say, Hocąk is a highly
endangered language.

Three sources of language data are employed in this paper. First, data are
taken from previous publications on stress in Hocąk, most importantly the
dissertation by Susman (1943) and the articles by Miner (1979, 1990). The
second source is the Hocąk text corpus, and the Hocąk / English dictionary
database created by the DoBeS project “Documentation of the Hocąk lan-
guage” funded by the Volkswagen Foundation.1 Currently, this project cre-
ates a documentation of the Hocąk language on the basis of audio and video
recordings, which are transcribed, glossed and translated. The third source of
data are my own field notes which were collected over the last fifteen years
during various field trips.

3 Basic rules of stress placement in Hocąk

3.1 Primary stress

Hocąk is a mora counting, but syllable accenting language. The rules that
account for most cases of primary stress placement are shown in (1). The rules
in (1a–c) apply to a single stress domain, which usually coincides with the
inflected word form including derivations and compounds. Many problems
in the description of stress placement in Hocąk, as for example present in
Susman (1943), originate from the wrong determination of stress domains.
The words in Table 3 on the facing page illustrate the basic rules for the
assignment of primary stress in Hocąk.2

(1) Primary stress assignment in Hocąk

a. Primary stress falls on the third mora counted from the left bound-
ary of the word.

b. If disyllabic words have only two moras (i. e. two syllables with
a short vowel as nucleus), primary stress falls on the second mora
(i. e. the second syllable).

c. Monosyllabic words always have a long vowel, i. e. two moras.
Here, stress falls on the first mora.
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Table 3. Stress placement patterns: primary stress

Patterns Examples English Gloss

1) one syllable, two moras zíi ‘yellow’
šgáac ‘to play’

2) two syllables, two moras hiwą́x ‘to ask’
hošgác ‘playground’

3) two syllables, three moras ciiną́k ‘village’
booką́ ‘to knock over’

4) three syllables, three moras wanįgį́k ‘bird’
gijiré ‘to help’

5) three syllables, four moras taanį́žu ‘sugar’
bookéwe ‘to fall down’

etc.

3.2 Primary stress on diphthongs

Hocąk distinguishes between long and short vowels phonologically and has
a set of three nasalized vowels. Diphthongs do not play a significant role in
the segmental phonology of Hocąk. There are only a few instances of them
in the lexicon. However, diphthongs often emerge because of the deletion of
consonants in various morphophonological processes, or simply as a result
of the inflection of verbs. For instance, the verb woogícexì ‘to be difficult for
someone’ is conjugated for the first and second person by means of affixes
which produce diphthongs in combination with the long vowel in the first
syllable; compare the forms in (2).

(2) wóigicèxi

woo-́ı-gicèxi
ISC-U.1SG-be.difficult.for

‘It is difficult for me’, ‘I am afraid to do it.’

The first person singular undergoer pronominal affix i- / hi- is infixed be-
tween the first syllable woo- and the rest of the word stem -gicexi.3 The re-
sulting syllable would contain three moras and thus would receive primary
stress on the third mora according to the rules in 1. However, since syllables
made out of three moras are not permitted in Hocąk, the long vowel of woo-
is shortened. The primary stress does not rest on the pronominal infix, but
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is moved one mora to the left to wó-, the so-called “initial stem component”
(ISC) of the example.4 This movement is governed by the Vowel Strength Hi-
erarchy proposed by Susman (1943) which controls primary stress placement
in diphthongs in Hocąk. According to this hierarchy (cf. (3)), open vowels
are stronger than closed ones and back vowels are stronger than front vow-
els. The Vowel Strength Hierarchy determines whether the first vowel or the
second vowel in a long syllable with a diphthong is stressed, no matter where
the diphthong comes from. In all cases the stronger vowel of the diphthong is
stressed.

(3) Vowel Strength Hierarchy (Susman 1943):

STRONG a o u e i WEAK
ą ų į

The noun ’áipa ‘bracelet’ is one of the few words in the Hocąk lexicon
with a diphthong. The fact that diphthongs in Hocąk emerge primarily by
means of morphological processes (e. g. deletion of consonants in the combi-
nation of morphemes) makes it highly likely that ’áipa- is a lexicalized com-
position of ’áa ‘arm’ and hipá ‘near’. In this case, /h/ of hipá drops, and the
long vowel of ’aa is reduced. Primary stress is then set following the Vowel
Strength Hierarchy.

3.3 Secondary stress

The syllable with primary stress may be followed by syllables which receive
a secondary accent. Secondary stress is not as important as primary stress in
Hocąk. For example, secondary stress is never distinctive and only plays a
minor role in the process of marking word boundaries. Table 4 presents some
examples which illustrate the distribution of primary and secondary stress and
(4) gives the rule for secondary stress assignment.

Table 4. Stress placement patterns: secondary stress

Patterns Examples English Gloss

(1) Four syllables, five moras taanį́zurà ‘the sugar’

(2) Six syllables, seven moras haakítujìkgają̀ ‘after I pulled’
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(4) Secondary Stress Rule:

Words that are longer than three moras receive primary stress on the
third mora and a significant weaker secondary stress on each even
numbered mora thereafter.

Phonetically, secondary stress is much weaker than primary stress and
often difficult to identify in recordings, which may be caused by the enclitic
nature of many grammatical formatives following the verb stem.5

As was said in Section 1, there are many systematic deviations from the
third-mora-from-the-left-edge rule, cf. (1) on page 120, which contradict
the typological classification of Hocąk by Goedemanns and van der Hulst
(2005a). The main reason is that the basic rules interact with phonological
and morphological rules resulting in deviations of various kinds.

4 Interaction of stress placement with phonological rules

4.1 Dorsey’s Law and Dorsey’s Law-sequences

It was in the late 19th century that Dorsey (1883) discovered two important
sound laws separating Hocąk from the closely related language Chiwere (and
the other Siouan languages as well, but these will not be considered here).
First, he found that there is a regular interruption of obstruent-sonorant con-
sonant clusters in Hocąk by means of a vowel-copying process, while the
same clusters remained unaffected in Chiwere. The second important corre-
spondence Dorsey found was the regular stress shift from the second syllable
or mora in Chiwere to the third syllable or mora in Hocąk.

The first example of Table 5 on the next page illustrates the vowel-co-
pying rule, coined Dorsey’s Law by Miner (1979: 25, 33). The Hocąk word
hoikéwe ‘to go back inside’ consists of a lexicalized initial stem part hoi- (pre-
sumably derived historically from a combination of two locative applicatives
ho- ‘in’ + hi- ‘towards’ of which hi- is no longer productive) and stem -kewe.
The cognate form of -kewe in Chiwere is -gwe, with the vowel /e/ missing
between the obstruent /g/ and the sonorant /w/. Evidence from other Siouan
languages shows that Chiwere did not lose this vowel, but instead that Hocąk
inserted the vowel into the obstruent-sonorant cluster. For further examples,
compare the forms in Table 5. These examples also exhibit other sound cor-
respondences such as /g/∼/k/, /r/∼/l/, /r/∼/n/, /s/∼/T/, and /p/∼/b/,
which will not be further discussed here.
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Table 5. Some Hocąk-Chiwere cognates illustrating vowel-copying in Hocąk (cf.
Miner 1979: 27)

Hocąk Chiwere English Gloss

hoikéwe ugwé ‘go back inside’
jiikére jiglé ‘start’
wasųnų́ waT lų́ ‘cook over open fire’
raparás labláðe ‘tear apart with mouth’

Table 6. Some Hocąk-Chiwere cognates illustrating the Hocąk stress shift (cf. Miner
1979: 31)

Hocąk Chiwere English Gloss

wašošé wasóse ‘brave’
wagujé agúje ‘footwear’
wišcįgéga mišcį́Ne ‘Hare’
wanąğí wanáxe ‘spirit’
hinųbą́ha inúwenaha ‘second’

A few cognate forms in Hocąk and Chiwere that illustrate the stress shift
are presented in Table 6. Comparative Siouanists believe that both processes
– vowel-copying in obstruent-sonorant clusters and stress shift to the right –
are causally related. Wolff (1950: 172–173) claims that the stress shift pre-
ceded the vowel copy process, while Miner (1979: 25, 33) claims that the
vowel copy process preceded the stress shift. I will leave this question open
for further historical-comparative research. For the synchronic analysis of
stress in Hocąk, this question as well as the potential answers to it are not rel-
evant. In contrast, the vowel-copying process called Dorsey’s Law is still a
synchronic phonological rule in Hocąk, as was shown convincingly in Miner
(1979, 1990). The evidence will briefly be summarized in the various subsec-
tions to follow (cf. Sections 4.2 through 4.6).

To present the evidence that proves that Dorsey’s Law is a synchronic
phonological rule in Hocąk, words containing so-called “Dorsey’s Law-
sequences” (short: DL-sequences) have to be defined. They can be defined
almost entirely in phonological terms as presented in (5).

(5) A sequence of the form [C1V1C2V2] is called a DL-sequence iff:

– C1 is voiceless obstruent /p, k, c, s, š, x/

– C2 is one of the following sonorant consonants /n, r, w /
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– V1 = V2

– The sequence is spoken faster than average CVCV sequences

Some examples of Dorsey’s Law-sequences illustrating the rules in (5) are
given in (6). The Dorsey’s Law-sequences are rendered in boldface. Table 7
gives an exhaustive list of Dorsey’s Law-sequences in Hocąk. There is only
one Dorsey’s Law-sequence allowed by the rules in (5) which does not occur,
namely the cV1nV1 sequence.

(6) kąną́k ‘put something not having length’
keré ‘depart returning’
hiperés ‘know’
hakewé ‘six’

Table 7. List of Dorsey’s Law-sequences in Hocąk

-pV1nV1- -šV1nV1- -kV1nV1- -xV1nV1- -sV1nV1- -cV1wV1-
-pV1rV- -šV1rV1- -kV1rV1- -xV1rV1- -sV1rV1- -cV1rV1-
-pV1nV1- -šV1wV1- -kV1wV1- -xV1wV1- -sV1wV1-

The following sections explicate the evidence that the Dorsey’s Law-se-
quences are a synchronic rule in Hocąk. The main point is that Dorsey’s Law-
sequences are affected as a whole by various synchronic phonological pro-
cesses. For instance, reduplication affects in most cases only open syllables.
However, in Dorsey’s Law-sequences the whole sequence is reduplicated (cf.
Section 4.2). The same holds for nasalization (cf. Section 4.3), stem final
metaphony (cf. Section 4.4), inflection (if Dorsey’s Law-sequences are pro-
duced, cf. Section 4.5), and for stress placement (cf. Section 4.6).

4.2 Reduplication of Dorsey’s Law-sequences

That Dorsey’s Law is a synchronic phonological rule in Hocąk can be shown
in reduplication patterns that can be observed in Hocąk. Like most of the
other Siouan languages, Hocąk has extensive reduplication as illustrated in
examples in (7) through (9). Normally, only CV or CCV sequences are redu-
plicated.

(7) a. gihú ‘swing’
b. gihuhú ‘wag tail’
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(8) a. hit’é ‘speak, talk’
b. hit’et’é ‘speak, talk’

(9) a. racgą́ ‘drink’
b. racgącgą́ ‘drink repeatedly’

In contrast, Dorsey’s Law-sequences of the form CVCV reduplicate as a
whole. They are the only sequences longer than C(C)V which may redupli-
cate, as illustrated in the examples in (10) through (12). This special behavior
follows naturally when Dorsey’s Law-sequences are interpreted as the result
of a regular synchronic derivation from underlying CCV sequences.

(10) a. -keréš ‘make designs’
b. kerekéreš ‘spotted’

(11) a. cįwį́ ‘sound causing vibration’
b. cįwįcį́wį ‘sound causing vibration’

(12) a. šará ‘bald’
b. šarašára ‘bald in spots’

4.3 Nasalization in Dorsey’s Law-sequences

The peripheral vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ in Hocąk have an oral / nasal distinc-
tion. However, there is a synchronic rule which causes these vowels to be au-
tomatically nasalized after a nasal consonant /n/ or /m/. Thus, the language
has syllables such as ką, tį, mą, nį, but none like *ma or *ni. This means,
the opposition between oral and nasal vowel is neutralized after nasal conso-
nants. There are no oral counterparts to the words in (15 a–c), in contrast to
the pairs in (13) and (14).

(13) a. haák ‘rear part’
b. hąą́k ‘woodchuck’

(14) a. gisú ‘(de)husk’
b. gisų́ ‘upset’

(15) a. mąą́ ‘earth’
b. nįį́ ‘water’
c. wamąnų́ke ‘thief’
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In Dorsey’s Law-sequences, both vowels are nasalized, i. e. the original
and the copied one. The original vowel is automatically nasalized after a
nasal consonant before it is copied into the obstruent-nasal consonant clus-
ter. Since the automatic nasalization of the vowel after nasal consonants is a
synchronic rule of Hocąk, copying this nasalized vowel in a Dorsey’s Law-
sequence must be a synchronic rule, too. The result of these processes is il-
lustrated in (16 a–c).

(16) a. kąną́k ‘marry’
b. sįnį́ ‘cold’
c. boopų́nųš ‘hit at random’

4.4 Stem final /-e/ to /-a/ metaphony

Another synchronic rule of Hocąk is that stem final /-e/ is changed to /-a/ be-
fore certain suffixes. This metaphony is widespread among Siouan languages,
particularly among the Mississippi Valley group. It is illustrated in example
(17 a–b). The SBJ.3PL suffix -ire triggers a change of /-e/ to /-a/ in the final
vowel of mąącé in (17b).

(17) a. mąącé ‘he cuts off a piece (of soft substance)’
b. mąącá-ire ‘they cut off a piece (of soft substance)’

cut.off-SBJ.3PL

However, when the root is a Dorsey’s Law-sequence, both vowels – the
original one and the copied one – are changed; cf. the examples (18) through
(20).

(18) a. keré ‘to leave returning’
b. kara-íre ‘they leave returning’

leave.returning-A.3PL

(19) a. mąąpére ‘to slice thin’
b. mąąpára-ną ‘could slice thin’

slice.thin-POT

(20) a. gisewé ‘to calm down’
b. gisawa-ną́k ‘calming down (sitting)’

calm.down-be(sitting)
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So, Dorsey’s Law applies after the /-e/ to /-a/ metaphony. And because
the e/a-sound change is a productive rule in Hocąk, Dorsey’s Law must be
productive too. The order of the application of these rules reflects the histori-
cal development. It is assumed that the stem final e/a-sound change goes back
at least to Proto Mississippi Valley Siouan, while Dorsey’s Law represents a
late development in Hocąk.

4.5 Dorsey’s Law-sequences across morpheme boundaries

When a root or suffix ending in an obstruent is followed immediately by a root
or suffix beginning with a resonant, Dorsey’s Law does not apply. In (21b),
the nominal stem wanį́k ‘bird’ ends in an obstruent followed by the nasal
consonant of the diminutive suffix -nį́k. This is a Dorsey’s Law-sequence, but
Dorsey’s Law does not apply across this morpheme boundary.

(21) a. wanį́k ‘bird’
b. wanįg-nį́k ‘little bird’

In contrast, there are situations in which Dorsey’s Law applies even across
morpheme boundaries. Specifically, two prefixes, each consisting of a single
obstruent, will trigger Dorsey’s Law when attached to a stem beginning with
a resonant. This can be demonstrated with regard to the A.2SG prefix of the
second conjugation /š-/ (cf. the examples in (22) and (23)), and with re-
gard to the possessive reflexive marker /k-/ (cf. the examples in (24) and
(25)). When verb stems do not begin with a resonant, Dorsey’s Law does not
apply.

(22) Stems not beginning with a resonant
a. guú ‘leave returning’

š-guú ‘you leave returning’
A.2SG-leave.return

b. t’eé ‘die’
š-jeé ‘you die’
A.2SG-die

c. ’įį́ ‘live’
š-’įį́ ‘you live’
A.2SG-live
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(23) Stems beginning with a resonant
a. waší ‘dance’

ša-wasí ‘you dance’
A.2SG-dance

b. rugás ‘tear’
šu-rugás ‘you tear’
A.2SG-tear

c. reé ‘go’
še-ré ‘you go’
A.2SG-go

The possessive reflexive prefix /k-/ indicates that the actor of the event
designated by the verb possesses the undergoer of the same event (‘A does it
to his own U’). The possessive reflexive marker also triggers Dorsey’s Law
across morpheme boundaries, when the stem begins with a resonant; cf. the
examples in (24) and (25).

(24) Stems not beginning with a resonant
a. ’ųų́ ‘make, wear’

k-’ųų́ ‘make, wear one’s own’
POSS.REFL-wear

b. hi’é ‘find’
hi-k-’é ‘find one’s own’
ISC-POSS.REFL-find

(25) Stems beginning with a resonant
a. rušíp ‘pull down’

ku-rušíp ‘pull down one’s own’
POSS.REFL-pull.down

b. racgą́ ‘drink’
ka-racgą́ ‘drink one’s own’
POSS.REFL-drink

4.6 Stress placement in words with Dorsey’s Law-sequences

In principle, words containing Dorsey’s Law-sequences follow the basic
stress placement rules described in Section 3.1. However, there are a few
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Table 8. Words with Dorsey’s Law sequences that do not follow the third mora rule

Pattern Example English Gloss

a. CV[CVCV]"CV hikurukják ‘to miscalculate’
hikurunį́ ‘tangled’
hokarawé ‘go and meet’

b. CV[CVCV]["CVCV] gikąnąkąńąp ‘shiny’
wakiripáras ‘flat insect’
wakirikírik ‘sub-layer of basswood bark

(used for healing)’

c. CV[CVCV]["CVCV][CVCV] wakiripóropòro ‘spherical insect’

patterns that cause special stress placement, as listed in Table 8. All exam-
ples there have primary stress on the fourth mora from the left edge of the
word which happens to be also the fourth syllable. This does not fit into the
basic rules of primary stress placement as presented in Section 3.1. Pattern
(a), which is quite frequent in the lexicon of Hocąk, suggests that the stress
placement rules apply before Dorsey’s Law. The inserted copied vowel of the
Dorsey’s Law-sequence then moves the primary stress one mora to the right
(cf. Miner 1990: 156), resulting in a primary stress on the fourth mora. How-
ever, this explanation does not work for the two other patterns (b) and (c). If
stress were placed on the third mora before the copying rules for the vowels
applies, the main stress would have to fall on the last syllable. Fortunately,
examples for the patterns (b) and (c) are rare: for (c) the only example I am
aware of is the one shown here from Miner (1990: 155).

5 Interaction of stress placement with morphophonological rules

5.1 Prefixes

Hocąk has a complex verbal morphology, in particular concerning possible
combinations of prefixes. All in all, there are ten prefix slots, which cannot
be filled all at a time, or in all combinations that are possible in theory. Some
of the prefixes such as the applicatives and the instrumental prefixes have a
tendency to lexicalize with the verb stem to the effect that there is systematic
infixation in Hocąk. For a detailed treatment of this morphological property
of Hocąk see Helmbrecht and Lehmann (2008).
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What is important with regard to stress placement is the fact that pronom-
inal prefixes merge with various other prefixes and parts of the verbal stem in
Hocąk to the effect that long syllables emerge. In almost all of these cases,
the third mora rule applies, but the primary stress then falls on the second syl-
lable or even on the first syllable because of the morphophonological reduc-
tion. Speakers of Hocąk have even a Hocąk term for these morphophonolog-
ical processes: hirašórop ‘to glue it together’. In (26), an example illustrates
what is meant with this. The verb hogirák ‘to tell someone something’ has
an initial stem component ho- which changes to woo- if it is combined with
an U.3PL wa- prefix. The /h/ drops and the vowel assimilates to the vowel of
the prefix. The result is that the primary stress is placed on the second sylla-
ble. In Table 9 on the next page, the most important morphological processes
with the same result are summarized.
(26) woogírakšąną

wa-hogirak-šąną
U.3PL-he.tells-DECL

‘He / she told them.’

Similar morphological processes can lead to the first syllable as the bearer
of primary stress. This is exemplified in (27). The personally inflected verb
wáak’ųųną ‘I gave them something’ contains an U.3PL prefix wa-, an initial
stem component ho-, and an A.1SG ha- / a- infix. All three of them merge to
a single syllable wáa- bearing primary stress. Other morphological processes
to the same effect are summarized in Table 10 on page 133.
(27) wáak’ųųną

wa-ho-ha-k’ų-ną
U.3PL-ISC-A.1E-give-DECL

(< hok’ų́ ‘to give’)

‘I gave them something.’

There are other instances of primary stress placement in Hocąk that are
not covered by these rules. The combination wa- (U.3PL / ‘something’) and
ha- / a- (A.1SG) at the beginning of a verb tends to attract the primary stress
to the effect that the first syllable is stressed. This is a clear violation of the
third mora rule, illustrated in (28).
(28) wáagikàrahè

wa-ha-gikarahe
U.3PL-A.1E-invite

‘I invite them.’ (Fieldnotes; cf. Helmbrecht and Lehmann (eds.) (2006: 19))
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Table 9. Prefix combinations resulting in CVV"CV. . . pattern with primary stress on
the second syllable

Combinations of pronominal prefixes
with applicatives / ISC

Result Examples

ha- (APPL.SUPESS) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) haa- hapé ‘to wait for so.’
haapéwi ‘we(E) wait for so.’

hį- (A.1DI) + ha- / a- (APPL.SUPESS) hįį- hapé ‘to wait for so.’
hįįpéwi ‘we(I) wait for so.’

ha- (APPL.SUPESS) + hį- / į (U.1SG) hįį- hapé ‘to wait for so.’
hįįpé ‘so. waits for me’ / ‘you and I wait
for sb.’

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) waa- wa’ų́ ‘to do, make’, waa’ų́ ’I do, make’

ho- (APPL.INESS) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) waa- hogirák ‘to tell so.’
waagítak ‘I tell him / so.’

hį- (A.1DI) + ho- / o- (APPL.INESS) hoo- hogirák ‘to tell so.’
hoogítagwi ‘we(I) tell him’

ho- (APPL.INESS) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) hųų- hogirák ‘to tell so.’, hųųgírak ‘he / so.
tells me’

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + ho- / o-
(APPL.INESS)

woo- hogirák ‘to tell so.’
woogírak ‘he / so. tells them’

hi- (APPL.INST) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) yaa- higé ‘to say to so., call so. a name’
yaagé ‘I say to, call him a name’

hį- (A.1DI) + hi- / i- (APPL.INST) hįį- hiperés ‘to know’, hįįpéreswi ‘we(I)
know’

hi- (APPL.INST) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) hįį- higé ‘to say to so., call so. a name’
hįįgé ‘he says to me, calls me a name’

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + hi- / i-
(APPL.INESS)

wii- hiperés ‘to know’
wiipéres ‘he knows them’

ha- (A.1SG) + gi- (INSTR.striking) hai- gixąną́ ‘to move away’, haixą́ną ‘I move
away’

ra- (A.2SG) + gi- (INSTR.striking) rai- raixą́ną ‘you move away’

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + wa-
(INSTR.pressure)

waa- wat’é ‘to make it sore’
waat’é ‘he makes them sore’; but also
wawat’é ‘he makes them sore’

ho- (APPL.INESS) + gi- (INSTR.striking) hoi- git’ék ‘to be bruised’
hoit’ék ‘bruise’

hį- (ISC) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) hįį- hįcgé ‘to be tired’, hįįcgé ‘I am tired’

kara- (A possesses U) + gi-
(INSTR.striking)

karaí- karaíšiš ‘to break one’s own’ (<kara- gi-
šiš)
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Table 10. Prefix combinations resulting in a "CVVCV. . . pattern with primary stress
on the first syllable

Combinations of pronominal prefixes
with applicatives / ISC

Result Examples

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + ho- / o-
(APPL.INESS) + ha- / a- (A.1SG)

wáa- hok’ų ‘to give them’, wáak’ų ‘I give
them’

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + ho- / o-
(APPL.INESS) + hį- / į- (U.1SG)

wói- woogícexì ‘to be difficult for so.’
woígicèxi ‘It is difficult for me, I am
afraid to do it’

wa- (U.3PL / ‘sth.’) + hi- / i- (APPL.INST)
+ ha- / a- (A.1SG)

wiá- hiperes ‘to know’, wiáperes ‘I know
them’

yáa- yaágawìnįšų̀nųų̀ną
wa-hi-há-ge-wı́-nį-šųnų-ną
U.3PL-ISC-A.1E-say-PL-NEG-HAB-
DECL

‘we usually did not say to them’ (Susman
1943: 53)

boo- (INSTR.shooting) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) boá- boojánįk ‘to knock s.o. goofy’, boájanįk
‘I knock s.o. goofy’

boo- (INSTR.shooting) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) bói- booksáp ‘to sober up’, bóiksap ‘I sober
up’

mąą- (INSTR.cutting) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) mąą́- mąąxóro ‘to peel sth.’, mąą́xoro ‘I peel
sth.’

mąą- (INSTR.cutting) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) mąį́- mąąšją́ ‘to be strong’, mąį́šją ‘I am
strong’

nąą- (INSTR.foot) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) nąą́- nąąxgų́ ‘to hear, understand’, nąą́xgų ‘I
hear, understand’

nąą- (INSTR.foot) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) ną́į- nąį́xgų ‘he hears me’

taa- (INSTR.heat) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) táa- taagás ‘to tear sth. (paper) by heat’, táa-
gas ‘I tear sth. (paper) by heat’

taa- (INSTR.heat) + hį- / į- (U.1SG) tái- taakác ‘to be hot’, táikac ‘I am hot’

roo- (ISC) + ha- / a- (A.1SG) ráa- roogų́ ‘to want’, ráagų ‘I want’

kii- (RFL) + gi- (INSTR.striking) kíi- giš’ák ‘to respect someone’
kíiš’agìre ‘they respect each other’
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5.2 The special case of wąąga

The undergoer paradigm of pronominal prefixes contains a morpheme that
is possibly better analyzed as a proclitic than as a prefix. It is the U.1DI

proclitic wąąga=, which is composed of a long and a short syllable [CVVCV]
amounting to three moras by itself. If it were an independent word, it should
bear primary stress on the third mora followed either by secondary stress on
the second mora thereafter, or by a new stress domain. We find indeed cases
in our text corpus in which wąągá= behaves like an independent word, as
shown in (29).

(29) wąągá gųųswíra

wąągá
U.1DI

gųųs-wi-ra
create-PL-DEF

‘He (the great spirit) created us (PL.I).’ (WIL017)

The expression in (29) consists of two stress domains (i. e. there are two
independent words) with two primary stresses, one on the third mora of
wąągá, and the second on the third mora of the verb, i. e. on the plural suffix
wí. Independent evidence that the expression in (29) consists of two words
rather than one inflected verb comes from the fact that the monosyllabic ver-
bal stem gųų́s ‘to create’ is not shortened. This would be expected if wąągá
were a prefix, because all monosyllabic verbs have a long stem vowel which
is regularly shortened when prefixes are attached to it.

However, in many other cases wąąga= is not stressed at all, but has the
effect to attract the primary stress to the first following syllable. In (30),
wąągá- is not stressed itself but causes the primary stress to be on the first
syllable of the verbal stem. This effect contradicts the rules given in (1) on
page 120. Primary stress here comes to be on the fourth syllable of the word
in this case. I have no explanation for this rather exceptional behavior.

(30) wąągagíkarahè

wąągá=gikarahè
U.1DI=he.invites

‘He invites us (first dual inclusive).’ (Fieldnotes; cf. Helmbrecht and
Lehmann (eds.) (2006: 19))

In the text corpus of Hocąk, wąąga= often fuses with the first syllable of
the verb stem resulting in primary stress placement on the second syllable as
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Table 11. Prefix combinations resulting in a CVV"CVV. . . pattern with primary
stress on the second syllable

Combinations of wąąga= with applicatives / ISC Result

wąąga- (U.1DI) + ha- (APPL.SUPESS) wąągáa-

wąąga- (U.1DI) + ho- (APPL.INESS) wąągóo-

wąąga- (U.1DI) + hi- (APPL.INST) wąągíi-

illustrated in (31) (cf. Table 11 for a summary of the most important contrac-
tions). In these cases, the placement of primary stress obeys the rules, since
it is located in the third mora.

(31) wąągáaganį̀nąwį̀

wąąga=haganį-ire-wi
U.1DI=have.for-SBJ.3PL-PL 6

‘They have for us (first plural inclusive).’ (ECO054)

Rarely, wąąga= is infixed in the stem and then fully integrated into the pho-
nological structure of the word as is the case in (32). Here, the first long
syllable of wąąga= is shortened (like long monosyllabic words, which are
shortened when they receive a prefix), and the second vowel /a/ is changed
to an unstressed schwa. With regard to stress placement, this occurrence of
wąągá- is fully in accordance with the general rules for primary stress place-
ment.

(32) jaawąǵesge hajá(w)iną (< jaasgé ‘how’)

jaa<wąąga>sge
<U.1DI>-how

ha-jée-wi-ną
A.1E-be(standing.position)-PL-DECL

‘How we are today.’ (WIL026)

5.3 Suffixes / enclitics

There is a huge variety of grammatical formatives following the verb stem
which were traditionally analyzed as suffixes (cf. Lipkind 1945; Susman
1943). These grammatical formatives express predominantly tense, mood,
modality, and aspectual categories. However, a distributional analysis shows
that most of them are better analyzed as enclitics or even independent gram-
matical words (cf. Helmbrecht 2006). The main problem with regard to
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predicting stress placement is to decide whether a construction [verb plus
enclitic] constitutes one or rather two stress domains. The second prob-
lem is that many of these grammatical enclitics do not behave homoge-
neously with regard to this distinction, i. e. in one context they are inte-
grated prosodically, but in the next context they are not, constituting a new
stress domain. In what follows, I will consider only examples of the first
case, i. e. cases in which they are integrated into the prosodic structure of the
verb.

The operation of the basic rules for the placement of primary and sec-
ondary stress can be illustrated with the complex stem+enclitics construction
in (33). The verbal stem hihokų́ ‘to preach’ in (33) receives one derivational
infix (RFL) and three suffixes / enclitics, namely a SBJ.3PL suffix, an iterative
(ITER), and a quotative (QUOT) enclitic. Primary stress is placed on the RFL

infix in accordance with the three mora rule. Secondary stress is distributed
on every second mora thereafter. The first secondary stress is placed on the
last vowel of the stem (this is an effect of the vowel strength hierarchy), and
the second secondary stress on the iterative enclitic.

(33) hihokíkų̀įnes’àže

hiho<ḱı>kų̀-ire-s’à-že
<RFL>preach-SBJ.3PL-ITER-QUOT

‘They were preaching this way, it is said.’ (WIL013)

In principle, all suffixes / enclitics may bear primary or secondary stress
when they are integrated into the prosodic structure of the word. Some ex-
ceptions exist, however. All depends on the mora pattern of the word form
(stem alone, or prefix-stem combination). An enclitic receives primary stress
when the stem has less than three moras, or exactly three moras including a
Dorsey’s Law-sequence. A typology of stable and unstable syllabic patterns
is given in Table 12 on the next page.

When enclitics are integrated prosodically into the word form, then they
may receive primary stress after stems or prefix-stem forms with an unstable
pattern; cf. (34). In this example the verbal stem consists of a long vowel, i. e.
two moras, thus primary stress falls on the first syllable of the future enclitic.
Unstable patterns are stem types that are too short to attract the main stress
by themselves so that subsequent suffixes / enclitics bear it. Stems with stable
patterns are long enough to attract primary stress by themselves. If there are
suffixes or enclitics, they may bear only secondary stresses.
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(34) cųųkjéne

cųų-kjene
have.plenty-FUT

‘There will be plenty.’

When enclitics are integrated prosodically, then they will receive sec-
ondary stress after stems or prefix-stem forms with a stable pattern; cf. (35).
In this example the noun stem has three moras with primary stress on the sec-
ond syllable. Secondary stress will then fall on the second mora / syllable of
the indefinite article.

(35) nįkją́įkižą̀

nįkjąį́k=hižą
child.little=one

‘a / one little child’

Hocąk has numerous mostly verbal enclitics and there is some variation
in their behavior with regard to stress placement. Tables 13 on the following
page and 14 on page 139 present a summary of the different enclitics and the
rules they follow in primary and secondary stress placement (cf. Helmbrecht
in prep.).

(36) kaną́k=irèe=ną
marry=SBJ.3PL=DECL

‘they marry’

As can be seen from (36), =iréeną restarts mora counting, otherwise the
primary stress would be on /i/. The underlying form is =ire-e-ną with the
secondary stress on the /e/, the lengthened vowel before =ną (DECL).

Table 12. Classification of stems / prefix-stems according to Susman (1943: 46–55).

Stem / Prefix+Stem patterns in
terms of:

Syllables Moras

Stable patterns CVV"CV 3 moras
CVCV"CV 3 moras

CV[CVCV]"CV 4 moras – incl. a DL sequence

Unstable patterns "CVV 2 moras
CV"CV 2 moras

CV[CV"CV] 3 moras – incl. a DL sequence
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Table 13. Hocąk enclitics and their different behavior in primary and secondary
stress placement

Type Forms Stress rules

Mono-syllabic
suffixes / enclitics

=ak / =ąk (=ak af-
ter V, =ąk after C),
=xji, -kje, -ke, -ge, -
gi, =ną, =nąk, -nį,
=ra, -re, -re (IMP),
-s’a, že / še

(a) primary stress after stem with unsta-
ble pattern.
(b) no stress after stem with stable pat-
tern.
(c) secondary stress after unstressed
syllable (waborášip-kè ‘you shot them
down often’)
(d) primary stress after contraction with
last syllable of a stem with unstable pat-
tern (hajáak ‘he is seeing’)

Disyllabic enclitics =eja, =ege, =(i)kje
(epenthetic /i/ after
C), =gaja, =kjane,
=giži,=gunį,
=šųnų, =šąną,
=nągre, =žeži

(a) The first syllable is accented after a
stem with unstable pattern — this may
be a primary or secondary stress.
(b) The second syllable is accented after
a stem with a stable pattern — this is
always a secondary stress.

Disyllabic enclitics =ire, =jire, =ginį,
=isge, =išge

These disyllabic enclitics with two
moras have
(a) no effect on the stem and (b) are
themselves lightly accented

Disyllabic enclitics =žaare, =jaané,
=nąk’ų́

These disyllabic enclitics with stable
patterns, i. e. three moras have
(a) no effect on the preceding
stem / host, and
(b) constitute their own stress domain

Trisyllabic enclitics =nųnįge, =kjanahe These trisyllabic words / enclitics have
the primary stress on the first syllable
and a secondary stress on the third syl-
lable, if the preceding stem / host has an
unstable pattern.
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Table 14. Peculiarities of some specific enclitics

Enclitics Function Specific rules

=ną DECL -ną (DECL) appears after stem-final V
which is lengthened and stressed, cf.
pį́įną, nįgigíiną. -ną (DECL) may also
receive secondary stress, if the preced-
ing syllable is unstressed. – combina-
tions of kjanąhe+ną, jee+ną, jire+ną
are like stem+ną compositions.
– -ire+ną and -nį+ną throw light stress
on -ną, if preceded by an unstressed syl-
lable, cf. ’aíreną̀ ‘they say’ (cf. Susman
1943: 54).

=nąą́k ‘they are (in a sit-
ting position)’

– Bears its own stress and hence blocks
the regular count of moras. The stress
resembles the regular secondary stress.
This holds also for the derived demon-
strative pronouns =nąą́gre ‘these’.
– Grammatical forms following =nąąk
are unstressed on the first syllable, and
lightly stressed on the second sylla-
ble; cf. hirá=nąą́kiží ‘if they think’;
wa’ų́=nąą́kra ‘what they do’ cf. Miner
(1990); Susman (1943: 49, 54)

=nąą́gre ‘these’ wa’ų́=nąą́gre ‘the ones who do this’

=jee / =jąą ‘to be (in a standing
position)’

– Bears its own stress and hence blocks
the regular count of moras. This special
stress resembles the regular secondary
stress, cf. nąąwą́=jéeną ‘he is singing
(standing)’.

=ire
=jire
=anąga
=žaare

SBJ.3PL
‘to start’
‘and’
EMPH

– These enclitics block and restart the
mora count for stress placement, cf. ex.
(36) on page 137

ğáak=anągá
cry=and

=anągá is a proper stress domain.
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5.4 Compounding

Often, the placement of primary stress is the only means in Hocąk to distin-
guish between juxtaposition and compounding. If two words are juxtaposed,
they retain their own stress domains, i. e. each of them has its own primary
stress. If two words, two nouns for instance, are compounded, then they con-
stitute a single stress domain in which the third-mora-from-left rule is opera-
tive, as illustrated in the examples in (37) through (39). In all three cases, the
first word / stem would have received primary stress if it would have been the
first element in a juxtaposition construction.

(37) hąąbókahi

hąąp-hokahi
day-every

‘every day’

(38) wąągwácek jáane

wąąk-wácek
man-young

jáane
this

‘this young man’ (WIL063)

(39) hinųgwácek waanį́nerà

hinųk-wacek
woman-young

wa-hanį-ire-ra
OBJ.3PL-own-SBJ.3PL-DEF

‘their young women’ (WIL050)

6 Conclusions

Hocąk stress placement is a typological rarity, but perhaps in a more complex
way as the typology of stress systems by Goedemanns and van der Hulst
(2005a, 2005b) suggest. Their classification of languages as having either a
fixed stress location stress system, or a weight sensitive stress system does not
do justice to Hocąk, where both principles play a role. Their classification of
Hocąk is not fully correct either. Primary stress falls on the third syllable in
Hocąk only under certain conditions. Hocąk is mora counting – this holds for
primary and secondary stress – and syllable accenting; i. e. once a syllable
received stress, the second mora of this syllable does not count anymore.

We saw the type of problems that arise when grammatical or phonological
systems of an individual language are described in terms of a rough typology.
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Nuances, particular properties of the individual language are neglected or
ignored, because the individual system does not entirely fit into the categories
and category values of a typological description. From this perspective, each
language is a rarissimum.

Abbreviations

- = morpheme boundary; _ = locus of personal inflection; < > = infix boundaries;
1, 2, 3 = first, second, and third person; A = actor; APPL.BEN = benefactive ap-
plicative; APPL.INESS = inessive applicative; APPL.INST = instrumental applicative;
APPL.SUPESS = superessive applicative; C = consonant; D = dual; DECL = declara-
tive; DEF = definite article; E = exclusive; EMPH = emphatic; FUT = future; HAB =
habitual; I = inclusive; IMP = imperative; INST.shooting = instrumental prefix “by
shooting”; ISC = initial stem component; ITER = iterative; NEG = negation; OBJ =
object; PL = plural; POSS.REFL = possessive reflexive; QUOT = quotative; RFL = re-
flexive; SBJ = subject; SG = singular; U = undergoer; V = vowel / verb

Notes

1. More information can be found on the project website
http://www2.uni-erfurt.de/sprachwissenschaft/Vgl_SW/Hocank/home.html
and on the DoBeS website http://www.mpi.nl/DOBES/projects/hocank

2. Alternative attempts to determine the primary stress placement on the basis of the metri-
cal structure of words, as proposed in Hale and White Eagle (1980), are problematic in
that they presuppose that the metrics in actual word forms are easy to identify. This is,
however, not the case. There are other more theoretical problems with this approach, see
Miner (1979, 1990) for details.

3. The two forms i- and hi- are allomorphs, hi- occurs word-initially only.
4. The initial stem component (ISC) is in most cases a lexicalized prefix. See Helmbrecht

and Lehmann (2008) for further details.
5. For the formal and functional properties of enclitics in Hocąk, see Helmbrecht (2006).
6. The first plural inclusive undergoer pronominal affix is a discontinuous morpheme

wąągá. . . wi (PL).
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Affixation by place of articulation: the case of Tiene

Larry M. Hyman

1 Introduction

As is well known, certain phonological, morphological and syntactic prop-
erties occur with great frequency in the world’s languages, while others are
quite rare. To account for this difference, linguists have generally assumed
that properties will be frequent if they have a “natural” motivation in terms of
production, processing, communication etc., whereas properties which lack
such a functional basis are “unnatural” and hence expected to be rare. Qual-
itative differences between frequent vs. rare properties may be attributed to
diachrony: Widely attested synchronic properties tend to resemble each other
in terms of substance, as they often arise transparently from universal pro-
cesses of phonologization and grammaticalization. More restricted proper-
ties, on the other hand, often have an unmotivated or arbitrary character re-
quiring a history involving multiple such processes and / or restructuring (cf.
Bach and Harms’ 1968 notion of “crazy rules”). What would be striking is a
property which appears to be motivated, but still is rare.

In this paper I consider one such case from the verb morphology of Tiene,
a Bantu language of the Teke subgroup spoken in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, which is not only rare, but as we shall also see, mysterious.
In order, first, to appreciate how unique the Tiene facts to be presented are
within Bantu, consider in (1) the more “canonical” derived verb structures
from Ikalanga, a Southern Bantu language spoken in Botswana:

(1) Derivational suffixes (“verb extensions”) in Ikalanga
(Mathangwane 2001)

a. Productive extensions (cf. dab́ıl-a ‘answer’)
i. Causative: dab́ıl-́ıs-a ‘cause to answer’ < PB *-Ic-

ii. Applicative: dab́ıl-́ıl-a ‘answer for / at’ < PB *-Id-
iii. Reciprocal: dab́ıl-án-a ‘answer each other’ < PB *-an-
iv. Stative / Neuter: dab́ıl-́ık-a ‘be answerable’ < PB *-ik-
v. Passive: dab́ıl-w-a ‘be answered’ < PB *-U-

(→ [dabig-w-])
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b. Non-productive extensions (*amb-, *fum- are bound roots)
i. Extensive: amb-al-a ‘dress, put on < PB *-ad-

(clothes)’
ii. Reversive tr.: amb-ul-a ‘take off (clothes)’ < PB *-Ud-

iii. Reversive intr.: amb-uk-a ‘come off
(clothes)’

< PB *-Uk-

iv. Impositive: fum-ik-a ‘cover up (sth.)’ < PB *-Uk-
c. Multiple extensions:

dabil-is-an-il-a ‘cause to answer each other for / at’

The productive derivational suffixes or “verb extensions” are illustrated in
(1a), where the verb base is /dábil-/ ‘answer’ and -a is a final vowel (FV)
inflectional morpheme. With the exception of the passive, these extensions
all have the shape -VC-, corresponding with the Proto-Bantu (PB) recon-
structions given to the right (Meeussen 1967; Schadeberg 2003). The data
in (1b) illustrate some typically non-productive suffixes. Although there are
constraints, the form in (1c) shows that extensions typically can be combined
with each other to form quite long derived verb stems, here consisting of six
syllables.

If we now compare the Tiene data in (2), we see a quite striking differ-
ence (the corresponding Ikalanga suffixes are shown in parentheses to the
right):

(2) Verb infixes in Tiene (Ellington 1977)
a. i. Causative:

lók-a ‘vomit’ → lósek-E ‘cause to vomit’ (cf. -is)
ii. Applicative:

yók-a ‘hear’ → yólek-E ‘listen to’ (cf. -il-)
b. i. Extensive:

kab-a ‘divide’ → kalab-a ‘be divided’ (cf. -al-)
ii. Reversive tr.:

sook-E ‘put in’ → solek-E ‘take out’ (cf. -ul-)

As in Ikalanga, the causative and applicative suffixes are productive in Tiene,
while the extensive and reversive are not. While Ikalanga (and Bantu in gen-
eral) has -VC- verb suffixes, the (underlined) consonant of the corresponding
suffix appears to be infixed in Tiene. (Other differences, e. g. in the vowels,
will be addressed below.) The question is why? What has caused Tiene to
change the pan-Bantu suffixes into infixes?
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Such questions are addressed in the following sections. In order to an-
swer the above questions I first take a fuller look at Tiene verb morphol-
ogy in Section 2. As we shall see, the exact realization of the above and
other verb extensions depend on the phonological properties of the verb
base. In Section 3 I show that these properties follow from restrictions on
the “prosodic stem” in Tiene, which is then compared with other Bantu lan-
guages in Section 4. Section 5 seeks diachronic and external evidence for the
unusual Tiene properties, which are shown to have parallels in other Teke
languages (Section 6) and a Nigerian Plateau language, Izere (Section 7). A
speculative account of the rare and mysterious distributions and affixation by
place of articulation is presented in Section 8 followed by a brief summary in
Section 9.

2 Tiene verb extensions

In this section we shall examine the realization of the verb extensions in
Tiene. Except where indicated, all of the data are taken from Ellington (1977)
to whom I owe an additional debt for personal communications.

In (3) we begin by considering the two ways in which the language forms
a causative:

(3) Causative formation (PB *-Ic-i- > -es-)

a. C2 = coronal (alveolar or palatal)

mat-a ‘go away’ maas-a ‘cause to go away’
bót-a ‘give birth’ bóos-E ‘deliver (child)’
tiit-a ‘grow’ tiis-E ‘cause to grow’
kOlO ‘become tired’ kOOsO ‘tire (tr.)’
pal-a ‘arrive’ paas-a ‘cause to arrive’
kal-a ‘be’ kaas-a ‘cause to be / become’
lil-a ‘cry’ liis-E ‘cause to cry’

(< Guthrie 1960)
taan-a ‘get thin’ taas-a ‘cause to get thin’

(< Guthrie 1960)
ṕı́ın-a ‘be black’ ṕı́ıs-E ‘blacken’
bany-a ‘be judged’ baas-a ‘caused to be judged’
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b. C2 = non-coronal (labial or velar)
i. lab-a ‘walk’ lasab-a ‘cause to walk’

lók-a ‘vomit’ lósek-E ‘cause to vomit’
bik-a ‘become

cured’
bisek-E ‘cure’

(< Guthrie 1953)
kuk-a ‘be sufficient’ kusik-E ‘make sufficient’

(< Guthrie 1960)

ii. d́ım-a ‘become
extinguished’

d́ıseb-E ‘extinguish (tr.)’

yóm-a ‘become dry’ yóseb-E ‘make dry’
tóm-a ‘send’ tóseb-E ‘cause to send’
suOm-O ‘borrow’ sOsOb-O ‘lend’

c. C2 = /0
lE ‘eat’ lees-E ‘feed’
vu ‘fall’ vuus-E ‘cause to fall’

As seen in (3a,b), most roots in Tiene, as in Bantu in general, consist of a
C1V(V)C2- structure, where VV represents a long vowel. As can now also
be seen, the realization of the causative depends on the place of articulation
of the root C2. In (3a), where C2 = coronal, the /s/ of the causative suffix
replaces the C2, and the vowel lengthens, if it is not already long. (In these and
other forms, the final vowel of a derived verb stem is /-E/, which assimilates
to a preceding /O/ or /a/.) In (3b-i), where C2 = non-coronal, the /s/ of the
causative is infixed, with the root C2 now being realized as C3. The same is
observed in (3b-ii), with the addition that root C2 /m/ is denasalized to [b].
The two verbs in (3c) show that when there is no root C2, the causative suffix
takes the expected -Vs- shape.

Turning to the applicative suffix, the data in (4) show the same skewing
on the basis of the place of articulation of the root C2:

(4) Applicative formation (PB *-Id- > -el-)
a. C2 = coronal (alveolar or palatal)

bót-a ‘give birth’ bóot-E ‘give birth for’
bel-a ‘speak’ beel-E ‘speak to’
sal-a ‘work’ saal-a ‘work for’

(< Guthrie 1953)
yal-a ‘spread’ yaal-a ‘spread for’
kas-a ‘fight for’ kaas-a ‘fight on behalf of’
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kón-a ‘plant’ kóon-a ‘plant for’
sÓn-O ‘write’ sÓOn-O ‘write for’
kony-a ‘nibble’ koony-E ‘nibble for’

b. C2 = non-coronal (labial or velar)
i. yOb-O ‘bathe’ yOlOb-O ‘bathe for’

bák-a ‘reach’ bálak-a ‘reach for’
yók-a ‘hear’ yólek-E ‘listen to’

ii. dum-a ‘run fast’ dunem-E ‘run fast for’
(NB: l → [n])

súOm-O ‘buy’ sónem-E ‘buy for’
tim-a ‘dig’ tinem-E ‘dig for’

(< Guthrie 1953)
lON-O ‘load’ lOnON-O ‘load for’

c. C2 = /0
tá ‘throw, strike’ téel-E ‘throw to / for’
d́ıa ‘wrap’ d́ıil-E ‘wrap for’
śıE ‘whittle’ śıil-E ‘whittle for’

In (4a), where the root C2 is coronal, the /l/ of the applicative suffix /-el-/ is
lost, the only reflex of the applicative being the observed vowel lengthening.1

In (4b-i), the /l/ is infixed exactly like the /s/ of the causative in (3b-i). The
same infixation is observed in (3b-ii), but since the root C2 is nasal, the /l/ is
nasalized to [n]. The three verbs in (4c) which lack a C2 form their applicative
by suffixing -Vl-.

Tiene stative formation is shown in (5).

(5) Stative formation (PB *-Ik- > -ek-)
a. C2 = coronal (alveolar or palatal)

i. yaat-a ‘split’ yatak-a ‘be split’
ból-a ‘break’ bólek-E ‘be broken’
faas-a ‘drive through’ fasak-a ‘be driven through’

ii. sÓn-O ‘write’ sÓnON-O ‘be written’
vwuny-a ‘mix’ vwunyeN-E ‘be mixed’

b. C2 = non-coronal (labial or velar) (? PB *-ad- > -al-)
i. kab-a ‘divide’ kalab-a ‘be divided’

nyak-a ‘tear’ nyalak-a ‘be torn’

ii. kam-a ‘twist’ kanam-a ‘be turned over’
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c. C2 = /0
kaa ‘fasten’ kaal-a ‘be fastened’

The forms in (5a-i) show that when the root C2 is coronal the stative is
derived by the historical -Vk- suffix, which becomes -VN- in (5a-ii), where
the root C2 is nasal. However, when the root C2 is non-coronal, as in (5b-
i), an -l- is infixed, which again becomes -n- when the root C2 is nasal, as
in (5b-ii). In this case it appears necessary to recognize two allomorphs: a
suffix -Vk- which occurs after coronals vs. an infix with -l- which occurs
before non-coronals (and is, therefore, identical to the applicative). The one
example Ellington cites without a root C2 takes the -l- allomorph, as seen
in (5c).

There are fewer examples of reversives in the materials, all of which are
reproduced in (6).

(6) Reversive formation in Tiene (PB ‘reversive’ *-Uk-, *-Ud- > -ok-, -ol-)
a. C2 = coronal (alveolar or palatal)

(PB ‘reversive transitive’ *-Ud- > -ol-)
kót-a ‘tie’ kóót-E ‘untie’
yal-a ‘spread’ yaal-a ‘roll up’

b. C2 = non-coronal (labial or velar)
(PB ‘reversive transitive’ *-Ud- > -ol-)
sook-E ‘put in’ solek-E ‘take out’
sum-a ‘stick in ground’ sunem-E ‘pull out of ground’

c. C2 = coronal (alveolar or palatal)
(PB ‘reversive intransitive’ *-Uk- > -ok-)
kót-a ‘tie’ kótek-E ‘be untied’

d. Coronal / non-coronal alternation
vuol-a ‘open’ vuok-a ‘close’

(< impositive *-Ik-?)

(6a,b) show the same realizations as the applicative: vowel lengthening if
the root C2 is coronal vs. -l- infixation if it is non-coronal. The one form
in (6c) shows a -Vk- suffix being added to a coronal root C2 (as in the sta-
tive), while (6d) shows an alternation between /l/ and /k/, where the lat-
ter is perhaps related to the PB impositive suffix *-Ik- illustrated in Ikalanga
in (1b-iv).

While we shall be primarily interested in why affixal -s- or -l- appears
before non-coronal root C2, let us first note the types of phonological analyses
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one might consider to account for the above alternations. Working within
the framework of Chomsky and Halle (1968), Ellington (1977) proposes a
solution involving :

(7) Metathesis: CVPVT, CVKVT→ CVTVP, CVTVK
a. b. c. d.

/lók-es-/ /yók-el-/ /kab-el-/ /sook-el-/ Underlying
representations

sok-el- Vowel shortening
lós-ek- yól-ek- kal-eb- sol-ek- Metathesis

Whenever there is an input where root C2 = labial or velar and suffixal C3
= coronal, the two consonants are metathesized. In addition, (7d) shows that
a long root vowel must be shortened.

Had Ellington been working a few years later, Tiene metathesis or infixa-
tion could have been neatly represented in the non-linear framework of Mc-
Carthy (1981). With the CV template in (8a), the effect of metathesis could
be achieved by having the suffixal /s/ of the causative associate to the second
C just in case the root ends in a non-coronal:

(8) Multiple tier analysis with CV templates à la McCarthy (1981)
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one might consider to account for the above alternations. Working within the
framework of Chomsky and Halle (1968), Ellington (1977) proposes a solu-
tion involving metathesis:

(7) Metathesis: CVPVT, CVKVT→ CVTVP, CVTVK
a. b. c. d.

/lók-es-/ /yók-el-/ /kab-el-/ /sook-el-/ Underlying
representations

sok-el- Vowel shortening
lós-ek- yól-ek- kal-eb- sol-ek- Metathesis

Whenever there is an input where root C2 = labial or velar and suffixal C3
= coronal, the two consonants are metathesized. In addition, (7d) shows that
a long root vowel must be shortened.

Had Ellington been working a few years later, Tiene metathesis or infixa-
tion could have been neatly represented in the non-linear framework of Mc-
Carthy (1981). With the CV template in (8a), the effect of metathesis could
be achieved by having the suffixal/s/ of the causative associate to the second
C just in case the root ends in a non-coronal:

(8) Multiple tier analysis with CV templates à la McCarthy (1981)
a. /lók-/ + /-es-/ → lósek-

s

C V C V C - V

l o k

b. /bót + es/ → bóos-

s

C V C V C - V

b o t

c. /bót + el/ → bóot-

l

C V C V C - V

b o t

When the root C2 is coronal, as in (8b), it is overridden by suffixal/s/, which
links to the second C, while the coronal root C2 overrides suffixal/l/ in (8c).

Finally, as summarized in (9), a constraint-based analysis within the
framework of McCarthy and Prince (1999) is also possible (cf. Hyman and
Inkelas 1997):

When the root C2 is coronal, as in (8b), it is overridden by suffixal /s/, which
links to the second C, while the coronal root C2 overrides suffixal /l/ in (8c).
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Finally, as summarized in (9), a constraint-based analysis within the
framework of McCarthy and Prince (1999) is also possible (cf. Hyman and
Inkelas 1997):

(9) Metathesis / fusion can also be driven by OT-style output constraints
a. T ⊃ P, K
b. MAX(s)� MAX(Root)� MAX(l)

(9a) directly encodes that coronals should precede non-coronals, while the
ranked constraints in (9b) say that input /s/ should be preserved over other
consonants of the root, which in turn should be preserved over affixal /l/.

The three approaches in (7)–(9a) of course assume that the realization of
affixal /s/ and /l/ as the C2 of CVCVC-V verb stems should be accounted
for in phonological terms. The alternative would be to set up allomorphs (as
is required for the stative, in any case): The causative and applicative would
have the infixal allomorphs /-se-/ and /-le-/ when the root C2 is non-coronal,
otherwise the allomorphs would be suffixal /-es-/ and /-el-/, which fuse with
a coronal C2 but are transparently suffixed to a CV- root (see Section 3 con-
cerning the realization of the underlying vowel /e/).

Considering the above (and perhaps other) solutions, we can conclude that
the Tiene data are easy to describe, but raise a number of questions: Why
doesn’t Tiene have only derivational suffixes as elsewhere in Bantu? Why
does the derivational morphology show such sensitivity to place of articula-
tion (“fusion” vs. “infixation”; -Vk- vs. -lV- allomorphy)? Why do affixal -l-
and -k- nasalize to [n] and [N], respectively, and the root C2 /m/ denasalize
to [b] (e. g. tóm-a ‘send’→ tóseb-E ‘cause to send’)? Why does the vowel of
a CVVC- root shorten when appearing in a trisyllabic verb stem (e. g. yaata
‘split’→ yataka ‘be split’)? As I will argue in Section 3, all of these properties
can be explained as the result of phonological restrictions on the “prosodic
stem” in Tiene.

3 The prosodic stem in Tiene

As summarized in (10), there are severe restrictions on the size and distribu-
tion of consonants and vowels within the stem in Tiene:

(10) The “prosodic stem” in Tiene
a. Five shapes: CV, CVV, CVCV, CVVCV, CVCVCV
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b. In case of C1VC2V2C3V3:
i. C2 must be coronal

ii. C3 must be non-coronal
iii. C2 and C3 must agree in nasality
iv. V2 is predictable (with few exceptions)

As seen in (10a), in Tiene stems can be monosyllabic, bisyllabic or trisyllabic,
with vowel length being limited to monosyllables and the first syllable of
bisyllabic stems. In addition, trisyllabic stems are subject to the conditions
indicated in (10b). We have mostly focused on the first two, which have to do
with place of articulation. In addition, C2 and C3 must agree in nasality: This
causes infixal -l- and suffixal -k- to nasalize to [n] and [N] when the root C2
is nasal.2 When the infix is -s-, root C2 /m/ denasalizes (since it is difficult,
perhaps impossible to nasalize an [s]). With few exceptions, the V2 is limited
to /e/, which is realized [e] after /i, u, e, o/, but is identical to a preceding
/E, O, a/.3 These phonological conditions define what may be referred to as
the “prosodic stem” in Tiene.

Further evidence that the prosodic stem is subject to a maximum of three
syllables is seen from the definitive aspect forms in (11).

(11) Definitive aspect formation (cf. Proto-Bantu *-IdId- > -elel- ‘comple-
tive’)
a. kaa ‘fasten’ kalal-a ‘fasten permanently’

nÓO ‘look at’ nÓlOl-O ‘fix gaze on’
bEE ‘become ripe’ bElEl-E ‘ripen once and for all’
śıa ‘hate’ śılel-E ‘hate definitively’
twa ‘crush’ túlel-E ‘crush definitively’
fuE ‘become violent’ fuElEl-E ‘become permanently

violent’
suO ‘show’ suOlOl-O ‘show once and for all’

b. yOb-O ‘bathe’ yObOb-O ‘bathe thoroughly’
mat-a ‘go away’ matat-a ‘go away once and for all’
yak-a ‘believe’ yakak-a ‘believe once and for all’
kén-a ‘dance’ kénen-a ‘dance once and for all’
lON-O ‘load’ lONON-O ‘load once and for all’

c. kÓÓm-O ‘sweep’ kÓmOm-O ‘sweep once and for all’
maas-a ‘cause to go away’ masas-a ‘cause to go away for

good’
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The forms on the right show that the definitive aspect is characterized by a
C1VC2VC3-V template, where C2 = C3. If a verb root lacks a C2, as in (11a),
the C2 and C3 of the template are filled with a /-lel-/ sequence, whose /e/
assimilates to the root vowel as expected. As seen in (11b), if the root has a
C2, the definitive is formed by adding /e/ + a copy of the C2. (11c) shows
that if the root vowel is long, it must shorten, as expected. Since the C2 and
C3 are identical, these forms are obviously exceptions to the distribution of
coronal + non-coronal indicated in (10b). The requirement of the definitive
that C2 = C3 thus overrides the otherwise general place restrictions on the two
consonant positions. Now consider what happens if the verb base already has
a C3:

“. . . verbs having the canonical shape -CVCVC- (including extended radi-
cals) . . . do not accept the Definitive Aspect Morpheme. For such verbs, this
aspect must be rendered by adding the expression nkó mÓte to the conjugated
verb in the Neutral Aspect” (Ellington 1977: 93).

The morphological definitive is blocked just in case the condition C2 = C3
cannot be met without either truncating part of the base or exceeding the
maximum trisyllabic size constraint on stems.

Further evidence for a trisyllabic maximum is seen from the vestiges of
the reciprocal extension in (12).

(12) Reciprocal “vestiges” (PB *-a(n)g-an- > -Nena > -neNa)
a. lE ‘eat’ b. lé-neNa ‘eat with each other

nwa ‘drink’ nú-neNa ‘drink each other’
pa ‘give’ pé-neNa ‘give each other’
ta ‘throw, strike’ té-neNa ‘injure each other’

As seen, the above four C(V)- roots occur with traces of the reciprocal
extension -neN- inherited from the Proto-Bantu plural + reciprocal sequence
*-a(n)g-an- found in a number of daughter languages (cf. Haya -angan-, Lu-
ganda -agan-). In the Tiene reflex, the velar + coronal sequence is metathe-
sized to coronal + velar, in conformity with the place restrictions on prosodic
stems. Significantly, there are no vestiges of the reciprocal with CVC- or
CVCVC- verb bases, precisely because -neN- would require a fourth syllable.
It is again clear that derived stems are maximally trisyllabic in Tiene.

The same is true of the non-derived verb stems I have been able to ex-
tract from Ellington (1977). As seen in (13a), verbs consisting of a syn-
chronically non-derived CVCVC- base + FV observe all of the constraints
in (10):4
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(13) “Non-derived” CVCVCV stems in Ellington (1977)

a. kótob-a ‘chase’ C-t-b
kótok-a ‘gnaw’ C-t-k- GCB *kókot-
vútek-E ‘come back’ C-t-k- GCB *bútok-
pálab-a ‘sprout’ C-l-b-
pElEb-E ‘fly’ C-l-b-
tóleb-E ‘pierce’ C-l-b- GCB *tóbod-
sÉlEk-E ‘tease’ C-l-k- GCB *cÉk-ed-

‘laugh’ (+APP)
sOlOk-O ‘go out’ C-l-k- GCB *cOkod-

‘pull out’
binem-a ‘sleep’ C-n-m-
d́ınem-a ‘get lost’ C-n-m- GCB *d́ımed-
kanam-a ‘turn over (sth.)’ C-n-m- GCB *kámod-

‘wring’
kOnOm-O ‘crawl’ C-n-m-
panam-a ‘frighten’ C-n-m-

b. m-ṕıtiba ‘darkness’, 9? C-t-b- “regular”
le-bóboki ‘bird (sp.)’, 11 / 10 (PL. m-bómboki) reduplication
ke-lélébe ‘lip’, 7 / 8 (PL. be-lélébe) reduplication
le-sásálá ‘eyelash’, 11 / 10 (PL. n-sánsálá) reduplication
m-fúmfálá ‘armpit’, 9 reduplication
śıkule ‘school’ borrowing
n-gwánkete ‘enemy’, 9 (∼ n-gbánkete) compound?

The schemas given to the right of these forms show that C2 = coro-
nal and C3 = non-coronal, as expected. Several of these are reflexes of re-
constructed Proto-Bantu forms. Ellington cites from Guthrie’s (1967–1971)
Common Bantu, which I abbreviate as GCB. As seen, all but *-bútok- ‘come
back’ require the metathesis of the GCB C2 and C3 consonants. Most inter-
esting is *kókot- ‘gnaw’, which, although possibly an archaic reduplication
*kó-kot-, becomes kótok-a in Tiene. Since such forms cannot be interpreted
as infixation, it is clear that metathesis occurred as historical process in the
language.

Except for the first form, the trisyllabic noun stems in (13b) all violate one
or another of the conditions in (10). It looks, however, like four are redupli-
cations, one a borrowing, and one a possible compound. (The number(s) fol-
lowing each gloss indicate(s) the Bantu noun SG. / PL. noun class.) It is safe
to say that there are very few trisyllabic noun stems.
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Up to this point nothing has been said about possible constraints on the C2
of bisyllabic verb stems. As seen in Table 1, both coronals and non-coronals
appear in this position:

Table 1. Underlying consonants found in C1 position and in C2 position of
C1V(V)C2V stems

Labials Alveolars Proto- Velars
Palatals

C1 (12): p b m t l n s z ñ k g N (PB *c, *j > s, z)
C2 (9): b m t l n s ñ k N

The main restriction is the voicing neutralization of /p, b/, /s, z/ and
/k, g/ in C2 position.5 In addition, there are exactly two constraints on C1
+ C2 combinations: First, after C1 /p/, we find [p] instead of [b], e. g. kab-
a ‘divide’, lÓb-O ‘fish with a line’ vs. ṕıp-a ‘suck’, m-pEEpE ‘wind’. Second,
when C1 is a nasal consonant, C2 cannot be [b] or [l]. There is one interesting
trisyllabic exception to this generalization: nyalak-a ‘be torn’. Deriving from
earlier *nyakal-a, the [l] escapes nasalization because it originates in C3 posi-
tion separated from the [+nasal] C1 by a full syllable; cf. nyak-a ‘tear’. This
form not only provides further evidence for metathesis, but also reveals that
if we start with the pre-metathesis order, nasal agreement is both left-to-right
and strictly local. Differing from nasal agreement between C2 and C3, a C2
[k] may follow a C1 nasal, e. g. nÓk-O ‘to rain’. On the other hand, just as we
saw that a (metathesized) C2 [s] may not co-occur with a C3 nasal, Ellington
(1977) cites no forms where [s] follows a C1 nasal.

4 Comparison with the prosodic stem in other Bantu languages

The Tiene facts presented in the preceding sections raise a number of ques-
tions: Why does Tiene have such a restrictive prosodic stem template?
How did the prosodic stem template arise? Is Tiene unique, or can we re-
late these facts to what happens in other languages? In this section we com-
pare Tiene with other Northwest (NW) Bantu languages spoken in the same
vicinity.

The properties of the Tiene prosodic stem template can be subdivided as
in (14a,b).
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(14) The properties of the Tiene prosodic stem template can be subdivided
into those which are
a. not so unusual

i. prosodic maximality
ii. decreasing # of oppositions from C1 to C2 to C3

iii. stronger realization of consonants in C1 vs. C2 and C3 posi-
tions

b. very unusual
i. coronal-noncoronal limitation on C2-C3 sequences

ii. regular, nonlocal metathesis based on place of articulation

The properties in (14a) are also attested in neighboring languages. As seen
in (15), whereas “canonical” Central, Eastern, and Southern Bantu languages
do not place an upper limit on how many syllables can appear within the stem
(recall Ikalanga from (1c) on page 146), stem-maximality conditions are very
common in Northwest Bantu, as indicated in (15).

(15) Maximal size limitations on the stem in certain Northwest Bantu lan-
guages and further West
a. four (∼five) syllable

maximum
Yaka (Hyman 1998),
Bobangi (Whitehead 1899)
Punu (Fontaney 1980, Blanchon 1995)

b. three (∼four) syllable
maximum

Koyo (Hyman 2008)

c. three-syllable
maximum

Tiene (Ellington 1977),
Basaa (Lemb and Degastines 1973,
Hyman 2003),
Kukuya (Paulian 1975)

d. two (∼three) syllable
maximum

Mankon [Grassfields Bantu]
(Leroy 1982)

e. one (∼two) syllable
maximum

Ewe [Kwa] (Westermann 1930)

Some of the languages are transitional, with the additional syllable (indicated
in parentheses) typically being restricted to a single morpheme or construc-
tion.

As an illustration, consider in (16) the possible stem shapes in Koyo, a
Northwest Bantu language spoken in nearby Congo (Hyman 2008):
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(16) Possible stem shapes in Koyo (Congo-Brazzaville)
CV dz-a ‘be, exist’ my-a ‘swallow’
CVV dzá-a ‘eat’ sá-a ‘cultivate’
CVCV kór-a ‘attach’ bom-a ‘kill’
CVCVCV sÉlum-a ‘slip’ ñObir-a ‘tickle’
CVCVCVgV sÉlum-ag-a ‘slip + DUR’ ñObir-ag-a ‘tickle + DUR’

In this language stems are maximally trisyllabic, although a fourth syllable
is made possible only by the durative -Vg- suffix. That such a maximality
condition is in effect is seen in (17).

(17) Maximum trisyllabic stem: verb extensions can be added only if there
is room!
a. kór-a ‘to tie’ bar-a ‘to bite’

kór-is-a ‘to cause to tie’ bar-is-a ‘to cause to bite’
kór-in-a ‘to tie each other’ bar-in-a ‘to bite each other’

b. *kór-is-in-a ‘to cause each other to tie’
*kór-in-is-a ‘to cause to tie each other’
*bar-is-in-a ‘to cause each other to bite’
*bar-in-is-a ‘to cause to bite each other’

c. dzá-a ‘to eat’ < /dzé-a/
dzé-s-a ‘to cause to eat, feed’
dzé-n-a ‘to eat each other’
dzé-s-in-a ‘to feed each other’
tá-a ‘to see’
tá-s-a ‘to cause to see, show’
tá-n-a ‘to see each other’
tá-s-an-a ‘to show each other’

d. yigin-a ‘to get accustomed to’
yig-is-a ‘to cause to be accustomed’
súndzin-a ‘to decrease, shorten’
súndz-is-a ‘to cause to decrease’

Causative -is- and reciprocal -in- are illustrated in (17a). As seen in (17b),
they cannot both be present after a CVC- root, because that would result in
four syllables. They do co-occur in the order causative + reciprocal after a
CV- root in (17c), where they can be fit into the trisyllabic maximal template.
The examples in (17d) show exceptional cases where the causative replaces
the [in] of a monomorphemic CVCin- verb.
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Another property of Northwest Bantu accompanying stem maximality is
the decrease in the number of consonant oppositions as one goes from left-
to-right. In Table 2 we see that the drop is precipitous in Koyo:

Table 2. Decrease in the number of consonant oppositions in each of the four stem
syllables

Labials Alveolars Proto-Palatals Velars

C1 (18) p b w m mb t l s n nd ts dz y ñ ndz k h Ng
C2 (12) b m mb r l s n nd y ñ ndz g
C3 (6) m r l s n g
C4 (1) g

This contrasts with Proto-Bantu and present-day canonical Bantu languages,
where there is a near-free distribution of consonants in the different stem
positions (cf. Hyman 2008; Teil-D’Autrey 2002, 2008).6

In addition to the decrease in contrasts by position, Table 2 also shows that
a stem-internal stop must be voiced. As a result, /p/ contrasts with /b/ only
in C1 position (as in Tiene). The examples in (18) show that /t/ and /k/ are
realized as [t, k] in C1 position but as [r, g] in C2, C3 and C4 positions:

(18) Realization of /t/ and /k/ in Koyo
C1 /tón-a/ [tóna] ‘refuse’ /kúl-a/ [kúla] ‘abandon’
C2 /bát-a/ [bára] ‘keep’ /mék-a/ [méga] ‘dare’
C3 /tsikit-a/ [tsigira] ‘tremble’ /ṕıtak-a/ [ṕıraga] ‘smear’
C4 /ṕıtak-ak-a/ [ṕıragaga] (+DUR)

As seen, however, there are no significant place restrictions in Koyo, aside
from the restriction of /ts/ and /dz/ to C1 position. In fact, place restrictions
seem to be found only in the Teke subgroup to which Tiene belongs (see
Section 6).

The question is whether the place restrictions in Tiene are synchronically
grounded, i. e. due to a linguistic tendency of some sort, or are synchronically
accidental, i. e. attributable to specific historical factors which gave rise to it?
Addressing this latter possibility first, it is easy to show that T ⊃ P, K is not
inherited from Proto-Bantu, nor is it typical of Bantu languages in general,
where non-coronals statistically precede coronals. Consider in this context
the Proto-Bantu extension system, which is impressively uniform throughout
most of Bantu:7
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(19) Proto-Bantu verb extensions (Meeussen 1967; Schadeberg 2003)

a. frozen, mostly unidentifiable -VC- “expansions”
(9 / 11 = non-coronal)

i. *-im-, *-un-, *-ing-

ii. *-ang-, *-ab-, *-ag-, *-ak-

iii. *-Im-, *-Om-, *-Ong- (only after CV-)

iv. *-Ut-

b. unproductive extensions often restricted to post-radical position
(4 / 7 = non-coronal)

i. *-Ik- ‘impositive’

ii. *-am- ‘positional’ (contactive)

iii. *-a(n)g- ‘repetitive’ (tr. / itr.)

iv. *-ad- ‘extensive’

v. *-at- ‘tentive’

vi. *-Ud- / *-Uk- ‘reversive / separative’

c. productive extensions (3 / 4 clear cases = coronal)

i. *-i- ‘causative’

ii. *-Ic-i- ‘causative’

iii. *-Id- ‘applicative’

iv. *-Ik- ‘neuter / stative’

v. *-an- ‘reciprocal / associative’

vi. *(-IC-)-U- ‘passive’

In (19) the reconstructions are presented in the order in which they are
expected to occur: frozen “expansions”, unproductive extensions, productive
extensions. As seen, as one moves out from the verb root the suffixal conso-
nants become more coronal. The preponderance of (productive) coronal suf-
fixes appears to be characteristic of Niger-Congo in general, and is particu-
larly striking in the Atlantic subgroup (cf. the table in Becher 2000: 31). Al-
though less impressive in this respect, for completeness, the Proto-Bantu in-
flectional endings are given in (20).
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(20) Proto-Bantu final inflectional endings (Meeussen 1967; see also Gré-
goire 1979; Bastin 1983)
a. *-I (past) d. *-ag-a (imperfective)
b. *-E (subjunctive) e. *-a (“default”)
c. *-id-E (perfective)

Since Proto-Bantu did not provide the source, the Tiene place restric-
tions must be an innovation. We might therefore expect nearby Northwest
Bantu languages to show at least a statistical tendency for coronals to come
earlier among post-root consonants. In Table 3 we see that both Koyo and
Bobangi instead show a preponderance of coronals in later verb stem po-
sitions (more than expected frequencies are in bold).8 In both Koyo and
Bobangi coronals range from 43.8% to 55.3% in the two root positions,
C1 and C2. The percentage rises dramatically to 70.5–79.2% in C3 and C4
positions. The last two columns show that the C2 in Koyo and the C3 in
Bobangi are even more likely to be coronal if they are the last consonant
of the verb stem. Since coronals cannot occur in C3 position, Tiene appears
to have exactly the opposite distribution from its neighbors outside the Teke
group.

Table 3. Distribution of consonants by place in two nearby Northwest Bantu lan-
guages.

a. Koyo (Hyman 1996): Max = CVCVCV (fourth CV must be durative -gV).

Total P K T Y {T, Y} %

C1 1,536 419 316 613 118 47.6%
(+9%) (−21%) (−8.1%) (+47.2%)

C2 1,308 324 409 549 24 43.8% CVC2V CVC2VCV
(−0.3%) (+20.4%) (−2.8%) (−156.7%) 47.4% 38.5%

C3 192 11 31 148 1 77.6%
(−333.5%) (−54.2%) (+44%) (−804.3%)

b. Bobangi (Whitehead 1899): Max = CVCVCVCV (3 / 3.324 verbs have fifth CV)

Total P K T Y {T, Y} %

C1 7,619 2,055 1,502 3,048 1,012 55.3%
(+20.0%) (−18.9%) (−19.2%) (+45.3%)

C2 7,246 1,508 2,289 3,257 192 47.6%
(−3.7%) (+25.8%) (−6.1%) (−174.3%)

C3 2,930 395 470 1,955 110 70.5% CVCVC3V CVCVC3VCV
(−60.1%) (−46.2%) (+28.5%) (−93.6%) 81.5% 43.6%

C4 852 65 112 634 41 79.2%
(−182.8%) (−78.4%) (+35.9%) (−51.0%)
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5 In search of an explanation

Having eliminated the possibility that Tiene inherited a skewed distribution
of consonants by place, we must now seek an account of how and why Tiene
innovated as it did. There are two aspects of the Tiene situation which require
an explanation. First, why cannot C2 = C3 in place of articulation? Second,
why cannot C2-C3 = non-coronal + coronal?

The first question seems appropriately answered by relating Tiene to the
avoidance of sequences of homorganic consonants in lexical items, well-
known from the study of Arabic roots (cf. Frisch et al. 2004). Pozdniakov and
Segerer (2007) have recently shown that there is, universally, an avoidance of
successive homorganic consonants within words, even when such consonants
are separated by a vowel. They calculate the expected vs. attested number of
consonant combinations by place of articulation. Some of their results are
reproduced in (21).

(21) Similar Place Avoidance (SPA) (Pozdniakov and Segerer 2007)
Fula (n = 672)

P K T Y

P −− −− +
K −− −− ++
T ++ ++ − −
Y + ++ −−

Malagasy (n = 1,944)

P K T Y

P −− + +
K −− +
T ++ − −
Y ++ − −−

Basque, Euskara (n = 3,140)

P K T Y

P −−
K −− −− +
T + ++ − +
Y ++ −−

Pidgin English,
Port-Moresby (n = 2,215)

P K T Y

P −− +
K −−
T ++ + −
Y +

Quechua (n = 5,254)

P K T Y

P −− − ++
K −−
T + ++ −
Y + ++ −

Classical Mongolian
(n = 66,407)

P K T Y

P −− − + ++
K −− ++
T ++ −−
Y + −
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Bantu Reconstructions
(n = 12,426)

P K T Y

P − +
K −− +
T + + −−
Y + + −− ++

Swahili (n = 1,481)

P K T Y

P −− +
K −− ++ +
T + − −
Y + −−

In the above tables P = labial, K = velar, T = dental-alveolar, and Y =
palatal. A single + or− indicates that the attested number of lexical entries is
15–30% off from the number that would be expected if there were no co-
occurrence restrictions. A double ++ or −− means that the discrepancy is
over 30%. As seen, the bulk of minuses occurs along the homorganic cells
which descend diagonally from left to right, i. e. where the consonant combi-
nations involve an identical place of articulation. Besides the underrepresen-
tation of consonants of identical place, the upper left and lower right quad-
rants of the above tables show a statistical avoidance of successive conso-
nants from the same superclass: P+K (= peripheral / grave) and T+Y (= me-
dial / acute).

Pozdiakov and Segerer (2007) show that their statistical universal is (with
the exception of Y) also in force within Bantu. While we expect the produc-
tive suffixes to combine freely with bases ending in all places of articulation,
I have found that unproductive suffixes avoid homorganic bases, at least in
Chichewa, cf. Table 4.9 I will therefore assume that the statistical universal of
Similar Place Avoidance (SPA) is responsible for the categorical prohibition
of the coronal / non-coronal superclasses in Tiene.

Having provided a possible motivation for why C2-C3 consonants cannot
be [αcoronal], the remaining question we must address is why they cannot

Table 4. Distribution of unproductive suffixes *-am-, *-Uk-, *-Vt- and *-Ud- in
Chichewa

P K T
-Vm- -uk- / -ok- -Vt- -ul- / -ol-

C2

P −77% +23% +52% +12%
K −25% −78% +150% +17%
T +43% +17% −77% −11%
Y −7% +15% −11% −3%
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occur in the order non-coronal + coronal (*P-T, *K-T). As indicated in (22)
on the current page, there are three logical possibilities for ruling out such
sequences (henceforth, T stands for all coronals).

(22) Three logical possibilities for ruling out non-coronal C2 + coronal C3

a. a restriction on non-coronals: *P, *K in C2 position

b. a restriction on coronals: *T in C3 position

c. a restriction on sequences: *P-T, *K-T in C2–C3 positions

Having limited stems to a maximum of three syllables, the innovative pro-
hibition may have been against medial non-coronals, final coronals, or non-
coronal + coronal sequences (cf. Hyman and Inkelas 1997). The Tiene data
thus do not point to a clear interpretation.

One possibility is that the coronal + non-coronal order is related to the
special “unmarked” status of coronals in inventories, processes, language ac-
quisition, and performance. It is often pointed out that coronals have greater
frequency, assimilability, transparency, and distribution (Paradis and Prunet
1991). But why should unmarked T precede marked P and K? Perhaps there
is a phonetic motivation: If it could be shown that coronals tend to be shorter
in duration than coronals, perhaps Tiene phonologized “fast before slow”? As
reported by Maddieson (1997: 630), however, available data are not consis-
tent on this point:

(23) Two studies of English stop consonant closure duration (in ms) by
place of articulation
P > T > K
(Stathopoulos and Weismer 1983)
p : 96 t : 82 k : 72
b : 92 d : 76 g : 68

P > K > T
(Byrd 1993)
p : 69 t : 53 k : 60
b : 64 d : 52 g : 54

While these studies measured stop closure, we would also want to know how
the durations compare between nasals, but of oral sonorants, affricates and
fricatives. It seems unlikely that Tiene intervocalic [s] and [l] are shorter in
duration than [b] and [k] or were so at the time of phonologization.

In Section 3 it was argued that the historical process in developing the
place constraints was one of metathesis: {P, K} V T > T V {P, K}. How-
ever, this metathesis goes against claims which have been made concern-
ing the direction of historical metathesis or speech errors. As an example of
long distance metathesis, Grammont (1933: 348) cites the example beau-
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coup > copou as producing a sequence reflecting the “expiratory order”:
K ⊃ T ⊃ P. Concerning contiguous CC metathesis, Blevins and Garrett’s
(2004) generalizations in (24), taken together, produce the favored linear
ordering: K ⊃ P ⊃ T.

(24) Generalizations of Blevins and Garrett (2004) concerning CC meta-
thesis as sound changes
a. PK > KP not: *KP > PK
b. *T{P,K} > {P,K}T not: *{P,K}T > T{P,K}

Data from child language phonology also seems to be of little help in un-
derstanding Tiene (Macken 1996; Pater and Werle 2001; Fikkert and Levelt
2006; etc.) First, there is the well-known fact that “consonant harmony pre-
dominates”, e. g. duck→ [g2k], [d2t] (Rose 2001). Second, as the examples
in (25) show, metatheses often result in coronals being realized later:

(25) Non-coronal + coronal metatheses in child language (examples from
Smith 1971)
a. [rikt] ‘risk’ b. [mizb@r@l] ‘miserable’

[Eplin] ‘helping’ [gæp@lin] ‘galloping’

The examples in (25a) are cases of local CC metathesis, whereas those in
(25b) involve consonant metathesis across a vowel. Concerning these latter,
the generalization seems to go against Tiene:

“[cor] Cs metathesize to C2 position in ["CV.CV] and [CVC] words and to C3
position in ["CVCVCV], and to the right of string-adjacent [-cor]” (Macken
1996: 166).

What Tiene does have in common with child language phonology is that the
latter is often templatic (Macken 1992, 1996; Vihman 2002). Macken distin-
guishes two kinds of learners (harmonic vs. templatic) who are both sensitive
to coronality:

“. . . in the harmony systems . . . coronals undergo harmony, particularly when
they precede non-coronals; in melody templates, coronals are sequenced to
the right of non-coronals” (Macken 1992: 350).

Macken considers non-coronals dominant and coronals non-dominant and
adds:

“Nondominant features occur in prosodically nondominant positions, such as
in codas or foot-internally, or in positions of neutralization; dominant features
occur in prosodically dominant positions, such as foot initial and onsets gen-
erally” (Macken 1996: 166).
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There is reason to think that this property of child language phonology
extends to adult phonology as well. As the first of two examples, consider the
realization of pluractional -ta in Kashaya:

(26) Pluractional -ta- in Kashaya (Buckley 2000: 16)

a. suffixation after T

i. dahqot–ol- → dahqot–ol-ta- ‘fail (to do)’

ii. dit–’an- → dit–’an-ta- ‘bruise by dropping’

b. infixation before P, K

i. bilaqham- → bilaqha-ta-m- ‘feed’ *bi.la.qham.ta

ii. sima:q → sima-ta-q- ‘go to sleep’ *si.ma:.q.ta

Whereas -ta is suffixed after a base which ends in a coronal in (26a), it is
infixed in (26b), where the base ends in a non-coronal consonant. Buckley
explains that -ta is infixed in order to avoid non-coronal codas (as suffixation
would produce in the starred forms to the right in (26b)). Following Macken,
Kashaya -ta affixation avoids producing dominant {P, K} in a non-dominant
(i. e. coda) position.

The second example concerns the distribution of root-internal consonants
in Mathimathi. As seen from the lexical counts made by Gahl (1996) in Table
5a, both consonants of CVC roots can be coronal or non-coronal. In Table 5b,
however, we see that there are no non-coronal consonants in the C2 position
of CVCVC roots. This is indeed very reminiscent of Tiene. Using the term
“weak” in place of Macken’s “non-dominant”, the facts seen thus far can be
united as in (27).

(27) Tendency to align coronals with weak prosodic positions

a. Kashaya: coda vs. onset

b. Bantu in general: late vs. early (roughly, root vs. post-root)

c. Tiene and Mathimathi: medial vs. peripheral

Table 5. Root-internal C must be coronal in Mathimathi (Gahl 1996; data from
Hercus 1969, 1986)

a. CVC roots b. CVCVC roots
C1 C2 C1 C2 C3

T 66 79 T 25 104 30
P, K 110 97 P, K 79 0 74
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As was seen in Section 4, Koyo, Bobangi, and most Bantu show more coro-
nality in later consonant positions within the stem, especially those following
the initial CV(V)C- root. The prosodic structure of such languages is there-
fore strong (root) vs. weak (post-root). In Tiene (and apparently Mathimathi),
there is instead a weak medial CV or “nadir” (Hyman and Inkelas 1997). As
schematized in (28), the prosodic trough (τ), introduced for Yaka (Hyman
1998), consists of the middle C2V2 sequence of a CVCVCV stem in Tiene,
where C2 = T and V2 is predictable from V1:

(28) The prosodic trough in Tiene
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Table 5.Root-internal C must be coronal in Mathimathi (Gahl 1996; data from Her-
cus 1969, 1986)

a. CVC roots b. CVCVC roots
C1 C2 C1 C2 C3

T 66 79 T 25 104 30
P, K 110 97 P, K 79 0 74

b. Bantu in general: late vs. early (roughly, root vs. post-root)

c. Tiene and Mathimathi: medial vs. peripheral

As was seen in Section 4, Koyo, Bobangi, and most Bantu show more coro-
nality in later consonant positions within the stem, especially those following
the initial CV(V)C- root. The prosodic structure of such languages is there-
fore strong (root) vs. weak (post-root). In Tiene (and apparently Mathimathi),
there is instead a weak medial CV or “nadir” (Hyman and Inkelas 1997). As
schematized in (28), theprosodic trough(τ), introduced for Yaka (Hyman
1998), consists of the middle C2V2 sequence of a CVCVCV stem in Tiene,
where C2 = T and V2 is predictable from V1:

(28) The prosodic trough in Tiene
CV

TV

PV CV

TV

KV

If we are correct in extending Macken’s observations on child language pho-
nology in this way, we can summarize the account reached for Tiene conso-
nant place restrictions as follows: (i) [αcoronal] C2-C3 sequences are prohib-
ited by a categorical version of the statistical universal of SPA (Pozdniakov
and Segerer 2007). (ii) Non-coronals are restricted from the prosodic trough.
Taken together, this account perhaps represents a bit of an overkill inthe sense
that a non-coronal C2-C3 sequence would be ruled out by either constraint.
It also may not be as fine-tuned as needed, since it lumps together all coro-
nals vs. all non-coronals. In order to get more perspective on both ofthese
issues, the next sections briefly describes three other languages that have
Tiene-like properties.

If we are correct in extending Macken’s observations on child language pho-
nology in this way, we can summarize the account reached for Tiene con-
sonant place restrictions as follows: (i) [αcoronal] C2-C3 sequences are pro-
hibited by a categorical version of the statistical universal of Similar Place
Avoidance (Pozdniakov and Segerer 2007). (ii) Non-coronals are restricted
from the prosodic trough. Taken together, this account perhaps represents a
bit of an overkill in the sense that a non-coronal C2-C3 sequence would be
ruled out by either constraint. It also may not be as fine-tuned as needed, since
it lumps together all coronals vs. all non-coronals. In order to get more per-
spective on both of these issues, the next sections briefly describe three other
languages that have Tiene-like properties.

6 Other Teke

In the preceding sections reference has been made to the Teke subgroup of
Bantu to which Tiene has sometimes been claimed to belong. It should not
be surprising that other languages of this subgroup have at least some of the
same properties found in Tiene. In this section I will briefly describe two
Teke languages for which we have data and then turn in Section 7 to the
Nigerian Plateau language Izere, which is quite distant, both geographically
and genetically.

The prosodic stem has been described in great detail for Kukuya by Pau-
lian (1975). The relevant properties of Kukuya prosodic stem are summarized
in (29).
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(29) The prosodic stem in Kukuya (Paulian 1975; cf. Hyman 1987)
a. Five syllable shapes: CV, CV.V, CV.CV, CVV.CV,

CV.CV.CV

b. Six C2 or C3 consonants: /p, t, k, l, m, n/ (vs. large inventory
of C1 consonants)

c. Six C2-C3 combinations: C-n-m, C-t-k, C-l-k, C-l-p, C-t-p,
C-k-p

d. Weak C2, C3 realizations: /p, t, k/ are realized [b ∼ B], [r]
and [k ∼ g ∼ G], respectively.

e. V2 of CVCVCV is almost totally predictable and is subject to
reduction or deletion

f. Five tonal “melodies”: L, H, LH, HL, LHL

As seen, Kukuya stems are limited to the same five shapes as in Tiene, with
a maximum of three syllables. In terms of consonant distribution it has gone
beyond Tiene in two ways. First, only six consonants appear as C2 or C3, even
in CV(V)CV stems. (We saw in Table 1 on page 156 that Tiene allows 9 out
of its 12 consonants in this position.) Second, there are only six combinations
of C2-C3 in trisyllabic stems, exemplified in (30).

(30) Among CVCVCV stems, “ne sont attestées que” [are not attested but]
(C2-C3): (Paulian 1975)
a. C - n - m : /(k̀ı-) .púnumà/ ‘accidentally knock over’ 34.57%

C - l - k : /(k̀ı-) .bólokò/ ‘break’ 19.15%
C - l - p : /(k̀ı-) .lèlèpè/ ‘slow down’ 9.84%
C - t - p : /(k̀ı-) .nàtàpà/ ‘be fixed, stuck’ 3.19%

b. C - k - p : /(k̀ı-) .pákapà/ ‘crack, be torn (intr.)’ 6.92%

The six combinations agree in nasality and respect the prohibition against
[αcoronal]. Those in (30a) mirror the coronal + non-coronal sequencing
found in Tiene. Unlike Tiene, however, the velar + labial combination in (30b)
is allowed. On the other hand, Kukuya has eliminated labials from C2, possi-
bly by metathesis: Proto-Bantu *papUk-a ‘become torn’ > pákapà ‘crack, be
torn’, Proto-Bantu *tUmbUk-a ‘burst open’ > ókopò ‘burst open (abscess)’.
Verb extensions are not productive in the language (Christiane Paulian, per-
sonal communication).

The second language is a variant of Teke spoken in Gabon whose proper-
ties in (31) are drawn from a lexicon of 1,466 items (Hombert 1993):
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(31) The prosodic stem in Teke-Gabon
a. Five syllable shapes: CV, CV.V, CV.CV, CVV.CV,

CV.CV.CV

b. Seven C2 or C3 consonants: /b, r, g, l, m, n, N/ (vs. large inven-
tory of C1 consonants)

c. Five C2-C3 combinations: C-b-g C-m-N, C-l-g C-r-g, C-n-N

Again we see the same five stem shapes and a maximum of three syllables in
(31a). While Teke-Gabon allows a wide array of C2 consonants in CV(V)CV
stems (including prenasalized /mb, nd, nj, Ng/), the seven consonants in (31b)
form the five C2-C3 combinations in (31c). As seen, velars are excluded from
C2, while only velars can occur in C3 (cf. Koyo’s C4 in Table 2 on page 159).
Again, C2 and C3 must agree in nasality. Given the seven consonants in (31b),
which may be derived from /p, t, k, l, m, n, N/, nasal agreement, and the
bidirectional constraint “if C3, then velar; if velar, then C3”, exactly the five
combinations in (31c) will be well-formed.

The facts from Tiene, Kukuya and Teke-Gabon suffice to show that the
languages of this area exhibit variations on a theme, as summarized in Table 6
in which I have added Izere, to be discussed next. As seen, all four languages
prohibit non-coronal + non-coronal C2-C3. They also all allow CVTVK. Be-
yond this they differ: Kukuya allows CVKVP (but not CVPVK), while Teke-
Gabon and Izere allow CVPVK (but not CVKVP). Finally, Teke-Gabon alone
disallows CVTVP, since C3 must be velar.

Table 6. Heterorganic C2-C3 combinations ranked in terms of most to least prohibi-
tions

C3 = T C2 & C3 = P, K C2 = T, C3 = P, K
CVPVT CVKVT CVKVP CVPVK CVTVP CVTVK

Tiene ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Kukuya ∗ ∗ ∗
Teke-Gabon ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Izere ∗ ∗ ∗

What this means is that slightly different constraints have been imposed
in the languages for which we have information. It is tempting to say that the
initial trigger of the above variations was getting coronals out of C3. However,
this does not quite work for Izere, as we shall now see.
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Table 7. Maximum stem = CVCVC

C2 / C3 P K T

P ∗ CVbVk
CVmVN

∗

K ∗ ∗ ∗

T

CVrVp
CVrVm
CVsVp
CVsVm

CVrVk
CVrVN
CVnVN
CVsVk
CVsVN

CVrVs

7 Izere

Izere (a.k.a. Afuzare and Zarek) is a Northern Nigerian language belonging
to the Plateau subbranch of Niger-Congo whose relevant phonological and
morphological properties have been studied by Wolff and Meyer-Bahlburg
(1979), Gerhardt (1984), and Blench (2001). Although distantly related to
Bantu, Izere is geographically quite far from Tiene and its close relatives.
Still, as seen in Table 7, based on 2,178 entries from Blench and Kaze (2000),
the maximum CVCVC stem shows remarkable similarities with the Teke lan-
guages.

Izere is like Tiene except for the bolded sequences: Like Teke-Gabon, it
allows C2-C3 to be CVPVK. Unlike any of the Teke languages, however, it
allows one CVTVT shape, CVrVs, occurring only in pluractional forms (see
rightmost column).

In addition, nasal agreement is unidirectional in Izere: If C2 = nasal, then
C3 = nasal, but if C3 = nasal, C2 may or may not be. All 12 acceptable se-
quences are illustrated in the verbs in Table 8 on the facing page, where it
should also be noted that Izere does not require an inflectional final vowel.
Again, coronals are missing from C3 position, except for /s/, which must be
preceded by [r]. While Izere contrasts approximately 25 consonants in C1 po-
sition, Table 9 on the next page shows severely restricted inventories in C2
and C3 positions.

Besides the striking distributional similarities, Izere has in common with
Tiene that verb pluractional (∼ habitual) formation may involve either suffix-
ation or infixation:
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Table 8. CVCVC verb stems

CVTVP CVTVK CVPVK CVTVT

t́ıŕıp ‘rub’ burúk ‘stir’ túbùk ‘stab’ sáràs ‘tear + PL’
kurúm ‘coax’ káráN ‘pay’ rómóN ‘bite’
gesèp ‘stammer’ kánáN ‘fry’
kósóm ‘cough’

Table 9. C2 & C3 consonants (CVVp and CVVk are both marginal)

CVC CVCVC CVCVC CVVC

p r k b r p k (p) r (k)
m n N m n m N m n

s s s s

(32) Suffix vs. infix -s-(∼ -r-) in pluractional formation

a. CV→ CVs (12 cases)
bÓ → bÓs ‘fetch’ d́ı → d́ıs ‘see’
kpà → kpàs ‘fall’ sE → sEs ‘locate, find’

b. CVP, CVK→ CVVs (14 cases)
rÉp → rÉÉs ‘sell’ nOk → nÓÓs ‘build’
káp → káás ‘farm’ fók → fóòs ‘hear’
tóm → tóós ‘send’ gaN → gáás ‘finish’
nyim → nýı́ıs ‘meet’ tseN → tséés ‘walk, go’

c. CVn→ CVrVN (9 cases), CVsVN (4 cases)
men → mérèN ‘lie down’ bún → búsúN ‘break

(wood, bones)’
kon → koroN ‘rub’ tÉn → tÉsÉN ‘cut’
tún → túrúN ‘remove’ shán → sháshàN ‘buy’ (+ sibi-

lant harmony)

d. CVr→ CVsVk (10 cases)
gor → gósók ‘pass’ tár → tásák ‘shout, yell’
nár → násàk ‘surpass’ tsÉr → tsÉsÉk ‘look for,

want’
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e. CVs→ irregular (4 cases)
mas → manaN ‘laugh’ rús → tsór ‘hit, beat,

strike’
shésh→ sh́ıshék‘save (s.o.)’ rus → tsor ‘groan in pain’

In the data base there are 539 verbs of which 181 (or 34%) have a derived
pluractional form. (The number of examples of each pattern is given in paren-
theses.) In (32a) we see that CV verbs take an -s suffix. The same appears to
be true in (32b) when a CVC verb ends in a non-coronal. As seen, the labial or
velar consonant drops out. Thus compare Izere nOk → nÓÓs ‘build + PL’ with
its analogue in nearby Berom: lOk → lOgOs ‘build + PL’ (Blench 2005). The
forms in (32c) show infixation of either -r- or -s-. In addition, the /n/ of the
root becomes [N] in accordance with the requirement that C3 be non-coronal.
The same interpretation is possible in (32d), if we assume that C2 [r], which
reconstructs as *t (Wolff and Meyer-Bahlburg 1979; Gerhardt 1984) is un-
derlyingly /t/ (cf. Izere nÓÓk, Berom nOt ‘give’). Starting with /got/ ‘pass’,
we first derive gosot, which then becomes gosok ‘pass + PL’ since C3 must
be non-coronal.

That infixation is required is clearly seen in the following derivations:

(33) CVPVK → CVsVP unambiguously requires infixation (and loss of
velar C3)

a. CVbVk→ CVsVp (7 cases), CVsVm (1 case)
fúbúk → fúsùp ‘sip’
túbùk → túsùp ‘stab’
kábák → kasàp ‘share out’
nabak → násap ‘liftup, stretch’
kÓbÓk → kÓsÓp ‘loan, borrow’
fÉbÉk → fÉsÈm ‘blow’

b. CVmVN→ CVsVp (3 cases), CVsVm (1 case)
ŕımı́N → ŕıs̀ıp ‘kick’
sh́ımı́N → sh́ısh̀ıp ‘wake up, rise’
bOmÓN → bOsÒp ‘learn, try, teach’
tÓmÓN → túsÓm ‘push’

When the verb has the shape CVPVK, the plural form is derived by infix-
ing -s- into the C2 position. 10 In (33a) the labial C2 of the singular form ap-
pears as C3, where it is devoiced, and the C3 velar of the singular is deleted.
Also reminiscent of Tiene, three of the four pluractional forms in (33b) in-
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volve denasalization of /m/ as C3. The last example of each set shows that
there is some irregularity concerning nasality.

As seen in Table 10, when the base verb has the shape CVTVK, the cor-
responding pluractional forms show considerable variation:

Table 10. Multiple possible forms of the plural of CVTVK verbs with number of
found cases of each

# SG. # PL. CVrVs CVrVk CVsVk CVsVN CVs CVr CVk CV

CVrVk 40 26 13 4 2 1 1 1 4
CVrVN 20 1 1
CVnVN 24 12 2 2 1 4 2
CVsVk 12 6 6
CVsVN 9 2 1 1

First note that the three shapes whose C2 and C3 agree in nasality (CVrVk,
CVnVN, CVsVk) have the highest percentage of pluractional forms (cf. only
one out of 20 CVrVN verbs). Examples of some of the patterns are given
in (34).

(34) Different patterns when singular is CVTVK

a. CVrVk→ CVrVs (13 cases)
kárák → káràs ‘open’
kórók → kóròs ‘pour’
wórók → woros ‘throw, fling’
ýır̀ık → ýır̀ıs ‘destroy, demolish’

b. CVrVk→ CVrVk (with tone change) (5 cases)
burúk → burùk ‘stir’
berék → bèrek ‘support’
shiŕık → shirik ‘frighten, scare’
biŕık → b́ırik ‘cancel, erase’

c. CVsVk→ CVs (all 6 such singular verbs undergo this process)
basák → bás ‘seal, paste’
fósók → fós ‘peel’ (tree bark)

tásák → tás ‘pierce, winnow’
b́ıśık → b́ıs ‘untie, unfold’
kṕıśık → kṕıs ‘split chuck off larger part’
mı́śık → mı́s ‘sprinkle, pour away’
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d. CVrVk, CVnVN→ CVrVs ∼ CVrVk, CVsVN
bárák → bárás ∼ barak ‘throw’
dorók → dóròs ∼ dorok ‘leave’
fúrúk → fúrùs ∼ furuk ‘jump’
tárák → táràs ∼ tàràk ‘spread out’
f́ıńıN → f́ır̀ıs ∼ f́ır̀ık ‘sun-dry’
tónòN → tóròs ∼ túsòN ‘show’

Most significantly, all 16 CVrVs verbs derive from CVTVK, either from
CVrVk (13 cases), CVrVN (1 case) or CVnVN (2 cases), suggesting that in
just this one case it was hard to avoid a CVTVT output. Still, as seen in (34d),
six of the 16 CVrVs pluractionals have a variant of the shape CVTVK. It is
hard to determine whether one variant is older than the other.

The following summarizes the aspects of Izere which resemble the Teke
languages:

(35) Special properties of Izere verb stems
a. five stem shapes: CV (100), CVC (165), CVVC (72), CVCV (9),

CVCVC (183)11

b. limited inventory of C2 and C3 consonants in (40) (cf. especially
Kukuya in (29b))

c. C2-C3 is limited to CVTVP (27), CVTVK (109), CVPVK (36) and
CVrVs (16PL)

d. V1=V2 in 167 / 183 or 91% of CVCVC stems
e. -s suffix overrides root non-coronal C2 (vs. coronal C2 in Tiene);
f. -s- and -r- infixes precede non-coronal C3 (cf. -s- in Tiene)

8 Towards an account

Recall that we have had some difficulty finding support for restricting coro-
nals to internal position. It also is rare for a suffix to be infixed because of
its place of articulation. Given that such a distant language as Izere has so
much in common with the Teke languages, we confidently conclude that they
must share a common motivation. I suggest that the precondition that allowed
for these languages to progress as they did was the limitation of the prosodic
stem (root + suffixes) to a maximal triconsonantal structure: CVCVC-V in
Tiene, CVCVC in Izere. With this established it meant that there are exactly
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three positions: initial, medial and final. Since these same languages show
stem-initial prominence (e. g. more oppositions in the first CV of the stem),
only the C2 and C3 were available to be identified with specific places of ar-
ticulation. Languages which impose a greater maximum or no maximum are
not likely to reorganize the system by place of articulation.

With prosodic maximality as a backdrop, I speculate that the Teke and
Izere facts were initially triggered by the codification of Similar Place Avoid-
ance (Section 5), followed by different restructurings. Using T to stand for all
coronals, *CVPVP-, *CVTVT- and *CVKVK- became prohibited in various
stages. It is known that the fusion or “imbrication” of perfective *-id-E, ap-
plicative *-Id- and causative *-Ic-i- suffixes which is widely attested in Bantu
(Bastin 1983) first applied to bases which ended in coronals. The prohibi-
tion against *CVTVT- may therefore have predated the others in Teke. It cer-
tainly predated the development of the non-coronal constraints *CVPVK-,
*CVKVP-, which are differentially observed within the Teke languages (and
Izere).

Given the relative non-productivity of non-coronal suffixes in Bantu seen
in (19), the effect of these prohibitions may have been to marginalize or lose
P and K suffixes. Since coronal suffixes were more productive, some kind of
accommodation would have had to be made for *CVT-VT-. As we saw in (3a)
and (4a), causative -Vs- and applicative -Vl- avoid *CVTVT- by fusing with
a CV(V)T- root. Izere relies on the dissimilation of C3 T to K and metathesis.
This produces the derivations in (36).

(36) Infixation and velarization in Izere
a. *got [gor] ‘pass’ *got-Vs > gotos > gosot > gosok ‘pass + PL’
b. *tÉn [tÉn] ‘cut’ *tÉn+Vs > tÉnÉs > tÉsÉn > tÉsÉN ‘cut + PL’
c. *kon [kon] ‘rub’ *kon+Vt > konot > koton > koroN ‘rub+PL’

In (36a,b) the pluractional suffix is -Vs-, while in (36c) it is -Vt-. In each
case the suffixal consonant metathesizes with the coronal C2 of the root. *t
is realized [r] as C2, but [k] as C3. The in (36a,b) appears to be motivated
by the fact that velarization of C3 *s would have produced [x], which does
not otherwise exist in the language. This, however, cannot explain why me-
tathesis is required in (36c). There we note that a non-metathesized output
[*konok] would violate the Izere constraint that if C2 is nasal, then C3 must
also be. One might try to fix this up by producing [*konoN], which may be
avoided for morphological reasons: Of the 84 CVCVC pluractional verbs in
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Blench and Kaze (2000), only two irregular verbs have nasal C2 and C3: mas
→ manaN ‘laugh + PL’, tsÉÉm→ tsÉmÉN ‘sift + PL’. Given that pluractional-
ity is marked by [s] and [r] (*t), [*konoN] may just sound too singular.12

The suggestion made here is that once a language both limits its maxi-
mal prosodic stem to CVCVC- and introduces severe constraints on C2-C3
homorganicity, it invites other restructurings. For example, Tiene speakers
would be justified in interpreting CVT-Vs- > CVVs- as a coronal C3 becom-
ing C2. If this can serve as the basis of analogy, it might be extended to shift
other coronals to C2, i. e. CVP-Vs-, CVK-Vs- > CVsVP-, CVsVK-. On the
other hand, from the other end of the stem, the C3 velar of the once produc-
tive durative / imperfective suffix *-a(n)g- may have served as the model for
the requirement that C3 = velar in Teke-Gabon.

There are, however, at least two problems in applying this account to Izere:
(i) If CVPVT, CVKVT > CVVT by intervocalic P- / K-deletion, how or why
do labials survive in CVPVK? (ii) If CVTVT is prohibited, how does (plu-
ractional) CVrVs survive? Concerning the first question, considerably less is
known about pre-Izere than pre-Tiene, which derives from Proto-Bantu. It is
possible that we should reconstruct *CVCs and perhaps other clusters in pre-
Izere. In this case *CVPs and *CVKs would become CVVs by cluster simpli-
fication. *CVPK, on the other hand might have escaped cluster simplification
because the second consonant is not coronal or because an epenthetic vowel
was inserted to produce CVPVK. Similarly, it is possible that *CVrs escaped
cluster simplification and only later became CVrVs. Perhaps there was a con-
trast in pre-Izere between CVCC and CVCVC. Since I have argued that C3
*T > K, there also are possible complications deriving from the neutraliza-
tion of C3 *T and *K. Finally, it should be noted that some of the C3 conso-
nants may have been suffixes even on singulars, and that there may even have
been a possibility of multiple suffixation (Wolff and Meyer-Bahlburg 1979,
Gerhardt 1984).

While the above account is admittedly speculative, and leaves open a num-
ber of questions, one can feel at least confident about Similar Place Avoid-
ance as a trigger in paring down the number of consonant combinations in a
CVCVC- stem. Compare in Table 11 on the next page the possible CVCVC
verb stems shapes in Izere vs. nearby Berom (based on Blench et al. 2006).

While 9 out of 12 Izere CVCVC forms have coronal + non-coronal C2-C3,
only 12 out of 30 conform to this template in Berom. In fact, even though
C3 may not be /n/, this still allows 16 different CVTVT shapes. What we
see from Berom, however, is that the constraints are severest on combina-
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Table 11. Comparison of CVCVC in Izere vs. Berom verbs.
a. Izere (9 / 12 = CVTVP, CVTVK).
b. Berom (12 / 30 = CVTVP, CVTVK)

a. b.
C2 / C3 P K T C2 / C3 P K T

P * CVbVk
CVmVN

* P * CVmVN

CVbVt
CVbVs
CVmVt
CVmVl
CVmVs

K * * * K CVgVm *

CVgVt
CVgVs
CVNVt
CVNVl
CVNVs

T

CVrVp
CVrVm
CVsVp
CVsVm

CVrVk
CVrVN
CVnVN
CVsVk
CVsVN

CVrVs T

CVrVp
CVrVm
CVlVm
CVsVp
CVsVm

CVrVk
CVrVN
CVlVk
CVlVN
CVnVN
CVsVk
CVsVN

CVrVs
CVlVt
CVlVs
CVnVt
CVnVs
CVsVl

tions of non-coronals: there are no CVPVP or CVKVK forms and only one
each of CVKVP and CVPVK, the ordering being predictable based on the
nasality of the velar. Pozdniakov and Segerer (2007) not only point out that
labials and velars work together as a non-coronal superclass, but also that
they show greater Similar Place Avoidance effects than the coronal super-
class (dental-alveolars and palatals). Whether Berom will develop further in
the direction of Izere is not clear. What we can say about the above distribu-
tions in Berom is that with two exceptions, a CVCVC stem must contain at
least one coronal.

Space limitations preclude a full discussion of pluractional marking in
Berom, studied by Bouquiaux (1970) and Blench (2005). Suffice it to say
that Berom has both -s- suffixation and infixation, e. g. ýı→ ýıs ‘come from-
PL’, wùl→ wùlus ‘arrive-PL’, sila→ silsa ‘fill-PL’, raNal→ raNsal ‘ask-PL’.
As the last two examples show, Berom differs from the other languages in
allowing CVCCV(C) pluractional stems.
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9 Summary

In the preceding sections we have seen that two separate groups of Niger-
Congo languages have independently introduced place of articulation con-
straints on consonant positions within the prosodic stem, which in turn de-
termine whether derivations will involve suffixation or affixation. Although
many languages and most of the external evidence from language acquisi-
tion and language change suggest that coronals should be realized after non-
coronals, these languages have a preference for placing coronals before non-
coronals, i. e. CVTVP and CVTVK. Historically, these systems result from
the interaction of a number of changes, including metathesis of the C2 and C3
of inherited CVPVT and CVKVT sequences. The fact that this happens in-
dependently in the Teke Bantu region and on the Jos Plateau of Nigeria sug-
gests that such sequencing is not isolated or accidental. Based on additional
evidence from Kashaya and Mathimathi, it was suggested that the most likely
synchronic motivation is that coronals gravitate to “weak” positions. While it
appears more common that a language will define strong vs. weak in terms
of early vs. late positions within a prosodic domain, in these languages, the
weakest position is the medial prosodic trough. Tiene speakers appear to have
given an [s-w-s] interpretation to the maximal CVCVC-V stem vs. the more
usual [s-w-w] interpretation of Koyo speakers in Table 2 on page 159. Inter-
estingly, C2-C3 [w-s] appears to be particularly sensitive to place of articu-
lation while C2-C3 [w-w] shows a gradual weakening along the traditional
strength hierarchies (voiceless→ voiced; non-continuant→ continuant) (cf.
Williamson 1979). In other words, it is [s-w-s] structure that accounts for the
relative rarity of Tiene and Izere affixation by place of articulation. That be-
ing the case, we would learn a lot more if the rare and (perhaps) mysterious
variations in the Teke and Plateau areas were studied in greater comparative
detail.

Abbreviations

C = consonant; FV = final vowel; GCB = Guthrie Common Bantu; H = high tone;
itr. = intransitive; K = velar; L = low tone; MAX = a constraint in Optimality Theory;
NB = nota bene; NW = Northwest; P = labial; PB = Proto-Bantu; pl. =plural; sg. =
singular; SPA = Similar Place Avoidance; T = dental-alveolar; tr. = transitive; V =
vowel; Y = palatal
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Notes

1. This process of fusion is reminiscent of a widespread process of root-suffix fusion in
Bantu known as “imbrication”, most frequently involving the PB *id-E perfective ending
(Bastin 1983). Since imbrication sometimes extends to applicatives and causatives, it
could be that the Tiene forms derive from this process.

2. Note that C2 /N/ is extremely rare, occurring mostly (only?) in borrowings, e. g. lON-O
‘load’, lOnON-O ‘load for’. While it does not occur in Ellington’s materials, the expected
causative form would be lOsOk-O, with denasalization of /N/.

3. Compare the final vowel morpheme which is /-E/ after “extended” verbs, otherwise /-a/.
/-E/ assimilates to a preceding [E] or [O], while /-a/ assimilates to a preceding [E] or [O].

4. Ellington (1977) does not report a corresponding root for any of the CVCVC- verbs in
(13a). However, because their FV is -E rather than -a, (cf. note 3) the forms vútek-E ‘come
back’ and tóleb-E ‘pierce’ suggest that they may have been morphologically complex at
one time.

5. /s/ and /z/ are indicated as “proto-palatals” since they derive from Proto-Bantu *c and
*j, respectively. The glides /w/ and /y/ are not indicated in Table 1, as they do not appear
in C2 or C3 position. Finally, /pu/ and /bu/ are realized [fu] and [vu], respectively.

6. Concerning vowels, /i, e, E, u, o, O, a/ contrast in V1 position, while only /i, u, a/ contrast
as V2, V3 and V4 in Koyo.

7. The following discussion is restricted to verbs, since noun stems are typically limited to
two syllables unless they are derived (e. g. from verbs), reduplicated, or borrowed.

8. My thanks to Michael Cysouw for doing the percentage calculations as well as other
helpful comments. The fact that palatals are overrepresented in C1 position is largely due
to special status of the glide [y] in Bantu (cf. Swahili in (21) on page 162).

9. The calculations in Table 4 on page 163 are based on 1,412 trisyllabic or longer verbs
extracted from Scott and Hetherwick (1957) as adapted by Al Mtenje for the Comparative
Bantu On-Line Dictionary project.

10. There are four exceptions: rómóN→ rós ‘bite-PL’, tśıb́ık→ tsip ‘twist-PL’, tÉmÉN→ tÉm
‘cut-PL, chop down-PL’, źımı́N→ zim ‘fling-PL, swing-PL’. Forms like the first three mo-
tivate Wolff and Meyer-Bahlburg (1979) and Gerhardt (1984) to propose a singular suf-
fix -k (∼ -N) which is missing in the plural. Blench’s (2005) reconstruction of singulative
*-tV in Berom suggests that this -k may have originally been *-t in Izere as well.

11. The numbers do not add up to 539 because of exceptional verbs. For example, two verbs
have the shape CVCVVC with exceptional C2-C3 sequences: kutáám ‘lose direction’,
témÒÒr ‘throw (piece of food) into mouth at once’.

12. A few verbs form their pluractional by denasalization, or by -s- affixation + denasaliza-
tion, e. g. f́ıńıN→ f́ır̀ık ∼ f́ır̀ıs ‘sun dry-PL’.
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Future tense to express habitual past or present, and
past tense to express immediate future

Leena Kelkar-Stephan

1 Introduction

In this paper I discuss two particularities which arise solely due to a spe-
cial language contact situation between Tamil and French in India. The two
particularities – which at this point I will not call “rara” – consist of using
the past tense forms of certain verbs to express immediate future and future
tense to express present or past habitual in the French variety spoken in Pon-
dichery.

The paper is divided into six sections. In Section 2, a brief outline of Tamil
– a language of the Dravidian family – will be presented. Since the two lan-
guages in the language contact situation under study are typologically differ-
ent, it is important to summarise some of the typological similarities and dif-
ferences between the two languages. A typological study is deemed neces-
sary to be able to comprehend the various observations in the case study to
be analysed later. Since in this study Modern Tamil is in contact with French,
the descriptions below concern only Modern Tamil. In Section 3, certain un-
expected polysemy of tense-aspect forms in Tamil will be summarised. Since
these polysemies are in no way unique, parallels found in other languages
will be presented. Origin and developmental path of these features in Tamil
and within the language family will then be summarised based on diachronic
studies of Dravidian languages. Section 4 focuses on the brief diachronic
study of tense usage in Tamil with the intention to point out the evolution of
tenses in the language family. After having prepared the terrain, in Section 5
the case study of Pondicherien Creole French which has been influenced by
the Tamil tense-aspect system will be dealt with. Selective examples from a
Pondicherien Creole French corpus displaying anomalies will be discussed
and an explanation will be presented. Empirical data and their analysis alone
do not suffice to claim that the observed phenomena are unique. Hence, in
Section 6, the question as to whether the said phenomena can be classified
as rara will be discussed by comparing them with observations from other
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French based language contact situations. In the last section (Section 7), the
source of the influence and the direction of change from English to Tamil to
French will be speculated.

2 Outline of Tamil and its typological comparability with French

Tamil, the most wide-spread Dravidian language, is today spoken in India,
Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Mauritius, Réunion, Thailand and Singapore by approx-
imately 74 million people. It is the administrative language of the Indian state
of Tamil Nadu, and has been quite recently (in 2004) recognized as a classical
language by the government of India. Tamil belongs to the Southern branch
of the Dravidian languages, a family of around twenty-six languages native
to the Indian subcontinent. Tamil literature is said to span 3,500 years and the
only one among the old languages that has a history of 2,000 or more years
of existence.

Typological research and language contact research are concerned with
both similarities and differences between languages, usually a large sample
of languages. Typology cannot be formulated of whole languages but only of
sub-components of languages. Since the phenomena discussed in this paper
arise solely due to the contact of two typologically different languages the
typological features of French and Tamil are briefly dealt with here focusing
on certain frequently discussed characteristics such as word order, negation,
pro-drop, morphological and phonological typology.1 The intention of this
discussion is not only to draw attention to the typological differences between
the languages involved in the linguistic contact situation in Pondichery but
also to facilitate comprehension of the French-Tamil case study dealt with in
Section 5.

2.1 Word order

Tamil basically has a SOV order, or more precisely a verb final order. Compo-
nents preceding the verbal predicate are said to have a free word order since
orders like:

[SO1O2V ], [SO2O1V ], [O2SO1V ], [O1SO2V ], [O1O2SV ], [O2O1SV ]

are possible (where O1 and O2 are first and second object). Topics related
to word order include pre / post-positions, which probably also implies the
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lack or presence of a category of articles and a strong tendency of SOV lan-
guages to be the prenominal type (Cf. Greenberg, 1963). The noun phrase in
Tamil can have only prenominal modifiers, adjectives are placed before the
noun, even relative clauses and sentential complements occur pre-nominally.
Adverbial phrases (of time: nāl.aikku pōvēn

¯
‘tomorrow I will go’, of place:

vı̄t
˙
t
˙
ukku pōvēn

¯
‘to house I will go’ etc.) precede the verb in Tamil and lack a

separate category of articles.
The general word order in modern French – as opposed to Tamil – is a

Subject-Predicate-Object (direct object, except personal pronouns me, le, les,
etc., follow the predicate), however variations in this order are possible for
stylistic or rhetorical reasons.2 From the point of view of the syntax, this
SVO order of French has to be strictly followed due to the reduced morphol-
ogy which is a general property of the French system (Ineichen 1999: 117).
French is a prepositional language. The noun phrase in French consists of a
head noun, and optionally, prenominal modifiers such as determiners, etc. and
postnominal modifiers such as prepositional phrases, relative clauses, senten-
tial complement etc. Adjectives can be pre- or post-nominal modifiers. The
locative, direct object or indirect object markers are pre-positional in French
grammar. Adverbial phrases (of time: à 2 heures ‘at two o’clock’, of place: à
la maison ‘at the house / at home’ etc.) may either precede or follow the verb
in French.

2.2 Negation

Negation strategies in Tamil and French differ significantly. Tamil possesses
three ways of expressing negation, namely: (1) morphologically by a nega-
tive verbal suffix realised by two allomorphs -ā, -āt, e. g. pas iṅkē var-ā-tu
[bus here come-NEG] ‘The bus does not come here’, (2) lexically by a neg-
ative verb, il ‘be not’ which marks a locative, existential and copula func-
tion, and al ‘be not’ marks a copula function alone, as in kumār vı̄t

˙
.t
˙
-il il.l-

ai [kumar house-LOC be not] ‘Kumar is not at home’ and kumār vakkı̄l il.l-
ai / al.l-a [kumar lawyer be not] ‘Kumar is not a lawyer’ respectively, and (3)
by a negative auxiliary verb il which occurs after a main verb in the infini-
tive, ravi nēr

¯
r
¯

u var-a.v-il.l-ai [ravi today come not] ‘Ravi will not come to-
day’ (Lehmann 1993: 228-231). For a more extensive discussion on negation
and negators in Tamil and in the Dravidian language family refer to Pilot-
Raichoor (this volume) and Miestamo (2010).
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Negation in French has been linked with word order changes since there
is said to be a gradual shift from pre-verbal to post-verbal negation marking.
Originally non and then ne(n) were pre-verbal negators, then ne placed pre-
verbal and reinforced by pas (other possible post-verbal negation particles
being plus, rien, personne, que, guère, point, etc.) post-verbally. However in
modern non-standard varieties the ne of the bipartite negator is often deleted
and post-verbal pas (and the other post-verbal negation particles) remains as
the only main verb-phrase negator (Posner 1997: 369–370).

2.3 Pro-drop

Some questions that arise related to the word order of a language are: Is
it an adposition / complement (prepositional) or a complement / adposition
(postpositional) language? Is it a null-subject (pro-drop) language or not?

Tamil is a postpositional and a pro-drop language. All postpositions in
Tamil are formally inflected or uninflected noun forms or non-finite verb
forms. Postpositions can occur as bound or free forms. The pro-drop character
of the language makes it possible to have subjectless sentences and verbless
clauses, both in the written and spoken language.

French is a prepositional language. Standard European written French3

is a non-pro-drop language. In other words: due to unstressed verb endings
subject pronouns are obligatory,4 hence a subjectless sentence cannot exist.
In impersonals, where no logical subject is involved, a dummy or expletive
pronoun il is used as in a ‘weather-verb’ il pleut ‘It’s raining’, and construc-
tions of a main clause verb without a subject, as in *mangent (ils mangent
‘they eat’) are grammatically unacceptable. Contrary to the norms of the writ-
ten language, colloquial spoken European French allows for a certain num-
ber of subjectless sentences. Some of the most frequent cases of null-subject
are the dropping of il in (il) faut, paraît, y a, s’agit de, suffit, vaut mieux.5

Il can sometimes be replaced by ça: ça semble ‘it seems’ (cf. Gadet 1989,
1992). A characteristic feature of the variety of Canadian French spoken
by less-educated people is its null-subject and pro-drop character (Dahmen
1995: 232–233; Neumann-Holzschuh 2000: 263–264). Neumann-Holzschuh
observes that the unstressed subject pronoun is / can be dropped for all per-
sons; it is however more frequently deleted in the first person singular. For
example Moi . . . moi melève le matin là ‘I got up the other morning’ [my
translation]. She adds that the subject pronoun can be deleted even in subor-
dinate clauses with the precondition that the subject in the main clause is the
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same, e. g. J’aime un . . . un hiver avec eh . . . de la neige, de la belle neige
qui tombe et pis . . . quand est l’a, qu’a reste ‘I like a . . . a winter . . . with
snow, with lovely snow that falls and then . . . when it is there and stays’ [my
translation].

2.4 Morphological typology

Tamil morphology is agglutinating, i. e. morphs are ‘stuck on’ or aggluti-
nated in a sequence. Agglutinating morphology in Tamil always involves suf-
fixation, i. e. morphs are added in a sequence as suffixes after a stem. Tamil
makes productive use of suffixes which include: case markers, postpositions
(bound and free forms), tense suffixes-person endings in verbs, emphatic-
interrogative markers, adjectival-adverbial suffixes, etc. Tamil does not have
expressive suffixes like diminutive or augmentative. Section 3 concentrates
solely on the specific case of the Tamil tense-aspect system.

French – in the passage from Latin to Middle French to Modern French –
has been widely claimed to have gradually changed from a synthetic into
an analytic (isolating) language.6 Modern French uses syntactic, rather than
morphological, devices to show relationships between free-standing words,
and it relies on obligatory subject pronouns to mark verb positions.7 That is,
verb person are principally marked by proclitic pronouns rather than by in-
flectional endings since these endings are not stressed in the spoken language.
Most verbs have zero markers for the first, second, third person singular and
third person plural in the present indicative whereas the first and second per-
son plural can be differentiated by [Õ] and [e] endings or sometimes by dif-
ference of stem. Loss of unstressed final vowels and consonants has led to
homonymy of all the stem-stressed forms and obligatory use of subject pro-
nouns (cf. Posner 1996: 37, 45–49, Posner 1997: 294).

2.5 Phonological typology

In phonology, a central concern has been phoneme inventories. It appears
that there are clear hierarchies in the distribution of particular vowels and
consonants across languages. Stress, tone, and syllabicity are also important
points in phonological typology.

Tamil is written with its own, alpha-syllabic Script which suggests simi-
larities to both alphabetic and phonetic systems. One of the characteristic fea-
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tures of Tamil consonants is retroflexion, i. e. voiced sublamino-palatals such
as [l

˙
] and [z

˙
]. Tamil is a syllable-timed language. The canonical syllable type

is (C)(C)V(C)(C), where V is either a short or a long vowel. V, VC and VCC
occur in word initial positions only (Asher 1982: 228).

French: The complexity of the relation between the (ortho)graphic and
phonic system in French is all too well known. The phonic code distinctly
contrasts with the graphic code. The characteristic features of Modern French
phonology are the schwa (e muet), the /h/ (h aspiré and muet) and liaison.
French is a syllable-timed language. Each syllable contains one and only one
vowel and a consonant alone cannot constitute a syllable. CV combination in
syllables are the most frequent, other frequent open syllables are V, CCV, and
CCCV; among the closed syllable structure CVC is the most frequent. Mod-
ern French shows a strong tendency towards monosyllabism as compared to
Old French syllable structure C1V1C2(C3)V2C4, the loss of C4 and V2 has
resulted in the generation of a new final C2 / C3 (Campbell 2000: 574).

3 Tamil tense-aspect system

As discussed above, Tamil basically has a SOV order, is agglutinating, post-
positional and suffixal. In this section only the discussion of the tense-aspect
system will be dealt with.

Interpretation of tenses – mainly past and future – in Tamil is a rather com-
plex matter since Modern Tamil grammar disposes only of the past, present
and future tense forms. Present progressive, immediate future, past continu-
ous, etc. need to be expressed using these available tenses. Hence, depending
on the context the hearer has to infer the intended interpretation of tense to
refer to various times. However, there is not always a correlation between the
morphological tense form and the corresponding time reference (following
examples and explanations are based on observations by Lehmann 1993: 65–
68). In the next two sub-sections, polysemy of past and future tense forms in
Modern Tamil are reviewed.

3.1 Past tense to express immediate future

The past tense form of the auxiliary verb vit
˙
u ‘leave’ combined with the

verbal participle form of the main verb vā ‘come’ is idiomatically used to
express immediate future as in example (1):
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(1) a. s
˙
ānti

shanti
iṅkē
here

vā
come:IMP.S

‘Shanti come here’
b. nān

¯I
va-ntu-
come-VBP-

vit
˙
.t
˙
-ēn

¯leave-PST-1S

‘I’m coming.’

Further, in a situation of threatening or warning, a conditional clause fol-
lowed by a verb in the past tense is used to refer to the future time, as in ex-
ample (2):

(2) n̄ı
you

it-ai.t
this-ACC

tot
˙
.t
˙
-āl

touch-COND

ce-tt-āy
die-PST-2S

‘If you touch this, you will die.’

The third case involves the auxiliary verb kiz
˙
i ‘tear’ expressing the

speaker’s disbelief. Thus, in response to a statement with future time ref-
erence, the addressee may use a past tense form of kiz

˙
i which however has

future reference, as in example (3):

(3) a. kumār
kumar

nāl
˙
ai-kku.p

tomorrow-DAT

pan
˙
am

money
kot

˙
u-pp-ān

¯give-FUT-3S.M

‘Tomorrow Kumar will give [me / us, etc.] some money.’
b. avan

¯he
kiz

˙
-tt-ān

¯tear-PST-3S.M

‘He won’t do it (I don’t believe it).’

If this is not peculiar enough let us turn to the future in Tamil.

3.2 Future tense forms

In Tamil, the future tense can express both a temporal and an aspectual mean-
ing so that a sentence like (4):

(4) nān
¯I

kālai.y-il
morning-in

kul
˙
i-pp-ēn

¯bath-FUT-1S

may be interpreted as ‘I will have a bath in the morning’ or ‘I (usually) have
a bath in the morning’(Pillai 1986: 146) and a sentence like (5):

(5) kumār
Kumar

at
˙
ikkati

often
cin

¯
imā.v-ukku.p

cinema-DAT

pō-v-ān
¯go-FUT-3SM
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may be interpreted as ‘Kumar often goes to the cinema’ or ‘Kumar will fre-
quently [in future] go to the cinema’ (Lehmann 1993: 66). A similar example
is that of the Lezgian verbal suffix -da which can express both a temporal and
an aspectual meaning, so that a sentence like za ič-er qaču-da [I:ERG apple-
PL take-FUT] may be interpreted as ‘I will buy apples’ or ‘I (usually) buy
apples’ (Haspelmath 1998: 32). Haspelmath further quotes an example from
Yavaşa where a similar verb form called Aorist in Turkish may have both
these meanings. Thus, the sentence Ahmet üç ders okut-ur [Ahmet three les-
son teach-AOR] may mean ‘Ahmet will teach three lessons’ or ‘Ahmet (usu-
ally) teaches three lessons’.

The second function of the future tense in Tamil is a non-compositional
case where the future tense expresses past habitual. Let us consider a Tamil
sentence like (6):

(6) cin
¯
n
¯
a

small
vayat-il
age-LOC

nān
¯I

pamparam
top

vil
˙
aiyāt

˙
u-v-ēn

¯play-FUT-1S

‘When I was young, I used to play with tops.’

Thus, the future tense in Tamil clearly seems to convey habitual meaning
both present and past. This usage of the future tense forms to express past
habitual meaning is, however, not uncommon as studies on the peculiarities
of the Mohawk verbal system which has distinct morphology consisting of
the habitual morpheme -ha’ or -s, followed by the past morpheme -kwe’ to
express past habitual,8 and the related case of Udmurt past habitual which
is formed by combining the future tense with the auxiliary val ‘was’ as dis-
cussed by Haspelmath (1998: 32) show. Thus, while myn-o means ‘I will go’,
myn-o val means ‘I used to go’ which implies that although the future tense
in Udmurt does not have a habitual reading by itself, it is used in a larger con-
struction where it clearly seems to convey habitual meaning. Similar cases
occur in Inuit, where the future marker ssa signals past habitual when it is
used in a past narrative context, and in Margi where the progressive particle
@́v@̀r indicates habitual action in the past (Bybee et al. 1994: 158).

A cross-linguistically rather unusual usage of the future tense concerns
forms having non-future meaning in the special context of generics. Thus,
the future in Tamil is also used with a generic meaning in a statement like
in (7):

(7) māt
˙
u

cow
pil
grass

tin
¯
n
¯
-um

eat-FUT-3SN

‘Cows eat grass.’
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A similar case is that of Udmurt where Future is used in proverbs with a
generic meaning and the Lezgian Future is also used in stage directions as in
perde agal že-da [curtain fall become-FUT] ‘the curtain falls’ (cf. Haspelmath
1998: 32). Likewise, Bybee et al. (1994: 35) notice the use of future in generic
expressions in English such as Boys will be boys. Thus, it seems that “most
if not all, languages have another, more usual way of expressing the generic
sentence” (Bybee et al. 1994: 35).

After having looked at some peculiarities of the tense-aspect system in
Modern Tamil, it is of interest to examine the source and the development
within Tamil and within the language family. I, thus, proceed with a synopsis
of a diachronic study of the tense-aspect system in the Dravidian language
family and in Tamil, in specific.

4 Diachronic study of tense usage in Tamil

Basically there are two tenses in Dravidian, past and non-past. Non-past in-
cludes the habitual (present / aorist / indefinite / generic) and future. Tamil and
some other languages of the family have also developed a separate pres-
ent tense (cf. Krishnamurti 2003; and for an extensive study of the devel-
opment of the present tense in Tamil and the etymology of the present tense
in Tamil refer to Steever 1993: 167–193). As the present tense paradigms
evolved “both the inherited non-past paradigm and the non-past progressive
paradigm were consistent with present time reference” (Steever 1993: 168).
It is said that when they became restricted in South Dravidian (i. e. Tamil,
Malayalam, Irul

˙
a, Kota, Toda, Badaga, Kod

˙
agu, Kannada, and Tulu)

“[. . . ] newly innovated non-past tense paradigms arose to assume most of the
functions of these inherited non-past paradigms (e. g. present time reference,
future time reference, habitual action, past time reference in historical narra-
tive, and the “tenseless” present). This is what is now called the present tense
paradigm” (Steever 1993: 168).

It, thus, can be asserted that since this newly innovated non-past took over
the function of expressing (besides other functions) present time reference,
future time reference, habitual action, past time reference in historical narra-
tive, and the “tenseless” present, it is not surprising that generic statements
can be expressed both with the future as well as a more usual way with pres-
ent tense forms of verbs. Further, since the present-future (or otherwise non-
past) semantically covers both the present and the future, i. e. it denotes ac-
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tions which are or going to be realized (cf. Andronov 2003: 196), it also ex-
plains the use of future tense forms to express future time meaning as well as
habitual actions in the present, as discussed in Section 3.2.

Diachronic studies of Tamil demonstrate that despite grammatical indi-
viduality of each stage of the language Tamil shows grammatical continuity
from the old to the modern language (cf. Lehmann 1998: 75–99). A look at
the historical morphology of older Tamil, where tense marking was not so
common, reveals that especially for stative verbs emphasis was laid on mark-
ing habitual states (Schiffman 1982: 104–116). Andronov (2001: 100–106),
additionally, cites several instances of discrepancies in the course of develop-
ment of tense suffixes, and the meaning and function of emerging allomorphs
in the Tamil literature. The approximate period at which the use of the future
tense form started being used to signal past habitual in Tamil seems to be ob-
scure. All that can be stated with certainty is that this usage of tense is not
unusual both in written and colloquial Tamil.

A look at parallels from other languages of the family reveals that future
tense forms in Malayalam can also refer to habitual actions in the past; future
tense forms in Kolami refer to habitual actions as well as to events with future
time reference. In Kolami, the future tense form is not used for past habitual
since a separate durative form expresses continuous action with past time
reference or in a habitual sense (Subrahmanyam 1998: 316). In Kon

˙
d
˙
a, the

durative paradigm refers to an action in progress in the past or non-past time,
and the non-past refers to a habitual or future action (Krishnamurti et al. 1998:
256–257). Thus, although not all languages in the linguistic area may share
the feature, it is sufficiently widespread to be considered a characteristic of
the Dravidian linguistic area.

As for the explanation of the use of past tense forms in certain cases
for the future time meaning, an investigation of traditional Tamil grammar
makes clear that additional uses of tense forms, as remarked by Tamilists
like Steever (1993: 191), were recognised in Traditional Tamil grammar (cf.
Tolkāppiyam,9 Collatikāram10 241, 242). Thus, uses of the past tense form
to signal present or future time reference in certain circumstances have been
licensed. Andronov (2001: 102) has also observed several instances in Tamil
literature where the past tense of verb nil- ‘to stop, stand’ was used to ex-
press the meaning of the present tense in periphrasis with verbal participles.
These “sanctioned deviations in the use of tense / time” and “interchange
of tense / time” have been extensively discussed in the Tamil grammatical
literature.
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The sort of movement future of certain auxiliary verbs, discussed in ex-
ample (1), repeated here as (8) for convenience, expresses the notion of the
agent being “on a path moving towards a goal” or that “the agent is already
on the path and the movement is in progress” (cf. Bybee et al. 1994: 268).

(8) a. s
˙
ānti

shanti
iṅkē
here

vā
come:IMP.S

‘Shanti come here’
b. nān

¯I
va-ntu-
come-VBP-

vit
˙
.t
˙
-ēn

¯leave-PST-1S

‘I’m coming.’

This Tamil statement may thus be interpreted as ‘I have left my original
position and am now on the path to come to the goal in immediate future’.
Since the action of leaving place A has to take place before the action of
arriving at place B the verb ‘leave’ takes the past tense marker.

Furthermore, just as some languages use the future to express statements
that amount to prediction, though not necessarily predictions about future
time, Tamil seems to use the past tense in statements that amount to predic-
tion, i. e. events whose “predictability” in future time is high. These predic-
tions, that are based on past experiences and that apply to states of affairs that
exist in the past, present and future, take the shape of generalized predictions
(cf. Bybee et al. 1987: 120). These so called “general truths” based on past
experiences seem in Tamil to logically demand past tense verbal forms.

After having so far created the foundation, I now turn to the case study
of a variety of French spoken in Pondichery, on the south-east coast of India.
Native French speakers in Pondichery reflect the influence of the Tamil tense-
aspect system on their French tense-aspect system. The paper, thus, continues
with an introduction of the French speaking Creole community and then
turns to selected examples from a corpus of empirical data displaying these
anomalies.

5 Case study: Pondicherien Creole French

Historical events in Pondichery on the south-east coast of India from about
1690 till 1954, when Pondichery gained independence from the French
regime, explain the presence of French culture and account for the fact that
Pondichery is the only French speaking conclave in the Indian peninsular till
today.
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5.1 The Pondichery Creole community

Descendants of mixed Indian and French parentage, called Creoles, are the
remaining bastion of French native speakers in this multilingual society. Note,
however, that the term ‘Creole’ strictly refers to descendants of French and
Creoles who call themselves ‘Creoles’ till today and not to their language.
‘Creoles’, adding up to less than 500 (in the year 2001), are overseas French
nationals bilingual in Tamil and French. French is however, mainly used with
other French speakers and for administrative purposes. Tamil is used with the
maids, the vendors in the market, or the rickshaw drivers. Informal interac-
tions with friends or family take place in both Tamil and French and speak-
ers usually code-switch. When they code-switch, the use of either language
is not a random mixing.

The predominant use of Tamil is observed in narrating daily events, the
scene in the market, talking about a certain television show, or the latest gos-
sip. French, on the other hand, is significantly more frequently used to nar-
rate events from the past — their childhood, their school, the nuns at school,
etc. or official events — interaction at the consulate registration office, etc.
This bilinguality brings about code switching of French in a Tamil conver-
sation or Tamil in a French conversation. Both French and Tamil spoken in
Pondichery seem to have influenced and still influence each other giving rise
to varieties which I term Pondicherien Creole French and Pondicherien Cre-
ole Tamil.

Tamil and other regional languages have extensively influenced the French
used by Creoles at the phonological, morpho-syntactic and semantic levels.11

However, here, I concentrate only on the affect of Tamil on the use of past
tense to refer to the future time as also the use of future tense in Pondicherien
Creole French.

5.2 Past tense to refer to the future time

As discussed in Section 3.1, in Tamil the past tense forms of certain auxiliary
verbs combined with verbal participle form of the main verb vā ‘come’ are
idiomatically used to express immediate future. This unexpected polysemy of
past tense forms which is not too common, however, does not seem to have
influenced past tense usage in Pondicherien Creole French. Interestingly, as
in Tamil in a situation of warning, a conditional clause followed by a verb
in the past tense is used to refer to the future time. In the following sentence
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(9),12 some speakers of the Pondicherien Creole French community warn the
author against wearing a “slightly expensive” watch when she is on buses or
trains in India. An elliptical sentence, which, given the context, has to be a
conditional clause, is followed by a verb in the past tense with future meaning.

(9) PCF: mets pas ça. tu perdais ça.
StdF: Ne la [la montre] porte pas. [Si tu la portes], tu risques de la
perdre.
‘Don’t wear it [the watch]. [It’s quite likely] you loose it.’

5.3 Effect of Tamil future tense on habitualis in Pondicherien Creole French

As discussed in Section 3.2, in Tamil, the future tense can express both, a
temporal and an aspectual meaning such that the future tense in Tamil not
only expresses both a future and present habitual meaning, but it also ex-
presses past habitual. These anomalies in Tamil which clearly seem to con-
vey habitual meaning have conceivably influenced the tense-aspect system of
Pondicherien Creole French due to the intensive language contact between
the two languages.

Thus, in example (10) below, the future tense expresses present habitual
meaning. In the absence of the temporal marker, the sentence may also be
interpreted as expressing future meaning ‘She will go to church’.

(10) PCF: Tous les matins elle ira à l’église.
StdF: Tous les matins elle va à l’église.
‘She goes to church every morning.’

The future tense is also used for ongoing situations (mainly stative verbs)
as in examples (11) and (12):

(11) PCF: elle pourra pas travailler avec ces jeunes enfants qu’elle a
StdF: elle ne peut pas travailler à cause de ses [jeunes] enfants
‘She cannot work due to her little children’

(12) PCF: il sera comme ça, de travers.
StdF: Il est comme ça, de travers.
‘He’s like that, askew.’

In the following examples (13), (14), and (15) the future is used to express
habitual actions in the past with a narrative character.
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(13) PCF: n’importe qui aura ciseau, je prendrai des longues tresses
comme ça, sera lourdes, je garderai, je prendrai le ciseau et cassera
en deux, mère me donnera jamais le ciseau
StdF: À chaque fois que quelqu’un avait des ciseaux je les prenais
[. . . ] et je coupais les longues tresses de mes copines. Résultat: la
Mère ne me donnait jamais de ciseaux.
‘Whenever somebody had a pair of scissors I used to take them and cut
the long plaits of my friends [with the consequence that] mother never
trusted me with a pair of scissors.’

(14) PCF: les copines diront vous êtes à tailler toujours vous êtes taillé
tous les plantes les tiges
StdF: Mes copines me disaient: “tu es toujours en train de couper
quelque chose. Tu as coupé toutes les plantes, les tiges . . . ”
‘My friends used to tell me you are constantly cutting something. You
have cut all the plants, the stalks . . . ’

(15) PCF: après en la nuit on mettra pour manger le riz, riz . . .
StdF: la nuit on nous servait le riz pour que nous mangions . . .
‘then at night we were [usually] served rice to eat . . . ’

Further, in example (16) the use of future is even extended to descriptions.

(16) PCF: il y aura une grotte devant la grotte il faut chanter pour la Vierge
StdF: il y avait une grotte. On a dû chanter [quelques chansons à la
gloire de la Vierge] devant.
‘There was a grotto. We had to sing [in praise of] the Virgin Mary in
front of it.’

6 Does this explanation suffice to call these phenomena rara?

Owing to the fact that the phenomenon discussed in this paper arises mainly
due to a language contact situation – and more precisely a French based
language contact – it would now be necessary to find out if the future is
expressed in the same or in a comparably similar manner in other French
based language contact situations, namely, in some of the French Creole lan-
guages. Most French Creoles typically dispose of only about one invariable
verb form. They are nevertheless able to effectively express tense, mood and
aspect due to various preverbal particles. Future is expressed by preverbal
markers, namely:
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1. ka, ké, and seldom 0/ in Guyana Creole,

2. ké with variants (kèy, kay) in Martinique Creole,

3. pu along with a, sava, sa, va in Réunion Creole,

4. a, ava and pu in Mauritius Creole, and

5. a, av and ap in Haiti Creole.

These basic particles in combination with other preverbal particles are
used to also express future in the past, present conditional and past condi-
tional (cf. Hazaël-Massieux 1990, 1992; Conwell and Juilland 1963; Baker
1972; Chaudenson 1974, 1979). None of these creole languages use the fu-
ture tense to express past habitual or present, and past tense to express imme-
diate future as is the case in Pondicherien Creole French.

Furthermore, in another French based contact situation namely that of
Québécois French, the tendency to frequently replace futur simple with the fu-
tur périphrastique has been researched by Neumann-Holzschuh (2000: 254–
259). Verbs such as être, avoir, pouvoir, falloir, have also been noticed to
be very frequently used in futur périphrastique constructions (i. e. va être,
va avoir, va falloir) such as je vas pouvoir manger [‘I will be able to eat’;
my translation] which is very seldom used in spoken French in France. In-
terestingly, usage of the futur périphrastique to express habitual actions has
also been noted in Québecois French, e. g. je vas faire telle et telle chose
dans ma semaine [‘I do one thing or another during my week’; my trans-
lation] (Neumann-Holzschuh 2000: 257, example 12). Chaudenson (1978:
554), Conwell and Juilland (1963: 156, 168), Renaud (1979: 429), and others
have also noted the frequent use of the futur périphrastique to express futur
simple in quite a number of Creoles and in overseas French varieties.

Contrary to tendencies noted in the Indian Ocean French Creole languages
and in Canadian French discussed above, Pondicherien Creole French has no
preverbal markers to mark future. Instead, Standard French future forms with
appropriate verbal ending are used. However, this tense form is not used to
express future alone but can be used to express events past, present and fu-
ture. This highly marked situation, not noticed in any other Creole grammar,
has two explanations. First, this usage of the future is very likely a result of
the contact with and the influence of Tamil. As discussed in Section 4, Tamil
grammar disposes only of the past, present and future tense forms. Present
continuous, immediate future, past continuous, etc. need to be expressed us-
ing these available tenses. Depending on the context the tenses are interpreted
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to refer to various times. Past tense not only refers to past events but also to
the immediate future, for future time in situations of threatening or warning,
and also for future time often to express the speaker’s disbelief. Future tense
expresses rather various conditions than referring simply to future time. A
rather striking feature of the future tense is that it is used to express habitual
or repeated actions or events in the past or present. The second assumption
is that since Pondicherien Creole French speakers’ wish to simplify tasks re-
lating to storage and production of tenses, they use the relatively simple fu-
ture forms for most narrations past or present habitual, and future. As stated
by Plank in the abstract of his paper presented at the Rara & Rarissima Con-
ference 2006 on “Third Person Plural in Distancing Pronominal Address for
Individuals: Rare by Chance or Necessity?” it seems that in this case fre-
quency and rarity are directly connected with structural complexity; i. e. since
the past tense system in French is more complex (five forms: passé com-
posé, imparfait, plus-que-parfait, passé simple, passé antérieur) it is seem-
ingly rarer than the less complex future tense system (two forms: futur sim-
ple, futur antérieur).

The phenomena discussed in this paper arise solely due to a specific
French based language contact situation. Nonetheless, since these highly
marked phenomena have not been noted in any of the other French based
creoles, pidgins or language contact grammars they deserve to be classified
as rara.

7 Direction of change English→ Tamil→ French?

In conclusion, I would like to discuss the direction of development thereby
raising the question as to the role English might have played to give rise to
these phenomena. My hypothesis is that Tamil is at the source of the anoma-
lies noticed in Pondicherien Creole French, without English being the inter-
mediary. In a multilingual situation as in India where several languages have
been in intensive and long term contact with each other, it is natural that de-
velopments in languages include borrowings from other specific languages
besides internal structural changes and other wide-spread tendencies of lin-
guistic change. In this particular case, I rule out English influencing Tamil
which in turn might be said to have stimulated the change in French although
an analogous case of the English auxiliary will giving rise to polysemous ex-
pressions with future tense meaning as well as past habitual meaning exists,
e. g. would in a sentence like He would tell me the same thing over and over
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again (Bybee et al. 1994: 156). The reason why the change could not have
happened from English to French directly is that there has not been a wide-
spread bilingualism between French and English in the south of India. Most
Tamil speakers in Tamil Nadu have English as the second language, and most
bilingual speakers in Pondichery are either Tamil-English or Tamil-French
bilinguals. English-French bilingualism in the absence of Tamil is practically
non-existent. The direction of change evidently has to be from Dravidian to
French since English-French bilinguals in French-English language contact
situations elsewhere – in Canada for instance – do not display this tendency,
nor do other French-English bilinguals (usually foreign nationals) who have
resided for a long time in Pondichery and have not internalized Tamil to the
extend that it starts affecting / influencing the tense-aspect system of the lan-
guages they speak. It has been observed that if a speech community is suc-
cessful, in surviving and spreading, or if it is dominant it is able to pass on
particularities of its own speech to other speech communities it is in contact
with. If the dominance of Tamil or English or French, for that matter, in Pon-
dichery is to be questioned, Tamil turns out to be the most dominant in sev-
eral domains in most speech communities.

If I now turn to work out the time at which this development might have
happened in Pondicherien Creole French I am confronted with the next dif-
ficulty. A diachronic study of these changes in Pondicherien Creole French
is problematical since no records (written or oral) of this period testifying to
the variety of French written or spoken during the French regime were made;
and if they were, not much has survived. From the onset of the French trading
activities in India till the end of the French regime in 1954, the history, politi-
cal situation, missionary activities, and almost all aspects of life and customs
of the locals was extensively documented. A detailed research at the Centre
des Archives d’Outre-Mer in Aix-en-Provence which houses almost all of the
salvaged material provides no distinct information. These documentations,
most of them done in French, seem to have paid less attention to the linguis-
tic development of French citizens and their descendants in Pondichery under
the influence of indigenous languages. In conclusion, I have to say that since
there is no oral transmission of French spoken during the French regime no
more than a synchronic study of language use at the start of the twenty-first
century Pondicherien Creole French is possible.
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Abbreviations and symbols

-x- = letter(s) between hyphens are used for expository purposes to indicate mor-
pheme boundaries; . = a dot used in Tamil data indicates that the following phoneme
or phoneme cluster is the result of the operation of sandhi rules (morpho-phono-
logical rules); 1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3 = third person; ACC = accusative
case; AOR = aorist; COND = conditional mood; DAT = dative case; ERG = ergative;
F = feminine; FUT = future; IMP = imperative; LOC = locative case; M = mascu-
line; N = neuter; PCF = Pondicherien Creole French; PST = past tense; S = singular;
StdF = Standard French (spoken and / or literary); VBP = verbal participle suffix

Notes

1. For reasons of space / time and my inability to do complete justice to this vast field of
linguistics, only an infinitesimal part of the extensive discussions and literature can be
dealt with here. The reader is referred to Comrie (2001); Corblin (1987); Cornish (1986),
(1999); Fuchs (1997); Gadet (1989, 1992); Haase (2000); Ineichen (1999); Lehmann
(1986); Hall (1984); Harris (1978); Posner (1996, 1997); Schwegler (1990); Schwegler
et al. (1998); Wilmet (1997) for French; and Albert (1966); Annamalai et al. (1998);
Asher (1982); Bright (1998); Emeneau (1970, 1994); Emeneau et al. (1962); Lehmann
(1993, 1998), Mcalpin (1974); Paramasivam (1979); Schiffman (1999); Steever (1998);
Zvelebil (1969, 1990) for Tamil and several others.

2. There has been extensive discussion and debate for some decades among linguists as to
the word order in, say, French interrogatives, inversion, subject position in simple and in
complex phrases, relatives, etc. There is however, no consensus as to the canonical word
order. Since Subject-Predicate-Object is generally the most accepted word order I have
stated it so. For details of the on-going discussion of French word order refer Fuchs 1997,
the contributors and the bibliography therein.

3. This specific designation is necessary here to differentiate spoken European French
(mainly French but also Belge and Swiss French) from written European French which
in turn needs to be differentiated from written and spoken Canadian French.

4. For instance the verb faire ‘do’ in the 1, 2, 3 person singular is pronounced as [fE] due
to the unstressed verb endings, likewise in most verbs of the first group ‘-er’ the first,
second, third person singular and the third person plural are all pronounced the same,
e. g. [aöiv] for arriv(e) / (es) / (e) / (ent). To be able to distinguish the person and num-
ber (3.PL can – in verbs with initial vowel – be distinguished due to liaison, e. g. ils ar-
rivent [ilzaöiv]) subject pronouns are necessary. Dropping of the subject pronoun might
result in incomprehensible utterances. According to Schwegler (1990: 87) changes in the
evolution of Modern French from Latin down to Old French to Middle French resulted
in slow erasure of phonological oppositions which had distinguished the verbal endings
in the previous stages, due to either phonological reduction or analogical development.
These changes radically reduced the efficacy of personal suffixes and only the 1.PL and
2.PL continued to distinguish between tense and person / number. In the absence of any
overt marking the preverbal markers became the only person / number indicators in many
cases and hence became obligatory.
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5. Lambrecht (1981: 27) states that “these non-referential subjects tend to be dropped sys-
tematically, though not obligatorily”.

6. This view is however not unanimously accepted among linguists some of who namely
Bally and Ashby, and others cited by Schwegler (1990: 76) claim that Modern French
is a synthetic language whereas the others (Guiraud and Jespersen and others also cited
by Schwegler 1990: 75) consider it to have evolved from a synthetic into an analytic
language. Schwegler analyses the reasons why linguists have widely accepted the view
that Modern French has changed into an analytic language and states that

“analysis and synthesis are simply a consequence (rather than a cause) of language change
[and that] every innovation ultimately affects the direction a speech unit takes on the ana-
lytic / synthetic axis, and that the frequently mentioned drift of IE [Indo-European] languages
towards greater analyticity merely reflect a statistical trend whose unidirectional momentum had
been exaggerated as a result of a widespread failure to recognise signs of synthesis” (Schwegler
1990: xvi).

This implies that French has been and still is a synthetic language (Schwegler 1990: 149).
7. See note 4 for phonological changes in the evolution of French which resulted in overt

markings only in the 1.PL and 2.PL As a result personal subject pronouns in Modern
French are obligatory, bound forms severely limited in their syntactic mobility, unable to
receive stress and have to be integrated with the verb.(Schwegler 1990: 87–92).

8. The following example shows the peculiarities of the Mohawk verbal system to express
past habitual.

Kikv
this

okára
story

ne
is

tsi
how

ni-ye-yer-hah-kwe’
PART-FSS-do-HAB-PAST

ak-sótha
my-grand.mother

nónv
when

v-ye-nvhst-ohare-’
FUT-FSS-corn-clean-PUNC

tánu’
and

v-ye-the’ser-uni-’
FUT-FSS-flour-make-PUNC

ohvtu tsi niyóre
before

kana’taro-k-húwe
bread-ø-REAL

v-ye-na’tar-isa-’.
FUT-FSS-bread-FINISH-PUNC

‘This is the story of what my grandmother used to do when she would
clean the corn and make the flour before she would make (traditional)
corn bread.’ (Baker et al. 1997: 217, example 6)

9. The Tolkāppiyam is a work on the grammar of the Tamil language and the earliest known
extant work of Tamil literature. It is the earliest long text in Old Tamil which is an early
work on Tamil grammar and poetics, whose oldest layers could be as old as the first
century BC.

10. Tolkāppiyam is divided into three parts, the third of which is the Collatikāram, which
treats “words”, i. e. it treats parts of speech, morphology, reference and some aspects of
syntax.

11. Cf. Kelkar-Stephan (2005) for an extensive analysis of this Pondicherien Creole French
variety.

12. All examples, if not specifically mentioned, are from the larger corpus of conversation,
part of which was analysed and commented in the research study on the language contact
situation in Pondichery; cf. Kelkar-Stephan (2005). All the examples are verbatim as they
were expressed and recorded.
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Abui tripartite verbs: exploring the limits of
compositionality

Marian Klamer & František Kratochvíl

1 Introduction

Abui is a non-Austronesian (Papuan) language spoken in the Alor-Pantar
Archipelago in Eastern Indonesia by about 16,000 people. A linguistic de-
scription of the northern Abui dialects is available (Stokhof 1984; Kratochvíl
2007). The Archipelago counts more than twenty languages, mostly not pre-
viously documented. These languages, with exception of Alorese and Malay,
have been argued to belong to the Trans New Guinea family (cf. Pawley 2001;
Ross 2005). The affiliation and internal subgrouping are currently investi-
gated (Holton, Klamer and Kratochvíl 2009). The map in Figure 1 on the
next page gives an overview of the linguistic situation of the Alor Island.

This paper describes the structure and semantics of the complex verbs in
Abui that consist of three generic verbs. In Section 3, we first describe the se-
mantic contribution of the head of the derivation, the final generic verb. We
will see that the general function of generic verbs in this position is to act as
a kind of ‘event classifier’, encoding various types of semantic information
about the type of event denoted by the complex verb. In Section 4, the se-
mantic contribution of generic verbs in medial position is discussed, and we
argue that these medial generic verbs are in fact overt expressions of the in-
ner aspect (‘aktionsart’) of the event. In Section 5, we discuss the semantic
contribution of initial generic verbs, and show that they encode the ‘locus’ or
spatial constellation of the event participants. In Section 6, we summarize the
conclusions and point out some cross-linguistic parallels.

2 Abui generic verbs

Abui verbs belong to open or closed verb classes. One of the Abui closed verb
classes are ‘generic verbs’ (GVs). Generic verbs are verbs with a non-specific,
general semantics, whose interpretation is often contextually dependent. Abui
has eighteen of such generic verbs. They are listed in Table 1 on page 211
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Table 1. Abui generic verbs

Root Gloss Meaning

b JOIN join, adjoin, absorb
d HOLD hold, get, control
f SEVER hide, loose, sever, lost, unknown
h LACK elsewhere, out, not here, not exist
k THROW throw, bring, receive, pass, feed on, move in
l GIVE give, make, affect
m IN / TAKE take, with, in
ng LOOK look, face, turn to
n SEE see, perceive, know
p TOUCH touch, be near, approach
r REACH reach, accomplish, given
t LIE lie, on, touch surface
s LAY set, move, displace
i PUT put, lay down, stop
u LEAVE leave, remote, demote, get away, gone
a AT be at, exist, last
e MOVE continue, add value
o POINT point, limit

with their gloss and some illustrations of how they are interpreted in context.
Although the glosses are used throughout this paper, it should be kept in
mind that they are only crude approximations of the semantics of the generic
verbs. In the discussion below we will see that their semantics is generally
more abstract than their English glosses suggest. The semantic functions of
the generic verbs as circumscribed in Tables 5 on page 215, 10 on page 222,
and 14 on page 226 may serve to illustrate this point.

As can be seen from Table 1, an Abui generic verb is very small — it
consists of just one segment, a consonant or a vowel. In other words, gen-
eric verbs are mono-segmental roots. generic verbs ng / n, t / s, and l / r are
analyzed as alternating roots. Their alternation reflects the internal temporal
structure of the referred event (AKTIONSART). They refer to the same event
that is viewed either as having an endpoint (COMPLETIVE), or an initial point
(INCEPTIVE).

In this paper we propose that some morphologically complex verbs in
Abui are built up by combining generic verbs with each other, that is, the
generic verbs in Table 1 are used to derive verbal compounds. We consider
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various paradigms of verbs, and investigate the regularities involved in their
form and meaning. We argue that the form-meaning contrasts found in the
paradigms discussed here are systematic.

While the morphological patterns described in this paper are systematic
form-meaning relations, the system described here is neither productive, nor
completely regular. In other words, Abui speakers do not coin new verbs by
simply combining generic verbs, and not every verb discussed below has
a meaning that is entirely predictable on the basis of its stipulated internal
structure.

In our analysis, we take the conservative view that the segments of a verb
can only be analyzed as morphemes when there is positive evidence to do so.
A morphologically complex verb that is composed of generic verbs will only
be identified as such under the strict condition that it occurs in a paradigm
with other complex verbs, which shows a minimal contrast in form coupled
to a systematic contrast in meaning. This is why the paradigms discussed
in this paper are crucial. There are also many Abui verbs that do not show
systematic form-meaning contrast with other verbs. It may be that such verbs
are morphologically simple forms, but it may also be that some of them
are derived forms whose semantics have shifted so much over time that we
have no evidence of their former morphological composition. These verbs we
therefore assume to be (synchronically) simplex forms.

Because an Abui phonological word minimally consists of one light syl-
lable, only the vocalic generic verbs can be used as independent phonolog-
ical words. An illustration is the verb i ‘put’, which functions as the main
predicate in (1a). Consonantal generic verbs must always have a phonolog-
ical host: they either occur with a pronominal prefix, e. g. he- in (1b), or at-
tach to other lexical items, as illustrated in (2). In these examples, the gen-
eric verbs l ‘give’ and ng ‘look’ derive complex verbs from a nominal base.
In line with the head-final character of Abui morpho-syntax, where objects
precede verbs and negations and conjunctions occur at the end of a clause, in
verbs that are derived by a generic verb this generic verb is placed at the end
of the complex. We gloss the generic verbs in small case when they function
as a single main predicate. This is illustrated by i ‘put’ in (1a) and -l ‘give’ in
(1b). In all other functions the same gloss is in small capitals, as in (2).

(1) a. di
3A

sura
book

nu
SPC

meja
table

taha-ng
on=LOOK

i-i
put-PFV

He put the book on the table.’ [B07.034.06]
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Table 2. Derivations from the stem ar

Root Gloss Meaning

-ar ‘burn’
ar-a (burn-AT) ‘be on fire’
ar-a-l (burn-AT-GIVE) ‘set on fire’
ar-a-ng (burn-AT-LOOK) ‘glow’

b. ama
person

nu
SPC

seng
money

mi
take

maama
father

he-l
3II.LOC-give

‘Someone gives money to the father’, lit. ‘someone takes money
gives father’

(2) a. namu ‘wound n.’ > namu-l (wound-GIVE) ‘wound v.’
b. bale ‘bamboo sp.’ > bale-ng (bamboo-LOOK) ‘cook in bamboo

tubes’

All morphologically derived verbs in Abui contain at least one generic
verb. The final generic verb of a complex verb is considered the head of
the derivation because it determines the meaning, category or valency of the
derivation. The category-changing function was illustrated in (2a–2b), where
l and ng derive verbs from nouns. In Table 2 it is illustrated how the final
generic verb determines the meaning and valency of the derived form. The
generic verb a ‘at’ derives stative intransitive verbs. The generic verbs l and
ng derive verbs that may combine with one or two arguments.

Abui has two major types of complex verbs. One type combines a generic
verb with a non-generic verb root form; in the other type, generic verbs are
combined with each other. We saw examples of the former type in (2) above,
where the non-generic verb root is a noun. Other complex verbs of this type
are listed in Table 3 on the next page. The generic verb may combine with an
open class verb, such as kaang ‘good’ or ahel ‘breathe’, a loan word, such as
buka ‘open’, or an onomatopoeic root, such as kirek ‘sound of tearing (cloth)’.

Complex verbs that contain a non-generic verb root, like those in example
(2) or Table 3 on the following page will be called ‘heterogeneous’ complex
verbs. They are contrasted with ‘homogeneous’ complex verbs, which con-
sist of combinations of generic verbs only (cf. Kratochvíl 2007: 299–345).
An illustrative paradigm of the latter is given in Table 4 on the next page. It
is this type of complex verb that we are concerned with in the present paper.
Although most of the derivations in Table 4 contain more than three generic
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Table 3. Some heterogenous derivations

Root Gloss Meaning

a. kaang (good) ‘good, proper’
kaan-r- (good.CPL-REACH) ‘make good, finish, ready’
kaang-d- (good-HOLD) ‘become good, ready’

b. ahel (breathe) ‘breathe, sniff’
ahel-r- (breathe-REACH) ‘make tired, fatigue’
ahel-i (breathe-PUT) ‘have a rest’

c. buka (open) ‘open’ (Malay)
buka-d- (open-HOLD) ‘open up’

d. kirek (tearing.sound) ‘sound of tearing’
kirek-d- (tearing.sound-HOLD) ‘get torn’

Table 4. Derivations sharing the stem tu-

Root Gloss Meaning

t-u-ng LIE-LEAVE-LOOK ‘perforate, pierce’
t-u-n-r- LIE-LEAVE-SEE-REACH ‘make a hole, inject’
t-u-l LIE-LEAVE-GIVE ‘stick out, give out’
t-u-k LIE-LEAVE-THROW ‘stick out, measure’
t-u-k-u LIE-LEAVE-THROW-LEAVE ‘cut off’
t-u-k-o-ng LIE-LEAVE-THROW-POINT-LOOK ‘cut at something’
t-u-k-o-l- LIE-LEAVE-THROW-POINT-GIVE ‘cut in’
t-u-k-o-l-r LIE-LEAVE-THROW-POINT-GIVE-REACH ‘make a hole’
t-u-k-o-l-a-d- LIE-LEAVE-THROW-POINT-GIVE-AT-HOLD ‘leak, have a hole’

verbs, the present paper will focus on derivations that consist of three gen-
eric verbs. The main reason for this is that paradigms with contrasting tri-
partite complex verbs occur most frequently and have the most transparent
semantics.

It must be noted here that some logical combinations of generic verbs do
not occur in tripartite derived verbs because they would not constitute a well-
formed syllable or minimal word in Abui. For example, derivations with two
initial consonantal generic verbs are not possible (*pta, *kpi, or *lnu), nor
are tripartite verbs combining two non-high vowel generic verbs (*tao, *koa,
*loe). This is because Abui syllable structure is strictly (consonant)-vowel-
(consonant), with only simple onsets and codas, and codas can consist of only
consonants or high vowels.
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Table 5. Description of the event type marked by the generic verb in final position

Root Gloss Event type

b JOIN impact
d HOLD internally caused change of state
f SEVER separation
h LACK perfect
k THROW motion away from the deictic centre
l GIVE externally caused change of state
m IN / TAKE position in the deictic centre
ng LOOK orientation towards deictic centre
n SEE completed orientation towards deictic centre
p TOUCH contact
r REACH completed externally caused change
t LIE completed horizontal contact, position
s LAY horizontal orientation
i PUT downwards motion, accomplishment
u LEAVE perfect
a AT state, position
e MOVE ongoing motion

3 The semantic contribution of final generic verbs

The final generic verb of a complex verb is the head of the derivation, as it
determines the meaning, category and valence. Semantically, the final gen-
eric verb functions as a kind of ‘event classifier’, encoding various types of
semantic information about the type of event expressed by the complex verb.
These semantic dimensions include, for example, whether the event denoted
by the verb is a state or a motion (and the orientation of the motion), whether
the event involves causation (internal or external), or whether it is an achieve-
ment. Table 5 presents a survey of the various event types that are marked
by final generic verbs. Note that the meaning of the generic verb root and
its function as event classifier are semantically connected, though the link is
quite abstract. In the remainder of this section, we illustrate some of these
event types encoded by the third generic verbs using paradigms of complex
verbs that only contrast in their final generic verb.

Not all of the generic verbs in Table 5 are equally productive as event
classifiers. For example, in the tripartite derivations that are the topic of this
paper, the verbs h, k, l, r, ng, n, p, t, and i frequently occur as final generic
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verbs. The verbs l, r, d, ng and i are typically used as final generic verb in
larger derivations or in heterogeneous verbs. The verbs f and b have an overall
low frequency. The verb u is used most often in non-final position, or as the
second generic verb in a bipartite derivation. The verbs s and m are typically
used as initial generic verbs in verbs consisting of multiple generic verbs.

In Table 6, a paradigm is given where tripartite complex are derived from
the base verb t-a ‘be on’. We will discuss each of these derivations in detail
below.

Table 6. Derivations sharing the stem ta-

Root Gloss Meaning

t-a LIE-AT ‘be on, lie on’
t-a-k LIE-AT-THROW ‘shoot down, cover, bring on, plant’
t-a-l LIE-AT-GIVE ‘drop on’
t-a-i LIE-AT-PUT ‘put on’
t-a-ng LIE-AT-LOOK ‘release, let drop’

In t-a-k, the verb k ‘throw’ derives a verb indicating a motion event, which
causes the participant(s) to ‘throw or move’ an object to be lying down. De-
pending on the context in which the verb is used, it may get various interpre-
tations, including ‘to shoot’, or ‘to cover with’. An illustration is (3), where
t-a-k refers to shooting down birds.

(3) Arjun
name

de-kartipel
3I.AL-catapult

ong
make

ba
SIM

mara
go.up.CNT

kuya
bird

ha-t-a-k
3II.PAT-LIE-AT-THROW

‘Arjun made himself a catapult and went up shoot the birds.’[B06.014.03]

In (4), t-a-k refers to covering one’s head with a piece of cloth, ‘to cover with’
thus being a possible interpretation of ‘move to lie on’.

(4) ama
person

do
PRX

di
3A

kabala
cloth

do
PRX

mi
take

de-fui
3I.AL-vertex

he-t-a-k-i
3II.LOC-LIE-AT-THROW-PFV

‘and the people covered the top of their heads with a cloth’
[B02.169.08:43]

The final generic verb l ‘give’ encodes an event that is externally caused
and involves a transfer of participants. In the derivation t-a-l this renders the
interpretation of ‘to drop on’. This is illustrated in (5). In (5a), the verb t-a-l
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refers to the ‘sowing’ of tobacco seeds, in (5b), it refers to the ‘dropping’ of
tears.

(5) a. maama
father

di
3A

kafaak
tobacco

ha-t-a-l
3II.PAT-LIE-AT-GIVE

‘Father sows the tobacco.’ [B08.051.02]

b. t-ieng
DISTR.INAL-eye

nai
tear

t-a-l-i
LIE-AT-GIVE-PFV

ayok-ayok-d-a
RED[two]-HOLD-DUR

‘Our eyes were dropping tears (each of us was crying).’ [B08.050.11]

In final position, the generic verb i ‘put’ derives a complex verb that refers to
an achieved state or accomplished event. In t-a-i, the verb i ‘put’ denotes a
state of being put down or being put in a certain location. This is illustrated in
(6). In (6a), t-a-i is interpreted as ‘to put st. down’, in (6b), it refers to curing
a person by ‘putting on’ medicine, while in (6c), it is used to express an order
as something (a duty) that the old woman ‘imposes on’ the child.

(6) a. na
1S

yambuk
glass

mi
take

t-a-i
LIE-AT-PUT

natia
stand.CNT

‘I put down the glass.’ [B04.053.01]

b. ama
person

he-l
3II.LOC-GIVE

t-a-i
LIE-AT-PUT

tung
year

ayok-d-a
two-HOLD-DUR

‘People were treating him for two years.’ [B07.022.04]

c. kalieta
old.person

mayol
woman

do
PRX

di
3A

moku
kid

do
PRX

ho-t-a-i
3II.REC-LIE-AT-PUT

‘the old woman, she ordered the child’ [B02.017.09:35]

In final position, the generic verb ng ‘look’ classifies events as motions to-
wards a location. The Abui verbs ending in ng and applicative verbs in other
languages sometimes function alike. In (7), the verb t-a-ng is thus interpreted
as ‘to release (dogs)’, as Abui hunting is typically done by setting dogs off to
track down the prey.

(7) neng
man

loku
PL

ba
TOP

he-n-u
3II.LOC-like.PRX-PRF

kaai
dog

ha-t-a-ng
3II.PAT-LIE-AT-LOOK

kaang
good

‘As for the men, these hunt.’ [B07.032.06]

Ng ‘look’ encodes motions towards a location as well as low involvement
of the actor. For example, t-a-ng can contrast with t-a-l ‘to drop something’,
discussed in (5), when it is interpreted as ‘let drop’, for example, ‘let water
drop (on the floor)’.
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Table 7. Complex verbs with a contrasting final generic verb k, l, ng, and i

THROW GIVE LOOK PUT

a. d-a-k d-a-l d-a-i
HOLD-AT-THROW HOLD-AT-GIVE HOLD-AT-PUT

‘cover’ ‘handle, grab’ ‘cram(med)’
b. l-e-k l-e-l l-e-i

GIVE-MOVE-THROW GIVE-MOVE-GIVE GIVE-MOVE-PUT

‘point to’ ‘threaten, almost do’ ‘miss (not hit)’
c. t-u-k t-u-l t-u-ng

LIE-LEAVE-THROW LIE-LEAVE-GIVE LIE-LEAVE-LOOK

‘stick out, measure’ ‘stick into’ ‘perforate, pierce’
d. l-u-k l-u-ng

GIVE-LEAVE-THROW GIVE-LEAVE-LOOK

‘rub, wipe, bend’ ‘be long-termed’

motion caused event oriented to location accomplished

Some more complex verbs with final generic verbs k ‘throw’, i ‘put’, l
‘give’, and ng ‘look’ are given in Table 7. As was noted in Section 2, the
derivational patterns shown by the paradigms are not always regular, and
combinations that are logically possible are not always attested. Note also that
i ‘put’ refers to some aspectual dimension, but how this semantic contribution
relates to the verbal root meaning ‘put’ is much less clear than in the case of
k ‘throw’, l ‘give’, and ng ‘look’.

Now consider the paradigms in Table 8 on the next page. The verbs in the
first column end in k ‘throw’ and thus express a motion event. In contrast, the
verbs t ‘lie’ and p ‘touch’ both express a non-motion event: a horizontal state,
or a state of contact. As such, they mark ‘states’ (achievements, results) in
contrast to the motions encoded by k. Further, t and p contrast in the position
of the event participants: t ‘lie’ refers to participant(s) in horizontal position,
and p ‘touch’ refers to participant(s) in contact with another object. Again,
the derivational pattern observed in the paradigms here is not totally regular.

The final two sets of examples in Table 8 on the facing page illustrate the
contrast in participant positions most clearly. Example (8) illustrates the uses
of the forms t-e-k and t-e-t. In (8a), the verb t-e-k refers to a motion event
that leads to horizontal position. In a context where ‘garden’ is the object, the
interpretation is that weeds and bushes are going to be cut down, or stepped
on and broken, so that they end up on the ground. In (8b), the verb t-e-t refers
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Table 8. Complex verbs with a contrasting final generic verb k, l, ng, and i

THROW LIE TOUCH

a. t-u-k t-u-t- t-u-p-
LIE-LEAVE-THROW LIE-LEAVE-LIE LIE-LEAVE-TOUCH
‘stick out, measure’ ‘emerge, surface’ ‘stuck out’

b. t-a-k t-a-p-
LIE-AT-THROW LIE-AT-TOUCH
‘shoot, empty’ ‘shot (down)’

c. k-a-k k-a-p-
THROW-AT-THROW THROW-AT-TOUCH
‘stab’ ‘stabbed (in)’

d. l-u-k l-u-t-
GIVE-LEAVE-THROW GIVE-LEAVE-LIE
‘rub, wipe, bend’ ‘rubbed, bent’

e. m-o-k m-o-p-
IN-POINT-THROW IN-POINT-TOUCH
‘put together’ ‘(already) put together’

f. t-e-k t-e-t-
LIE-MOVE-THROW LIE-MOVE-LIE
‘slide’ ‘slid on’

g. k-e-k k-e-t-
THROW-MOVE-THROW THROW-MOVE-LIE
‘prod’ ‘prodded’

motion state, horizontal state, contact

to a wall that collapsed during an earthquake. The final generic verb t ‘lie’
indicates the final horizontal position of the wall has been reached. Tet is the
final verb of the sentence and has to be inflected for aspect, in this case with
the perfective suffix -i.

(8) a. na
1S

yaa
go

ne-’ut
1S.AL-garden

t-e-k
LIE-MOVE-THROW

‘I go clear my gardens’,
lit.: ‘I go bring down my gardens.’ [B01.035.32]

b. amakaang
person

nuku
one

kota
wall

ho-t-e-t-i
3II.REC-LIE-MOVE-LIE-PFV

‘the wall collapsed down on one person’ [B05.078.01]
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Example (9) shows the contrast between k-e-k and k-e-t. The verb k-e-
k expresses a vertical motion towards the object, the blossom of a banana
tree; in this context it is translated as ‘to prod’, that is, use a stick to prod at a
banana blossom hanging in a tree. In (9b), the event k-e-t involves a horizontal
movement that has reached its final boundary.

(9) a. di
3A

baleei
banana

wataka
blossom

do
PRX

k-e-k
THROW-MOVE-THROW

he-we
3II.LOC-leave

‘she went to prod at the banana blossom’ [B02.027.03:59]

b. na
1S

wi
stone

ha-k-o-k-u
3II.PAT-THROW-POINT-THROW-PRF

nemang
shells

tahai
search

maar
cook.CPL

kaan-r-i,
GOOD-REACH-PFV

he-k-e-t
3II.LOC-THROW-MOVE-LIE

ba
SIM

nee
eat

‘I prodded the stones, searched for shells, cooked them, poked
them out and ate them.’ [B05.070.02]

As the final example in this section, consider the paradigm derived from l-o-
in Table 9. If the semantics of these derivations reflected their morphological
make-up in a regular way, the complex verb ending in k ‘throw’ would refer to
a motion event, a final i ‘put’ would mark an accomplishment, with h ‘lack’
the verb would have perfect aspect, and ng ‘look’ would mark orientation
towards a location. As it is, it is very hard to find these semantics reflected in
the translations as given.

While the different verb forms in Table 9 show some semantic overlap,
it is impossible to analyse all of them as regularly derived compounds; the
semantic contribution of their head (the final generic verb) is elusive. It is
difficult to relate it to how it is used in other paradigms. In other words,
the overall morphological function of particular generic verbs can only be
spotted by comparing their function across various sets of paradigms (cf. the
sets discussed above, and the ones to be discussed in the sections below). But
even then, the patterns are not always regular and semantically transparent,
and there are many paradigms with lexical gaps.

Table 9. Possible paradigm derived from l-o-

THROW PUT LACK LOOK

l-o-k l-o-i l-o-h- l-o-ng
GIVE-POINT-THROW GIVE-POINT-PUT GIVE-POINT-LACK GIVE-POINT-LOOK

‘prick, push’ ‘to chase, distance’ ‘distant, long’ ‘long’
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The unpredictable, lexicalised nature of the derivations discussed here is
due to the nature of the generic verbs involved. The complex verbs are build
from generic verbs, and such verbs already start out with a rather abstract (or
vague) lexical semantic content. Combining with each other to form new ver-
bal compounds, they become reanalyzed as bound morphemes and lose some
of their verbal semantics (which was already underspecified to begin with).
Abstract verbs interacting with other abstract verbs in a derivation are also
bound to undergo semantic drift or shift, with the result that the compound
may become reanalyzed as a simplex word over time. Cross-linguistically,
the lexicalization and subsequent semantic drift of compounds, as well as the
existence of paradigmatic gaps is characteristic of all types of compounding
(Spencer 1991: 312). This is because the meaning contribution of compound
structure generally involves a high degree of abstractness or vagueness, since
the semantic relation between the elements in a compound is not formally ex-
pressed (cf. Booij 2005: 210).

Despite these complications, however, we have argued that there is evi-
dence to analyze the final generic verbs in complex verbs as ‘event classi-
fiers’ that encode information about the type of event denoted by the verb.
Interestingly, their function as final verb differs from the function they have
when they occur as non-heads, i. e. in medial or initial position. This will be
discussed in the next two sections.

4 The semantic contribution of medial generic verbs

For the phonological reasons set out in Section 1, a tripartite complex verb
will always have a vocalic generic verb in medial position. The vocalic gen-
eric verbs are a ‘at’, i ‘put’, e ‘move’, o ‘point’, and u ‘leave’. In medial posi-
tion, these verbs encode the inner aspect (aktionsart) of the event, providing
information on its boundedness.

In Table 10 on the next page, we list the vocalic generic verbs with the
aspectual function they have in medial position. The verb a ‘at’ encodes an
unbounded event or state (‘progressive’), the verb o ‘point’ encodes an event
that is bounded at both start and end (‘punctual’), the verb i ‘put’ encodes
events that are bounded at the end (‘terminative’), and it contrasts with the
verb e ‘move’ that encodes events which are bounded only at the start (‘in-
gressive’). Finally, the verb u ‘leave’ encodes events, which have reached be-
yond their final boundary (‘perfect’). In Table 11 on the following page some
paradigms illustrating the contrast are given. The last column of verbs in Ta-
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Table 10. The aspectual function of vocalic generic verbs in medial position

Generic verb Gloss Type Boundary

i PUT terminative bounded at end
u LEAVE perfect beyond final boundary
a AT progressive no boundary
e MOVE ingressive bounded at start
o POINT punctual bounded at start and end

Table 11. Derivations with contrasting generic verbs in medial position

a (AT) l-a-k k-a-k t-a-k
progressive GIVE-AT-THROW THROW-AT-THROW LIE-AT-THROW

‘mark, count’ ‘penetrate, stab’ ‘put down, shoot’

o (POINT) l-o-k k-o-k t-o-k
punctual GIVE-POINT-THROW THROW-POINT-THROW LIE-POINT-THROW

‘prick’ ‘prod (once)’ ‘drop, pour’

i (PUT) l-i-k k-i-k t-i-k
terminative GIVE-PUT-THROW THROW-PUT-THROW LIE-PUT-THROW

‘bend’ ‘sweep’ ‘loosen, untie’

e (MOVE) l-e-k k-e-k t-e-k
ingressive GIVE-MOVE-THROW THROW-MOVE-THROW LIE-MOVE-THROW

‘point to / at’ ‘prod’ ‘slide’

u (LEAVE) l-u-k k-u-k t-u-k
perfect GIVE-LEAVE-THROW THROW-LEAVE-THROW LIE-LEAVE-THROW

‘rub, bend’ ‘push out’ ‘stick’

ble 11 is exmplified in (10)–(16). In (10), the verb t-a-k refers to shooting
down of a pig. The root a ‘at’ in the complex verb t-a-k refers to the aktion-
sart of ‘lying’ and indicates that the event of ‘lying’ has no internal boundary.
The final verb k classifies this verb as a motion event that brings about the re-
sult that a pig is ‘lying down’; the actor does not directly affect the undergoer,
and the resulting event of lying has no boundary. The undergoer participant
‘pig’ is expressed with the NP fe nu ‘a pig’ and co-indexed as patient with the
prefix ha-.

(10) no-buoka
1S.REC-far

ba
SIM

pulang
arrow

mi
take

fe
pig

nu
SPC

ha-t-a-k
3II.PAT-LIE-AT-THROW

From far, I shoot a pig with an arrow.’ [B05.067.01]
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In contrast, the verb t-o-k in (11) refers to ‘pouring’ or ‘dropping’ water on
the fire. Here the generic verb o ‘point’ encodes that this event is punctual: it
has a limited time span and occurs once.

(11) na
1S

ya
water

mi
take

ba
SIM

ara
fire

he-t-o-k
3II.LOC-LIE-POINT-THROW

‘I pour water on the fire.’ [B10.021.13]

In (12), the verb t-o-k is interpreted as ‘demolish’ or ‘break down’, an event
with a limited time span. The verb k marks it as a motion away from the
speaker. Note also that the undergoer must be expressed with the patient
prefix ha- indicating a significant affectedness and change of state.

(12) na
1S

fala
house

ha-t-o-k
3II.PAT-LIE-POINT-THROW

‘I demolish the house.’ [B03.002.03]

In (13), the complex verb t-e-k also ends in k and refers to a motion event,
which now originates from where the wall once stood. The verb e encodes
an event of ‘sliding down, collapsing’ that has just started. In other words, an
event with an initial boundary.

(13) kota
wall

no-t-e-k-e
1S.REC-LIE-MOVE-THROW-IPFV

‘the wall slides down on me’ [B05.078.01]

The inner aspect of the event t-e-k contrasts with that of t-i-k, as the latter
has a final boundary. An example is given in (14), where a child that was
locked up (the door is tied up with a rope), managed to untie the door and
get out to play. The actual untying is encoded as a motion (encoded by fi-
nal k) that brings about a final boundary (encoded by i) to ‘lying’. The sin-
gle participant is expressed with two arguments. The free pronoun di mark-
ing the actor records the argument of the verb t-i-k. The coreferential pre-
fix de- records the same participant as the benefactive of the auxiliary verb l
‘give’.

(14) di
3A

de-l
3I.LOC-GIVE

t-i-k-i
LIE-PUT-THROW-PFV

ba
SIM

mui-l-a
game-GIVE-DUR

‘He released himself and played.’ [B10.023.03]

The verb t-u-k covers a range of meanings including ‘measure, emerge, stick
out’. In (15), it combines with two arguments, a third person actor di and a
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Table 12. Derivations with contrasting generic verbs in medial position

a (AT) w-a-k s-a-k
progressive LEAVE-AT-THROW LAY-AT-THROW

‘embrace, throw’ ‘align’

o (POINT) w-o-k k-o-l s-o-k
punctual LEAVE-POINT-THROW THROW-POINT-GIVE LAY-POINT-THROW

‘throw (once)’ ‘tie, bind’ ‘pass along’

i (PUT) w-i-k k-i-l s-i-k
terminative LEAVE-PUT-THROW THROW-PUT-GIVE LAY-PUT-THROW

‘carry away’ ‘turn over’ ‘break off, pluck’

u (LEAVE) k-u-l
perfect THROW-LEAVE-GIVE

‘throw(n)’

first person undergoer no-. T-u-k refers to the event of ‘measuring clothes’
which is described as clothes that are laid down in a motion away from the
actor.

(15) di
3A

naamang
cloth

mi
take

no-t-u-k
1S.REC-LIE-LEAVE-THROW

‘He measured me the clothes on.’ [B10.021.06]

In (16), t-u-k refers to knowing a person, an interpretation that is related to
‘measure’ in example (15) above.

(16) di
3A

dara
still

na-t-u-k
1S.PAT-LIE-LEAVE-THROW

naha
not

to
PRX.AD

‘He does not know me yet.’ [B10.021.04]

Some additional (partial) paradigms are given in Table 12 above. The vo-
calic generic verbs encode the internal temporal structure of the encoded
events.

In sum, in verb lexemes consisting of three segments, the medial vocalic
generic verbs encodes the inner aspect of the event denoted by the verb. Abui
thus has a set of complex verbs that express aktionsart systematically and
overtly in their derivational morphology.
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Table 13. Derivations with contrasting generic verbs in initial position

t-a-k s-a-k p-a-k d-a-k
LIE-AT-THROW LAY-AT-THROW TOUCH-AT-THROW HOLD-AT-THROW

‘shoot, put down’ ‘align’ ‘dump, crash in’ ‘clutch, trap’
b-a-k f-a-k l-a-k w-a-k
JOIN-AT-THROW SEVER-AT-THROW GIVE-AT-THROW LEAVE-AT-THROW

‘swallow, snatch’ ‘break’ ‘mark, count’ ‘embrace, throw’

5 The semantic contribution of initial generic verbs

In this section, we analyse the function of the initial generic verb in a complex
verb as describing something we refer to as the ‘locus’ of the event, or the
spatial constellation of the event. Consider now the derivations in Table 13.
Because of their final verb k, all these verbs refer to events that are classified
as motions, while the medial verb a ‘at’ indicates that the event has no internal
boundary. The initial verb is variable, and indicates the spatial constellation
of the event.

As ‘locus’ marking derivational morphemes, initial generic verbs take a
perspective that is quite different from what we are used to in derivational
morphology. For example, the verb t ‘lie’ indicates a horizontal ‘locus’ that is
reached by the motion (expressed by k). The verb s ‘lay’ indicates a parallel
‘locus’. The verb p ‘touch’ indicates a locus that may be described as ‘touch-
ing of a surface’, while the root d ‘hold’ encodes that the event involves an
‘overall’ type of contact between participants and their location. The root b
‘join’ indicates an intersecting locus, while the root f ‘sever’ refers to a sep-
arated locus. The root l ‘give’ refers to a locus that may be described as ‘in
reach’. Practically it means that the involved participants are ‘within reach’
of each other, but more distant from each other than e. g. when the generic
verb is p ‘touch’ or b ‘join’. At the same time the participants are still within
reach of each other, unlike the participants in cases when the roots u ‘leave’
(pronounced and written as w in initial position) and f ‘sever’ are used. The
verb u ‘leave’ indicates the remote locus. A summary is given in Table 14 on
the following page. (Question marks indicate functions that are unclear to us,
asterisks indicate unattested derivations.)

The verb s-a-k describes the event of motion that brings about ‘parallel
lying, alignment’. In (17a), it refers to the parallel arrangement of bamboo.
In (17b), it refers to making an appointment, where the agreement is perhaps
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Table 14. Event ‘locus’ encoded by the initial generic verb

Generic verb Gloss ‘Event locus’

b JOIN Intersecting locus
d HOLD Overall contact
f SEVER Separation
h LACK ?
k THROW Out-of-reach locus
l GIVE Within-reach locus
m IN / TAKE In-deictic-centre locus
n SEE ?Visible locus
ng LOOK *
p TOUCH Contact locus
r REACH Within-reach locus
s LAY Parallel locus
t LIE Horizontal locus
i / y PUT *
u / w LEAVE Remote locus

considered as some kind of ‘alignment or parallel arrangement’ of sugges-
tions / ideas in the vicinity of the speaker.
(17) a. ri

2P

ri-mai
2P.AL-bamboo

s-a-k
LAY-AT-THROW

he-te-l
3II.LOC-DISTR.LOC-GIVE

tahi-i
on.CPL-PFV

‘you put bamboo in parallel, put it together on top of each other’
[B02.004.05:20]

b. ama
person

el
before

na-pe-i
1S.PAT-near-PFV

s-a-k-i
LAY-AT-THROW-PFV

‘people made an appointment with me’ [B02.074.08:16]

In (18), the verb p-a-k refers to car passengers crashing down into a ravine.
It is a motion event (encoded by k), and the initial generic verb p ‘touch’
encodes the ‘contact locus’ of the event, the contact between the participants
and some location. The motion is oriented downward.

(18) oto
car

he-amakaang
3II.AL-person

ba
TOP

ho-mi
3II.REC-IN

mi-a
in-DUR

loku
PL

yo
MD.AD

mi
take

p-a-k
TOUCH-AT-THROW

mahoi-n-i
together-SEE-PFV

‘the car passengers that were in the car, they crashed (into a ravine) all
together’ [B05.071.05]
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In (19a), d-a-k refers to holding someone tight. The initial root d ‘hold’
indicates that the type of contact between the participants involves the entire
surface, i. e. is ‘overall’. In (19b), d-a-k refers to leaves applied in traditional
healing that are ‘clutched’ on to the speaker. The verb d-a-k is also used to
refer to the clutching of fish and mice in bamboo traps.

(19) a. me
come

na-d-a-k-e!
1S.PAT-HOLD-AT-THROW-IPFV

‘Come and hold me tight!’ [B10.019.05]

b. tuli
tree.sp.

tala
leaves

mi
take

ba
SIM

ne-l
1S.LOC-GIVE

ha-d-a-k-e
3II.PAT-HOLD-AT-THROW-IPFV

‘Take the leaves of the tuli tree and clutch them on me.’ [B10.021.01]

In (20), b-a-k indicates a motion event with ‘intersecting locus’. It can be in-
terpreted as ‘snatch’, where one participant intersects the location of another.
It can also refer to ‘jaws’, ‘biting’ or ‘snatching food’.

(20) na
1S

he-l
3II.LOC-GIVE

b-a-k-i
JOIN-AT-THROW-PFV

ba
SIM

laak-i
leave.for-PFV

‘I snatched him away.’ [B10.024.05]

In (21a), the verb f-a-k is used. Here, the motion has a ‘separation locus’,
and the verb is interpreted as ‘break’: in a leg that breaks, parts are separated
from each other. In (21b), the same verb is used in a transitive construction
referring to breaking a banana.

(21) a. abui
mountain

mi-a
in-DUR

ne-toku
1S.AL-leg

f-a-k-i
SEVER-AT-THROW-PFV

‘my leg broke in the mountains’ [B06.017.07]

b. pi=fal
1PI=together

baleei
banana

f-a-k
SEVER-AT-THROW

‘We share a banana’, lit. ‘we break a banana together.’ [B10.007.01]

In (22a), the verb l-a-k refers to a motion away from the actor and affecting
a house that is ‘in-reach locus’ with respect of the actor. Its meaning corre-
sponds to the English verb ‘demolish’ or ‘take apart’. In (22b), the same verb
refers to the event of ‘marking’ or ‘recognizing’. In a serial construction with
iéng ‘look’, l-a-k refers to ‘knowing someone’.

(22) a. maama
father

di
3A

fala
house

ha-l-a-k
3II.PAT-GIVE-AT-THROW

‘Father demolished the house.’ [B06.011.02]
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b. na
1S

he-do
3II.LOC-HOLD.PNCT

n-iéng
1S.PAT-look

l-a-k
GIVE-AT-THROW

naha
not

‘I don’t know him’ [B10.047.11]

In (23a), w-a-t refers to a motion with ‘remote locus’. The verb refers to
‘abandoning’ of parents by their children. In (23b) w-a-k refers to the ‘em-
bracing’ of two participants, which is encoded as a motion, with w ‘leave’ in-
dicating the remote locus. The distributive prefix ta- is used to encode the re-
ciprocal involvement of the participants.

(23) a. ni-ya
1PE.AL-mother

maama
father

o
MD

w-a-t
LEAVE-AT-LIE

he!
PROH

‘we should not abandon our mother and father’ [B02.158.00:02]

b. di=ning
3A=in.number

ayoku
two

ta-w-a-k
DISTR.PAT-LEAVE-AT-THROW

ba
SIM

luuk
dance

do=ng
PRX=LOOK

we
leave

‘they both embraced (each other) to enter the dance’ [B02.087.08:17]

Table 15 lists two paradigms of complex verbs with an alternating initial
generic verb. In the first row, the verbs end in ng, which encodes that the event
is oriented towards a location. The verb p encodes ‘contact’ between the par-
ticipants, m encodes that the participants are at the same location, t encodes
that they are in horizontal position, and b encodes that the participant(s) have
impact on something else. In the second row, the verbs end in l ‘give’ which
encodes that the event is externally caused. The medial verb u ‘leave’ en-
codes that the event has reached its final boundary and has persistent effect.
The initial verbs encode the event locus: f ‘sever’ refers to the separation lo-
cus of two participants, k ‘throw’ refers to locus that is not within reach (but
not too remote either), t ‘lie’ refers to the horizontal locus of the participants,

Table 15. Partial derivations with contrasting generic verbs in initial position

p-a-ng m-a-ng t-a-ng b-a-ng
TOUCH-AT-LOOK IN-AT-LOOK LIE-AT-LOOK JOIN-AT-LOOK

‘feel, perceive’ ‘possess’ ‘release’ ‘carry on shoulder’
f-u-l k-u-l t-u-l r-u-l
SEVER-LEAVE-GIVE THROW-LEAVE-GIVE LIE-LEAVE-GIVE REACH-LEAVE-GIVE

‘swallow’ ‘throw’ ‘stick out, measure’ ‘loosen, let slide’
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and r ‘reach’ refers to the locus where participants were previously ‘in reach’
of each other.

In sum, we have argued that when a generic verb occurs in the initial
position of a tripartite complex verb, it describes the ‘event locus’; that is the
spatial constellation of the event participants.

6 Conclusions and cross-linguistic perspective

Abui complex verbs behave as single morpho-syntactic units. Heterogeneous
complex verbs consist of a non-generic root and a generic verb (generic verb).
Homogeneous complex verbs are composed of only generic verbs. In this pa-
per, we have analyzed a number of Abui verbs as homogeneous complex
verbs that combine three generic verbs to derive verbal compounds. The se-
mantic composition of such tripartite compounds can be schematically repre-
sented as in (24).

(24) [EVENT.LOCUS-INNER.ASPECT]-EVENT.TYPE

The final generic verb of these compounds is the morphological head and
encodes the event type. The medial and initial generic verbs are the dependent
or modifying elements. In medial position, the generic verb is a vowel and
encodes the telic properties of the event (inner aspect). generic verbs in initial
position describe the ‘event locus’. For many of the generic verbs we can
observe that the different functions attached to the same phoneme in initial,
medial and final position are semantically related.

When our Abui consultants translate the meaning of a complex verb, un-
able to find a fitting Malay equivalent, they regularly resort to hand gestures
that express the locus and indicate the trajectory of the event (for instance the
verb d ‘hold’ is illustrated by putting one hand on top of an object or on a ta-
ble, the verb t ‘lie’ is illustrated by putting both hands on each other. System-
atic research into this use of gesture could provide additional insights in the
type of event decompositions suggested in this paper.

Abui complex predicates have parallels in constructions found in other
languages. A closed set of inflecting verbs with a classificatory function is
a common feature in some Northern Australian languages (Schultze-Berndt
2000; McGregor 2002). Classificatory verbs are also found in the some Trans-
New-Guinea highland languages of the Papua mainland, combining with
nominals and stative verbs (Lang 1975). In Kalam and Kobon (Davies 1984;
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Pawley 1987, 1991, 2004, 2005), classificatory verbs can combine with each
other in a similar way as the complex predicates in Abui. As stated in Section
1, claims have been made that the highland languages might be related with
the non-Austronesian languages of Alor and Pantar Archipelago.

The Kalam verb inventory is smallish, about 100 verbs, and about 25 of
these are used frequently. As in Abui, the Kalam verbs have very generic
meanings that do not correspond to the meanings of single verbs in more
familiar languages like English. (It is thus unfortunate that English must be
used for the glossing of such generic verbs.) The Kalam generic verbs often
combine with each other. However, in the Kalam system, a root verb may
only occur once in a verb sequence, while we have seen that in Abui, the same
generic verb can occur more than once in one and the same derivation. Kalam
and Kobon verb complexes have been analyzed as serial verb constructions.
Consider now the Kalam example in Table 16. The data come from Pawley
(1969, 2005) and from Pawley and Lane (1998).

The verb ag ‘say’ occurs as either the first or the second member of the
complex verb. As the second verb it appears to have a classifying function:
it refers to the type of the event. As a first verb, it specifies the event and en-
codes the means by which the event is carried out. The Kalam verb sequences
are argued to be organized temporally, as illustrated in Table 17 on the next
page. However, in some cases, one structure can have two readings, as in Ta-
ble 18 on the facing page. Only one of the readings is sequential, the other
suggest a hierarchical structure in the complex verb. The variation in mean-
ing suggest that these sequences have a different underlying structure. When
ap jak am- means ‘come and go’, the structure can be read as temporally or-
ganized sequence; it can be read as a serialization. When ap jak am- means

Table 16. Kalam complex verbs derived from ag ‘say’

Verb Gloss Meaning

ag l- SAY STABILIZE ‘ask to remain, make an appointment’
ag ñ- SAY TRANSFER ‘tell, inform’
ag tk- SAY SEVER ‘interrupt’
ag nN- SAY PERCEIVE ‘request, ask, inquire’
ag weg- SAY HIDE ‘tell secretly’
ag ask- SAY AVOID ‘reject, refuse’
ag ay- SAY PUT ‘ask s.o. to remain, make an appointment’
yn ag- SEE ‘make a noise while burning’
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Table 17. Iconic ordering in Kalam complex verbs

Verb Gloss Meaning

d ap- HOLD COME ‘bring’
d am- HOLD GO ‘take’
am d ap- GO HOLD COME ‘fetch’
ap tan jak- COME ASCEND REACH ‘reach the top’

Table 18. Kalam complex verbs with two readings

Verb Gloss Meaning

ap jak am- COME REACH GO ‘come and go’
ap jak am- COME REACH GO ‘emerge’

‘emerge’, we find a right-headed derivation with two non-head elements pre-
ceding it, specifying the direction and telic properties of the event. We thus
suspect that part of the Kalam serialisations may not be serial verbs but could
be analyzed as head final derivations, analogous to the Abui verbs analyzed
in this paper. In that case, Abui will not be the only language that forms new
verbs by combining generic verbs with each other.

Abbreviations

1 = first person; 1PE = first person plural exclusive; 1PI = first person plural in-
clusive; 2 = second person; 3A = third person Actor; 3I = third person Undergoer,
same referent as Actor; 3II = third person Undergoer, other referent than Actor; AD =
addressee-based; AL = alienable; CPL = completive verb stem; CNT = continuative
verb stem; DISTR = distributive; DST = distal; DUR = durative; INAL = inalienable;
ICP = inceptive verb stem; LOC = undergoer prefix referring to locations, themes and
benefactives; MD = medial; P = plural; PAT = undergoer prefix referring to patients;
PFV = perfective; PL = plural quantifier; PRF = perfect; PROH = prohibitive; PRX =
proximate; REC = undergoer prefix referring to recipient or goal; RED = reduplica-
tion; S = singular; SIM = simultaneous linker; SPC = specific; TOP = topic marker
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Ideophones and templatic morphology in Totonac

Teresa McFarland

1 Introduction

Ideophones are a wide-spread but understudied phenomenon, with an early
informal definition (see Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz 2001: 2) that continues to be
useful:

A vivid representation of an idea in sound. A word, often onomatopoeic,
which describes a predicate, qualificative or adverb in respect to manner,
colour, sound, smell, action, state or intensity. (Doke 1935: 118).

A more formal definition is difficult because of the great variety ideophones,
or expressive speech, exhibit cross-linguistically. Ideophones may belong to
different word classes and have varying syntactic and semantic functions
in different languages, but they generally share one or more typical phono-
logical characteristics. These include reduplication, sound symbolism, ono-
matopoeia, violation of the phonotactic constraints of the language, unusual
stress or tone patterns and the use of “wild” phonemes not found in the rest
of the lexicon (Rhodes 1994). What is typical, then, is a difference from the
rest of the grammar, and this different distribution and escape from normal
constraints is often also apparent in the morphology, syntax and semantics.
We might claim that we know ideophones when we see them; however the
inherent expressiveness and “dramaturgic function” (Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz
2001: 3) of ideophones, noted by many researchers, are perceptible only to
those with enough knowledge of the grammar of a given language to distin-
guish their unusualness in context.

Ideophones as single lexical items are found in most if not all languages
— words like smash, crunch, and whoosh. Cross-linguistic data also reveals
a tendency for ideophones to occur in sets, sometimes quite large, all shar-
ing very similar phonology and semantics, as in English clink clank clunk
(Rhodes 1994: 283). These sets sometimes give the appearance of being
based on a template, sometimes with variations only in sound symbolic seg-
ments. Some examples are given in Table 1 on the next page. This paper dis-
cusses a rare example of this templatic tendency in ideophonic sets in Filo-
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Table 1. Ideophonic sets

(a) Lahu (Tibeto-Burman): qu-li-chi’-li, ju-li-ja-li, dú-li-dà-li ‘dangling down,
hanging free’ (Matisoff 1994: 120)

(b) Yoruba (Niger-Congo): rógódó ‘large, round’, rogbodo ‘fine and plump’
roboto ‘fat’ (Tucker Childs 1994: 183)

(c) Finnish (Finnic): kalkahta-a, kilkahta-a, kolkahta-a ‘sound of something hard
striking something’ (Jarva 2001: 113)

(d) Ilocano (Malayo-Polynesian): dipag, dipur, lipag, ripug ‘crumble’ (Rubino
2001: 307)

(e) Tuvan (Turkic): SylyreeS, SolyreeS, SoluraaS, SuluraaS ‘river sounds, e. g. water
trickling’ (Harrison 2004: 204)

meno Mata Totonac1 (Totonac-Tepehua, Mexico), that goes beyond the nar-
rower linking of related meanings and forms often found in ideophones cross-
linguistically. In the examples given in Table 1 and many others, a specific
template is associated with a single sound or manner of movement, color or
odor. In the Totonac case, an ideophonic morphophonological template ex-
haustively structures an entire semantic field, that of color terms. Other such
templates are closely associated with three other semantic fields, in spite of
the nearly complete absence of prosodic templates elsewhere in the language.
Relatively little has been published on ideophones, and nothing on their in-
volvement in the emergence of morphophonological templates. Thus I con-
clude that the Filomeno Mata Totonac case is unique or very rare.

2 Filomeno Mata Totonac ideophones

Filomeno Mata Totonac, one of eight Totonac languages spoken in east-
ern Mexico, is a head-marking, polysynthetic language with a very com-
plex, mostly agglutinating morphology. The ideophonic categories in Filo-
meno Mata Totonac besides color terms are manner / sound of motion adver-
bials; odor / flavor terms; and descriptive adjectives.2 Filomeno Mata Totonac
ideophones are characterized by partial (in most categories) or total (man-
ner / sound of motion adverbials) reduplication. This is a very salient trait,
since reduplication is almost entirely absent outside the realm of expressive
speech. The exception is a handful of time expressions such as kaat-kaat
‘annually’ < kaat ‘year’, and čaali-čaali ‘daily’ < čaali ‘tomorrow’; this pro-
cess appears not to be synchronically productive. There is no other evidence
of any type of prosodic template in Filomeno Mata Totonac. Other charac-
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Table 2. Consonant inventory

Labials Alveolars Velars Uvulars

Plosives p t k q
Affricates ts, tl, č
Fricatives s, š, ì x
Nasals m n
Liquids l, R
Glides w j

Table 3. ì-augmentatives

sqawi ‘he bends it’ ìqawi ‘he bends something thick’
snapu ‘he covers it’ ìnapu ‘he covers it with s. t. big or heavy’
snat ‘he embraces it’ ìnat ‘he embraces it brusquely’

teristics of these ideophones include sound symbolism, complex word-final
consonant clusters, unusual stress patterns, and restricted distribution.

Sound symbolism is especially prominent in ideophones, but also has spo-
radic productivity throughout the lexicon. Three sound symbolic intensity se-
ries exist in the language: a fricative series: /s,š, ì/; a mostly affricate series:
/t, ts, tl, č/; and a velar-uvular stop series: /k, q/ (all common series cross-
linguistically; see Nichols 1971). For comparison, the full consonant inven-
tory is given in Table 2; the rhotic is a rare phoneme. Note that all of the coro-
nal obstruents are involved in symbolism.

Non-ideophonic examples of sound symbolism are pairs such as tsiits
‘warm’ and čiič ‘hot’; suu ‘peel s. t. (with thin peel)’ and šuu ‘peel s. t. with
thick peel’; stunk ‘straighten’ and štunq ‘stretch’; and čísiti ‘hair(s)’ and tsísiti
‘little hair(s)’. Generally the fronter sound symbolic segments in each series
have a neutral value and the more back ones a diminutive or augmentative
value, but this is not always true. Semantic variation occurs particularly in the
intensity value of back segments; for example, among color terms ì- usually
signals a lighter shade, as will be seen in Section 2.4, while among verb
pairs, ì- often serves as an augmentative. Thus synchronically there is no
clear directionality in intensity in any of these series (cf. Table 3).

The next subsections will address in turn each of the ideophonic categories
of Filomeno Mata Totonac, in the order of increasing specificity of templatic
restriction.
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2.1 Sound / manner of motion adverbials

These expressive adverbials form the largest category of ideophones, with
over 100 examples collected thus far. They are structurally unusual in their
reduplication, stress pattern and restricted distribution in comparison with
other adverbs. Most are immediately recognizable due to their total redupli-
cation, rarely found elsewhere in the language, as previously noted. Sound /
manner adverbials appear in discourse preceding a general verb of moving
or making sounds, such as ’an ‘go’, min ‘come’, or wan ‘say’, for example:
ìqunqì ìqunqì kinkawán ‘snore snore he says with his nose’, or pim pim ta’án
‘they go hopping along’. Non-ideophonic adverbs have a freer distribution,
normally able to either precede or follow the verb. The ideophones are also
recognized by their stress pattern, with each reduplicant (and the verb) re-
ceiving primary stress. In contrast, other adverbs in preverbal position gener-
ally cliticize to the verb and are thus unstressed. Sound symbolism is occa-
sional in this category; for example, kapa kapa is the sound of the hooves of
a smaller animal, and qapa qapa of a larger animal. Some examples of adver-
bials are provided in Table 4 on the facing page, beginning with two exam-
ples of non-reduplicated adverbials that refer to single abrupt sounds or mo-
tions. The final entries in the table exemplify items that are normally used in
triplication.

Several generalizations are evident from the table. Most of the adver-
bials are onomatopoeic and describe a continuing activity. They fall into
two shapes, with each reduplicant having either a single closed syllable, or
a CVCV disyllable with a (usually) single vowel melody and a voiced final
vowel (unstressed final vowels are regularly devoiced in Filomeno Mata To-
tonac). A prosodic template can be given for the sound and manner adver-
bials:

(F)CV1(n)C(F or V1) where F = fricative, C = any consonant

Figure 1. Template for adverbials

Either template is reduplicated (or triplicated), and primary stress is found
on the first syllable of each reduplicant. Among the monosyllabic adverbials,
43% (33 of 65) have a complex coda of a nasal-stop, stop-fricative, or nasal-
stop-fricative cluster. Complex codas are relatively rare outside the expressive
vocabulary, being found in approximately 5% of the non-ideophonic roots.
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Table 4. Sound / manner adverbials

piinkš ‘overheated china cracks’
wax ‘a whole bucket of water hits someone’
čaqì čaqì ‘footsteps in a puddle’
čimpš čimpš ‘blinking’
ìqunqì ìqunqì ‘snoring’
ìtank ìtank ‘yanking (a rope)’
luqš luqš ‘walking with wet clothing’
lup lup ‘gulping a liquid’
paks paks applause, falling in water’
pim pim ‘hopping’
piqš piqš ‘a leaf burns or rustles’
slank slank ‘water drips’
tiì tiì ‘water rushes, or grains are poured’
tuks tuks ‘poking’
šlit šlit ‘slipping’
štunq štunq ‘a weight bounces on an elastic thread’
šun šun ‘a car or hummingbird passes by quickly’
lama lama ‘a flame flickers’
kapa kapa (qapa qapa) ‘a burro (large horse) clops along’
muči muči ‘worms squirm around’
pili pili ‘rolling like a stick’
swinki swinki ‘a very thin person walks along’
luqš luqš luqš ‘waves slap against a boat’
qu’ qu’ qu’ ‘knocking on a door’
turúnq turúnq turúnq ‘bells ringing’

Note that this template, when all optional positions are filled, as in ìqunqì
ìqunqì ‘snoring sound’, represents the maximal syllable for monomorphemes
in Filomeno Mata Totonac. This template is less elaborated than that of other
ideophones, as will be seen shortly.

2.2 Descriptive adjectives

Another category of ideophones, or perhaps incipient ideophones, is descrip-
tive adjectives. Only a sub-set of such adjectives has ideophonic characteris-
tics, including partial reduplication and mostly single vowel melodies. Sound
symbolism is relatively rare in this group too (note spilíli and ìpilíli ‘spot-
ted’). Some examples are included in Table 5 on the next page, and for com-
parison, some common non-ideophonic descriptive adjectives are provided
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Table 5. Descriptive adjectives

slamáma ‘shiny’
sliṕıpi ‘shiny’
skawáwa ‘dry’
spuxúxu ‘straight’
staqáqa ‘sharp’
lasása ‘thin’
latáta ‘thin’
tsatáta ‘soft’
pamáma ‘soft, yielding’
sqawı́wi ‘cool’
šqawı́wi ‘insipid’
mulúlu ‘indented’
čimáma ‘fuzzy’
ìtulúlu ‘thick’
qulúlu ‘spherical’
šalála ‘full of holes’
skalála ‘intelligent’
spiĺıli, ìpiĺıli ‘spotted’
smalála ‘dark-skinned’

Table 6. Non-ideophonic adjectives

lánka ‘big’
tináx ‘small’
tsee ‘good’
ìmaan ‘long, tall’
aqtsúu ‘short’
qoolúu ‘old’
sáasti ‘new’
túwa ‘difficult’
ìapóqo ‘fat’
páìa ‘hard’

(F)C1V1C2V2C2V2(V1 usually the same as V2)

Figure 2. Template for descriptive adjectives

in Table 6. The partial reduplication of the forms in Table 5 is very salient
in Filomeno Mata Totonac. Except for the color terms (see Section 2.4) and
these descriptive adjectives, there are only 10 (out of a 2,300-word lexicon)
other monomorphemic words with two adjacent identical syllables; only four
of these share the adjectival template given in Figure 2.3 This template has
three CV syllables, with the second two identical, medial stress, and gener-
ally a single vowel melody throughout. It is similar to, but less restricted than
the color template, as will be discussed in Section 2.4.

2.3 Odor / flavor terms

Odor and flavor terms make up the third category of Filomeno Mata Totonac
ideophones. Table 7 gives a complete listing of all such terms collected to
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Table 7. Odor / flavor terms

Odor / flavor of:

čiiq ‘burnt beans’
čiik ‘burnt beans, hair, or feathers’
tsiik ‘scented soap’

skunk, ìkunk ‘egg; fish; dog; blood’
ìqunq ‘beef or mutton’

haqì ‘urine’
hakš ‘spoiled cornmeal; onion; mildewed cloth’
haks ‘burning dry chile; orange peel’

muq ‘mildew or petroleum’
muks ‘flowery’
mukì ‘overly flowery’

siqs ‘sweet’
šiqš ‘sweetish-salty’

squuq ‘salty’
ìkuukúk ‘taste / irritation of green banana’
sqaaqáq-wa ‘potato peel’

sḱıixa ‘tortilla or avocado’

škúuta ‘bitter, sour’
skúuta ‘slightly acidic’
šqúuta ‘acidic’
sqúuta ‘a little acidic, taste of a clover plant’
šúuni ‘bitter’

(F)CV1(n)K(V1or F) where F = fricative, C = any consonant, K = k or q

Figure 3. Template for odor / flavor terms

date, divided into morpho-phonologically and semantically (per the consul-
tants) related sets.

Many of these terms fit a fairly detailed template: single closed syllables
with an initial or final segment, or both, drawn from the sound symbolic series
s, š, ì; t, č, ts, tl; or k, q; most have /k/ or /q/ in the coda, cf. Figure 3.

The odor / flavor template is similar to the one for the monosyllabic (be-
fore reduplication) sound and manner adverbials (see Figure 1 on page 238).
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Also similar is the occurrence of complex codas in ten of these terms, a per-
centage significantly higher than the 5% found in the non-ideophonic lexi-
con. The final 8 items in Table 7 depart more or less from this template, al-
though skíixa ‘taste of tortilla or avocado’ may derive from an earlier form
whose final consonant was /q/, and the words for ‘taste / irritation of green
banana’ and ‘taste of potato peel’ fit the template except for apparent par-
tial reduplication (-wa is an adjectivizing suffix). So, much like with the de-
scriptive adjectives, only part of this semantic field is structured by the tem-
plate. We will now turn to a semantic field that exhaustively adheres to a mor-
phophonological template, with a single exception.

2.4 Color terms

Color terms are the most strictly templatic semantic area among the ideo-
phones. A complete list of the major terms is included in Table 8.

The language also makes use of a large number of minor color terms, all
of them derived from the major terms, usually through a change in the ini-
tial sound symbolic consonant. Examples are ìnapapa ‘pale (face)’ < sna-
papa ‘white’; tlitliqi ‘gray-black’ < tsitsiqi ‘black’; čučuqu ‘reddish’ < tsut-
suqu ‘red’; ìmukuku ‘light yellow’ < smukuku ‘yellow’; xpupuqu ‘grayish’
< spupuku ‘gray / blue’; and skayiw’a light green < škayiw’a ‘green’. An-
other term, ìmumuqu meaning ‘fair, non-indigenous’ may have derived from
smukuku ‘yellow’ with changes in other than the initial consonant that never-
theless allow it to maintain a shape similar to the other color terms. In fact,
all of the color terms except škayiw’a ‘green’ share a well-elaborated tem-
plate, cf. Figure 4 on the next page. All consist of three CV syllables, two of

Table 8. Major color terms

Templatic Non-templatic

snapapa ‘white’ škayiw’a ‘green’
tsitsiqi ‘black’
tsutsuqu ‘red’
saqaqa ‘white’
špinini ‘red’
smukuku ‘yellow’
spupuku ‘gray / blue’
(s)pupunqu ‘purple’
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(F)C1V1C1or2V1(n)C2V1 where F = fricative, C =any consonant

Figure 4. Template for color terms

which are identical, i. e., show partial reduplication. The initial consonant is a
member of one of the three sound symbolic “intensity” series; when preceded
by a fricative, C1 is always a nasal or bilabial. The remaining consonants are
in most cases limited to labials and velars. A single vowel melody is found
throughout. Stress is always medial. It is noteworthy that no non-color terms
fit this particular morpho-phonological template. There is negative evidence
to show that the template not only has a close association with the semantic
field, but may restrict lexical additions to it. The borrowed noun for the or-
ange (fruit), laašuš (< Spanish naranjas)4 is widely used for the fruit and has
been for a very long time (as revealed by a loan word phonology character-
istic of borrowing at an early period of contact with the Spaniards). However
laašuš, which does not conform to the template, is not used for the color or-
ange, in spite of the absence of a Totonac term.

How does a morpho-phonological template become so closely linked with
a broad semantic field that it limits lexical additions to the field both through
derivation and borrowing? Since the semantic field in question is color, one
that has been the subject of much scrutiny by researchers in historical se-
mantics, we may have a possible answer. Berlin and Kay (1969: 17–22) pro-
vide evidence that monomorphemic color terms tend to develop in a fixed
order in all languages, with ‘black’ and ‘white’ emerging first, followed by
‘red’, then either ‘yellow’ or ‘green’, then ‘blue’ and finally, in no set order,
‘orange / purple / pink / gray’. In Filomeno Mata Totonac this would predict
the order of emergence given in Table 9.

Both ‘red’ and ‘white’ have two terms in Filomeno Mata Totonac. Syn-
chronically in Filomeno Mata Totonac, tsutsuqu is the basic term for red,

Table 9. Emergence of color terms

saqaqa
‘white’ tsutsuqu smukuku spupunqu
snapapa

>
‘red’

>
‘yellow’

>
‘blue’

>
pupunqu

‘white’ špinini škayiw’a spupuku ‘purple’
tsitsiqi ‘red’ ‘green’ ‘gray / brown’
‘black’
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while it is unclear which ‘white’ term is primary. Across the Totonac-Tepehua
family, however, tsutsuqu and snapapa are the most widespread terms for
‘red’ and ‘white’ respectively. tsutsuqu ‘red’ appears likely to have been de-
rived from tsitsiqi ‘black’, with a difference only in the vowel.

Let us make the plausible assumption that the first three color words di-
achronically in Totonac were tsitsiqi ‘black’, tsutsuqu ‘red’ and snapapa
‘white’, all in accord with the templatic structure described above. The ac-
cidental phonological and phonotactic similarities, as well as partial redupli-
cation, among the earliest color terms may have somehow constrained the de-
velopment of the later-emerging terms. The existence of the sound symbolic
series, allowing the derivation of minor color terms primarily by the alterna-
tion in the initial consonant, would have strengthened the psychological real-
ity of this semantically linked template. Little diachronic work has been done
on the Totonac-Tepehua family; much more is needed to pursue this hypoth-
esis. What is clear is that an unusual situation holds within the realm of color
terms in Filomeno Mata Totonac, where only a single term escapes the re-
quirement to conform to a highly specified template.

3 Conclusions

Morphophonological templates of greater or lesser specification have been
active in the derivation of ideophonic words in four semantic areas in Filome-
no Mata Totonac, to a degree not reported previously in other languages. The
more typical case cross-linguistically involves a specific template associated
only with a single semantic item, whereas in Filomeno Mata Totonac, such
a template structured the entire area of color terms. It is unusual that ideo-
phones, usually described as escaping many grammatical norms, in this lan-
guage impose additional constraints on the phonology and morphology of
certain semantic domains.

The hypothesis proposed is that reduplicative templates developed histor-
ically into templates with reduplication and slots for sound symbolic seg-
ments, and then further into morphophonological templates with the major
features of all segments fixed or tightly constrained. The development from a
reduplicative template to a more elaborated, broadly semantically linked tem-
plate via sound symbolism is a logical progression, and therefore may not be
limited to Filomeno Mata Totonac.
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Notes

1. All data collected by the author in Veracruz, Mexico in 2003–2006. Great thanks are due
to my consultants José Santiago Francisco, Miguel Jerónimo Laureano, María Agustina
García Cortés, and Pascual Cortés López.

2. The categories are similar across the Totonac-Tepehua family; cf. Smythe Kung (2006)
for a Tepehua language.

3. These exceptions are the nouns ìuququ ‘hole’ and sukuku ‘small hole’; ìtuxuxu ‘sack’;
and slukuku ‘lizard’.

4. The derivation of /laašuš/ < Sp. /(na)Ranxas/ may not be transparent. In early loan
words, /R/ is borrowed as /l/ and /x/ as /S/. Nouns for objects usually found in plural
numbers are often borrowed in the plural, with Spanish final /s/ becoming /S/.
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Subtractive plural morphology in Sinhala

Eike Nitz & Sebastian Nordhoff

1 Introduction

Number marking is a prime example of constructional iconicity (Haiman
1985; Mayerthaler 1988; Newmeyer 1998). The idea is that the plural form
of lexemes will consist of more segments than the singular form because the
plural also denotes more entities than the singular form.

This paper discusses the Sinhala number system, where this is not the
case for [−ANIMATE] lexemes. After giving an overview over the typology
of number marking (Section 2), we argue that Sinhala is a language with
obligatory number marking (Section 3), before presenting the data (Section
4) and the analysis (Section 5). Section 6 delves into language history and
describes how this unfamiliar system came into being, while Section 7 brings
up and discusses the notion of iconicity. An overview of similar systems
is presented in Section 8, before going more deeply into iconicity matters
and the complicating issue of case marking (Section 9), which form the last
section before the conclusion.

2 Types of number systems

Corbett (2000) distinguishes several types of number marking according to
the presence or absence of a specialized form for singular reference, plu-
ral reference and general reference.1 Singular reference means reference
to exactly one item, plural reference means reference to more than one item
and general reference means reference to any number of items.

While the terms singular and plural are widely used everywhere, this is
less so with the term general reference. This may be due to the fact that the
major Western languages do not use this concept. General reference means
that reference is made to the entity designated by the lexeme, but that the
exact number of referents is not important. General reference can be said to
be underspecified for number. An example of this is the following Japanese
sentence in (1).
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(1) Kooen
park

ni
in

wa
TOPIC

inu
dog

ga
SUBJ

iru
be

rasii
seem

‘It seems there is a dog / are some dogs in the park.’ (Corbett 2000: 14)

The amount of dogs involved is not specified, and need not be. The sen-
tence is perfectly fine if the speaker has seen one dog, and is none the worse
if she has seen several dogs. A form with general reference can thus be used
indiscriminately in singular and plural contexts. Note that in English, such a
form for general reference does not exist. Speakers of English always have to
specify the number of referents.2

Languages differ as to how many forms they have for these three kinds of
reference. The most complete system has a separate form for each one of the
three functions, Bayso is an example (Corbett and Hayward 1987). There we
find lúban ‘lion.GENERAL’, lubán-tit ‘lion-SG’ and luban-jool ‘lion-PL’.3

Other systems conflate general reference and singular reference, which
contrast with a form that is used for plural only. Corbett terms this system
general / singular vs. plural system. Japanese is an example, as we have
seen in (1), which is ambiguous. The sentence can refer to one dog or to
several dogs. If the plural marker tati were present after inu ‘dog’, the reading
could only be plural.

The mirror image of this system is the general / plural vs. singular
system. This system contrasts a form which can be used for general or plural
reference with a form that can only be used for the singular. The Cushitic lan-
guage Arbore (Hayward 1984) is an example: t́ıise can mean ‘maize cob’ or
‘maize cobs’, but tiis-in can only have singular reference, i. e. ‘a maize cob’.
The morpheme that marks the singular is sometimes called singulative, so
we can call a system making use of such a morpheme a singulative system.

The last system, which is the most normal one for speakers of European
languages, is a system where number must obligatorily be expressed. There
is no form that leaves number unspecified. Let’s call this system singular
vs. plural system.

3 Sinhala as a plural language

In this section we will discuss the general system of number marking in
Sinhala. This will serve as a background for the discussion of the plural
marking of inanimates, to be discussed thereafter.
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Sinhala is a language of the singular vs. plural type. Expression of num-
ber is obligatory in Sinhala, as it is in English. There is no way to leave the
feature NUMBER unspecified, as the following sentences show.4

(2) ball-ā
dog-SG

inn-ē
exist.ANIM-EMPH

vatt-ē
garden-LOC

‘The dog is in the garden.’

(3) ball-ō
dog-PL

inn-ē
exist.ANIM-EMPH

vatt-ē
garden-LOC

‘The dogs are in the garden.’

Unlike the Japanese sentence in (1), neither of the sentences above can be
ambiguous. Each of them has precisely one possible reference, singular in
the first case, plural in the second. This is true not only of animates, but also
of inanimates.

(4) pāra-0/
street-SG

tiyenn-ē
exist.INANIM-EMPH

vatt-ē
garden-LOC

‘The street is in the garden.’

(5) pāra-val
street-PL

tiyenn-ē
exist.INANIM-EMPH

vatt-ē
garden-LOC

‘Streets are in the garden.’

We see that the Sinhala number system is very much like the English system
in that number must be expressed and cannot be left unspecified.

It is generally accepted in markedness theory that in such a system the
singular is the unmarked form (e. g. Jakobson [1939] 1971). This is also true
in Sinhala. Unmarked forms are, among other things, characterized by the fact
that they have a wider array of distinctions than marked forms. This is also
the case in Sinhala. In Sinhala, animacy and definiteness must be expressed
in the singular, but cannot be expressed in the plural. The smaller number of
categories expressed in the plural shows that plural is the marked case.

(6) ball-ā
dog-SG

:
:
ball-ek
dog-ANIM.INDEF.SG

:
:
ball-ō
dog-PL

‘the dog’ : ‘a dog’ : ‘(the) dogs’

(7) pāra-0/
street-SG

:
:
pār-ak
street-INAN.INDEF.SG

:
:
pāra-val
street-PL

‘the street’ : ‘a street’ : ‘(the) streets’
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Table 1. Plural marking on Sinhala inanimates

i iia iib iii iv v

singular -VCa -Vya -Vva -VCCa eka -Xa (X=d
˙
, t
˙
, r)

plural -VC -V -V -VC
{

u

i

}
0/ Xa-val

difference -a -ya -va -C- eka (-val)

examples:
singular pota kud

˙
aya vārtāva kekka bas eka pāra

plural pot kud
˙

a vārtā keki bas pāra-val
gloss book(s) basket(s) report(s) pole(s) bus(ses) street(s)

In the last column, we see that definiteness is not expressed in the plural,
whereas it is expressed in the singular, as the first two columns show. In
the middle column, we see the difference in animacy expressed by -ek for
animates, as opposed to -ak for inanimates. This distinction is impossible to
make in the plural. We conclude that Sinhala is no exception to the rule that
the singular is the unmarked form and the plural the marked form.

4 The plural of inanimates

While the discussion up to now has not revealed any surprising phenomena,
we turn now to the main point of this paper, i. e. the plural of inanimates. We
will argue that inanimates have the singular as the basic form and that the
plural is derived by subtractive morphology.

Sinhala inanimate nouns can be divided into six classes, which can be dis-
tinguished on the basis of the phonological shapes of the singular and the plu-
ral forms as in (Table 1), based on a synthesis of Matzel (1983), Jayawardena-
Moser (2004), and Karunatillake (2004). All of these authors either collapse
several classes or leave out class iv.

We see that in classes i through iv, the plural is always shorter than the
singular. Only in class v do we find the inverse situation. However, the dis-
tinctions of animacy and definiteness are still maintained in the singular, and
not in the plural.

(8) pota
‘the book’

:
:
potak
‘a book’

:
:
pot
‘(the) books’

Let us now discuss these classes in turn.
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4.1 Class i in CVCa#

This class is characterized by a final a preceded by a single consonant. It is
the largest class. Number is distinguished by the final -a, which is not present
in the plural form.

(9) pota
book

:
:
pot
books

This rule is fully productive for words ending in CVCV such as liyuma /
liyum ‘letter(s)’, rupiyala / rupiyal ‘rupee(s)’, gamana / gaman ‘trip(s)’. Word-
final -h is not permitted and normally changed to -s.

(10) gaha
tree

:
:
gas
trees

4.2 Class iia in CV+va#

Another class consists of the words ending in -va in the singular. The plural
does not show -va.

(11) navakatāva
novel

:
:
navakatā
novels

(12) kantōruva
office

:
:
kantōru
offices

4.3 Class iib in C+aya# / C+ee#

Similar to the words ending in -va are the words ending in -ya in the singular.
This is not present in the plural

(13) satiya
week

:
:
sati
weeks

In opposition to -iya, the historical ending -aya has undergone erosion and is
now -ē. The plural has not changed, though. It differs form the singular by
ending in -a instead of -ē.

(14) pattarē
newspaper

:
:
pattara
newspapers

The difference between class iia and class iib is that the approximant
is palatal in one and labiodental in the other. This is fully predictable on
phonological grounds: -va always follows the back vowels o, u, and long ā,
while -ya follows the front vowels e and i, and short a. We can say that they
are a part of the superclass CVGa#, where G is a glide.
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4.4 Class iii in CCV#

This group shows a double consonant in the singular and a single consonant
in the plural. The last vowel of the plural corresponds to the stem vowel. It is
realized as i if it follows a front vowel and u if it follows a back vowel:

(15) kekka
pole

:
:
keki
poles

(16) avurudda
year

:
:
avurudu
years

The most common type in this class are lexemes with geminate consonants
in the singular, but the sequence nasal+stop does also occur. In this case, the
nasal is reduced to a so-called semi-nasal in the plural.

(17) kanda
[kand”@]
hill

:
:
:

kan̆du
[kand”u]
hills

4.5 Class iv in C+eka

These words are English loanwords whose traditional British singular form is
used for plural reference in Sinhala. The singular is marked by the morpheme
eka.

(18) bas eka
bus

:
:
bas
busses

(19) travaling b¯̈ag eka
travelling bag

:
:
travaling b¯̈ag
travelling bags

While eka can mean ‘one’ in other contexts, it should not be mistaken for the
indefinite article. In fact, bas eka can only be definite. For indefinite reference,
bas eka-k must be used.

4.6 Class v in CVXa#

This class is defined by a singular form whose last consonant before the final a
is a consonant that may not occur word-finally. These consonants are notably
the retroflex stops and /r/. The plural form is then the singular form plus the
suffix -val.
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(20) rat
˙
a

country
:
:
rat

˙
aval

countries

(21) pāra
road

:
:
pāraval
roads

5 Analysis

There are two possible ways to analyse these data: either the singular is
primary, and the plural is derived, or the plural is primary and the singular
derived. We will first discuss these hypotheses and then proceed to evaluating
them on the basis of internal consistency, consistency with other phenomena
in the number domain, and parsimony.

5.1 Hypothesis 1: the plural is derived from the singular

This hypothesis would be our first guess since we know that animate lexemes
behave that way. A set of rules that describes number marking on Sinhala
inanimates without ambiguity is as follows:5

(22) The plural is formed by stripping the singular of its last segment un-
less this would result in a phonologically unacceptable form (final dou-
ble consonant or r, [+RETROFLEX]). (pota → pota, satiya → satiya,
kantōruva→ kantōruva, bas eka→ bas eka)

The last segment in this case is -a, -ya, -va or eka, as the case may be.6 It is
possible that the application of rule (22) yields results that are phonologically
not acceptable. We have to distinguish two cases: If rule (22) fails because of
the phonological unacceptability of final double consonants, then the follow-
ing rule applies:

(23) The plural is formed by reducing a double last consonant and replacing
the final a by i for stems in e and i, or by u in the other cases (kekka
→ keki).

If rule (22) fails because of the phonological unacceptability of final /r/ or
[+retroflex], then the following rule applies:

(24) The plural is formed by adding -val (pāra→ pāraval).
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5.2 Hypothesis 2: the singular is derived from the plural

This is also a plausible hypothesis, especially given that Hypothesis 1 makes
use of subtractive morphology, which is very rare in the languages of the
world. The starting point of this hypothesis would be that the plural is the
base form and that the singular is derived by some sort of morphological
process. For classes i-iv, this would be an additive process, and for class v, a
subtractive one.

How can the singular be derived from the plural for classes i-iv? The set
of rules would look like something close to the following:

(25) a. If the plural ends in a consonant, add -a to form the singular.

b. If the plural ends in a front vowel, add -ya to form the singular.

c. If the plural ends in a back vowel, add -va to form the singular.

This nicely explains classes i and ii. However, for the following classes, we
run into problems. For the plural noun keki ‘poles’ we would predict that the
singular is kekiya, based on rule (25b). But this is not correct, the singular has
to be kekka. There is also no phonological conditioning involved as can be
seen on examining redda / redi ‘piece of clothing’ (SG. / PL.) and the phono-
logically very similar ged

˙
iya / ged

˙
i ‘fruit’ (SG. / PL.). In the plural, their pho-

nological shape is very similar, yet they differ in the singular.
In the same vein, the pairs gaha / gas ‘tree / trees’ and bas eka / bas ‘bus /

busses’ illustrate that lexemes in class i and iv also have to carry specification
of the class they are in. This means that we have to restate our rules.

(26) a. If the plural ends in a consonant and the lexeme is in class i, add
-a to form the singular.

b. If the plural ends in a front vowel and the lexeme is in class ii, add
-ya to form the singular.

c. If the plural ends in a back vowel and the lexeme is in class ii, add
-va to form the singular.

We then add

d. If the lexeme is in class iii, the last consonant is doubled and the
final vowel is replaced by a.

e. If the lexeme is in class iv, the singular is formed by adding eka.

f. If the plural ends in -val, then the singular will not have val.
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As for class v ending in val, there are two possibilities: a) the plural form is
seen as primary and the singular is derived by subtractive morphology. The
weakness of this analysis is that there is still subtractive morphology required.
In this respect, there is no improvement over Hypothesis 1. Or, b), we have
to assume that for lexemes in class v, the singular is primary, and not the
plural. This means that Hypothesis 2 is internally inconsistent as to the status
of singular or plural as primary.

5.3 Discussion

Hypothesis 1 assumes the singular as basic throughout all the classes dis-
cussed. It is therefore internally consistent. It is also consistent with number
formation in other parts of the grammar. Remember that for animates, we also
assumed the singular as basic and the plural as derived (Examples (2)–(5)).
This hypothesis also goes well with the markedness effects we observe for
definiteness and animacy (Examples (6)–(7)). We observed that the singular
shows more categories (definiteness and animacy) than the plural and there-
fore assumed that the singular was basic. Another advantage of Hypothesis 1
is that it can explain all the forms drawing on phonological information only.
The plural can be predicted by simply looking at the phonological shape of
the singular. As a drawback, Hypothesis 1 relies on subtractive morphology,
which is a very unusual morphological process, especially for number mark-
ing (cf. Corbett 2000: 150–151).

Hypothesis 2a on the other hand has the advantage of using no subtractive
morphology. But it assumes that the singular is basic in the animate domain,
while the plural is basic in inanimate domain (but then again not so in class
v). It is thus neither internally consistent as far as inanimates are concerned,
nor consistent with number marking in the animate domain. It furthermore
has to rely on lexical information to produce the correct singular form. For
most of the lexemes, their class membership has to be stored in the lexicon.
Hypothesis 2b combines the drawbacks of Hypotheses 1 and 2a in having
both subtractive morphology and a requirement for lexical specification. For
reasons of consistency and parsimony, Hypothesis 1 is to be preferred.

5.4 Sinhala subtractive plural as a rarum

If we accept Hypothesis 1, then Sinhala is unique in making use of subtractive
morphology for plural formation, a phenomenon explicitly stated by Corbett
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(2000) as not attested in the over 250 languages he surveyed. In case we still
found Hypothesis 2 more appealing, despite the weaknesses outlined above,
Sinhala’s number marking strategy would still be a rarum because it would
be the only singular vs. plural language that makes use of a singulative
morpheme. All other languages that derive the singular from another form
are of the general / plural vs. singular type.

6 A look into language history

The discussion has been purely synchronic up to now and has tried to give a
good account of the Sinhala number system as it works today. One interest-
ing question that will be discussed in this section is how this system actually
came into being. This discussion will focus on the development of number
marking on inanimates, where we see the development of a general / plural
vs. singular system, followed by a reanalysis of this system to the singular
vs. plural system we find today. The development of number marking with
animates on the other hand is unspectacular. Animates were always marked
in a singular vs. plural way, the only things that changed were the actual
suffixes to express this distinction. These suffixes underwent some phono-
logical changes, but these did not jeopardise the fundamental opposition be-
tween singular and plural.

6.1 From Middle Indic to Dutch borrowings

Accessible data on Sinhala language history is scarce, the best resource being
Geiger (1973), who is not overly explicit on the matter of number marking.
It appears that the original Middle Indic number distinction of declension
II was lost before a general / plural vs. singular system was introduced.
This system was eventually reanalyzed as a subtractive singular vs. plural
system.

In Middle Indic there were affixes that denoted singular and affixes that
denoted plural. By attaching these to a stem, the respective reference to num-
ber could be established. But in Sinhala the affixes denoting plural were even-
tually lost in declension II (which is the ancestor of today’s inanimate classes
i, ii, iii and v). It was the bare stems that came to be used for plural reference.
As an example, ‘hand’ had at-a for NOM.SG and at-0/ for NOM.PL7 (Geiger
1973: 541). Geiger does not interpret at as plural, but rather as collective. He
gives Gehände8 as the literal translation and not Hände.
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This historical system is characterized by a stem form that can be used
as such with a collective interpretation and a NOM.SG morpheme -a.9 From
there, it is only a small step towards the reanalysis of -a as a singulative mor-
pheme. And indeed, later, the use of -a to mark NOM.SG was generalized for
all neuter nouns (Geiger 1973: 509). At this stage, Sinhala showed a gen-
eral / plural vs. singular system, comparable to the Arbore system men-
tioned in the Introduction.

This new overt marking of the singular can nicely be seen in reborrowings,
mostly scholarly, from Sanskrit (tatsama). These are borrowed in their San-
skrit singular form, but with collective meaning. To get singular meaning, -a
(or the phonologically conditioned allomorphs -ya or -va) had to be used. For
instance, Sanskrit grahan

˙
a ‘eclipse’ is borrowed as Sinhala grahan

˙
a ‘eclipses’.

The singular is grahan
˙
a-ya. Since the stems are late borrowings from Sanskrit,

they have not undergone the deletion of final vowels of Early Sinhala. These
borrowings of the archaic form can thus easily be identified by the final vowel
in the plural / collective and the intervening glide in the singular.

After the Portuguese (1503) and the Dutch (1656) arrived in Ceylon, Sin-
hala also borrowed words from the colonial languages. Again, the borrowed
forms are singular in the source language, but collective in the borrowing lan-
guage. So, the Portuguese word sapato ‘shoe’ became Sinh. sapattu ‘shoes’
with the singular form sapattu-va. For a Dutch example, we can again take
kantōru ‘offices’ (SG. kantōruva) from Dutch kantoor office or tē poocci ‘tea
pots’ (SG. tē poocciya) from Dutch theepotje.

To sum up, until the British ousted the Dutch around 1800, the Sinhala
inanimate number system was characterized by a stem form denoting the
plural and a singulative morpheme -a which is used to derive the singular.
This singulative morpheme grammaticalized from the old NOM.SG marker of
declension II, which spread to other lexemes, and also loanwords.

6.2 British loanwords

After the Dutch left Ceylon, a change in the number system took place. The
meaning of the singulative suffix -a became obscure. The evidence for this
is that English loanwords no longer take this suffix. When encountering the
English word guitar, there was no a priori reason that the Sinhalese would not
borrow it as *git

˙
āruva, along the same pattern as they had done with Dutch

kantoor some years earlier, which became kantōruva. Yet this was not the
case. Guitar was borrowed as git

˙
ār eka.10
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We do of course not know when exactly the English word guitar was
borrowed. But we know that during Dutch rule, colonial loanword integra-
tion still followed the pattern used for Sanskrit tatsama, whereas this was no
longer the case for the English loanwords borrowed during British rule and
afterwards. There is a total absence of Dutch borrowings in class iv (eka) and
a near-total absence of English borrowings in class ii (-ya and -va). This neat
separation suggests that the shift in the number marking strategy was not too
distant from the shift in political power.

It must have been around the beginning of the 19th century that Sin-
hala switched from the additive singulative system, which had prevailed at
least until the end of the Dutch rule, to the subtractive plural system we
find nowadays.

7 Iconicity

7.1 Plural marking as iconic

Having discussed the form and history of the Sinhala system, we now turn
to the cognitive factors that might have contributed to its development. One
thing that is striking about the Sinhala system is that the singular forms are
nearly always longer than the plural forms, as far as inanimates are concerned.
This goes against a well-observed opposite tendency in the languages of the
world, which has motivated claims about the importance of iconicity in lan-
guage change.

Plural is one of the most-cited examples of iconicity in morphology
(Greenberg [1966] 1976; Mayerthaler 1988; Wurzel 1989). Examples can
be found in many textbooks. The idea is that a higher number of specimens
of a certain kind in the real world is mirrored by a higher number of sounds
in language.

(27) one dog

(28) two dogs

Dog in example (27) consists of three segments, whereas dogs in example
(28) consists of four segments. (28) surpasses (27) in both semantics and
phonemics. There are cases of English plurals that are less iconic and non-
iconic:

(29) goose : geese
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(30) sheep : sheep

In (29) the number of segments is equal in singular and plural, three, but the
difference in the vowel still indicates a difference in meaning. This is called
minimally iconic. In (30), there is no difference between the singular form
and the plural form. This is called non-iconic.

In French, there are some counter-iconic plurals, i. e. a more in number
of specimens corresponds to a less in the number of phonemic segments:

(31) œuf
[œf]
‘egg’

:
:
:

œufs
[ø]
‘eggs’

(32) os
[Os]
‘bone’

:
:
:

os
[o]
‘bones’

Also in Welsh cases like these are reported (Stolz 2007). However, they seem
to be marginal and are in no way a productive process.

7.2 Iconicity and animacy in the Sinhala plural system

We have discussed above that the bulk of the Sinhala inanimate nouns have a
singular that is shorter than the plural. This is a counter-iconic way of plural-
marking. Animate nouns like ballā / ballō ‘dog / dogs’ on the other hand nor-
mally show a plural form that is as long as the singular form. That form
is minimally iconic in that two things that are semantically different are
also different in their phonological representation, but while the difference
in semantics is one of quantity of specimens, the difference in phonology
is only one of quality of the vowel. Kin terms finally, like ammā / ammalā
‘mother / mothers’ have a plural form that is longer than the singular form
(Matzel 1983: 62). This is an iconic form of plural marking. Corbett (2000)
notes that the expression of number is sensitive to the Animacy Hierarchy.
Often, number is only marked on lexemes high up in the hierarchy, and not
marked on items further down. The Sinhala case can also be squared with the
Animacy Hierarchy, but in a slightly different vein. Here, the higher up in
the hierarchy, the more iconic the plural marking, the further down, the less
iconic the plural marking. There is a direct correlation of animacy and iconi-
city.
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(33) COUNTER-ICONIC MINIMALLY ICONIC ICONIC

iconicity

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
animacy

INANIMATE ANIMATE KIN

8 Similar systems in other parts of the world

Sinhala is not the only language in the world with partly counter-iconic num-
ber systems. A clear example are Cushitic languages.11

Discussing the semantics of the lexemes that do indeed have a general /
plural vs. singular distinction in the Cushitic language Oromo (Borana
dialect, Andrzejewski (1960)), Corbett (2000) observes that the singulative
marker, if it is ever used at all, only attaches to stems that denote humans.12

This means that the number marking for persons is counter-iconic. The
remainder of the nouns show a general / singular vs. plural opposition
which is iconic.

Similar to Oromo is the Papuan language Imonda (Seiler 1985). In that
language, three kin terms denote plural or dual in their bare form, and a suf-
fix is used for singular reference. This is an even more limited inventory of
terms than in Oromo, but again it is remarkable that lexemes up the Animacy
Hierarchy are marked for number in a counter-iconic way, and not the lex-
emes further down, just the opposite of Sinhala. We can say that Oromo and
Imonda show an inverse correlation of animacy and iconicity. The more ani-
mate a lexeme, the less iconic the plural marking and vice versa.

As shown above, Sinhala has a direct correlation of animacy and iconicity.
A language that parallels Sinhala in having this direct correlation is Kiowa
(Watkins 1984). Kiowa has a very special system of marking the unexpected
number:

(34) cę̂·
horse

:
:
cę̂·gÒ
horses

Horses are ‘expected’ to be singular, the plural is unexpected, and this is
marked by gÒ. Poles on the other hand are ‘expected’ to occur in higher
quantities, this is why the unexpected number is the singular, which in turn is
marked with gÒ (or an allomorph thereof, like dÒ in the following example)

(35) á·dÒ
pole

:
:
á·
poles
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We see that the marking that Kiowa uses for ‘horse’ is iconic, and the marking
that it uses for ‘pole’ is counter-iconic. Virtually all animates behave like
‘horse’, whereas the behavior of inanimates is somewhat less clear, but there
is still a majority that behaves like ‘pole’.

To sum up, there are two languages that have an inverse correlation of
animacy and iconicity, Oromo and Imonda. In these languages, only a few
lexemes take counter-iconic marking at all, and number marking is optional.
These contrast with Sinhala and Kiowa, where there is a direct correlation be-
tween animacy and iconicity. These languages share the further characteris-
tics that the counter-iconic plural marking is not marginal at all, and that num-
ber marking is obligatory. The higher importance of marking number in Sin-
hala and Kiowa and the higher total number of counter-iconic plural marking
in these languages mean that a good case can be made for the direct corre-
lation between animacy and iconicity. The optionality of number marking in
Kiowa and Imonda on the other hand, paired with the very low frequency of
counter-iconic marking in these languages mean that the inverse correlation
between animacy and iconicity does not find strong support.

We conclude that we have found two languages where iconicity and ani-
macy solidly align, whereas the two possible exceptions do not have the same
weight.13 The aim of this paper is to present a rarum and not to speculate on
the cognitive and functional forces that brought this about. Still, an explana-
tion for the alignment of animacy and iconicity in Sinhala and Kiowa (and
the absence of a strong example of the contrary) could be that human beings
are much more likely to individuate things up the Animacy Hierarchy. Hence
singular reference to FATHER is much more likely than singular reference to
STONE. The reverse is true for reference to more than one exemplar. Since
“grammars code best what speakers do most” (DuBois 1985: 362–363), it
would be preferable to have a shorter coding for the form most commonly
used in discourse, i. e. the singular form for animate things and the plural for
inanimate things. As a correlation, the form less often used would be longer
(plural for animate, singular for inanimate). This boils down to saying that
animates should have a plural longer than the singular, which is iconic mark-
ing, and inanimates should not, which is non-iconic. As a final reformulation:
animates should get iconic marking, while inanimates should not.14 This is
what we find in Sinhala and Kiowa.

There are obvious shortcomings to the above explanations like animates
most often talked about with plural reference (e. g. mosquitoes) or inanimates
most often talked about with singular reference (e. g. home). We do not think
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Table 2. Case suffixes in Sinhala

Singular Plural

Nominative 0/ 0/
Genitive -ē -vala
Dative -t

˙
a -valat

˙
a

Instrumental -em
˙

/ -im
˙

-valim
˙

that the coarse explanation for the correlation between animacy and iconicity
we have outlined above can explain everything, but it seems an acceptable
first approach to a rarum.

9 Iconicity through the back door

In the preceding section we have seen that Sinhala has counter-iconic mark-
ing for inanimate lexemes. This conclusion was arrived at by looking at the
nominative. If we take into account nominal forms inflected for other cases,
a different picture emerges.

Four cases are distinguished on Sinhala inanimates: Nominative, Genitive,
Dative and Instrumental.15 The case suffixes are different for singular bases
and plural bases.

The nominative (the citation form) is not overtly marked. Hence, there
is no difference in the length of the suffix in the singular and the plural,
both being zero. In this case, the counter-iconic pattern that the stems show
is not changed by the suffix. In the other cases, however, the oblique case
suffixes are longer in the plural than in the singular. As an example, the dative
of pota ‘book’ is pota-t

˙
a, the plural is pot in the nominative and pot-valat

˙
a

in the dative.16 In the nominative, the plural is one segment shorter in the
singular, but in the dative, the plural is three segments longer than the dative
singular form.

We noted in Table 1 on page 250 that the plural is normally 1–3 segments
shorter than the singular in the citation form. Table 2 shows that the case
suffixes are 1–4 segments longer in the plural than in the singular. On forming
an oblique case in the plural, the extra length of the plural case suffixes thus
compensates for the lack of iconicity in the stems. We see that for inanimates
the number marking in the oblique cases is iconic, while this is not true for the
nominative case. The change is brought about by material added to the suffix
(and not to the stem). This is why we can speak about iconicity sneaking in
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through the back door of the suffix, instead of properly taking its place on the
base (inflected for number).

While it was possible to make an educated guess about the discourse mo-
tivations of counter-iconic number marking in the citation form, we seriously
doubt that a good explanation can be found why this cognitive motivation
would not hold in the oblique cases.

10 Conclusion

This paper has shown that Sinhala has a counter-iconic way of marking num-
ber on inanimates which is best analyzed as a subtractive morphological pro-
cess. No other known language exhibits subtractive morphology as a regular
means for number marking. This makes the Sinhala number marking system
a rarum.

This system arose diachronically through a temporary loss of number dis-
tinction in declension II, which was later compensated by the exaptation of
the nominative singular marker -a as a singulative marker. That singulative
marker was reanalyzed as pertaining to the stem later on, most probably in
the 19th century when the British had taken over the rule over Ceylon from
the Dutch.

The lack of iconicity in Sinhala number marking correlates with the Ani-
macy Hierarchy, which seems to be true for Kiowa as well. Some other lan-
guages (Cushitic languages, Imonda) seem to contradict this tendency, but
in these languages the counter-iconic number marking is a marginal phe-
nomenon and not as characteristic of the number system as in Sinhala or
Kiowa. However, this tendency is cancelled for Sinhala if we take into ac-
count not only the citation form but also the inflected nominal forms. In these
cases, we find that number marking is close to iconic.

The Sinhala number marking system defies easy description and expla-
nation. Markedness phenomena, iconicity, animacy, and the case system are
in a complex relation. This multifaceted influence on the number system is a
challenge for cognitive linguistics and only time will tell whether good cog-
nitive motivations for such a system can be found.

Abbreviations

ANIM = animate; EMPH = emphatic; INAN(IM) = inanimate; INDEF = indefinite;
LOC = locative; PL = plural; SG = singular; SUBJ = subject
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Notes

1. General reference is sometimes called ‘transnumeral’ (Biermann 1982) or ‘common
number’ (Jespersen 1924).

2. It is important not to confuse general reference and generic reference. The above
example is of general reference, but not of generic reference, since nothing is said about
the properties of ‘dog’ as such. On the other hand, the sentence Lions live in Africa is
generic, but not of general reference because it would be incorrect if there were only one
living lion left in Africa.

3. There is also a paucal luban-jaa ‘lion-PAUCAL’, which is not important in the remaining
discussion.

4. Technically speaking, the Sinhala sentences have an argument focus on vattē ‘garden’.
In Sinhala, the focus construction is much more common than, say, a cleft sentence in
English. This is why a plain English sentence was chosen as the translation.

5. Cf. also Matzel (1983: 59–60).
6. Theoretically, lexemes ending in eka in the singular and in ek in the plural would pose a

problem, because one would not know whether the segment to subtract should be eka or
just a, but no such lexemes happen to exist. Lexemes that end in -v or -y in the plural do
not exist either, so one is sure to subtract the glide as well.

7. Only where NOM.SG and NOM.PL were the same, was a periphrastic construction in-
volving *vara ‘mass’ used. This eventually yielded the -val of the present class v.

8. This word is a neologism coined by Geiger in analogy to Gebirge ‘mountain range’ from
Berg ‘mountain’ and several other Ge- words that denote collectives.

9. Unfortunately, there is no information available on class iii (kekka / keki), and the devel-
opment of this class remains unclear to the present. Kekka might be an assimilation of
*kekiya, a process that is well attested elsewhere in the history of Sinhala, for instance
in the development of the past forms of the second conjugation, where we get däkkā
<*däkiyā ‘see.PST’.

10. One could assume that git
˙
ār eka was already borrowed from Dutch gitaar, but this is not

possible since a retroflex stop never occurs in words of Dutch origin. The Dutch dental
stop is rendered as dental in Sinhala, whereas the English alveolar stop is rendered as
retroflex.

11. As noted above, number marking is obligatory in Sinhala but not in the Cushitic lan-
guages.

12. With one exception, the word for ‘bull’.
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13. There are of course hundreds of languages where the iconicity of plural marking is
constant and these languages are therefore not very interesting for the investigation of
correlation between animacy and iconicity.

14. Whether the marking chosen for inanimates is counter-iconic as in Sinhala, or just sim-
ply non-iconic as in all the languages that do not mark number at all on inanimates
(e. g. Japanese (Corbett 2000: 74)), is just a matter of degree, but not of kind.

15. Animates additionally have Accusative and Locative.
16. It is important not to confuse the plural case formative val with the plural suffix vala.

That they are in fact different can be seen from class v obliques in the plural, e. g. pāra-
val-vala-t

˙
a ‘to the streets’ with an effective twofold occurrence of the sequence val.
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The Dravidian zero negative: diachronic context of
its morphogenesis and conceptualisation

Christiane Pilot-Raichoor

1 Introduction

The Dravidian ‘zero negative’, as Master (1946) called it, is a clear structural
rarum (see Section 2) which has failed to be properly acknowledged, even by
the Dravidianists who generally reduced it to a phonetic accident (*ā > 0/ ),
that leaves the negative forms <verb root + person endings> without any
sign of negation. The existence of this strange construction, attested in several
languages over a period of two thousand years, cannot be questioned. The
debate surrounding it bears entirely on its origin.

A critical examination of the traditional explanation (Section 3) will show
its weaknesses. Moreover, a closer look at the earliest records of a Dravidian
language (Section 4) will reveal that neither *ā nor 0/ are likely to be ‘Proto-
Dravidian’ negators. Both of them emerged from an important grammatical
reshuffling which occurred pre-historically and can be perceived only in the
earliest stages of Tamil (from 3rd century BC onwards). An analogy with the
paradigms of inherently negative verbs (‘to be not’) triggered the genesis and
the stability of the zero negative construction. Finally, its conceptualisation
(Section 5) will be explained by working out the systemic semantics of the
contrastive ‘tenses’ (Past / Non-Past) and ‘negatives’ (*ā and 0/ ) morphemes.
This analysis will be supported by theoretical and typological arguments.

2 A robust linguistic fact

Though its existence has often been denied by Dravidianists and therefore
generally ignored by other linguists, the zero negative construction is an ob-
vious and common linguistic fact in most South Dravidian languages, old and
modern, written and oral.

2.1 The morphological evidence

The existence in Dravidian of finite verb forms constructed on the schema
<verb + person suffix> with a negative meaning, in contrast to positive forms
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Table 1. Tamil finite paradigms

Past Future Negative

1S pat
˙
i-tt-ēn

¯
pat

˙
i-pp-ēn

¯
pat

˙
iy-ēn

¯2S pat
˙
i-tt-āy pat

˙
i-pp-āy pat

˙
iy-āy

3SM pat
˙
i-tt-ān

¯
pat

˙
i-pp-ān

¯
pat

˙
iy-ān

¯3SF pat
˙
i-tt-āl

˙
pat

˙
i-pp-āl

˙
pat

˙
iy-āl

˙3SN pat
˙
i-tt-atu pat

˙
i-kkum pat

˙
iy-ātu

1P pat
˙
i-tt-ōm pat

˙
i-pp-ōm pat

˙
iy-ōm

2P pat
˙
i-tt-ı̄r pat

˙
i-pp-ı̄r pat

˙
iy-ı̄r

2P (honor.) pat
˙
i-tt-ı̄rkal pat

˙
i-pp-ı̄rkal pat

˙
iy-ı̄rkal

3PM/F pat
˙
i-tt-ār pat

˙
i-pp-ār pat

˙
iy-ār

3PM/F (honor.) pat
˙
i-tt-ārkal pat

˙
i-pp-ārkal pat

˙
iy-ārkal

3PN pat
˙
i-tt-ana pat

˙
i-kkum pat

˙
iy-ā

Transliterated and adapted from Arden ([1891] 1976: 141, 228).
NB: y- occurring in pat

˙
iy- is a glide after front vowel.

constructed on the schema <verb + tense + person suffix>, is a descriptive
fact that even the most reluctant authors have to accept: “in several languages
the negative is signalled by a zero” (Krishnamurti 2003: 348).

What distinguishes this zero negative paradigm from other “negatives
without negators” studied by Miestamo (2010) is the simplicity of the con-
struction. This is evident when comparing the three basic paradigms found in
the description of literary Tamil or Kannada.

In Tamil, for the verb pat
˙
i- “to learn”, the following paradigms can be set

for the Past (pat
˙
ittēn

¯
‘I learned’), the Future (pat

˙
ippēn

¯
‘I will learn’) and the

Negative (pat
˙
iyēn

¯
‘I do / did / will not learn’), as illustrated in Table 1.

In Old Kannada, the corresponding forms for the verb nōd
˙

u ‘to see’ are:
nōd

˙
idem

˙
‘I saw’, nōd

˙
uvem

˙
‘I will see’ and nōd

˙
em
˙

‘I do / did / will not see’,
see Table 2 on the facing page.

What is meant by ‘zero negative’ clearly appears in the systemic descrip-
tion: the analysis of the positive forms in Tamil and Kannada makes it possi-
ble to identify a morphological -0/ - in place of the “tense” affixes in the nega-
tive forms as shown in Table 3 on the next page.

These three paradigms actually reflect the fundamental ternary opposi-
tive system of ‘Past’ vs. ‘Non-Past’ vs. ‘Negative’ which has been recon-
structed as a common basis for Proto-Dravidian verbal morphology (see Sec-
tion 5.2.2).
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Table 2. Old Kannada finite paradigms

Past Future Negative

1S nōd
˙

-id-em
˙

nōd
˙

-uv-em
˙

nōd
˙

-em
˙2S nōd

˙
-id-ai nōd

˙
-uv-ai nōd

˙
-ai

3SM nōd
˙

-id-am
˙

nōd
˙

-uv-am
˙

nōd
˙

-am
˙3SF nōd

˙
-id-al

˙
nōd

˙
-uv-al

˙
nōd

˙
-al

˙3SN nōd
˙

-id-udu nōd
˙

-uv-udu nōd
˙

-adu
1P nōd

˙
-id-em nōd

˙
-uv-em nōd

˙
-evu

2P nōd
˙

-id-ir nōd
˙

-uv-ir nōd
˙

-ir
3PM/F nōd

˙
-id-ar nōd

˙
-uv-ar nōd

˙
-ar

3PN nōd
˙

-id-uvu nōd
˙

-uv-uvu nōd
˙

-avu

Transliterated and adapted from Kittel (1903: 138, 143, 158)

Table 3. ‘Tense’ morphs in Literary Tamil and Old Kannada

Root Tense Person Root Tense Person

Past pat
˙
i -tt- ēn

¯
, āy, etc. nōd

˙
-id- em

˙
, ai, etc.

Future pat
˙
i -pp- ēn

¯
, āy, etc. nōd

˙
-uv- em

˙
, ai, etc.

Negative pat
˙
i -0/ - ēn

¯
, āy, etc. nōd

˙
-0/ - em

˙
, ai, etc.

2.2 Meaning of the negative paradigm

The meaning of this basically tenseless zero negative paradigm is as sim-
ple as its construction: it is, as Arden (1976: 228) called it, a “pure nega-
tive” which can refer “to all time”. It usually expresses a strong, categorical
negation.

Examples can be found in the oldest Tamil literary corpus, the ‘Sangam’1

(examples (1) through (3), from Rajam 1992) as well as – two thousand
years later – in a contemporary unwritten minority language, Badaga (ex-
amples (4) through (7) on the following page, personal data) with very little
change.

(1) Old Tamil (Rajam 1992: 640) [pura.399:14]

cell-ēn
¯go. /0.1S

cell-ēn
¯go. /0-1S

pir
¯
ar
¯others

mukam
face

nōkk-ēn
¯see. /0-1S

‘I will not go. I will not go. I will not look at the faces of others.’
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(2) Old Tamil (Rajam 1992: 638) [kuru.178:3-4]

ival
˙she

it
˙
ai

middle
mulai
breast

kit
˙
antum

lie.CVB

nat
˙
uṅkal

shiver.NMLZ

ān
¯
-̄ır

be_content. /0-2P

‘Although you are lying between her breasts you do not stop trem-
bling.’

(3) Old Tamil (Rajam 1992: 635) [aka.33:18]

an
¯
r
¯
u

then
nam
us

ar
¯
i.y-āy

know. /0-2S

‘You did not know us then’

(4) Badaga (personal data)

nā
I

avva
her.GEN

gan
˙
d
˙
ana

husband.ACC

ari.y-e
know. /0-1S

‘I don’t know her husband’

(5) Badaga (personal data)

enga
we

iduga
this.DAT

bele
price

ari.y-o
know. /0-1P

‘We do not know the price for this’

(6) Badaga (personal data)

ē
which

gaud
˙
a.n-ū

chief.any
iduna
this.ACC

mād
˙
-a

do. /0-3M

‘No chief will do this’; lit. ē. . . - ū ‘whichever / whatever’

(7) Badaga (personal data)

ama
he

munduga
forward

bar-a
come. /0-3M

‘He won’t come up in life’

2.3 A widespread and enduring negative construction

The zero negative paradigm is well attested:

– in the old stages of the literary languages

– in several modern languages spoken by minorities
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As it is more frequent in South India, Pederson (1993: 236) suggests that
“there was areal influence spreading the zero negative from South Dravidian
to some Central languages”.

In Tamil, these negative forms originated during the Sangam period (cf.
Section 4) , developed fully in post-Sangam or medieval Tamil and vanished
as a regular paradigm in modern Tamil.

In Kannada, which was attested centuries after Tamil, the negative para-
digm is well recorded in the old stages of the language corresponding roughly
to medieval Tamil and subsequently tends to vanish. It is also well attested in
literary Telugu, but rare in Malayalam which uses the *ā marker except in a
few instances in the old literary records, still influenced by Tamil.

More importantly, the zero negative paradigm is still alive in several un-
written languages: dialectal variants of the literary languages (Havyaka Kan-
nada) or languages spoken by several minorities, notably in the Nilgiri hills
of South India (Kota, Toda, Badaga). The zero negative construction is also
attested partially in Gondi (South-Central Drav.) and Brahui (North Drav., cf.
Krishnamurti 2003: 353).

Due to the general aversion of linguists to this negative construction (cf.
Section 3.1.2) and to language specific developments,2 it is difficult to know
exactly the spread of the phenomenon.

2.4 Functionality of the zero negative construction

As shown in Section 2.1, the zero negative construction is basically a plain
declarative finite paradigm. A few words should be added concerning its
relation to other negative finite constructions (Section 2.4.1) and to other
positive finite paradigms (Section 2.4.2) which fulfill similar functions.

2.4.1 Other negative finite constructions

At all historical periods and in all languages that have zero negatives, the
zero negative construction co-exists with other ways of expressing negation.
Two main types of negation can be distinguished in Dravidian: morphological
(different types of negative finite paradigms) and syntactic (several types of
construction with an inherently negative verb or a negatively conjugated verb
as auxiliary). Both types exist in nearly all Dravidian languages.3

In Tamil for instance, the zero negative paradigm occurs along with vari-
ous other Negative periphrastic constructions, most of them using a fossilized
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form of the old negative root4 il (< *cil-) ‘not to be’ as an auxiliary. The aux-
iliary māt

˙
t
˙
- is also used conjugated in the zero negative paradigm5 in the Neg-

ative Future. Arden (1976: 228–230) identifies the following main negative
constructions:

– the pure Negative Tense {root of the verb + personal terminations} co-
exists with

– the Negative present {Nominative Singular of the Present Neuter Par-
ticipial (or Verbal) Noun in -tu + illai}

– the Negative Past Tense {infinitive + illai}

– the Negative Future {infinitive + māt
˙
t
˙
- + personal terminations}

The presence of other constructions often does restrict the use of the negative
paradigm to some specific uses. For instance in Tamil: “it is commonly used
only as an habitual Present Tense. Thus [. . . ] pat

˙
iyēn

¯
‘I learn not’” (Arden

1976: 228).
In short, the zero negative construction is not retained as a ‘standard’

negation in any of the modern languages. However it still survives in the
literary languages:

1. as an archaic feature: such is the case in Kannada, for which Sridhar (1990:
228) explicitly states that the Negative ‘tense’ is “found mostly in older
writing”.

2. as part of complex / periphrastic negative constructions6, as stated for the
Negative Future in Modern Tamil: colla māt

˙
t
˙
.ēn
¯

‘I will not say’, colla
māt

˙
t
˙
.āy ‘You will not say’, etc.

3. in some expressions in Modern Tamil, such as: avan
¯

ai kān
˙

ōm ‘He is not
to be seen, lit., we do not see him’ (Subrahmanyam 1971: 333), or, as
reported by Kittel in Kannada:

“The English verb ‘to will’, ‘to be pleased’, ‘to desire’ is expressed by
ol, of which (ollem

˙
), ollenu, olle, vulgarly valle , ‘I will not’, and other

persons of the negative are in every body’s mouth, e. g. [. . . ] un
˙

n
˙

a olle,
‘I will not eat’.” (1903: 340–341) [emphasis mine].

These expressions, as noticed by Kittel, are quite common, though the speak-
ers are unaware of the oddity of the negative form they use!
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Table 4. Negative paradigm versus positive paradigms

Tamil (medieval):

Negative Future Past Present

var-ēn
¯

vs. kān
˙

-p-ēn
¯

va-nt-ēn
¯

cey-kin
¯

r
¯

-ēn
¯‘I will not come’ ‘I will see’ ‘I came’ ‘I do’

V+pers. vs. V+Fut+pers. V+Past+pers. V+Pres+pers.

Toda: pï·x (S2: pï·-) ‘to go’, po·r (S2: pod-) ‘to come’

Negative Present /
future

Future Past Tenseless
(aorist)

pï·x-en vs. pï·-p-en pï·-k-in pï·-šp-en pï·-n-en
po·r-en pod-p-en paš-k-in pod-šp-en pod-en
‘I do / did / will not V’ ‘I (shall) V’ ‘I will V’ ‘I did V’ ‘I (did / will)

V’
V+pers. vs. V+Prs-

Fut+pers.
V+Fut+pers. V+Past+pers. V+Aor+pers

2.4.2 Other positive finite paradigms

In modern Dravidian languages, the zero negative paradigm is usually op-
posed to several positive tenses, but this does not affect its functional con-
trastive meaning as all the positive paradigms are overtly marked, as illus-
trated in Table 4 (Toda data from Emeneau 1984). In other words, in all
the languages where this form of negation exists, the positive tenses7 of the
declarative paradigms can always be analysed in (at least) three morphemes:
{verb root – “tense” – person} while the zero negative paradigm is reduced
to two segmental units: {verb root – person}.

Presented in isolation, the negative meaning of the construction {verb root
– person} thus appears as a sheer nonsense; however if we consider it in
the bigger picture of the verbal systems, throughout the languages and the
centuries, it becomes clear that the zero negative construction acquires its
identity and maintains its linguistic and communicative distinctiveness on the
basis of constant contrasting system in the marking of tense:

Negative paradigm [- tense] vs. Positive paradigms [+ tense].
no marker vs. overt marker
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Does this contradict the universal of polarity marking, according to which
the positive forms are less marked than the negative ones? Looking at the
raw data, a trivial answer would be “yes”, but further analysis shows that the
negative forms are in fact not less marked than the positive ones. Thus, from
a morphological point of view, a positional zero can be considered a true
marker, as in numbers (e.g. 1, 10, 100. . . ); from a categorial point of view,
Miestamo (2010) argues that in both cases it is tense-aspect-mood which is
marked and not polarity (positive or negative) as such. In the same line, I
shall argue (Section 5) that it is not polarity which is encoded but the exis-
tence / non-existence of the verb as a process.

3 Controversy on the origin of the zero negative

In spite of all these pieces of evidence, the very existence of the zero neg-
ative paradigm is still hard to accept not only for general linguists or typol-
ogists (cf. Forest 1993: 19–20: “ce n’est qu’une apparence” [it just appears
(to exist)]) but also for most Dravidianists, even the most renowned, such as
Caldwell, Kittel, Bloch or, more recently, Krishnamurti, who writes in a ma-
jor reference book on the Dravidian languages (2003: 348 [emphasis mine]):

“The negative allomorphs occurring in inflected verbs have abnormal pho-
nology [i. e. zero allomorph] and are, therefore, of uncertain origin. The no-
tion of a zero negative in Dravidian is a myth.”

Thus, nothing has really changed since Pederson (1993) reminded us of Mas-
ter’s complain:

“Ninety years have passed since Gundert and Caldwell first discussed the
origin of the Dravidian Zero Negative as it is now called and the problem
remains unsolved.” (Master 1946: 137)

3.1 Matter of the dispute: the negative allomorphs -0/ - and *{ā}

A proper account of the zero negative has been constantly biased by a debate
about its origin and its relation to another morphological negative marker *ā.

3.1.1 An uneven distribution

Outside of the South subgroup, most Dravidian languages present, in place
of the zero, a morph *ā (or a variant of it). Table 5 gives a sample of the lan-
guages having a reflex of *ā (group I) in contrast to those presenting a -0/ -
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Table 5. Comparison of selected Dravidian negative finite paradigms

Past Non-Past Negative
vb. sfx. pers. vb. sfx pers. vb. sfx. pers.

Group I <*ā

Tulu ‘learn’ kal -t- e ‘learn’ kal -p- e ‘listen’ kēn ay- e
Gondi ‘beat’ pā -t- ōn ‘see’ sūr ānt- ōn ‘wash’ nor vō nu
Konda ‘see’ sūr -t- a ‘bring’ ta -n- a ‘do’ ki -P- e

Group II 0/

Tamil ‘cry’ al
¯
u -t- ēn

¯
‘make’ cey -v- ēn

¯
‘see’ kān

˙
-0/ - ēn

¯Kannada ‘listen’ kēl
˙

-d- em
˙

‘give’ kud
˙

-uv- em
˙

‘see’ nōd
˙

-0/ - em
˙Toda ‘come’ po -d- en ‘come’ pod -p- en ‘come’ po·r -0/ - en

(group II) in the negative finite paradigms. Furthermore, in all the languages
which have a zero in the finite paradigm, we find a marker *ā (or a variant of
it) in all the non-finite forms of the verb. Comparing the first person forms of
the three paradigms of Kannada given in Table 2 on page 269 with the corres-
ponding participial forms (verb + ‘tense’ + a ‘adjectival marker’), shows that
the negative participial form is overtly marked with a morph -ad- in place of
the zero morph of the finite paradigm:

Past Future Negative
Finite form (1SG.) nōd

˙
-id-em

˙
nōd

˙
-uv-em

˙
nōd

˙
-0/ -em

˙Participial form nōd
˙

-id-a nōd
˙

-uv-a nōd
˙

-ad-a

The restricted distribution of the -0/ - negative allomorph has obviously
legitimated the question of its origin.

On the one hand, the allomorph -0/ - is restricted (i) to only one paradigm of
the indicative finite forms and (ii) to a limited group of Dravidian languages,
on the other, the *ā allomorph (i) is found in most of the negative morpholog-
ical constructions (several finite paradigms as well as most of the non-finite
forms (participial and nominal forms) and (ii) is attested in all languages.

Comparative works usually reconstruct three negative morphs. Subrah-
manyam gives: *-ā- (1971: 383), -0/ - (1971: 385) and *-vā- (1971: 386, for
some South-Central Dravidian languages), but in detail the situation is much
more complicated.

Cautiously, Subrahmanyam (1971: 383) admits that “it is very difficult
to decide as to which of the two types [-0/ - or *-ā-] represents the Proto-
Dravidian situation”.
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3.1.2 Misleading analyses overrepresenting *-ā-

At present, it is impossible to have a precise view of the expression of nega-
tion and its historical developments in the Dravidian family of languages.
Preconceptions about the need to identify or reconstruct a negative marker
have biased many analyses of individual languages. In particular, minority
languages of Central India present a great variety of negative constructions
which have been insufficiently or inaccurately analysed.8

The non-specialist must be aware that there is a strong tendency among
Dravidianists to favour the *ā allomorph, leading to some dubious analyses
even for the most well-known languages. In this view, it is interesting to com-
pare the paradigm of nōd

˙
u “to see” as given by Kittel for Medieval Kannada

and the paradigm of tinnu ‘to eat’ as given by Sridhar (1990) for (modern)
Kannada, see Table 6.

Table 6. Two alternative analyses compared

Negative (medieval Kannada in
Kittel 1903: 159), nōd

˙
u ‘see’

Negative “tense” (in Sridhar 1990:
227–228), tinnu ‘eat’

1S nōd
˙

-em
˙

, nōd
˙

-enu, nōd
˙

-e tinn-e(-nu)
2S nōd

˙
-e tinn-e

3SM nōd
˙

-am
˙

, nōd
˙

-anu (nōd
˙

-a) tinn-a(-nu)
3SF (nōd

˙
-al

˙
) , nōd

˙
-al

˙
u tinn-a-l

˙
u

3SN nōd
˙

-adu tinn-a-du
1P nōd

˙
-evu tinn-e-vu

2P nōd
˙

-iri [? missing in Sridhar]
3PM/F (nōd

˙
-ar), nōd

˙
-aru tinn-a-ru

3PN nōd
˙

-avu tinn-a-vu

NB.: -nu is the regular phonetic evolution of final -m
˙

Sridhar analyses the vowel which follows the verb root as a marker of
negation and justifies his segmentation by the following comment:

“a special verb paradigm in which the negative tense marker (-e in first and
second person and -a in the third person) is placed immediately to the right
of the verb stem (i. e., in place of the tense suffix) and before the agreement
marker. e. g., hōg-a-l

˙
u go-neg-3sf, ‘she doesn’t / won’t go’.” (1990: 227)

However, this analysis appears to be biased when one takes in considera-
tion the data presented in Table 2 above. Contrary to Sridhar’s statement, the
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Table 7. Krishnamurti’s analysis of Modern Telugu

‘Habitual-future or non-past’: -t- ammu-t-ānu ‘I (habitually) sell, I shall sell’
‘Past tense’: -i- amm-i-ānu ‘I sold’
‘Negative tense’: -a- amm-a-nu ‘I (do, did, and shall) not sell’

Table 8. Verbal and predicative nominal person endings in Telugu

Verb:‘to sell’ 1S 1P 2S 2P 3SM 3SF/N 3PM/F 3PN

Non-Past ammu t- -ānu _-ām _-āw _-āru _-ād
˙

u _ -un-di -āru -āy
Past amm i- ānu _-ām _-āw _-āru _-ād

˙
u _-in-di -āru -āy

Negative amm- anu _-am _-aw _-aru _-ad
˙

u _-adu -aru -aw

Noun:‘the person’ 1S 1P 2S 2P 3SM 3SF/N 3PM/F 3PN

v ˜̄ad
˙

- anu vār-amu vād
˙

-avu vār-aru v ˜̄ad
˙

-u vā-ru

endings: -e(nu), -e, -a(nu), -al
˙
u, -adu, -evu, -iri, -aru, -avu are (as shown in

Kittel’s analysis) unsegmentable person suffixes (direct reflexes of the person
suffixes used in the positive and negative paradigms in Ancient Kannada) and
there is no trace of a “negative tense marker” in them.

In fact, in his improper segmentation of a negative -e / -a tense marker,
Sridhar follows Krishnamurti’s analysis of the Telugu, which itself, on closer
examination, also appears unlikely. In his Telugu verbal bases, Krishnamurti
(1961: 213) gives the segmentation reproduced in Table 7 for the three basic
paradigms of the verb ammu ‘to sell’ in Modern Telugu, which sets, next to
the tense markers -t- and -i-, a negative marker -a-.

However, the proposed segmentation of an -a- negative marker in amm-a-
nu, amm-a-m, amm-a-w etc. cannot be maintained when we tabulate, along
with the verbal paradigms, the predicative paradigm of the noun v ˜̄ad

˙
u ‘per-

son’ (Krishnamurti, 1961: 233, note 8, v ˜̄ad
˙

-anu lit. ‘the person, I’, vār-amu
lit. ‘the persons, we’) meaning ‘I am the person’, ‘we are the persons’, etc. Ta-
ble 8 shows beyond any doubt that the same set of (positive unsegmentable)
personal endings -anu, -amu, -avu, -aru etc. is used in both the Negative par-
adigm and the Nominal paradigm. In this table, it can also be noticed that,
contrary to what would be expected if there had been a fusion of a negative
marker with the person endings (as usually suggested, see Section 3.2.1), it
is the positive forms (Past and Non-Past) of the person suffixes which con-
tain a long vowel, while the negative ones – like the nominal ones – have
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Table 9. A systemic analysis of Telugu

Root “Tense” Person

Non-Past ammu + -t- + ānu, āw, ām, āru etc.
Past amm + -i- + ānu, āw, ām, āru etc.
Negative amm + -0/ - + anu, aw, am, aru etc.

only short vowels. Therefore, a systemic analysis will identify a morpholog-
ical zero negative marker in Telugu (cf. Table 9), as in Tamil and Kannada9

(cf. Table 3 on page 269).
A similar distortion of the basic facts was noticed by Pederson (1993: 234)

with regard to another important Dravidianist:
“Andronov (1970) doesn’t try to explain the phenomenon and provides only
lists of cognate negative suffixes (which err on the side of overrepresenting ā
as richer and more widespread than would appear to be the case on examina-
tion of individual languages)” [emphasis mine].

3.2 The traditional account: a phonetic accident *ā > 0/

According to most of the linguists who questioned its existence, the zero
negative paradigm can only be explained by a phonetic accident.

3.2.1 A standard phonetic rule in historical linguistics: V +V >V

The hypothesis of a phonetic fusion between the vocalic negative marker and
the following vocalic person suffixes appears in Caldwell (1856):

“We have thus arrived at the conclusion that a is the sign of negation which is
most systematically used by the Dravidian languages in the formation of the
negative voice of the verb. It has, it is true, disappeared from the conjugated
forms of Tamil and Canarese [= Kannada]; [. . . ].The negative a, being suc-
ceeded in Tamil and Canarese by the initial vowel of the pronominal suffix,
appears gradually to have got incorporated with it; and an evidence of this in-
corporation survives in the euphonic lengthening of the pronominal vowel in
Tamil.” (Caldwell 1856 [1976]: 473)

and has been repeated by most of the linguists who have discussed the ques-
tion from Bloch (1935) to Pederson (1993).

The phonetic fusion of two vowels is a very common phenomenon in
historical linguistics and could be readily accepted as a plausible explanation.
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3.2.2 An “abnormal” phonetic rule in Dravidian

However, in the present case, the fusion is phonetically completely “abnor-
mal”, as Krishnamurti (2003: 348) admits. Bloch (1935) was the first to rec-
ognize that the morphophonemic (sandhi) rules that are required do not exist
in any of the attested forms of the languages:

“[. . . ] le verbe dravidien n’exprime que par accident la négation au moyen
d’un suffixe zéro, mais qu’il possède réellement un suffixe négatif [-a-]”
(1935: 162), “là où le négatif est apparemment sans marque spéciale, c’est
qu’il y a eu une voyelle -a- élidée ; la seule difficulté, qui n’a pas été sou-
lignée, mais qui a sans doute inconsciemment empêché l’adhésion des autres
savants, c’est qu’il faut admettre que les règles de sandhi ancien admettaient,
notamment en tamoul, des élisions ou plutôt des contractions que déjà la
langue classique ne permettait plus.” (1935: 159)
[ “Dravidian verbs only accidentally express negation through a zero suffix but [. . . ] do possess
a true negative suffix [-a-]” (1935 :162), “in places where the negative apparently does not have
any special marking, the -a- vowel has actually been elided ; the only difficulty which has not
been emphasized but which surely has unconsciously prevented other scholars from supporting
the idea is that the old sandhi rules, especially in Tamil, allowed elision, or rather contractions
that the classical language already denied”]

3.2.3 Shortcomings of the phonetic accident hypothesis

Consonant epenthesis is the normal rule

The phonetic explanation requires sandhi rules that run against what is usu-
ally observed in the ancient stages of the Dravidian languages:

“Typically, even the older South Dravidian languages invoked sandhi conso-
nant epenthesis pre-vocalically, but in the case of zero negation there is vowel
deletion.” (Pederson 1993: 236)

What is expected at the junction of two morphemic vowels is consonant epen-
thesis as seen in the Tamil Negative paradigm with the insertion of the glide
-y- after the front vowel of pat

˙
i ‘to learn’ and the person suffixes pat

˙
i-y-ēn

¯
or

the glide -v- after back vowel of ō ‘to end, cease’ in ō-v-ār. The same epen-
thesis can also be seen in the Tulu negative form kēn-ay-e (cf. Table 5 on page
275), which actually contains a negative marker -a- before the person suffix.

Both the negative marker and the person suffix contain long vowels

The reconstructed morphemes for the negative marker as well as for the per-
son suffixes have long vowels. It is true, however, that both of them present
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short variants, variously distributed in the individual languages, and many au-
thors take advantage of this allomorphy to avoid unlikely phonetic processes.

(i) Some authors start with a reduction of the negative marker *ā- > *a-
(explicitly or implicitly, cf. the preceding citations of Caldwell and Bloch) so
that the reader will more readily accept *a- > 0/ . This is the strategy adopted
by Krishnamurti (2003) who also argues – after Bloch (1935) – for the pres-
ence of a laryngeal (H) in the reconstructed negative marker:

“Taking the total scenario into account, we can reconstruct *-aHa- (or*-
aHaH- > -āy- / ay-) for Early Proto-Dravidian or Pre-Dravidian which de-
veloped into a long grade -ā (by contraction), a short grade *-a- by loss of *H
and the zero grade by the loss of this vowel before personal suffixes begin-
ning with vowels.” (Krishnamurti 2003: 353)

However this laryngeal hypothesis (a) does not escape the reconstruction
of a long *ā for the negative marker: to account for the “five allomorphs
ay / āy∼ā / a∼0/”(Krishnamurti 2003: 351) identified in South Dravidian I,
“we need to set up [. . . ] *aH (or more legitimately *āH)” (Krishnamurti
2003: 351) and (b) does not offer a better solution for the “loss” of -a- (even
in its reduced form) before the personal suffixes.

According to his hypothesis kān
˙

-0/ -ı̄rkal
˙

‘you (pl.) do not see’ (2003: 349)
should come from *kān

˙
a-ı̄rkal

˙
< *kān

˙
āH-ı̄rkal

˙
. The reduction of -a + ı̄ > ı̄

being phonetically difficult to accept, Krishnamurti does not speak of fusion
but mentions only the “loss” of -a- in a vocalic context (/_V. . . ). However, the
Kota form tin-0/ -kō (2003: 350) ‘(3RD SG/PL) do not eat’ cannot be accounted
for by the same rule, as the personal suffix begins with a consonant.

(ii) Other linguists choose to start with reduced variants of the personal
suffixes. Thus Pederson (1993) suggests the following development:

“[. . . ] in Proto-South Dravidian the personal suffixes all originally had short
vowels. Subsequently the long ā before the previously short vowel initial per-
sonal suffixes was lost with compensatory lengthening of the short vowel.”,
then “[. . . ] the long vowel personal suffixes [of the negative] subsequently
and gradually extended to positive polarity uses as well.” (Pederson 1993:
238–239)

Unfortunately, it is difficult to accept his hypothesis as (a) no historical data
support it: the personal suffixes with long vowels were already attested in
all types of constructions in the Sangam corpus, not only with verbs in past
tōn

¯
r
¯

iyēn
¯

‘I appeared’ [pura 397:11] (Rajam 1992: 600) or non-past ar
¯

ivēn
¯‘I realize’ [kuru 352:5-6] (Rajam 1992: 626), but also with noun-based con-

structions pāviyēn
¯

‘I [who is] a sinner’ (< pāvi ‘sin’) [tiru 5-6.58] and (b) the
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motivation for extension of the negative suffixes to the positive and nominal
constructions remains unclear.

Finally, however one tries to handle the problem, the phonetic fusion of
the negative marker with the personal suffixes remains “abnormal”, fitting
neither with the South Dravidian sandhi rules, nor with the general phonetic
rules. Despite all these inconsistencies, the phonetic explanation has rarely
been questioned.

3.3 Constraints of the Comparative Grammar theoretical framework

Why have most of these expert philologists so easily accepted the reduction
of ā > 0/ which is obviously an ad hoc solution, devoid of any basic phonetic
justification? Among the factors which allowed the phonetic accident hypo-
thesis to persist is the weight of the theoretical framework in which they work.

3.3.1 Theoretical support to the phonetic explanation

From its beginnings (Caldwell 1856), Dravidian linguistics has been domi-
nated by the Comparative methodology and the hypothesis of a phonetic ac-
cident fits well in this framework.

First, in the long and successful practice of the Comparative Grammar
framework, it has been repeatedly observed that when two linguistic units
differ only by the presence vs. absence of one segment, it is usually due to
phonetic erosion and finally the disappearance of the segment present in the
original construction. Therefore, when the negative constructions (a) Root-ā-
pers. and (b) Root-. . . -pers. are compared, it is naturally presumed that some
phonetic material has weakened and disappeared in (b).

Second, the method has to account for the relationship between all the lan-
guages of the family. As *-ā is attested in all the subgroups, but not 0/ , it is
presumed that *-ā should be reconstructed as Proto-Dravidian (cf. Subrah-
manyam 1971: 383).

An independent factor that has probably allowed the phonetic accident
hypothesis to survive so long is the functional equivalence between the two
constructions whatever its actual structure: Root-ā-pers. or Root-0/ -pers., the
‘Negative Tense’ fulfills roughly the same function inside the verbal system
and therefore there is not too much harm in accepting that the -ā negative
marker has simply disappeared phonetically. See Section 5.1.2 for a justifica-
tion of this alternance.
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3.3.2 Causes for the failure of the comparative methodology

At least two causes may be identified which led to the failure of the compar-
ative method in this particular case.

The first one is linked to the goals of the theoretical framework. Basically,
the method has to ‘reconstruct’ the original morpheme: it must have some
‘substance’ (even if it is an abstract one, cf. the laryngeal proposed by Bloch
and Krishnamurti), *0/ > *ā is not imaginable, therefore it has to be *ā > 0/ .

Flaws in its application should also be noticed. The strength of the com-
parative method relies primarily on the regularity of phonetic ‘laws’, but, in
this particular case, the authors found only ‘abnormal’ rules to justify the loss
of a communicatively important marker, the negation morph.

The second cause is linked to the particular structure of the Dravidian data
available for the comparison. The method relies primarily on the comparison
of all the languages of a given family. In the case of the Dravidian family, for
nearly one millennium only one language, Tamil, is attested (partially), while
the vast majority of the languages of the family – unwritten languages – were
recorded more than two thousand years later. . . Therefore, the ‘weight’ of the
Early Old Tamil data in the whole family is relatively reduced.10 However, as
will be developed in the next section, it is only in the earliest records that one
can find clues to the genesis of the zero negative construction.

To sum up the key elements of this section, it may be stated that, pho-
netically, the zero-type and ā-type paradigms are fundamentally different
and irreducible (i. e. they cannot be linked together: no evolution from one
marker to the other is possible), but functionally, they are equivalent (in
complementary distribution in two different groups of languages).

4 Historical context of the morphogenesis of the negative markers *-ā-
and -0/ -

The debate, as stated at the beginning, concerns the origin of the zero morph
expressing negation. If, on close examination, the traditional account of a
phonetic accident has to be rejected, we are left with the initial question: what
is its origin? The comparative approach comes to a stop with the reconstruc-
tion of three distinct negative markers (*-ā-, *-vā- and -0/ -) and fails to shed
light on the origin of the zero morph.

As an alternative to this approach, it may be worthwhile to scrutinize
the oldest historical records. Fortunately, the zero negative paradigm is a
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characteristic feature of South Dravidian, the subgroup for which we have
the longest history. In fact, as briefly mentioned above, the Early Old Tamil
records predate by eight long centuries any other Dravidian records.11 This
corpus offers many peculiar linguistic features which are not found in any
other language attested later. It is precisely in these oldest data that clues to
the morphogenesis of the zero-negative paradigm can be found.

4.1 Distinctive features of Early Old Tamil: evidence for a typological shift

The linguistic analysis of the earliest Tamil records is extremely difficult.
The monks’ cave inscriptions in Tamil-Brāhmı̄ script are fairly short and the
Sangam corpus is grammatically a real ‘chaos’, as Pederson noticed about
the personal suffix (1993: 238). The nature of the corpus – composite and
poetic – may be partially responsible for the unusual features observed in it,
but the main reason is most probably that the Tamil language underwent an
important typological shift in the preceding period.

The hypothesis of a typological shift from an isolating language with no
grammatical distinction between the lexical categories (noun, verb, adjec-
tive. . . ) was proposed by earlier Dravidianists such as Caldwell (1856), Bloch
(1946), Meenakshisundaram (1965), and strangely forgotten in the most re-
cent works. Zvelebil et al. state it in the following lines:

“It can be supposed that the period preceding the EOT [Early Old Tamil] stage
was in a state similar to ‘isolation’ while the EOT period [the first historically
attested stage of development] had a transient character with disappearing
traces of isolation, typical features of agglutination and nascent features of
inflection” (Zvelebil et al. 1967: 37)

There are clear indications in the earliest records that the grammatical ty-
pology of the language was significantly different not only from the gram-
mar of the modern languages but also from the grammar reconstructed by the
comparative method. The main distinctive features of Early Old Tamil are:

– little morphology

“One prominent feature of Old Tamil is the frequent omission of mor-
phological or syntactic material which marks semantic relations, such
as case markers, coordinators, attributive markers, etc. This often gives
rise to strings of uninflected words . . . ” (Lehmann 1998: 98).

“The vast majority of nouns in the Corpus are in the nominative case”
(Mahadevan 2003: 289)
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– no verb / noun distinction

“It would appear that originally there was no difference in any instance
between the verbal and the nominal form of the root” (Caldwell 1976:
195)

– polyfunctionality

“Many bare stems function as nouns and verbs in classical Tamil”
(Rajam 1992: 54).

“[. . . ] each root may be said to be capable of a threefold use (1) as a
noun, (2) as an adjective and (3) as a verb.” (Caldwell 1976: 195)

In current terminology, it can be said that there are obvious traces in the
oldest records of the polycategoriality and invariability of the lexemes. De-
tailed studies of the Tamil-Brāhmı̄ inscriptions (mainly 2nd century BC –
2nd century AD) by Mahadevan (2003) and of the early literature by Rajam
(1992) also show that numerous elements that appear (later or in the same
corpus) as components of morphological constructions or as derivatives of
lexemes are attested as independent words.12 These features indicate that in
the pre-history of this group of languages, the complex, categorially distinc-
tive morphology of the modern Dravidian languages was not yet established.
Crucially, this entails that the morphological type of negation cannot be re-
constructed as Proto-Dravidian, but is a phenomenon which emerges at the
dawn of Tamil history, as we shall see below.

4.2 Development of distinctive categorial morphology
In the Sangam corpus we are probably witnessing the last traces of isolation
available for any Dravidian language The data recorded in the Sangam com-
pilation do not give any precise date or localization of the poems. However,
in scrutinizing the plethoric morphological variations attested in this corpus
we can sketch different phases of evolution leading the language from an iso-
lating stage to the fully developed morphology of the modern languages.

(i) The development of agglutination

During this early transitory period, simple constructions appeared: root + suf-
fix, particle or another root. Then agglutination generalized and a great diver-
sity of constructions were formed — all possible morphemic combinations
seem to have been tried, 13 most of which disappeared in later periods. The
Sangam corpus concurrently holds all these forms from invariable root strings
to complex morphological constructions.
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(ii) The noun-verb distinction

The distinction between verb and noun emerged slowly. For the verb, Mee-
nakshisundaran (1965: 27) precisely states that “the Tamil Finite Verb struc-
ture reveals two strata, the earlier one which does not possess the pronominal
suffixes and the later one which has the fully developed pronominal suffixes”.
One of the earliest attested form is ceyy-um ‘does’14 and “a number of forms
which end in al or a or ka [k+a] which are later on considered as the suffixes
of the verbal nouns. These forms were used as implied command” (1965: 30).
In the process of agglutination, various ‘particles’ were thus added to the root
(cey-in, cey-t-u, cey-k-u etc.) and the first constructions on indistinct <root +
(‘particles’) + person> appeared. The noun-verb distinction started with the
use of slightly different variants of originally identical morphs in the nomi-
nal and verbal constructions (Murugaiyan and Pilot-Raichoor 2004). Notably,
some elements inserted on the ‘verbs’ between the root and the personal affix
were used to specify spatio-temporal determinations of the event15. These af-
fixes later became the tense-aspect-mood markers of the verb, while similar or
identical elements became components of the case morphology for the noun.

(iii) The development of regular nominal and verbal paradigms

At some point in time, the exuberant morphology which resulted from the
generalization of agglutination tended to become organized into regular par-
adigms, giving rise roughly to what we find in the modern languages, with
distinctive nominal and verbal morphology.

The old polyfunctional constructions of <root -(xxx)- person> became
specialized either into predicative function or into argument function. The
development of the ‘finite verb’ forms (earlier undistinguished from the par-
ticipial nouns16), specialized in the predicative function would have offered
the best context for a new distribution of the verbal constructions and have
opened the way to systematic (re-)interpretation of their values.

The zero negative paradigm probably emerged during this last phase.

4.3 Emergence of morphological negation

In the perspective of the typological shift sketched above, it can be presumed
that, in the pre-historic stage, negation was expressed only with the inher-
ently negative roots (several roots having roughly the meaning of ‘to be not’
*cil, *al, *mal, . . . ). The idea that the morphological negation developed in
the wave of this major grammatical evolution finds support in some surpris-
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ing data from the oldest records: simple constructions (two elements) which
appear later as well-established negative forms are also attested in the San-
gam corpus with positive meanings.

Interestingly, the polarity ambiguity concerns both types of constructions:
the zero and the *ā constructions.

4.3.1 Polarity shift of personal forms in Early Old Tamil

Notably, the construction <Lexical root + person suffix> is attested with both
positive and negative meanings.

(8) Root+pers: positive
kān

˙
-ām ‘will see-we’ [aka 110.19] (Agesthialingom 1977: 186)

kēl
˙
-ām ‘shall we listen to’ [kali 144.7-8] (Rajam 1992: 612)

(9) Root+pers: negative
ceyy-ām ‘ will not do-we [aka 106-7] (Agesthialingom 1977: 186)

To understand this fact, one should remember the nature of the corpus
(collections of poems) and its time span over centuries (at least from 150
BC to 500 AD, maybe including earlier poems). It could be presumed that
the positive meaning traces to the very earliest phase of agglutination (with
no noun-verb distinction) and the original (“universal”) meaning carried by
the attachment of person suffixes to a lexical root.17 The negative meaning
must be assumed to be a secondary development. At first, the simple original
construction would have become more or less obsolete during the flourish-
ing phase of agglutinative morphology (inserting many specifiers, the proto-
voice, tense, mood markers, between the root and the person suffix). Later on,
for the lexemes categorially fixed as ‘verbs’, the construction was reinstated
as part of the verbal system. The old – obsolete –, inherently bi-morphemic,
construction was free to be reanalysed. In contrast with the newly developed
positive forms of the structure <verb - ‘tense’ - pers.> and in analogy with
the paradigm of inherently negative verbs (cf. Section 4.3.3) it was viewed
as ‘missing some specification’ in the medial position and reanalysed into a
three morph structure <verb - 0/ - pers.>. This lack of specifier could be inter-
preted, in analogy with the lexical negative paradigm, as signifying the non-
existence of the process denoted by the verb root (cf. Section 5 for a more
precise analysis).

In this view, the polarity ambiguity of the construction root+person ob-
served in the Sangam is assumed to be due mainly to the composite nature
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of the corpus. The two meanings represent two distinct points (initially: pos-
itive, finally: negative) of a grammatical evolution. There is no reason to as-
sume that in any real speech form the two opposite values co-existed. It was
not a gradual process but a shift of meaning due to the reanalysis of the struc-
ture18 which came to be interpreted as a negative conjugation.

4.3.2 Polarity ambiguity of the *-ā morpheme

Similarly, strong evidence that *-ā cannot be accepted as an original Proto-
Dravidian negative is found in these Old Tamil data. Suffixed to a bare stem,
*-ā fills various modifying functions where it is attested with both positive
and negative meanings. This point was clearly stated in Rajam (1992):

“As a suffix, it always provides an unaccomplished sense in adjectival or
adverbial participles but an incomplete sense in an infinitive. Specifically, it
provides a negative sense in an adjectival or adverbial participle but a positive
one in an infinitive.” (1992: 855; [emphasis mine])

e. g. ōr-ā ‘listening’ vs. āk-ā ‘that which does not become’ (1992: 865–866)
“[. . . ] there is no structural indicator to separate the two kinds of ā [. . . ]. Both
are followed by another verb. Context determines the meaning in such cases”
(1992: 859)

An additional argument comes from Agesthialingom (1977: 120) who
notes that in the Sangam corpus “the pattern ceyyā [‘to do’+ ā] denotes both
negative and positive, though the latter is far predominant”, confirming the
orientation of the shift from positive towards negative, which became regular
later on.

It should also be noted that the suffix -ā appears with inherently negative
verbs without changing their polarity: 1illā 2nam ‘2we 1who cannot exist’
(Rajam 1992: 864).

As explained above in the quote by Rajam, the polarity ambiguity of the
-*ā morph seems to stem from two distinct developments of a common value
of unaccomplishment / incompleteness. In contrast to what we proposed for
the negative paradigm, it is not impossible that the two opposite polar values
co-existed for some time at the beginning of the functional differentiation
(participle vs. infinitive).

4.3.3 Structural analogy between negative lexical verbs and the zero nega-
tive paradigm

A crucial step in the construction of the zero negative paradigm was the
alignment of forms of the general verb class with those of inherently neg-
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ative verbs. While positive forms of finite verbs stabilized their medial mor-
phological material into regular sets of tense / aspect morphs, negative lexi-
cal verbs, il-, al- which remained basically ‘tenseless’ did not acquire these
tense / aspect specifications and continued to be built on the simple schema:
<root + pers.> all-ēn

¯
, all-āi, . . . This structural model favoured the negative

interpretation of the finite construction: <root + pers.> for the other verbs.

(10) ill-ēn
¯

, ‘I am not’, ill-āi ‘you are not’, etc.

(11) ceyy-ēn
¯

, ‘I do / shall / did not do’ ceyy-āi ‘you do / will / did not do’, etc.

The negative conjugation was established, identical to that of negative lexical
verbs. Nouns, built on the same model (root+person, cf. Table 8 on page 277)
were not affected by this ‘negative’ interpretation as the noun-verb distinc-
tion was already well established.

The analogy extended also to the non-finite forms, but in this case it seems
that it was the negative lexical verbs which were aligned on other verbs, with
the generalization of -āt- (from *ā in Section 4.3.2 + -t- regularly present in
the old aorist positive participle) morph:

(12) ceyy-āt-a ‘not doing’ (adjectival participle)

(13) ill-āt-a ‘not being’ (id.).

The stability of these negative forms (negative lexical or conjugated neg-
atively) lasted for centuries. The loss of person inflection on negative lexical
verbs (cf. Section 2.4) weakened the zero negative paradigm which became
marginal and tended to disappear.

This detailed historical investigation reveals the complex situation which
allowed the zero negative paradigm to emerge in the context of a major typo-
logical shift which developed in several stages until the morphological con-
ditions were set for distinct nominal and verbal morphologies, in addition to
a particular feature of the Dravidian languages: the existence of inherently
negative verbs conjugated in persons. The change of polarity was triggered
by ana logy – a common process in historical linguistics – with the para-
digm of negative lexical verbs.

These complex conditions fit well with a recent proposal made by Harris
(2008: 76) claiming that

“[t]ypologically unusual constructions can be explained in terms of their ori-
gin. [. . . ] It is the fact that so many specific factors or changes must co-occur
or occur sequentially in an appropriate order that explains the infrequency of
these constructions”.
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The Dravidian zero negative paradigm is indeed a “historical accident”,
but not a phonetic accident as assumed by most Dravidianists.

Scrutinizing the Early Old Tamil data also revealed that the -*ā marker
which became the main negative marker in Dravidian did not originally have
a negative meaning. Therefore we end with new questions:

(i) If neither of the two markers *ā and 0/ are true negators, then how is
negation expressed in Dravidian?

(ii) If *-ā and 0/ are not related phonetically, then why can they commute in
the expression of morphological negation?

(iii) If -*ā is not originally a negator, what is its origin?

Many more detailed questions could be added!

5 Construction and conceptualisation of the negation in Dravidian

In this section, I would like to show, without denying the originality of the
Dravidian zero negative paradigm, that it can nevertheless be explained by
some general theoretical frameworks and be supported by typological par-
allels. Two distinct aspects of the conceptualisation of negation in Dravidian
will be addressed: (i) the grammatical strategy used to construct the negative
meaning and (ii) the semantics of the negative markers.

To answer these questions we shall take support from diverse theoretical
proposals on verb systems developments (Guillaume 1929) and on negation
(Cuilioli 1990) as well as from typological studies on negation (Forest 1993;
Miestamo 2005, 2010).

The main theoretical framework I will use to explain the zero negative is
an old one, developed by Guillaume in Temps et verbe (1929). This work is
part of a more general – and non main stream – linguistic theory called ‘Psy-
chomecanique du langage’19 which encompasses our modern historical, ty-
pological and cognitive approaches to language. This work, read by chance,
gave me the initial hints to explore the question (Pilot-Raichoor 1998) and
later appeared to provide the most comprehensive explanation to the Dravid-
ian zero negative.

Typological studies (Forest 1993; Miestamo 2005) abundantly illustrate
the fact that the linguistic expression of negation is far more diversified and
complex than the simple addition of a negator to a positive sentence. From
the preceding section, it was established that neither the zero morph nor
the *-ā morph (cf. Section 4.3.2) involved in the morphological negative
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forms can be reconstructed as Proto-Dravidian negators. This fact indicates
that negation in Dravidian should be analysed in light of the various indirect
strategies used in languages to express negation. More precisely, as argued
by Miestamo (2010), Dravidian negation belongs to a subgroup of languages
using strategies which apparently lack an overt negator.

5.1 Conceptual unity of zero-type and ā-type paradigms

As stressed by Master (1946), whatever hypothesis we admit for the origin
of the zero negative, the very existence of this construction is a linguistic
question which should be addressed in the scope of “General, Universal, or
Philosophical Grammar” (1946: 136), adding further, against the phonetic
accident hypothesis, that “[g]enerally speaking, an hypothesis which assumes
a persistent tendency of a negative particle to eradicate itself, is logically
obnoxious” (1946: 146).

The general problematics of the zero negative is complex. Miestamo
(2010: 171) identifies “two basic aspects that need to be discussed: that the
marking of tense or some other categories is absent and that there is no overt
marker of negation”. In addition to these, a Dravidianist would add the ques-
tion of the alternation between *-ā and 0/ as morphological negative markers.
These three questions are, in fact, tightly connected, but the inaccurate de-
scriptions of negation proposed by most Dravidianists prevented typologists
from perceiving their fundamental relation. The following lines will try to
elucidate this point.

5.1.1 The construction of morphological negation in Dravidian

The typologies mentioned above distinguish two main types of negation:
‘symmetric’ and ‘asymmetric’ in Miestamo (2005), ‘recusative’ and ‘sus-
pensive-reassertive’ in Forest (1993). The distinctions made by these authors
do not exactly match (cf. Miestamo 2005: 22–24), but what is important
here is that both distinguish a type called ‘symmetric’ or ‘recusative’, where
negative expressions differ from the positive ones only by the addition of
an overt negator, from another type,‘asymmetric’ or ‘recusative-suspensive’,
which implies other differences between positive and negative expressions.
The characteristic Dravidian constructions of negation are assigned to this
latter type by both authors.20 However, the explanations proposed by the two
authors differ slightly and bring distinct insights.
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Miestamo’s typological study (2005) rightly assigns the Dravidian neg-
ative constructions to the general type of constructional and paradigmatic
asymmetry affecting the tense-aspect-mood categories. More precisely, in
Miestamo (2010), he introduces a ‘subtracting zero negative construction’,
a sub-type not attested in the 2005 sample of languages. Based on the lack of
a ‘tense’ morph in the zero negative paradigm, his analysis is in the line of
the one originally proposed by Caldwell (1856) who also starts from the sys-
temic lack of tense in the construction to develop his brilliant explanation of
the ‘logic’ of the zero negative:

“What is the rationale of this negative? The absence of signs of tense appears
to contribute to the expression of the idea of negation: it may at least be said
that it precludes the signification of the affirmative. In consequence of the
absence of tense-signs, the idea expressed by the verb is abstracted from the
realities of the past, the present and the future: it leaves the region of the actual
events, and passes into that of abstractions” (Caldwell 1976: 471).

Forest’s approach (1993: 49–51) is based on an analysis of *-ā as a marker
of infinitive (an analysis inexact for the Telugu example given, but true for
other languages / constructions) and emphasizes the double movement of the
Dravidian construction: suspensive (infinitive) and reassertive (through the
person endings). Suspensivity is due to “the proper value of the infinitive,
which does not imply the speaker’s commitment to the real factual aspect of
the process” (1993: 49) and reassertion is accurately described as “the proper
function of the person endings in Telugu: the simple attachment of the pro-
cess to the ‘sphere’ of a participant or a non-participant to the speech-act,
without assuming that the process is factual / real” (1993: 50). His analysis
echoes an earlier detailed proposal made by Kittel (1903). Also starting from
an inexact reconstruction of an *-ā marker in Kannada, Kittel gave us pre-
cious indications on the way the negative meaning is obtained in Dravidian
constructions.

“There can be no doubt that the origin of the conjugated negative is based on
the so-called infinitive ending in -a in the same manner as that of the negative
participle is. That infinitive originally was a verbal noun and only in course
of time came to get its specific meaning. Thus, nōd

˙
a at first meant ‘seeing’, ‘a

seeing’ and thereupon ‘to see’, ‘about to see’, ‘yet to see’. nōd
˙

em (nōd
˙

a+em)
therefore signifies ‘a yet to see-I’, i. e. my seeing (is or was) yet to be or (will
be) yet to be, or my seeing (is) not actually existing, (was) not so, or (will)
not be so, whence we arrive at the meaning ‘I do not see’, ‘I did not see’, ‘(I
have not seen)’, ‘I shall not see’.” (1903: 161)
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These analyses, proposed independently by Kittel and Forest, are con-
gruent and offer crucial clues to the semantic construction of negation in
Dravidian. The major insight of these latter analyses is the relative indepen-
dence of the two components of the construction: the verb and the person
endings. There is a simple ‘attachment’ of a verbal notion to the ‘sphere’ of a
given entity represented in the ‘person ending’. Most importantly, as stressed
in Kittel’s translations, there is a distinct encoding of time in each of the com-
ponents.

For the verb, the time value is fixed: ‘to see’, ‘about to see’, ‘yet to see’ and
clearly refers to specific phase in the time-line of a verb (see Section 5.2.1
regarding Guillaume’s ‘verb image’): the process denoted by the verb has not
yet started. The verb component carries the representation of an abstract, non-
evolutive verbal notion, not that of an actual temporal event.

The person endings bring a different – and implicit – time indication: these
suffixes represent entities which are located in some temporal period viewed
from the speech time. Thus it is in fact these suffixes which give the ‘tense’
interpretation to the whole construction according to the positioning of the
subject (‘I / you / he. . . ’) in the present (‘is’), the past (‘was’) or the future
(‘will / shall’).

All the finite forms with person distinction will in fact carry this double
time reference. Let us refer to the time encoded in the negative / tense mor-
phemes as aspectual-time and the time implicitly emerging from the person
affixes as localizing-time.

5.1.2 Relation between *-ā- and -0/ - in the construction of negation

This clarification about the construction of the negative meaning in the Dra-
vidian finite forms allows us to solve the major question of the relation be-
tween *-ā- and -0/ - which has hindered Dravidianists for so long. As stated
earlier, the marker *-ā was not originally a sign of negation, but a kind of
‘suspensive’ specifier as is confirmed by historical data (see Section 4.3.2).
Initially the form ceyy-ā contrasted with ceyy-um, one denoting a potential
event, the other a real event (cf. Section 4.2). When the personal constructions
developed on the schema <verb - ‘tense’ - person>, this contrast crystallized
into the ‘tensed’ – or more precisely, aspectual – stems (Past / Non-Past) de-
noting the verbal representation of a process and the verbal noun / infinitive
stem carrying only the meaning of the verbal notion.

At this point, we may answer Pederson’s first question (1993: 234): “Why
is there an acceptable alternation between -ā and 0/?” The 0/ can be substituted
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so easily for -ā- because the strategy of negation used in Dravidian does not
require the presence of a negator, but the indication that the verb form inserted
in the construction does not represent a real process. This indication is given
explicitly by the use of the infinitive, a nominal form of the verb and implicitly
by the use of the bare stem. Both are functionally and semantically close:
neither of them imply the reality / factuality of the process. The bare stem
is totally underdetermined while the infinitive / verbal noun is more marked,
signaling the notional value of the lexeme. In the reasoning developed above
both function equally well: what is important is that they indicate the non-
factual / non-real character of the process denoted by the lexical verb.

Pederson’s second question (1993: 234): “Why not always just {0/}?” may
also be answered. Morphologically, the zero marked negative can operate
only in one finite construction where it contrasts with all the other structurally
identical constructions which are overtly marked as positive by a segmen-
tal morpheme. Semantically, it is the internal conflict between two distinct
time components that gives the construction its negative meaning: (1) the sta-
tive / abstract – temporally null – aspect of the verb conflicts with (2) the as-
sertion (indicative mood) of a predicative relation between this verb represen-
tation and a subject (encoded in the person suffix) situated in an actual tempo-
ral context (present / future or past, as in Kittel’s analysis). When these con-
ditions are not met, in all other finite (injunctive or devoid of person endings)
and non-finite (preasserted) negative constructions a more overt expression
of the non processive status of the verb is required and thus the *-ā marker
became identified as an explicit sign of negation.

The two lines of analysis sketched above, Miestamo / Caldwell and For-
est / Kittel converge on the fact that what is involved in negative constructions
is a fundamental relation of the verb to the representation of time. The rela-
tion between time and negation is not so straightforward and requires further
theoretical justification.

5.2 A unified approach to Dravidian morphological negation in Guillaume’s
framework

Most of the singular aspects of the Dravidian data discussed so far find the-
oretical support in some fundamental ideas proposed by Guillaume in Temps
et verbe (1929) and L’architectonique du temps dans les langues classiques
(1945), notably the alignment of negative and ‘tense’(aspectual) markers and
the diachronic evolution of the systems.
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5.2.1 Guillaume’s key ideas of ‘verb image’ and ‘chronogenesis’

The first important idea for our explanation is Guillaume’s basic representa-
tion of the evolution of the ‘verb image’ in time. He expresses the ‘career’ of
a verb in terms of tension / detension: at the initial phase (I)/ t0, ‘the verb has
its entire tension in front of it. Nothing of this tension has yet been spent’ and,
at the final phase (F)/ tn, all its tension is exhausted. The medial phase (M),
represent the timespan (instantaneous or enduring) during which the process
is active. The following simplified schematization (Figure 1) is derived from
Guillaume’s (1929: 18) original illustration with the French verb marcher.

(I) (M) (F)
t0 t1 t2 tn−2 tn−1 tn

................. ////////////////////////////////////////////// ___________
marcher marchant marché
‘to walk’ ‘walking’ ‘walked’

Figure 1.

A second fundamental idea proposed by Guillaume is that of chrono-
genesis. Roughly speaking we may say that for Guillaume chronogenesis is
a mental activity which brings the verb from its basic image of a process (as
above) to the achieved characterisation of the verb.

“Aspect, mood, tense do not refer [. . . ] to phenomena of different nature, but
to internal phases of a phenomenon of a unique nature: the chonogenesis: in
a word, aspect, mood, tense represent a single thing considered at different
moments of its own characterisation’ (Guillaume 1929: 11).

This idea is linked to another, that of chronothesis identifying specific mo-
ments in the development of the characterisation of the verb. For French,
Guillaume distinguishes three developmental positions: initial (tenses in pos-
se), median (tenses in fieri) and final (tense in esse). “The realisation of the
verb in the tenses in posse gives rise to the nominal moods (infinitive and par-
ticiple)” (Guillaume 1929: 11) and the last position (in esse) to the indicative
mood. The middle position (in fieri) gives rise in French to the subjunctive
forms.

In a diachronic perspective, Guillaume aimed to develop, for the verb sys-
tems, “means of representation [. . . ] fit to show the historical successivity,
evolving or revolving” (1945: 65). In this view one of the interpretation of
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chronogenesis is to identify verb systems as ‘stratified structures’, i. e. ‘com-
plex mental constructions’ in which “some elements [are] acquired only after
others [have] been acquired” (Hewson and Bubeník 1997:2).

5.2.2 Interpretation of the Dravidian data in the light of Guillaume’s ideas

The stratified development of verb forms adequately matches Meenakshisun-
daran’s view (1965: 27; cf. Section 4.2 (ii)) that the Tamil verb develops in
two strata. Traces of the typological shift left in the earliest Dravidian data
offer the rare opportunity to watch the birth and growth of a new system.

Original stage: no morphological variation, lexical root
First stratum: (Section 4.2) ceyy-um (?aorist) vs. ceyy-a/-al/. . . (?optative)
Development of agglutination
Second stratum: attachment of the person suffix and elaboration of the ternary
contrast

The historical data also help to understand the development of the verb
categories. Adopting the previous schematization, it can be proposed that
from the first stratum emerged a primary distinction between a kind of re-
alis (ceyy-um) and a kind of irrealis (ceyy-a). The next distinction emerged
from the splitting of the realis form in two values Non-Past and Past and the
reinterpretation of the irrealis form as an abstract / notional representation of
the verb. Adopting the previous schematization (Figure 1 on the preceding
page), the evolution can be illustrated in Figure 2.

One key element in this early development of the verb system is the con-
trast between a non-processive representation of the verb (ceyy-/-ā-) and the
representation of the verb as a process associated with a marker (-v-, -t-) en-
coding some aspects of the time it requires for its realization.21

ROOT

cey
t0

∧
t1 t2 tn−2 tn−1 tn

. . . ceyy-ā . . . ||. . . ////////////////// ceyy-um /////////////////// ___(F)___∧
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. . . ceyy-/-ā- . . . ||. . . (///) cey-v- ////|///// ///cey-t- (////) ___(F)___
INFINITIVE NON-PAST PAST

Figure 2.
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NON-PROCESS PROCESS
BARE STEM NON-PAST PAST

. . . cey . . . (////) cey-v- //////// //////// cey-t- (////) ____(F)____

PERSON PERSON PERSON
I, you, he. . . I, you, he. . . I, you, he. . .

(am∼is / will / was) (am∼is / will / was) (am∼is / will / was)
pat

˙
iy-ēn

¯
pat

˙
i-pp-ēn

¯
pat

˙
i-tt-ēn

¯
(cf. Table 1)

nōd
˙

-em
˙

nōd
˙

-uv-em
˙

nōd
˙

-id-em
˙

(cf. Table 2)

Figure 3.

The last schema (Figure 3) represents the stage of categorial distinctions
obtained at the end of the agglutinative phase and verb-noun distinction. In
line with the Kittel / Forest proposal detailed above (Section 5.1.1), each stem
form (Bare stem / Infinitive, Non-Past and Past) is given a new ‘verbal’ inter-
pretation when a person ending is ‘attached’ to it.

The construction of their original meaning can be modelled on the one
proposed above for the negative: ‘I (am / was / will) + V (in a state of non-
processivity) = Negative ‘I do / did / will not V’, similarly, for the Non-
Past tense: ‘I (am / was / will) + V (in a state of unaccomplishment) = ‘I
am / was / will be V-ing’, often ‘I will / can V’ and for the Past tense: ‘I
(am / was / will) + V (in a state of accomplishment, not necessarily achieved)
= ‘I did V / I (will) have V-ed’, often ‘I did / have done V’. In Guillaume’s
chronogenetic view, the indicative finite forms represented in these schemata
offer the most characterised forms at this historical moment.

This stage of development is the one reconstructed by the comparative
works which set at the base of the Dravidian verbal systems a ternary contrast
between two positive tenses ‘Past’ and ‘Non-Past’ and a ‘Negative’ one (cf.
Subrahmanyam 1971; Zvelebil et al. 1990: 31; Krishnamurti 2003: 291) as
illustrated by the finite forms in Tables 1, 2 and 5.

From this sketchy presentation, we can see that Guillaume’s framework
offers a fairly simple explanation to most of the questions raised by the Dra-
vidian negative construction.

His dynamic approach to the construction of the verb systems (‘evolving
and revolving’) allows for the creation of new strata, with sometimes a
drastic change in the meaning of the forms / components.
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The basic ‘verb image’ provides a crucial clue to justify the positioning of
the so-called ‘negative’, but actually ‘abstracting’ morphemes (-ā ‘infinitive’
/ -0/ ‘bare stem’) in paradigm with the ‘tense’ morphemes.

The idea of chronogenesis, assuming that the verbs forms attain their full
and final characterisation in the tenses in esse, i. e. the finite personal forms
in Dravidian, gives support to Kittel / Forest analysis which views the person
endings, representing entities situated in a given spatio-temporal ‘sphere’ as
the carriers of the real ‘tense’specification. In addition, the layered construc-
tions of the forms allows for the double encoding of time: aspectual in the
verb stem vs. localizing in the person suffix. A key element in the construc-
tion of the negative meaning as we have seen in Section 5.1.

5.3 Additional theoretical and typological supports to the Dravidian
negative construction

Among all the languages analysed so far through various typologies, the mor-
phological construction of the Dravidian zero negative appears to be unique.
However, the semantics of the Dravidian negation do point to a few similar
constructs.

Before presenting these language-specific similarities, it is worth men-
tioning a brief study on negation where Culioli (1990) presents an unusual
approach to the question. Though he does not mention Dravidian languages,
his model offers more interesting theoretical support to the zero negative con-
struction. Among other crucial ideas, Culioli (1990: 95) distinguishes two ba-
sic types of negation, one of which is “the negation of localisation and of ex-
istence”22, “a grammatical process which shows that there is an absence, a
void”, in reference to “a mode of existence (localized occurrence / no occur-
rence for a given localization [. . . ])” (1990: 94). The linking of the two crucial
notions of ‘existence’ and ‘localization’ closely matches the semantics of the
Dravidian zero negative. The existential component of negation, also noticed
in Miestamo (2005: 96) under the correlation with the ‘reality status’, is en-
coded in Dravidian, in the ‘aspectual’ stem of the verb, for which the -0/ - allo-
morph is certainly the most exact grammatical coding of the idea of ‘absence’
or ‘void’ one could imagine! The locational component, encoded indirectly
in the person suffixes, is also fundamental as it is only by its (conflicting)
presence that the negative interpretation of the construction can be construed.
The Dravidian negative construction precisely expresses that at a given local-
ization there is no occurrence of the event denoted by the verb lexeme.
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A few more specific similarities can be found in various languages.
Regarding the *ā negative construction, two distinct types of correlation

may be invoked: one – fairly frequent – with the interrogative markers (Mies-
tamo 1995: 100–101; Forest 1993: 48–49); the other with various means ex-
pressing a ‘distance’ (‘distance marker’ Miestamo 1995: 136–137; ‘distan-
ciateur’ [‘distancing marker’] Forest 1993: 48, 51, 142, ‘métaphore spatiale’
[‘spatial metaphor’], 1993: 62). In Dravidian, there is a formal identity be-
tween the negative morpheme *-ā-, the interrogative particle *-ā and the re-
mote deictic lexical base *ā that may lend support to Gundert’s hypothesis
(given in Caldwell [1976: 478]) proposing to

“derive the negative meaning itself from the interrogative, and ultimately
from the [remote] demonstrative [*ā]23. [. . . ] From the meaning of a question
comes the meaning of negation. adu varum-ā? will it happen? = it will never
happen”.

The occurrence of a similar chaining between localisation – interrogation
– negation in a variety of Nahuatl (San Miguel Tzinacapan, Mexico) is de-
scribed in Pury-Toumi (1982).

Regarding the 0/ -negation, though it is not sure that a similar morphologi-
cal encoding may ever be found, some lexical parallels around the notion of
a spatio-temporal ‘void’, may exist. Thus Culioli (1990: 95) calls attention
to the Vietnamese negative marker, actually the word không signifying ‘void,
empty, zero’.

6 Conclusion

I hope to have demonstrated that the Dravidian zero negative construction, a
well attested linguistic fact in several languages, emerged under complex and
specific historical circumstances which can be summarized as follows.

In the broad context of a major typological shift, distinct grammatical
categories and paradigms were developed.

The finite positive forms of the verbs were all specified by some ‘actual-
izing’ material (tense, aspect, mood). The only forms which were devoid of
this material were those of the negative lexical verbs.

The zero negative {root-pers.} paradigm can be explained only as a sec-
ondary development in a phase of systemic reorganization. It was built ana-
logically to the lexical negative verbs which favoured the negative interpreta-
tion of the zero, the ‘missing’ material between the root and the person.
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The simultaneous occurrence of this set of conditioning factors being rare,
the Dravidian zero negative remains unique.

The long and erratic linguistic story of the Dravidian zero negative is in-
teresting per se as it alerts us also on the complex relationship between theory
and data. A well-established and efficient theory such as comparative gram-
mar in this case, may have a blinding effect on the observable data: all lead-
ing, sharp-minded Dravidianists in some way denied the zero negative con-
struction. Master’s voice calling for a more general approach to the question
was not heard. But it is indeed from less prevalent, though insightful and gen-
eral theories (Guillaume, Culioli) that we can draw the best interpretative ar-
guments.

The recent developments of typology have broadened our views on the
negative strategies and allow us to include the Dravidian case into a particular
class of negative strategies which do not require the presence of a true negator,
see Miestamo (2010).

Due to these analyses, the zero negative, rejected as a morphological mon-
ster by most Dravidianists, may well appear as a perfectly logic product of
the human mind, with a zero iconically encoding the temporal void as a pure
structural expression of the idea of a non-event.

Abbreviations

0/ = zero negative marker; 1P = 1st person plural; 1S = 1st person singular;
2P = 2nd person plural; 2S = 2nd person singular; 3PM/F = 3rd person plural mas-
culine or feminine; 3PN = 3rd person plural neuter; 3SF = 3rd person singular fem-
inine; 3SF/M = 3rd person singular feminine or neuter; 3SM = 3rd person singu-
lar masculine; 3SN = 3rd person singular neuter; ACC = accusative case marker;
CVB = converb; DAT = dative case marker; Drav. = Dravidian; GEN = genitive case
marker; honor. = honorific; NMLZ = nominalized verb; pers. = person; sfx. = suffix;
vb. = verb

Notes

1. ‘Sangam’ is the name of an important compilation of more than two thousand poems
(grouped in two collections of anthologies) which were composed approximately be-
tween 150 BC to 500 AD, cf. Rajam (1992). Abbreviations such as [pura.399:14], [kuru.
178:3-4], etc. refer to these anthologies.
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2. For instance in Gondi, comparison of the Present-Future and Negative paradigms (Sub-
rahmanyam 1971: 268, 354) shows zero morphs for some persons: vb+ānt-(Pres.-Fut)
versus. vb+0/ (Neg.)+ -ōn (1S), -ōm (1P), -ōr (3M), -ēr (3MP), e. g. sūr

˙
-ānt-ōn ‘I see’ vs.

tinn-ōn ‘I do not eat’. However, in 3rd pers. non-masculine, the person suffixes differ: -ā
(sg.); -ān (pl.) in Pres.-Fut vs. -ō, -ōn in Negative and in 2nd pers., a segment -v-, repre-
senting a variant of the negative marker, is inserted before the person suffix, e. g. tin-v-ı̄
(2S), tin-v-ı̄t (2P).

3. Except two North-Dravidian languages: Kud
˙
ux and Malto which have lost the morpho-

logical negation under influence of the Indo-Aryan languages (cf. Subrahmanyam 1971:
381).

4. The negative roots *il ‘not to be’, *al ‘not to be so’ were inflected for person in Old
Tamil, il-ēn

¯
‘I am not’, il-āy ‘you are not’, etc.

5. From a verb māt
˙
t
˙
u ‘to fasten, tackle, be able. . . ’, it takes the meaning ‘cannot, will not’

as a negative auxiliary.
6. There may be also traces of it in the use of variants of the negative auxiliary *tō, toP,

tōt (from a verb root tōr
¯

‘to be visible, . . . , to exist’) found in several Central Dravidian
languages, e. g. Kolami, Naiki, Konda.

7. In Toda, as in several other Nilgiri languages, a different verb stem, called S2 by Emeneau
is used the Indicative or ‘realis’ mood. This S2 is derived from the so-called ‘Past’ stem,
reconstructed by Comparative methodology, e. g. Aorist: pod-en < po·r+t+en.

8. For instance, the glottal segment /-P-/ , as in Konda ki-P-e ‘I do not do’, is usually
considered as a reflex of *v (< negative marker*vā), but it also occurs with the inherently
negative verbs, e. g. Kuvi pāyi hil-P-o (< *cil ‘to be not) ‘I am not beating’.

9. Master (1946: 143) gives the same analysis for the three languages.
10. Meenakshisundaram stressed the limitations of the comparative approach in Dravidian,

noticing that it ‘is more like the comparative study of the Romance languages, where the
splitting of the Proto-language could not be carried into the hoary past as one could with
the Indo-European (1965: 11–12)

11. Approximate dates are: Tamil inscriptions 3rd century BC, literature 150 BC, Kannada
inscriptions 450 AD literature 900 AD, Telugu inscriptions 650 AD, literature 11th cen-
tury AD Malayalam records became distinct from Tamil between the 9th and the 11th
centuries AD. Most of the unwritten languages (all the Central and North Dravidian lan-
guages) were recorded from the 19th century onwards.

12. Mahadevan’s comment on antai: “a frequent honorific affix (masc.) [. . . ] occurs as an
independent word in T[amil]B[rahmi] inscriptions, but only as a bound suffix in Literary
Tamil. antai is arguably the most significant of the ‘lost’ words in Old Tamil recovered
through the decipherment of the Tamil-Brāhmı̄ inscriptions”

13. Meenakshisundaran (1965: 2) notes “the addition of new morphemes in the place or in
addition to older morphs, or changes in the arrangements of the morphs.”

14. remnant of an earlier distinction sg.: ceyyun, pl.: ceyyum
15. “[. . . ] these formatives, later on coming to be utilised as tense sign, at the earlier stage

should have had some differences in meaning, but unfortunately that could not be ex-
plained as matters stand at present” (Meenakshisundaran 1965: 31-32).

16. In the inscriptional corpus studied by Mahadevan (2003) there are no ‘finite verbs’: only
the polyfunctional ‘participial nouns’ are attested.
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17. Meenakshisundaram (1965: 3) notes that “the subject followed the predicate very fre-
quently in ancient times” — allowing for the person subjects to become suffixed to the
lexical root.

18. It should also be noticed that there is absolutely no trace in these oldest records of a
transitory stage as it would be expected in the case of the phonetic fusion of *ā with the
person suffixes (from a conjectural **kān

˙
-ā-ı̄r > ** kān

˙
-a-ı̄r > **kān

˙
-e-ı̄r **‘see-ā-2p’

towards the attested kān
˙

-ı̄r).
19. See Hirtle (2007) for an English introduction to Guillaume’s theory.
20. Exceptions are found in some Central / North Dravidian languages which developed a

recusative type of negation under the influence of Indo-Aryan / Iranian languages.
21. This schematisation justifies and emphasizes the particular aspectual values encoded in

the two stems. Non-Past and Past differ only slightly, the first one asserting the non-
accomplished part of the process, the latter one its accomplished part, without fixing any
precise boundaries to the process. Contrary to the French word marché the Dravidian
Past stem does not represent the process as ‘exhausted’.

22. the other one is “la négation qualitative de rejet par le sujet de ce qui est mauvais” (Culioli
1990: 95).

23. In Dravidian, the deictic origin of the ā marker may be worth exploring as in parallel
with two other vocalic ‘tense’ markers occurring in various formations -i- (Past) and -uv-
(Non-Past), -utt- (Present in Kannada), may be also -u- in the earliest aorist forms (sg.
ceyy-u-n / pl. ceyy-u-m ?) there are two deictic bases i- ‘proximate’ and u- ‘intermediate’.
In the perspective of the typological shift, re-use of older deictic spatio-temporal ‘parti-
cles’ in the construction of the new verb forms may not be ruled out.
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Relative root complement: a unique grammatical
relation in Algonquian syntax

Richard A. Rhodes

1 Introduction

It is very probably the case that every human language contains some pattern
of applicative syntax, i. e., that pairs of synonymous clauses can be found in
which one contains an object that corresponds to an oblique nominal in the
other. For example,

(1) a. He bought a latté for me. (oblique syntax)
b. He bought me a latté. (applicative syntax)

Most of the syntactic complexity in applicative constructions centers
around the nature of the grammatical relation borne by the nominal corres-
ponding to the object in the oblique syntax. In some languages that question
is further clouded by the fact that applicative syntax is obligatory, i. e., no ob-
lique syntax is possible with certain classes of notional cases.

Algonquian languages show this complexity. They all have garden variety
applicative constructions, as in the Ottawa (Ojibwe) example in (2).

(2) Wdoozhtamwaan waa-gwinid.

odi-ozhit-amaw-aa j-an j
3.ERGi-make-APPL-3.AN.P.OBJ j-OBV j

change\wii=agwi-ini j-d j
REL\FUT=wear-OBV j-3.SBJ.CONJ j

‘She is making it for her so she can wear it.’ (Bl S 630)1

The syntactic properties in Algonquian languages for the type of construc-
tion exemplified in (2) are:

1. that the applicative construction is obligatory, i. e., there is no non-applica-
tive option, and

2. that the displaced object shows the syntax of a secondary object.

Algonquian languages are all primary-secondary object languages in the
sense of Dryer (1986). An extensive discussion of the syntax of secondary
objects in Ojibwe is given in Rhodes (1990).
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What makes Algonquian languages unique is that they all have a second,
and much more common, construction which brings notionally oblique nom-
inals into a closer grammatical relation with the verb, but leaves original ob-
jects, if any, unchanged in grammatical relations. An Ojibwe example is given
in (3).2

(3) Niniing-sh go naa wgii-naabmaan niwi mnidoon.

aniniw[-ing]RRC=sh
[mani-LOC]RRC=PTCL

go
PTCL

naa
PTCL

oi-gii=[iN3]RR-aabam-aa j-an
3.ERGi-PST=[like]RR-see-3.AN.P.OBJ j-OBV

[aniwi
[this.OBV

manidoo j-an.]P.OBJ
spirit j-OBV]P.OBJ

‘He saw the spirit in the form of a man.’ (2R.3.20)

Algonquianists have terminology for describing this phenomenon. The
verbal morpheme iN- in (3) is called a RELATIVE ROOT.4 Relative roots
constitute a small, closed class of bound morphemes, listed in (4).

(4) akw- ‘a certain length, so long’
apiit- ‘a certain extent, so much’
daN- ‘in a certain place’ (short gloss: ‘at’)
daSw- ‘of a certain number, so many’
iN- ‘in a certain direction, in a certain way’ (short gloss: ‘to’,

‘like’)
ond- ‘from a certain place, for a certain reason’ (short gloss:

‘from’, ‘because of’)

The nominal or adverbial that fills the slot licensed by a relative root is
called a RELATIVE ROOT COMPLEMENT.5

The syntax of relative root complements (abbreviated: RRCs) is unique
within the range of arguments and adjuncts in Algonquian languages. It can
be shown that they are neither objects nor obliques. I will spend the rest of
this paper demonstrating this fact. We will discuss the behavior of objects,
relative root complements, and obliques with respect to six patterns in Al-
gonquian morphosyntax and syntax. The patterns are 1) verb agreement, 2)
the distribution of non-third person pronominals, 3) obviation, 4) understood
definite readings, 5) targets of advancement, and 6) accessibility for relative
clause formation. By looking at those patterns it will become clear that there
are four distinct types of non-subject entities in Algonquian (two types of ob-
jects, relative root complements, and obliques). We will look at the patterns
one by one, starting with the most complex, verb agreement.
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2 Agreement

Algonquian languages are prototypical head-marking languages. Verbs show
agreement for subjects, as in (5), primary objects, as in (6), and secondary
objects as in (7).

(5) Subject

Mwi binoojiinh

mawi-wi
cry-3.SBJi

abinoojiinhi
childi

‘The child is crying.’ (Bl S108)

(6) Primary object

Ngii-gndaan wiiyaas.

ni-gii=gond-ami-ni
1SBJ-PST=swallow-INAN.P.OBJi-OBJi

wiiyaasi.
meati

‘I swallowed the meat.’ (Bl S395)

(7) Secondary object

Miinwaa mtigoons wgii-nokaazon gii-bshanzhehang . . .

miinawaa
and

mitigoonsi
sticki

o j-gii=anokaazo-ni
3.ERG j-PST=put.to.use-OBJi

gii=bashanzheh-amk-g j
PST=whip-INAN.OBJk-3.SBJ.CONJ j. . .

‘And she used a stick to whip it . . . ’ (Bl T20.16)

But not, as expected, for nominal obliques, as exemplified in (8) and not for
relative root complements, as in (9) [= (3) above].

(8) Nominal obliques
a. Locative

. . . , gii-bbaa-yaamwaad iw bgoji-mnoomin widi waabishkokiing.

gii=bbaa=yaa-m-waa-d
PST=around=have-INAN.OBJi-3.PL-3.SBJ.CONJ j

iw
that.INAN

bgoji=mnoomin
wild=ricei

iwidi
there

waabishkokiw-ing
swamp-LOC

‘. . . , and they went around getting wild rice in the swamp.’
(Bl T5.2)
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b. Temporal
Ngo-bboon ngii-yaa widi.
ningo=biboon
one=winter

ni-gii=ayaa
1.SBJ-PST=be.at

iwidi
there

‘I went there for one year.’ (Bl S11)
c. Instrumentals

Mii dash gii-nsaabaawdood wewiib iw moozhwegaans iw mshkiki.
mii
CLEFT

dash
PTCL

gii=nisaabaawad-ooi-d j
PST=wet-INAN.OBJi-3.SBJ.CONJ j

wewiib
quickly

iw
that.INAN

moozhwegaansi
handkerchiefi

[iw
[that.INAN

mashkikiw]
medicine]INS

‘Then she hastily wet the handkerchief with the medicine.’
(Bl T30.28)

(9) Niniing-sh go naa wgii-naabmaan niwi mnidoon.

[aniniw-ing]RRC=sh
[mani-LOC]RRC=PTCL

go
PTCL

naa
PTCL

oi-gii=[iN]RR-aabam-aa j-an
3.ERGi-PST=[like]RR-see-3.AN.P.OBJ j-OBV

niwi
this.OBV

manidoo j-an.
spirit j-OBV

‘He saw the spirit in the form of a man.’ (2R.3.20)

The first reaction is to think that the relative root in the verb (in- in ex-
ample (9)) might be just another kind of agreement marker. But although its
presence licenses the occurrence of the relative root complement, the mor-
phology of relative roots shows no sensitivity to any property of the nomi-
nals whose presence they license. In Algonquian, every agreement marker is
sensitive to animacy whether or not it is sensitive to person and / or number,
but relative roots do not even register animacy. Compare the inanimate rel-
ative root complement in (10) with the animate relative root complement in
(9). The relative root has the same form in both cases.

(10) Ngii-nkwetwaag dash da-nankiiyaan iw.

ni-gii=nakwetaw-aa-ag
1.SBJ-PST=respond-3.AN.P.OBJ-PL

dash
PTCL

da=[iN]RR-anokii-yaan
MODAL=[like]RR-work-1.SG.SBJ.CONJ

[iw.]RRC
[that.INAN]RRC

‘I told them that I would do that kind of work.’ (Bl T9.21)
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A full exposition of agreement in Ottawa, as in any Algonquian language,
is quite complex. For our purposes, it is enough to observe that in subjects and
primary objects, the agreement morphology cross-references gender, person,
and number, but in secondary objects, only gender and number are reflected.
This property of secondary objects is discussed in Rhodes (1990). Since the
focus in this paper is on relative root complements, we will refer the reader
to the earlier paper for details on secondary object syntax.

The agreement facts show that subjects and objects are syntactically dis-
tinct from relative root complements and obliques. This is summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1.

Primary Secondary Relative Root
Subject Object Object Complement Oblique

Full verb agreement + + - - -
Gender / number agreement + + + - -

3 Restrictions on first and second person

First and second person pronominals are limited in their distribution. They
cannot appear as secondary objects, as discussed in Rhodes (1990), and ex-
emplified in (11).

(11) Mii wi pii


∗giin
∗niin
niwi

 gaa-ggweji-daawed.

mii
CLEFT

iwi
that.INAN

apii
time
{*giin, *niin, aniwi}
{*1, *2, that-OBV}

CHANGE\gii=gagweji=adaawe-d
REL\PST=try=sell-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘That’s when he tried to sell


you
me
him

 .’

Similarly, first and second person pronominals cannot appear as rela-
tive root complements. The corresponding grammatical forms involve either
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clausal paraphrases (12b) or obligatory advancements (12c) which we will
discuss in Section 6.

(12) a. * Giin da-zhaa.
[giin]RRC
[2]RRC

da=[iN]RR-yaa-w
FUT=[to]RR-go-3.SBJ

‘He will come to you.’
b. Eyaayin da-zhaa.

[CHANGE\ayaa-yin]RRC
[REL\be.at-2.SG.SBJ.CONJ]RRC

da=[iN]RR-yaa-w
FUT=[to]RR-go-3.SBJ

‘He will come to you.’ (lit. ‘. . . where you are’)
c. Gga-zhaamig.

gi-ga=[iN]RR-yaa-m-igo
2.SBJ-FUT=[to]RR-go-TR-INVERSE

‘He will come to you.’

Neither first nor second person pronouns ever appear as obliques. If a first
or second person is the goal or source or general location of an action, a
specific body part or a description of the location must be given as shown in
(13a). Sentence (13b) is so thoroughly ungrammatical, that it is hard to figure
out what the right morphology should be.

(13) a. Bneshiinh dash gii-boonii maa ndinmaangning.
bineshiinh
bird

dash
PTCL

gii=boonii-w
PST=alight-3.SBJ

[imaa
[there

ni-dinimaangan-ing]OBL
1.POSS-shoulder-LOC]OBL

‘Then a bird landed on my shoulder.’
b. * Bneshiinh dash gii-boonii maa niin(ing).

bineshiinh
bird

dash
PTCL

gii=boonii-w
PST=alight-3.SBJ

[imaa
[there

niin(-ing)]OBL
1(-LOC)]OBL

‘Then a bird landed on me.’

First and second person can, of course, be subjects and primary objects.
Because of limitations of time and space, I will exemplify this only for pri-
mary objects, as in (14).

(14) a. Second person primary object
Mii wi pii gaa-ndomnaanh.
mii
CLEFT

iwi
that.INAN

apii
time

CHANGE\gii=nandom-in-aanh
REL\PST=call-2.P.OBJ-1.SG.SBJ.CONJ

‘That’s when I called you.’
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b. First person primary object
Ggii-baashkzwimi na wii gii?
gi-gii=baashkizw-i-min
2.SBJ-PST=shoot-1.P.OBJ-1.PL

na
ques

wiin
ptcl

giin
2

‘Were you shooting at us excl.?’

c. Third person primary object
Nzhiingenmaa oosan.
ni-zhiingenim-aa
1.SBJ-hate-3.AN.P.OBJ

o-oos-an
3.POSS-father-OBV

‘I dislike his father.’

In summary the facts regarding the distribution of first and second person
augment Table 1 on page 309 as in Table 2:

Table 2.

Primary Secondary
Subject Object Object RRC Oblique

Full verb agreement + + - - -
Allow 1 / 2 person pronominals + + - - -
Gender / number agreement + + + - -

4 Obviation

The Algonquian language family is famous for having a marker of disjoint
reference, the obviative. The syntax of obviation is complex. It has been
widely discussed, including by the present author (Rhodes 1991, in partic-
ular). In single clauses there can only be one non-obviative nominal among
third person core arguments. This is exemplified for all possibilities in (15).

(15) a. Subject and primary object
Wgii-waabmaan niwi semaan.

o-gii=waabam-aai-an
3.ERG-PST=see-3.AN.P.OBJi-OBV

aniwi
that.OBV

asemaai-an
tobaccoi-OBV

‘He saw the tobacco.’
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b. Subject and secondary object
Wgii-daawenan niwi semaan.

o-gii=adaawe-ni-an
3.ERG-PST=sell-OBJi-OBV

aniwi
that.OBV

asemaai-an
tobaccoi-OBV

‘He sold the tobacco.’

c. Primary and secondary object
Ngii-miinaag semaan giwi kiwenziinyag.

ni-gii=miin-aai-ag
1.SBJ-PST=give-3.AN.P.OBJi-PL

asemaaj-an
tobaccoj-OBV

agiwi
those.AN

kiwenziinyi-ag
old.mani-PL

‘I gave the old men tobacco.’

d. Subject, primary, and secondary object
Wgii-miinaan semaan niwi kiwenziinyan.

oi-gii=miin-aaj-an
3.ERGi-PST=give-3.AN.P.OBJj-OBV

asemaak-an
tobaccok-OBV

aniwi
those.OBV

kiwenziinyj-an
old.manj-OBV

‘He gave the old men tobacco.’

This principle does not, however, apply in the case either of relative root
complements, as shown in (16) (= example (9) on page 308) or of obliques,
as shown in (17) (= example (13a) on page 310).

(16) Niniing-sh go naa wgii-naabmaan niwi mnidoon.

[aniniw-ing]RRC=sh
[mani-LOC]RRC=PTCL

go
PTCL

naa
PTCL

oi-gii=[iN]RR-aabam-aa j-an
3.ERGi-PST=[like]RR-see-3.AN.P.OBJ j-OBV

niwi
this.OBV

manidoo j-an.
spirit j-OBV

‘He saw the spirit in the form of a man.’ (2R.3.20)

*Niniining-sh go naa . . .

*[aniniw-ini-ing]RRC
*[man-OBV-LOC]RRC

=sh
PTCL

go
PTCL

naa
PTCL

(17) Bneshiinh dash gii-boonii maa ndinmaangning.

bineshiinh
bird

dash
PTCL

gii=boonii-w
PST=alight-3.SBJ

[imaa
[there

ni-dinimaangan-ing]OBL
1.POSS-shoulder-LOC]OBL

‘Then a bird landed on my shoulder.’
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*. . . maa ndinmaangnining
*[imaa
*[there

ni-dinimaangan-ini-ing]OBL
1.POSS-shoulder-OBV-LOC]OBL

Adding the facts regarding obviation to Table 2 gives us Table 3.

Table 3.

Primary Secondary
Subject Object Object RRC Oblique

Full verb agreement + + - - -
Allow 1 / 2 person pronominals + + - - -
Gender / number agreement + + + - -
In the scope of obviation + + + - -

5 Null definite readings

The phenomenon of null definite readings is well known for pro-drop and
head-marking languages. If only the agreement marker is present in a clause,
with no external coreferential nominal, the reading is definite. Examples for
Ojibwe subjects and both types of objects are given in (18).

(18) a. Subject of intransitive
Mii dash gii-bmi-dkajid.
Mii
CLEFT

dash
PTCL

gii=bimi=dakaji-d
PST=along=catch.cold-3.SBJ.CONJ.

‘And he caught cold (during his travels).’ (Bl T19.2)
b. Subject of transitive

Mii dash gii-nkwetwid.
Mii
CLEFT

dash
PTCL

gii=nakwetaw-i-d
PST=answer-1.P.OBJ-3.SBJ.CONJ.

‘And she answered me.’ (Bl T8.36)
c. Primary object

Aapji dash go nzaagtoon.
aapiji
very

dash
PTCL

go
PTCL

ni-gii=zaagit-oo-n
1SBJ-PST=hold.dear-INAN.P.OBJ-OBJ.

‘I’m very stingy with it.’ (Bl T15.12)
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d. Secondary object
Nga-zhaagooskmaagenan, . . .
ni-ga=zhaagooskamaage-nan
1.SBJ-FUT=win.a.competition.(for)-AN.OBJ

‘I’m gonna be the first one to her, . . . ’ (1R1.12)

Verbs containing relative roots also have the property of null definite ref-
erence. If there is no explicit relative root complement, then the reading is
one of definite pronominal / deictic reference.6 An example is given in (19).

(19) Null relative root complement
Baamaa go ga-zhaami.
baamaa
afterwards

go
PTCL

[0/]RRC
[there]RRC

gi-ga=[iN]RR-yaa-min
2.SBJ-FUT=[to]RR-go-1.PL

‘Afterwards we’ll inc go there.’ (Bl S45)

Just to be clear, this is not a property shared by any type of oblique in
these languages, even those that are licensed by a verb when that verb does
not contain a relative root. Obliques in Algonquian are of two syntactic types.
One type is part of the syntactic frame of particular verbs, the other type
expresses part of the general semantic properties of states and events and is
independent of the verb of the clause. Examples contrasting a frame oblique
with a general oblique are given in (20).

(20) a. frame locative
Jiimaaning ngii-boozmi miinwaa bezhig kwe, . . .
[jiimaan-ing]OBL
[boat-LOC]OBL

ni-gii=boozi-min
1.SBJ-PST=embark-1.PL

miinawaa
and

bezhig
one

kwe
woman

‘She and I and another woman got into a canoe, . . . ’ (Bl T5.2)
b. general locative (= [8a])

. . . , gii-bbaa-yaamwaad iw bgoji-mnoomin widi waabshkokiing.
gii=bibaa=ayaa-mo-waa-d
PST=around=have-INAN.OBJi-3.PL-3.SBJ.CONJ j

iw
that.INAN

bagoji=manoomin
wild=ricei

[iwidi
[there

waabishkokiw-ing]OBL
swamp-LOC]OBL

‘. . . , and they went around getting wild rice in the swamp.’ (Bl
T5.2)

Of these two kinds of obliques, those that arise out of general semantic
considerations, like those in (19), are not comparable to relative root comple-
ments, in that they are related to clauses as a whole and not directly to verbs.
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But those obliques that are in the frame of a verb are generally held to be op-
tionally licensed by that verb as in (20a). Such cases are comparable to rela-
tive root complements. They differ from relative root complements, however,
in that they do not show understood definite reference, even optionally. For
example, boozid means ‘get in (a vehicle), embark’ and can license an ob-
lique locative specifying the vehicle, as in (20a), but it is not a relative root.
When boozid is used without explicit mention of the vehicle, the vehicle can-
not receive an understood definite reading, as shown in (21).

(21) No explicit locative with non-relative root
Mii dash ge nii gii-boozyaan.
Mii
PTCL

dash
PTCL

ge
also

niin
1

gii=boozi-yaan
PST=embark-1.SG.SBJ.CONJ

(a) ‘Then I, too, boarded.’7 (Bl T8.9)
(b) *‘Then I, too, boarded it.’

That the vehicle implicit in the meaning of boozid is not syntactically avail-
able can also be shown by the fact that it passes tests for anaphoric islands.
Thus the sentence in (22) can only have the temporal (b) reading and not the
relative clause reading (a).

(22) Gii-boozi, gaa-boozyaanh.
gii=boozi-w
PST=embark-3.SBJ

CHANGE\gii=boozi-yaanh
REL\PST=embark-1.SG.SBJ.CONJ

(a) *‘He got in the boat / car / train / plane that I got in.’
(b) ‘He got in the boat / car / train / plane after I had gotten in.’

These facts hold for all verbs that license optional obliques, in contrast
to verbs containing relative roots. Returning to our tables, this set of facts
distinguishes relative root complements from obliques (Table 4).

Table 4.

Primary Secondary
Subject Object Object RRC Oblique

Full verb agreement + + - - -
Allow 1 / 2 person pronominals + + - - -
Gender / number agreement + + + - -
In the scope of obviation + + + - -
Null definite reading + + + + -
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6 Change of grammatical relations

Relative root complements share with the core grammatical relations the
property that they can be the target of a change in grammatical relations.
In Ottawa relative clauses cannot be formed on oblique locatives and in-
strumentals directly. The oblique must be advanced to relative root comple-
ment. Examples are given in (23). The relative root that is used in the for-
mation of locatives is daN- ‘at’, the one that is used with instruments is ond-
‘from’.

(23) a. Locative head of relative clause
. . . [ADV [REL CL waa-dzhi-mkadekewaad] wiigwaaming ]
CHANGE\wii=[dazhi]RR=makadeke-waa-d
REL\FUT=[at]RR=fast-3.PL-3.SBJ.CONJ

wiigiwaam-ing
house-LOC

‘. . . in the shelter where they would fast.’ (Bl T23.3)
(cf. Wii-mkadewag wiigwaaming.8 ‘They will fast in the house.’)

b. Instrumental head of relative clause
. . . [NP iw zhoon’yaa [RELCL waa-wnji-mno-yaawaad]]
iw
that

zhooniyaa
money

CHANGE\wii=[onji]RR=mino=ayaa-waa-d
REL\FUT=[from]RR=good=be.at-3.PL-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘. . . the money with which they can live comfortably’ (Bl T15.1)
(cf. Wii-mno-yaawag iw zhoon’yaa. ‘They will live comfortably
with that money.’)

For completeness’ sake I will also show that subjects and both types of
objects can be the targets of change in grammatical relations.

6.1 Passive

Advancement to subject is passive. An example is given in (24).

(24) Passive

Gdakiimnaa gwii-mkamgoomi, . . .

gid-aki-im-inaan
2.POSS-land-POSS-1.PL

gi-wii=makam-igoo-min
2.SBJ-FUT=rob-PASS-1.PL

‘We will be robbed of our land, . . . ’ (2R1.14)
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6.2 Advancement to primary object

Primary objects can also be targets of advancement in Ojibwe. There are
plenty of instances of surface primary objects that are notional obliques ap-
pearing with verbs that contain an applicative suffix, e. g. benefactives or re-
cipients; two examples are given in (25).

(25) a. Benefactive
Aanii-sh mii sa gii-gwaabhamwaad, . . .
Aanii=sh
PTCL=PTCL

mii
CLEFT

sa
PTCL

gii=gwaabah-amaw-aa-d
PST=scoop.with.instrument-APPL-3.AN.P.OBJ-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘So then he scooped some of it out for him, . . . ’ (1R3.19)

b. Recipient
. . . ninmawaad, . . .
inin-amaw-aa-d
hand-APPL-3.AN.P.OBJ-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘. . . [and] handed it to him, . . . ’ (1R3.19)

Relative root complements can show up as primary objects as well. If the
relative root complement is notionally animate9, there is a decided preference
for it to appear either as as primary or secondary object. For example, the
verb zhaad ‘go to a certain place’ licenses a relative root complement. If the
location is inanimate as in (26), a garden-variety relative root construction
appears.

(26) Gii-zhaa shpimsagong.

gii=[iN]RR-yaa-w
PST=[to]RR-go-3.SBJ

[ishpimisagw-ing]RRC
[upstairs-LOC]RRC

‘He went upstairs.’ (Bl S54)

But when the goal of the motion is notionally animate (either literally or
by metonymy), then the goal appears as the primary object, as in (27).

(27) Zaasbaakdokenjin gii-zhaamaad.

change\ziisabaakodoke-ni-d-in
REL\make.sugar-OBV-3.SBJ.CONJ-OBV

gii=[iN]RR-yaa-m-aa-d
PST=[to]RR-go-TR-3.AN.P.OBJ-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘And he went to the sugarers.’ (1R 4.50)
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6.3 Advancement to secondary object

Secondary objects can likewise be targets of advancement in Ojibwe. In
Southwest Ojibwe the advancement of the animate relative root complement
of izhaad is to secondary object rather than to primary object as in Ottawa.
The argument is parallel to that just given. The key evidence is given in (28).10

Factoring these data into our summary table yields Table 5.

(28) Wemitigoozhii ayaakozid nindizhaanan.

wemitigoozhii
Frenchman

CHANGE\aakozi-d
REL\be.sick-3.SBJ.CONJ

nind-[iN]RR-yaa-nan
1.SBJ-[to]RR-go-AN.OBJ

‘I went to a sick Frenchman.’ (Baraga 1878: 251)

Table 5.

Primary Secondary
Subject Object Object RRC Oblique

Full verb agreement + + - - -
Allow 1 / 2 person pronominals + + - - -
Gender / number agreement + + + - -
In the scope of obviation + + + - -
Null definite reading + + + + -
Target of advancement + + + + -

7 Accessibility for relative clause formation.

Every grammatical relation in Ojibwe is freely available for relative clause
formation except for obliques. As discussed above in Section 6, locative and
instrumental obliques must be advanced to relative root complement to be
relativized. Only temporal obliques may relativize directly. Examples of each
type of relative are given in (29).

(29) a. Subject relatives

i. Gaa [NP waya [REL CL ekwaabid ]] nwaabmaasii.
. . .
. . .

waya
someone

CHANGE\akawaabi-d
REL\watch-3.SBJ.CONJ

. . .

‘I didn’t see anyone watching’ (Bl T8:33)
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ii. . . . [NP aw gchi-gwaabgesi [CL gegaa go naa
gaa-bkobiidaabaazhid]]
aw
that.AN

gichi=gwaabigesiw
big=dogfish

gegaa
almost

go
PTCL

naa
PTCL

change-gii=bakobiidaabaaN-i-d
REL\PST=drag.into.water-1.P.OBJ-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘. . . a big dogfish that nearly dragged me into the water’ (Bl T7:3)

b. Primary object relative
. . . [NP kina . . . giw[REL CL waajnokiimgig ]]
akina
all

agiw
those.AN

CHANGE\wiiji=anokii-m-0/ -ag-ig
REL\with=work-TR-3.AN.P.OBJ-1.SBJ.CONJ-3.PL

‘. . . all of those I work with . . . ’ (Bl T11:6)

c. Secondary object relative
Eshkam znagad wii-debnaming [NP iw [REL CL waa-boodweng]].
. . .
. . .

iw
that.INAN

CHANGE\wii=boodwe-m-g
REL\FUT=burn-INDF-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘It’s getting increasingly difficult to get firewood.’ (Bl T15:15)
[lit. that which one burns (as fuel)]

d. Relative root complement relative
Gye go mii gii-miin’gooyaang [NP rooms
[REL CL waa-dnizyaang]].
. . . rooms

rooms
CHANGE\wii=[daN]RR-izi-yaang
REL\FUT=[at]RR-be-1EXCL.PL.SBJ.CONJ

‘And we were then given rooms to stay in.’ (Bl T8:14)

e. Oblique relative (temporal only)
. . . [ADV pii [REL CL nebaanid]] . . .
. . . apii

time
CHANGE\nibaa-ni-d
REL\sleep-OBV-3.SBJ.CONJ

‘. . . when she fell asleep . . . ’ (1R2:30)
[lit. at the time at which she fell asleep]

Adding this last type of data to our summary of the syntax of Ojibwe
grammatical relations gives us Table 6 on the following page. From this table
it is easy to see that relative root complement is a distinct type of grammatical
relation.
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Table 6.

Su
bj

ec
t

Pr
im
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y

O
bj

ec
t

Se
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nd
ar

y
O
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ec

t
R

R
C

Te
m

po
ra

lO
bl

iq
ue

O
th

er
O

bl
iq

ue
s

Full verb agreement + + - - - -
Allow 1 / 2 person pronominals + + - - - -
Gender / number agreement + + + - - -
In the scope of obviation + + + - - -
Null definite reading + + + + -
Target of advancement + + + + -
Accessible for relative clause formation + + + + + -

8 Conclusion

The extensive literature on grammatical relations developed by proponents of
Relational Grammar consistently shows only three core relations, subject and
two types of objects (or 1s, 2s, and 3s), opposed to obliques. The key distinc-
tion between core relations and obliques is that obliques can never be targets
of advancement. What we have shown is that in Ojibwe there is a grammati-
cal relation intermediate between the core relations and obliques. It splits the
key properties of core relations and obliqueness, but it has the crucial prop-
erty that it can be the target of advancement. There have been other sugges-
tions in the Relational Grammar literature for grammatical relations interme-
diate between core relations and obliques (in particular, Postal 1990). How-
ever, unlike the Algonquian construction, the data behind such proposals are
marginal and not very robust. By contrast, the Algonquian relative root con-
struction is extremely common, much more common in running text than the
widely discussed inversion construction, and the data are very robust. The
relative root construction is family-wide in Algonquian. The specific details
are slightly different in different Algonquian languages, but the basic syntax
is identical.

Finally, there remains the question of whether the relative root construc-
tion is actually a rarum. Since no similar construction has been reported, the
possibility exists that there might be other languages with parallel construc-
tions that simply haven’t been reported. However, there is good evidence that
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such is not the case. In Rhodes (2005) I argued that the historical source of the
relative root construction is the incorporation of postpositions into the verb.
Many otherwise typologically and genetically diverse languages, including
some Indo-European languages, have similar historically incorporated ad-
positional material in verbs. See for example, Craig and Hale (1988), who
present evidence from three Western Hemisphere language families, one in
North America, one in Central America, and one in South America. The dif-
ference between Algonquian languages and the languages in other families
showing adpositional incorporation is that in the non-Algonquian languages
the stranded NPs either become objects, as shown in (30), or they remain as
obliques, as shown in (31).

(30) Winnebago ([17b] in Craig and Hale 1988: 327)
Ha-nan-nin-zhin-je-enan.
on-by.foot-2.OBJ-stand-AUX-DECL

‘It is standing on you.’

(31) Homeric Greek (from [25] in Garrett 1990: 196)
stómat-os
mouth-GEN

d
PTCL

eks-éptusen
out-spit.AOR.3.SG

hálmēn
seawater.ACC

‘He spat seawater from his mouth.’ (Odyssey 5.322)

pân
all.NOM

d
ptcl

hup-ethermánthē
under-heat.AOR.PASS.3.SG

kśıphos
sword.NOM

háımat-i
blood-DAT

‘The whole sword was heated under the blood.’ (Illiad 16.333)

The fact that in Algonquian the NPs associated with relative roots are nei-
ther reanalyzed as objects nor are left as stranded obliques, but are instead re-
structured as a distinct grammatical relation clearly qualifies the Algonquian
relative root construction as a rarum.

Abbreviations

The abbreviations used in glossing generally follow the Leipzig Glossing conven-
tions. For example, 1.SBJ, 2.SBJ, 3.SBJ, and 3.ERG represent first, second, third
person subject, and third person subject of transitive (i. e., ergative) respectively.
Deviations from the Leipzig conventions are the following:
AN = animate; AOR = aorist; CHANGE = a process morpheme; CLEFT = marker
of clefting; CONJ = conjunct; INAN = inanimate; MODAL = modal; NP = noun
phrase;OBV = obviative; P.OBJ = primary object; PTCL = discourse or emphatic
particle; QUES = yes-no question particle; RR = relative root; RRC = relative root
complement
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Notes

1. The apparatus for citing examples from published sources is as follows: The sources are:
1R = Kaye, Piggot, and Tokaichi (1971), 2R = Piggot and Kaye (1973), Bl = Bloomfield
(1958). Bloomfield contains both texts and sentences; these are distinguished using ‘T’
and ‘S’. The next number is the number of the text or example sentence. If the citation
is from a text, the number of the sentence following the punctuation of the published
version is given preceded by a period. In the case of 1R and 2R, I have cited the taped
version if there is a difference between it and the published version. So (Bl T8.20) means
Bloomfield (1958) text number 8, sentence 20. All sentences not cited are from my
personal field notes.

2. Most of the data in this paper is drawn from the Ottawa dialect of Ojibwe. While the
details are different, all the dialects of Ojibwe, and, in fact, all Algonquian languages
show analogous syntactic phenomena.

3. In underlying forms the n that alternates with zh in palatalizing environments is indicated
by N. Similarly the s that palatalizes to sh is indicated by S.

4. These morphemes are called relative roots for reasons of terminological congruence in
Algonquian studies. The prototypical Algonquian stem has two parts, an initial and a
final. Examples of both a noun and a verb are given in (32).

(32) a. (a) ndomaad
[nandaw-im]-aa-d
[seek-speak]-3.AN.P.OBJ-3.SBJ.CONJ
[INITIAL-FINAL]

‘call’ (citation form)
b. mskomin

miskw-imin
red-berry
[INITIAL-FINAL]

‘raspberry’

The class of initials that are monomorphemic are called roots. The term relative is also
an Algonquinist term, referring to the fact that these morphemes regularly license an
adjunct. To be clear, it has nothing to do with relative clauses. More recent Americanist
studies have called analogous morphemes in other language families relational preverbs
(Craig and Hale 1988).

5. An earlier treatment of the relative root construction and its implications for transitivity
can be found in Rhodes (2005).

6. Lest some Algonquianist take exception on this point, let me point out a wrinkle in this
general property of relative roots. In his discussion of relative roots in Ottawa, Bloomfield
(1958) noted that there are some verbs containing relative roots which seem to lack the
property of requiring a complement.

“. . . some words with relative roots occur in special meanings requiring no [relative root com-
plement]: [dzhimaad] ‘he talks about him’, root [daN-], requiring no [relative root comple-
ment].” (Bloomfield 1958: §20.5, 130)

However, Bloomfield only understood half the story. The crucial property of these words
is that they canno t take a relative root complement. Rather, they are all idioms and
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cannot have their pronominal (which happens to be a zero) replaced by an NP; this is a
crucial part of their idiomaticity. In the case of dzhimaad, the word that Bloomfield cites,
it is decidedly negative in implication, as shown in (33).

(33) dzhimaad ‘talk about s.o., esp. talk about s.o. behind their back, say
something bad about s.o., gossip about s.o.’, lit. ‘talk about him there’,
cf. neutral dbaajmaad ‘talk about s.o., esp. tell a story about s.o., give a
report about s.o.’
stem: daN-

at-
im -
act.with.speech.(on)-

In being idiomatic and having what amounts to pronominals as part of their idiomaticity,
Ojibwe words like dzhimaad are analogous to idioms in better known languages which
may also have pronominals as a crucial part of their idiomaticity, e. g. English run for it,
Dig it!, and the like. The point here is that these idiomatic uses of relative roots are the
exceptions that prove the rule that relative roots have obligatory complements.

7. In Bloomfield’s translation this sentence is rendered “So then I, too, got on board the
train.” But ‘train’ is actually only inferable. It’s an inaccurate translation.

8. Not all contemporary Ottawa speakers like sentences like this. The bare instrumental
construction is being replaced by clausal adjuncts.

9. All the Ojibwe languages (and to the best of my knowledge all the Algonquian lan-
guages) syntactically distinguish notional animacy from grammatical animacy. For ex-
ample, grammatically animate but notionally inanimate referents cannot function as pos-
sessors or as the subjects of direct clauses.

10. Although one might object that the evidence for advancement of a relative root com-
plement to secondary object in Southwestern Ojibwe is not relevant to Ottawa, there is
also a pan-Ojibwe construction that can be argued to have obligatory advancement from
relative root complement to secondary object. Outside of relative roots, no roots in Ot-
tawa affect the argument structure of the verbs they occur in with two exceptions, the
root wiid- ‘with’ and the root, ap- ‘(up)on’. Verbs containing wiid- take primary objects.
Verbs containing ap- take secondary objects. Some examples are listed in (34).

(34) pabid ‘sit on’ (expected transitive: *patood)
penmod ‘have faith in’ (expected transitive: *pendang)
pikweshmod ‘lay one’s head on’ (expected transitive: *pikwesdood)

(It is worth noting that the form patood is accidentally homophonous
with a good form meaning ‘run to a certain place, run along a certain
path’, which takes a relative root complement. The pairing of syntax
and meaning is enough to make it certain that the two would be distinct
verbs.)

This syntax of the forms in (34) is entirely due to the initial ap- ‘(up)on’. The parts of
these verbs that set the transitivity all have regular ways to form transitives (listed in the
parentheses) which cannot be used in these cases. Since ap- ‘(up)on’ is the only non-
relative root in modern Ottawa that licenses an argument slot in the verb constructions
in this way, and in view of its relative root-like meaning, and its consistency with rel-
ative root morphosyntax, I argue that it is a relative root that requires its complement
to advance to secondary object. The ap- construction is old in Algonquian. Cognates of
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Ojibwe words containing ap- exist in other Algonquian languages. In these languages the
morphology and syntax of ap- forms is as quirky as it is in Ojibwe and in the same ways.
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Mawng lexicalised agreement in typological
perspective

Ruth Singer

1 Introduction

1.1 What is lexicalised agreement?

Lexicalised agreement is the lexicalisation of otherwise productive verbal
agreement morphology. Although relatively undescribed in the typological
literature, it is found in a number of unrelated languages of the Australian,
North American and Asian continents. Lexicalised agreement is found most
often in languages with pronominal verbal agreement for subject and object.
In certain expressions, the agreement features are fixed for one or both argu-
ments. In fact, the lexicalised agreement index does not correspond to a real
argument but is a dummy argument. An example of such an expression in the
Australian language Mawng is shown in (1).

(1) Ngani-ngartpanpu-n
3MA/1SG-have.headache-NP

‘I have a bad headache.’ (Hewett et al. 1990)

Note that the gloss given for the verb in (1) shows the features of the sub-
ject followed by the features of the object after a forward slash. The pronom-
inal prefix is treated as a portmanteau morpheme so the order of subject and
object glosses do not reflect ordering of subject and object morphemes. The
expression in (1) has lexicalised transitive subject agreement. The verb ap-
pears to index a third person Masculine gender subject but this argument can-
not be expressed by an NP. Neither can it be interpreted as coreferent with
any participant available in the context of use so it is clearly a dummy argu-
ment. It is only third person agreement affixes that are ever lexicalised. The
lexical entry of expressions with lexicalised agreement consist of a verb root
plus the features of the lexicalised agreement index.

Verbs with dummy transitive subjects such as that in (1) have been de-
scribed as ‘experiencer object’ verbs and are found throughout the Iwaidjan
language family, which includes Mawng (Evans 2004). However, in Mawng
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any type of core argument index can be lexicalised. An example of a Mawng
verb with lexicalised object agreement is shown in (2).

(2) Ngarrung-marrajpu-ng
1PL.EX/3LL-walk-PC

kapa
there

ara
all.the.way.to

Anjumu
place.name

‘We walked over to Anjumu.’ HH Text 11

1.2 How rare is it?

Lexicalised agreement has been reported in these language groups:

– non-Pama Nyungan languages of the Top End, Australia

– Mawng, Iwaidja (Iwaidjan)
– Gaagudju (family level isolate)
– Tiwi (family level isolate)

– Kiowa-Tanoan language family

– Kiowa
– Southern Tiwa

– Athabaskan languages

– Navajo
– Tolowa

– Ket (Yeniseic)

Lexicalised agreement has been treated as unique in descriptions of indi-
vidual languages but in fact, it is not restricted to a single language, language
family or linguistic area. There has been little typological work on the phe-
nomenon which only affects a small proportion of the verbal lexicon in any
one language.2 Earlier discussions of lexicalised agreement are found within
the description of a single language and erroneously describe it as unique to
that language. This paper is the first step towards a typology of lexicalised
agreement. The next section discusses lexicalised agreement in Mawng, the
language for which the best description of lexicalised agreement is available
(Singer 2006).

Lexicalised agreement is defined as the lexicalisation of otherwise pro-
ductive agreement morphology. Thus as a typological category it excludes
lexicalised agreement morphology which is no longer used productively. This
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is why absolutive Iwaidja pseudo-arguments are not analysed as lexicalised
agreement, as discussed in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, lexicalised agree-
ment in Gaagudju and Southern Tiwa is discussed. Finally in Section 6, I sug-
gest what features of a language favour the development of extensive lexical-
ised agreement.

2 Mawng lexicalised agreement

2.1 Typological background

Mawng is a non-Pama Nyungan Australian language spoken as a first lan-
guage by around three hundred people, in north-west Arnhem Land, North-
ern Territory. It is a member of the Iwaidjan language family, sister language
to Iwaidja and is still being acquired by children. The location of Mawng in
relation to other languages of north-west Arnhem land is shown in Figure 1.
Mawng neighbours Iwaidjan languages to the west and Gunwinyguan lan-
guages to the south and east.

Figure 1. Location of Mawng and neighbouring languages
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Table 1. Mawng genders

MA Masculine male humans, most animals
FE Feminine female humans, crabs, some birds, no body parts
LL Land land, landscape features, liquids, stories, customs, knowledge
VE Vegetation most plants, non-edible parts, plant products, wood, fire
ED Edible all edible plant products, buildings and household items

Mawng has five genders which have a strong semantic basis but gender
assignment is by no means predictable. The five genders are listed in Table 1
with brief descriptions of their semantic foci.

Mawng gender is encoded in a number of different ways. Within the NP
gender is encoded by articles, demonstratives, free pronouns, the prefixes of
a small number of adjectival nominals and body part nouns. Gender is also
encoded in verbal pronominal prefixes for third persons. Since these are the
prefixes that may become lexicalised, the existence of five genders means that
there is a wide range of possible lexicalisation patterns.

Examples of canonical verbs (i. e. verbs without lexicalised agreement)
are shown below. The verb in (3) is intransitive while the verb in (4) is tran-
sitive although they share the same verb root.

(3) K-i-langali-0/
PR-3MA-stand-NP

‘He stands.’

(4) K-ini-langali-0/
PR-3MA/3MA-stand-NP

‘He stood it (MA) up.’

Gender agreement is restricted for transitive subject prefixes — there is
only a two-way distinction between Masculine and Non-masculine. Non-
masculine forms are glossed ‘GEN’. Note that only a small proportion of
Mawng verb roots are labile like the verb root -langali used in (3) and (4).

In addition to simple verbs like those in (3) and (4), Mawng has a type of
complex verb found in a number of northern Australian languages that will be
referred to as a ‘coverb construction’ following other authors (e. g. Schultze-
Berndt 2000). For example, in (5) the coverb pirl forms a coverb construction
with the inflecting verb -wu ‘hit’.
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(5) Ati-wu-k
3MA/3ED-HIT-PP

pirl
cut.through

ta
ED

kantijawa.
bread

‘He cut through the bread.’ (Hewett et al. 1990)

The coverb cannot occur on its own without an inflecting verb. In Mawng
700 verbs have been recorded and 300 coverbs out of a total dictionary of
3,500. In tables in this paper, coverb constructions will be listed by giving the
inflecting verb first and then the coverb, although this is the opposite order to
that in which they appear in speech.

Word order in Mawng is relatively free. Overt NPs are not usually required
unless the referent is new and not recoverable from the context. Noun incor-
poration is not found in Iwaidjan languages although it is found in nearby
Gunwinyguan languages such as Bininj Gun-wok and Nunggubuyu (Evans
2003; Heath 1984).

2.2 Classes of verbs with lexicalised agreement

Approximately 200 Mawng verbs with lexicalised agreement have been re-
corded — roughly one quarter of all verbs. Many verbs with lexicalised agree-
ment fall into verb classes delineated by semantic and syntactic properties.
The verb -marrajpu (LL O) ‘walk’ illustrated in (2) earlier is part of a class
of motion verbs with lexicalised object agreement. These have either Mascu-
line or Land gender lexicalised object agreement. Some examples are shown
in Table 2. However, the most common motion verbs are canonical intransi-
tive verbs as we expect. These include the two ‘go’ verbs -a ‘go1’ and -arra
‘go2’ and -ngurri ‘run, move fast’.

The verb -ngartpanpu (MA A) ‘have headache’ illustrated in (1) earlier,
is part of the group of ‘experiencer object verbs’. Their animate identifiable
argument is encoded as object while their subject slot is lexicalised. The ex-

Table 2. Motion verbs with lexicalised object agreement

Predicate Lexicalised
agreement

Gloss

-ma rlirr MA O move along
-ma karliwirrk MA O flee
-marrajpu LL O walk
-marranyi LL O wave
-ukpu MA O turn around
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periencer object verbs include predicates of emotion, cognition, bodily sen-
sation and illness. Examples of this class of verbs are listed in Table 3. Expe-
riencer object verbs are also found in other Iwaidjan languages (Evans 2004).
The experiencer object verbs encode their animate identifiable argument as
object while their subject is a dummy argument. The canonical synonyms of
experiencer object verbs are intransitive predicates in which the experiencer
is encoded as an intransitive subject such as -maju ‘sick, suffer’.

Communication predicates are another class of lexicalised agreement
verbs which all denote communication and have lexicalised object agreement.
Some examples are shown in Table 4. The meaning of all communication
predicates involves communication. The speaker is encoded as subject while
the hearer is encoded using an oblique pronoun that follows the verb. These
verbs also subcategorise for a third argument which is the message communi-
cated. The message argument is optionally expressed as a Land gender nom-

Table 3. Experiencer object predicates

Predicate Lexicalised
agreement

Gloss

-arajpu GEN A feel pain, ache
-ngartpanpu MA A have headache
-martalkanyi MA A sneeze
-wulkparrki MA A stomach rumble
-ma arrarr MA A have diarrhoea
-aka arlarl GEN A confused, oblivious, go astray (spiritually)
-wu warryak MA A have groin itch
-ma wiliny MA A have cramp, pins and needles, numbness
-wu ngurrij GEN A feel sleepy

Table 4. Communication predicates

Predicate Lexicalised
agreement

Gloss

-lakula MA O explain (to OBL)
-ma lagarr MA O tell lies (to OBL), bullshit, mislead OBL
-ni monmon MA O tell important information, explain (to OBL)
-unma LL O tell story (to OBL), explain (to OBL)
-lakpurnangani LL O translate (for OBL)
-ma mayali VE O explain (to OBL)
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inal or a ta nominalised clause and may appear to be the object argument of
those communication predicates with lexicalised Land gender object agree-
ment. For example, in (6) the communication verb -unma ‘tell story’ has a
message argument that takes the form of a Land gender nominalised clause
(shown in square brackets).

(6) Nganti yirrik
somebody

anny-unma-ngung
3MA/3LL-tell.story-PC

nuwu
2SG.OBL

[ta
LL

ani-wu-ning
3MA/3LL-HIT-PC

ngurlk
make.water.murky

ja
MA

kiyap].
fish

‘Somebody was telling you that the water was stirred up by fish.’ Child
078

The message argument of -unma ‘tell (story)’ is a good candidate for ob-
ject because -unma has lexicalised Land gender object agreement but the
same types of message argument can also occur with communication pred-
icates like -lakula ‘explain’ which have lexicalised Masculine object agree-
ment as shown in (7).

(7) Tukapa
DEM.G.LL

ngiwa-lakula-0/
1SG/3MA.F-explain-NP

[ta
LL

k-awunp-u-n
PR-3PL/3PL-give-NP

mawawiny
child-in-law

la
CONJ

wemin].
3PL.CONTR

‘I’ll explain how they arrange marriages (lit: give each other children-
in-laws)’ Mawawiny 001

The verb -unma (LL O) ‘tell story’ is used to mean ‘count, appraise’
with canonical agreement. The development of the lexicalised agreement
verb -unma (LL O) ‘tell story’ from the canonical verb -unma ‘count’ fol-
lows a similar pattern to the development of the Germanic verbs recount and
erzählen. Analogy between the canonical verb -unma ‘count, appraise’ and
the lexicalised agreement verb -unma (LL O) ‘tell story’ suggests that the
message argument is the object of the latter. However, many canonical verbs
such as the intransitive verb -mi ‘say, tell’ and the transitive verb -lalkpa ‘let
know, remind’ subcategorise for a message argument and these verbs never
encode the message argument as a core argument. Tests for object status are
few in Mawng and those that exist can only be used with animate referents. A
uniform analysis of communication predicates and their message arguments
requires that -unma (LL O) ‘tell story’ be analysed as a verb with lexicalised
object agreement.3
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Table 5. Other complement-taking predicates with lexicalised agreement

Predicate Lexicalised
agreement

Gloss

-wu larr MA O finish (event)
-ma rtalk MA O start (event)
-wurru LL O think, know (about event)
-miyarma LL O want (event)
-arnama LL O not want (to do event)

Many complement-taking predicates have lexicalised object agreement.
These include aspectual predicates such as -wu larr (MA O) ‘finish’ and cog-
nition predicates such as -wurru ‘think, know’. Examples are shown in Ta-
ble 5. Note that the cognition predicates in Table 5 encode a real object when
they have an entity object but have lexicalised object agreement when they
take an event complement. We will see in Section 5 that many complement-
taking predicates in Southern Tiwa also have lexicalised object agreement.
Gaagudju has many predicates with lexicalised agreement that express com-
munication.

2.3 Two other unusual types of verbs in Mawng

In addition to the types of lexicalised agreement verbs described above, a
small group of Mawng verbs have what will be called ‘replacive lexicalised
agreement’. In this type of lexicalised agreement the features of a particular
agreement slot of a verb have become fixed but this agreement slot does
correspond to a real core argument. Only around two dozen Mawng verbs
with replacive lexicalised agreement have been recorded. An example of such
a verb is -warlkanyi (VE S) ‘fall’ illustrated in (8).

(8) Kayirrk la
then

ma-warlkanyi-ny
3VE-fall-PP

yirrk-ju
COMPL-only

yanatjanat
3DU.MA

‘Then they both fell down together.’ Kurrana 016

Note that the expected subject of -warlkanyi (VE S) ‘fall’ in (8) is in
fact the real syntactic subject as shown by the fact that the third person dual
Masculine pronoun yanatjanat is used to refer to the participant. There is
a mismatch between the features encoded by the agreement affix and the
features of the real argument. Replacive lexicalised agreement is a simple
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morphology-syntax mismatch whereas the mismatch involved in ordinary
lexicalised agreement is both semantic and syntactic. Unlike the ordinary type
of lexicalised agreement described earlier, replacive lexicalised agreement
has not been reported in other languages and so may be unique to Mawng.

Another unusual property of the Mawng verbal lexicon is the large num-
ber of verbs which have very narrow selectional restrictions. These verbs are
referred to as having ‘restricted arguments’. There are around 50 of these
verbs and they may appear to have lexicalised agreement because the agree-
ment features of one argument do not vary but in fact the motivation for this
is in their semantics rather than due to lexicalisation of agreement (cf. Plank
1984). For example, the transitive verb -aka ‘throw’ occurs with a range of
agreement patterns but when it has the sense ‘build’ it only ever has Edible
gender object agreement. All built structures are Edible gender so the appar-
ently lexicalised agreement pattern is the result of the strong semantic basis
of the gender system and the selectional restrictions of the verb sense. Re-
stricted argument verbs tend to have an implicit default argument type so that
their argument is only rarely expressed as an NP but it is a real argument of
the verb, unlike the dummy argument of lexicalised agreement verbs.

3 Iwaidja: experiencer object verbs and pseudo-argument verbs

Iwaidja is the sister language to Mawng and the only other surviving member
of the Iwaidjan language family (Evans 2000). Iwaidja has lost the five gen-
der system found in Mawng, although it distinguishes between masculine and
feminine transitive subjects. Iwaidja has experiencer object verbs like those
in Mawng, which are genuine lexicalised agreement verbs. However, it also
has a set of verbs that are described by Evans (2007) as having absolutive
pseudo-argument affixes. These must or can optionally occur with a vestigial
gender affix that is reconstructable as a Vegetation or Land gender agreement
prefix. Many of the Iwaidja pseudo-argument verbs are cognate with Mawng
verbs with lexicalised agreement. However, the fact that the vestigial Vegeta-
tion and Land gender affixes are not part of the productive agreement system
of Iwaidja means that such verbs cannot be analysed as lexicalised agreement
verbs like their Mawng cognates (see definition of lexicalised agreement dis-
cussed earlier). Some of these cognates are shown in Table 6 on the follow-
ing page.

Around 60 pseudo-argument verbs have been recorded in Iwaidja com-
pared to 230 Mawng verbs with lexicalised agreement or restricted argu-
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Table 6. Iwaidja pseudo-argument verbs cognate with Mawng lexicalised agreement
verbs (source: Evans and Birch (n. d.))

Iwaidja verb Pseudo-
argument

Mawng verb Lexicalised
agreement

Gloss in both
languages

-marrajpang ‘land gender’ O -marrajpu LL O walk
-unma ‘land gender’ O -unma LL O tell story
-wurrwun ‘land gender’ O -wurru LL O think (event)

ments. The total number of verbs recorded in each language is similar. The
existence of pseudo-argument verbs in Iwaidja shows that Mawng lexicalised
agreement is not a sign of the decay of the agreement system as in fact the
lexicalised agreement patterns can be preserved even when the gender agree-
ment system itself is lost as in Iwaidja. Verbal agreement often becomes lexi-
calised. However, what is particular to the typological category referred to as
‘lexicalised agreement verbs’ here is that the same morphology can be lex-
icalised in some verbs but productive in others. Iwaidja experiencer object
verbs are a type of lexicalised agreement verb but Iwaidja verbs with absolu-
tive pseudo-arguments are not.

4 Gaagudju

Gaagudju is a language spoken near Mawng but not adjacent to Mawng. It is a
family level isolate which has a four-way gender distinction in verbal agree-
ment. Forty verbs with lexicalised agreement are listed by Harvey (2002).
These fall into similar classes to those found in Mawng. They include com-
munication predicates and verbs of involuntary motion. In some cases the
lexicalised index is a dummy argument like the noun class IV object indexed
by the verb ma=waala ‘bear (young)’. The person born is encoded as an in-
direct object. In other cases, Harvey (2002) argues that the lexicalised index
encodes a cognate object. These types of cognate objects are not morpholog-
ically related to the form of a noun but are similar to cognate object verbs in
other languages in that the meaning of the verb already specifies the nature of
the object, which is often left unspecified, but can be expressed with a nomi-
nal. An example of this type of verb is barla-bu ‘sing’ which always has class
III object agreement. Other such verbs are listed in Table 7 on the next page.

Harvey suggests that the verbs in Table 7 with a class IV object have dja-
gaardu ‘language, noise, word’ as object. However, there is little evidence
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Table 7. Gaagudju lexicalised object verbs: cognate object type

Verb Lexicalised agreement Gloss

barla-bu III O sing
bala-bu IV O talk
bolo-boyo-ma IV O lie, trick
gala-bi IV O call out

that we are really dealing with a cognate object rather than a dummy object
apart from one example in which the class III noun mabalaabala ‘corroboree,
song’ occurs with the verb barla-bu (III O) ‘sing’. These verbs present chal-
lenges to analysis similar to the Mawng communication predicates discussed
in Section 2.

Lexicalised agreement verbs are also found in Tiwi, another family-level
isolate spoken west of Mawng (Lee 1987; Lee 1993). This suggests that
lexicalised agreement verbs are an areal feature of part of coastal North-
west Arnhem land and the land to the west. However, verbs with lexicalised
agreement form a much smaller proportion of the total verbal lexicon in
Gaagudju and Tiwi than they do in Mawng.

5 Southern Tiwa

Lexicalised agreement is not restricted to Mawng and neighbouring lang-
uages. Around 150 verbs with lexicalised agreement have been recorded in
Southern Tiwa, a member of the Kiowa-Tanoan language family, spoken by
Pueblo Indians living near Alberqueque, New Mexico (USA) (Frantz 1995;
Frantz n. d.). Southern Tiwa verbal agreement distinguishes three genders
and encodes two arguments on the verb. Despite the lack of genetic or areal
relations between Southern Tiwa and Mawng, the types of events encoded by
verbs with lexicalised agreement verbs in the two languages are remarkably
similar. Table 8 on the following page gives an example of each of the main
classes of verbs with lexicalised agreement in Southern Tiwa.

Note that Southern Tiwa verbal agreement prefixes have suppletion for
person, number and gender and so are simply labelled ‘A, B’ and ‘C’. Some
experiential predicates have a dummy subject and encode the experiencer as a
dative such as -bewate ‘get happy’. However, there are no experiencer object
verbs in Southern Tiwa as only absolutive prefixes can be lexicalised. There
are verbs such as -weuri ‘go out’ which we would expect to be encoded by
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Table 8. Representative Southern Tiwa verbs with lexicalised agreement

Verb Lexicalised
agreement

Gloss Class

-bewate C S OBL get happy nonsubject experiencer
-weuri C O go out motion
-hwawi C O sigh involuntary bodily process
-p’euy’am A O start Complement-taking predicate

an intransitive verb but instead are encoded by a transitive verb with dummy
object agreement. Compare this with -ukpu (MA O) ‘bend over’ in Mawng.
Other verbs encode involuntary bodily functions such as -hwawi ‘sigh’ which
has dummy object agreement. As in Mawng, a number of complement-taking
predicates in Southern Tiwa have lexicalised object agreement such as -t’am
‘help OBL’ and -p’euy’am ‘start’.

Lexicalised agreement has also been reported in another Kiowa-Tanoan
language — Kiowa (Watkins 1984). As in Southern Tiwa, only absolutive
verbal prefixes are lexicalised in Kiowa. Lexicalised agreement has also been
reported in the Athabaskan languages Navajo (Young, Morgan, and Midgette
1992) and Tolowa Athabaskan (Givón and Bommelyn 2000) as well as the
Yeniseic language Ket (Vajda 2003) which Vajda (forthc.) argues is related
to Athabaskan languages. These languages have much more complex verbal
morphology than the Australian languages with lexicalised agreement and
they also allow noun-incorporation. However, it is not clear how extensive
lexicalised agreement is in any of these languages as it depends on the interest
of the linguist describing the language whether it is reported at all. To give
an example, there is no mention at all of lexicalised agreement in Capell and
Hinch (1970) a grammar of Mawng that is otherwise thorough. It is likely
that lexicalised agreement is also found elsewhere but no detailed survey of
its distribution has been carried out as yet.

6 Conclusions: rare but not exotic

Lexicalised agreement has previously been treated as unique to particular lan-
guages but although rare it is clearly not unique to any one language. The dis-
tribution of lexicalised agreement suggests that verbal agreement for at least
two arguments that distinguishes three or more genders favours its develop-
ment. Lexicalised agreement has been found in a small set of languages and is
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restricted to a small set of verbs within each language. Two phenomena men-
tioned earlier that are likely to be very rare or unique are Mawng replacive
lexicalised agreement verbs and Iwaidjan pseudo-argument verbs.

Although lexicalised agreement verbs appear at first to be rather exotic,
there are clearly links with expressions have developed through the freez-
ing of a verb plus argument combination. These types of verb-argument id-
ioms include lexicalised noun-incorporations in which an incorporated gen-
eric noun does not refer to an argument, and the lexicalisation of verb-argu-
ment relations in typical European noun-verb idioms (Nunberg, Sag, and Wa-
sow 1994). In addition, there are similarities between lexicalised agreement
verbs and cognate-object type verbs in Australian languages which also show
a mismatch between their apparent transitivity and number of arguments
(Austin 1982; Simpson 1991). There also are similarities between Mawng
and Iwaidja experiencer object verbs with lexicalised agreement and experi-
encer object expressions in other languages. However, experiencer object ex-
pressions in other languages usually have overt nominal subjects rather than
dummy subjects. There are a few examples in the literature of languages with
experiencer object expressions that have a small number which take dummy
subjects: in the Papuan language Kalam (Pawley et al. 2000) and the Kiranti
language Limbu (van Driem 1987).

Abbreviations

1 = first person; 2 = second person; 3= third person; A = transitive subject agreement
(Mawng); fused number / gender agreement category (Southern Tiwa); C = South-
ern Tiwa agreement category; CONJ = conjunction (particle); COMPL= comple-
tive postverbal particle; CONTR = contrastive pronoun; DEM.G = given demonstra-
tive pronoun; DU = dual; ED = Edible gender; EMPH2 = verbal emphatic particle;
EX = exclusive (plural); F = future tense form of pronominal prefix; FE = Feminine;
GEN = nonmasculine gender; III = Gaagudju gender; IV = Gaagudju gender; LL =
Land gender; MA = Masculine; NP = nonpast TAM suffix; O = object agreement;
OBL = oblique; PC = past continuous TAM suffix; PL = plural; PP = past punctual
TAM suffix; PR = present tense prefix; S = intransitive subject agreement; SG = sin-
gular number; VE = Vegetation gender
Some notes on Mawng interlinear glosses: Capitals are used to gloss inflecting verbs
that are part of a coverb construction. A slash (/) is used between the gloss of subject
features and object features for transitive verb prefixes. Free pronouns are glossed
simply with their person, number and gender features. Articles are glossed simply
with their gender feature or number feature.
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Notes

1. All examples are from my fieldnotes or other linguist’s unpublished notes unless the
cross-reference takes the author-date form of other citations, in which case it is taken
from published materials.

2. Some typological work on the phenomenon is currently being done by the Surrey Mor-
phology Group, as part of their project ‘Extended deponency’, see Corbett et al. (2005).

3. Message arguments are a type of frame argument. Frame arguments are subcategorised
for by verbs but bear no indication of their syntactic status through cross-referencing on
the verb or case marking on the NP (see Singer 2006 for a full account).
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Syllabic Obstruents in Ahtna Athabaskan

Siri G. Tuttle

1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate some unusual patterns of syllabifi-
cation in Ahtna Athabaskan. This Alaskan Athabaskan language can have up
to five consonants in prefixal clusters in verbs, yet prefix phonology shows
that syllabification does take place in these words. This pattern is uncom-
mon within the language family. Ahtna shares the morphological environ-
ments of these clusters only with its close neighbor Dena’ina, which allows
even longer clusters; other Athabaskan languages allow clustering in fewer
morphological environments, and clusters are shorter (usually only two con-
sonants in a row.)

Kari (1990) divides Ahtna verb phonology into three domains: the stem,
the conjunct prefixes and the disjunct prefixes. Both canonical morpheme
shapes and syllabification patterns differ over these three domains. This de-
scription suggests a phonological regularity to Ahtna verbs that depends on
both phonological and lexical facts. The reason for this is that because of the
templatic structure of the Ahtna verb, domains end up being defined by the
presence of particular individual prefixes. Morpheme-specific rules defining
phonological domains are suspect, as they should be.

As one of the three main domains in Ahtna phonology, Kari posits a “first
conjunct syllable” in Ahtna (that closest to the stem) of the canonical form
shown in (1):

(1) C5
0 V2

0 C2
0 STEM

The formulation in (1) could be interpreted as indicating that Ahtna may have
a syllable with five onset consonants followed by a long vowel, followed by a
coda of up to two consonants, just in the environment immediately followed
by a verb stem. However, the formalization is equally consistent with a string
of unsyllabified consonants. For the record, a search of Ahtna digital files
produces only one morphological context that allows this sequence, and very
few actual examples of it; Kari’s formalization delimits the maximum cluster
he can provide evidence of. Typical and frequent consonant clusters contain
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two to three consonants. It is the manner of the consonants involved that
makes things interesting.

What is unusual about the Ahtna clusters is that there is considerable
evidence for syllable adjustments in verbal prefixes, showing that not just
any consonant can follow just any consonant. I propose an analysis of some
Ahtna prefix syllables based both on phonological evidence, mainly provided
by Kari (1990), and acoustic evidence from fluent speaker texts.

I will also discuss the consequences of my analysis for Alaskan Atha-
baskan syllabification more generally; the picture that emerges is that of a
dominant morphological-phonological alignment constraint interacting with
a rare, but very functional, hierarchy of syllable peaks.

2 Ahtna Athabaskan: geography and internal structure

Ahtna Athabaskan is spoken in south central Alaska, along the Copper River,
the Matanuska River, and in the area of Denali. Ahtna is considered to form
a subgrouping of Alaskan Athabaskan with the more southerly and coastal
Dena’ina (Figure 1 on the next page).

There are four dialects of Ahtna: Central (Gulkana, Tazlina, Copper Cen-
ter, all on the Copper River); Lower (Chitina); Western (Denali area, Cant-
well); and Mentasta (near the headwaters of the Copper River). All dialects
share the unusual syllabification pattern I will demonstrate in this paper,
although there are differences in syllable-driven adjustments in the prefix
phonologies of Mentasta and the other Ahtna dialects, which I will not deal
with here.

3 Ahtna and Athabaskan syllables

The Athabaskan language family is the largest in North America, with forty
or so languages documented, depending on how one counts dialects. The lan-
guages are dispersed geographically into three main areas. Northern Athabas-
kan includes Alaskan languages and those spoken to the east in the Yukon,
British Columbia, the Northwest Territories and Alberta. Pacific Coast Atha-
baskan includes Hupa (Northern California), Tolowa (Southwest Oregon) and
numerous extinct languages in western Oregon and Northern California. The
other famous branch of Athabaskan is the Apachean branch: Navajo, West-
ern Apache and Eastern Apache languages are spoken in Arizona and New
Mexico.
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Figure 1. Athabaskan languages of Interior Alaska (after Krauss 1982; line map by
Olga Lovick)

Some notes on the inventory in Table 1 on the following page are in or-
der. The solitary labial stop is characteristic of Athabaskan consonantal sys-
tems, being a reflex of a proto-Athabaskan sonorant rather than a stop. The
regular distinctions in the stop and affricate categories do not include voic-
ing, but aspiration and glottalization; fricative releases of “plain” affricates
are voiceless or partly voiced intervocalically, while those of aspirated af-
fricates are voiceless with following aspiration. The alveo-palatal column in-
cludes sounds that are in free variation for place, as indicated in Table 1, sec-
tion b. The “oral continuants” label hints at the phonological need to group
together pairs of phones that alternate, despite their differing articulatory de-
scriptions; [ç] is [j] devoiced, in the same word-final environment that ren-
ders [l] as [ì]. It does not, however, adequately demonstrate the contrast be-
tween the solid status of [ì] as a phoneme, and the marginal status of [ç]. This
issue represents a family-wide phenomenon, and is worthy of another paper.
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Table 1. Ahtna consonants (orthography and IPA)

1a: Ahtna Consonant Writing System
Labial Alve-

olar
Later-

al
Alveo-
palatal

Pala-
tal

Uvu-
lar

Glott-
al

Stops and Plain b d dl dz g gg ’
Affricates Aspirated t tl ts c k

Glottalized t’ tl’ ts’ c’ k’

Oral Conti- Voiceless hw ł s yh x h
nuants Voiced l z y gh

Nasals Voiced m n ng

1b: Ahtna Consonant Inventory in IPA
Labial Alve-

olar
Later-

al
Alveo-
palatal

Pala-
tal

Uvu-
lar

Glott-
al

Stops and Plain p t tì ts ∼ tS c q P
Affricates Aspirated th tìh tsh ∼ tSh ch qh

Glottalized t’ tì’ ts’ ∼ tS’ c’ q’

Oral Conti- Voiceless û ì s ∼ S ç X h
nuants Voiced l z ∼ Z j K

Nasals Voiced m n N

McDonough (2003: 4) discusses some of these issues with respect to the con-
sonant inventory of Navajo.

3.1 Ordinary syllables in Athabaskan languages

Syllables in Athabaskan stems throughout the language family may include
onsets, vocalic nuclei and single or occasionally restricted double codas. On-
set clusters are rarely found: canonically, syllables in stems tend to look like
CV(C)C or CVV(C), where VV is a metrically strong vowel, conventionally
called “full”. In contrast, syllables in Athabaskan affixes throughout the fam-
ily often include only an onset and a metrically light nucleus: CV. Some pre-
fixes also contain full vowels. Table 2 on the next page shows some canon-
ical Athabaskan verb words, with one light prefix and one heavy stem each,
representing languages of each of the geographically separated areas of the
family.
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Table 2. Canonical Athabaskan verb words

Orthography IPA Gloss

(a) Navajo (Southwest) dits’id [t@.ts’@t] ‘It’s tough’
(b) Galice (Pacific Coast) datąą [t@.thã:] ‘It’s thick’
(c) Ahtna (Alaska) dech’et [t@.tS’@t] ‘It’s tough’

3.2 Assumptions about syllables

I assume some things about syllables that I hope are uncontroversial, and
will argue for other positions that facilitate description of the Ahtna data.
I assume that syllables in Ahtna usually require onsets, and that codas are
limited. Both of these assumptions are congruent with assumptions behind,
for example, Optimality Theory, in which they are enshrined as constraints.
I will argue, however, that the sonority hierarchy is less relevant to Ahtna
syllable structure than other forms of rhythmic contrast.

I will count consonants as syllabic when their solitary appearance varies
with C@ or @C in the same morpheme, in the same environment. I will also
count as syllabic those consonants that speakers can separate as rhythmic
beats. Usually, these two sets of syllables are congruent.

3.3 Assumptions about prefixal schwa in Ahtna

Any analysis of syllable structure in an Athabaskan language requires stated
assumptions about prefixal schwa. Accounts vary by language and by linguist
as to whether such schwas should be thought of as epenthetic (Kari 1990;
McDonough 2003, for example) or underlying (Hargus and Tuttle 1997, for
example), despite basic similarities in syllable patterns throughout the family.
I will assume that many if not all Ahtna prefix vowels are underlying, and
will show that this is the simplest assumption to adopt, given the variability in
syllable expression to be seen below. However, this assumption holds only for
the language under discussion. I assume for the Athabaskan family in general
that prefixes may vary in representation both across and within languages,
some bearing underlying vowels and some not, and that not all variations can
be predicted based on comparative evidence.
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Table 3. Syllabic nasals in Athabaskan languages

Language Orthography IPA Gloss

(a) Jicarilla Apache (Southwest) ńyoł [ń.joì] ‘It’s windy’
(b) Galice (Pacific Coast) nkei [n.khEj] ‘Your foot’
(c) Ahtna (Alaska) nlaen [n.læn] ‘(S)he is’

4 Unusual syllables in Ahtna

Ahtna prefix syllables are unusual both within the Athabaskan family and
within Alaskan Athabaskan, but they are not outside of an overall family-
wide pattern. First, omissible vowels clearly occur only in affixes, as in all
Athabaskan languages with the exception of Dena’ina (Tuttle and Lovick
2007). Second, the Ahtna pattern is just a couple of steps farther along a scale
of syllabic exoticism.

4.1 Syllabic hierarchy: Athabaskan syllabic sonorants

Nasals, nearly always /n/, can occur preconsonantally in nearly every Atha-
baskan language. Examples are shown in Table 3. The environment shown in
the three examples is the same, word-initial, immediately preceding a stem
syllable. This is the most common position for a syllabic nasal, although
they may occur elsewhere. Throughout the history of Athabaskan description,
recognition of syllabic nasals has been general (Haile 1941: 45; McDonough
2003: 95); this is likely because Apachean languages, which were described
earlier than some others, have tone-bearing nasals as in (3a); a tone-bearing
unit is a very plausible syllable. Thus, an onset sequence [nC] has not been
proposed for Ahtna or Galice, and unusual versions of the sonority hierarchy
have not been suggested.

Less common among the languages, and also less plausible as a syllable,
is a preconsonantal fricative or approximant. Examples are shown in Table
4. Most Alaskan Athabaskan languages do allow some preconsonantal frica-
tives, but they vary in how many of the fricatives participate. Ahtna has fewer
constraints than most, but more than its neighbor Dena’ina. Ahtna does not
sanction a voiced uvular fricative preconsonantally, but vocalizes this phone
to a low back vowel. [ç] and [j] do not occur, nor is [X] distinguishable from
[h], in this context. [û] is a nearly silent sound, for which the main percep-
tual cue is visual (lip rounding) but elders do not allow it to be elided.
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Table 4. Preconsonantal fricatives and approximants in Ahtna

Orthography IPA Gloss

(a) łtsiin [ì.tshi:n] ‘(S)he made it’(with complement)
(b) ltsiin [l.tshi:n] ‘It is made’
(c) st’aaghe [s.t’a:K@] ‘Beneath me’
(d) zdaa [z.ta:] ‘(S)he is sitting’
(e) hdalts’i [h.tal.ts’i] ‘They are sitting, staying’
(f) hwni’snikaen [û.niP.s.ni.qhæn] ‘We got stuck in a boat’

Rhythmically, speakers of Ahtna can pronounce these preconsonantal fri-
catives and approximants with some duration, and can even pause before be-
ginning the next syllable. More common, however, is a weak-strong rhyth-
mic pattern like a musical pickup note (the syllabic continuant) followed by
a strong musical downbeat (the stem, or other strong syllable).

In most of the examples in Table 4, the IPA column represents the case
where the syllable of interest can really consist only of consonantal material.
The Ahtna writing system reflects this situation when it occurs regularly; that
is, Kari’s transcription of Ahtna recognizes consonant-only pronunciation
where it exists, and denotes the impossibility of such a pronunciation with
a notated vowel. Figure 2 shows a nasal-initial word, ndi’i [n.ti.Pi] ‘what’.
There is no vowel preceding or following the nasal.

Figure 2. nC-initial word ndi’i ‘what’
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Figure 3. Word-initial, preconsonantal [û]; hwtsiił ‘bridge’

Figure 4. Word-initial, preconsonantal [l]; lgheli ‘drum’

Figure 3 shows a fricative in word-initial, preconsonantal position, in the
word hwtsiił [û.tShi:ì] ‘bridge’. Figure 4 shows word-initial, preconsonantal
[l] in the word lgheli [l.KE.li] ‘drum’.

In many productions of word-initial, preconsonantal continuants, how-
ever, there may occur an extremely brief vowel. It tends to precede the contin-
uant. Figure 5 on the facing page shows an example like this, with a very tiny
(about 14 ms) and quiet vowel preceding a preconsonantal nasal. For Ahtna
speakers, the production with the vowel and without the vowel are equiva-
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Figure 5. Preconsonantal nasal with brief vowel

lent. In voiceless environments within words, these very short vowels are of-
ten voiceless. Figure 5 shows the word spelled nkentsiize’ [n.qhEn.tShi:.z@P]
‘your moccasins’.

4.2 Syllabic aspirated stops in clusters

The hierarchy of syllabic consonants does not stop with fricatives. In Ahtna
and in neighboring Dena’ina, but not in other Alaskan Athabaskan or other
Athabaskan languages, aspirated stops can also form some sort of syllable,
under particular conditions. Word-initially and in certain cluster conditions,
aspirated [th] seems to form a prosodic unit. Examples are given in Table 5
on the next page; these examples were published in Kari (1990); IPA is based
on this author’s re-elicitations. I provide syllabification based on my analysis;
naturally, the notion of a syllabic [th] is not expected to be plausible without
further argument.

There are two pieces to the argument for syllabic [th] in the contexts seen
in Table 5. The first piece comes from discussions with speakers, who with
some variation count this consonant as a beat in the rhythm of the word. In
slow syllabification, the breaks are as I have written them in Table 5. In dif-
ferent productions, a very short vowel may be found following the aspirated
stop, or there may be no vowel. The number of syllables is the same, with
some variation in speaker interpretation. The situation seems similar to that
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Table 5. Aspirated stops in clusters

Ahtna Orthography IPA Gloss

(a) uk’iile’ tkut’ae [u.q’i:.l@P th.qhu.t’æ] ‘He is missed’ (after death)
(b) tket’aen [th.qhE.tæn] ‘They are doing’
(c) tkut’ae xu [th.qhu.t’æ Xu] ‘The event’ (‘Where it is happening’)
(d) tkulaak [th.qhu.la:q] ‘He fixed it (a trail)’
(e) tnedyaak [th.nEt.ja:q] ‘It happened’
(f) tnelzael [th.nEl.zæl] ‘Music is playing’.
(g) tes tnat’aan [thEs th.na.t’a:n] ‘There is a series of hills’

described by Hoard (1978) for Bella Coola, another language with unusual
syllable structure.

The second piece comes from phonological alternations in Ahtna prefixes.
There is a set of systematic allophonic variations of prefix consonants in
preconsonantal position; this includes the strikingly un-lenition-like shift of
unaspirated [t] to aspirated [th] preconsonantally in the verb prefixes. The
environment for these alternations refers to the following segment and not
the preceding segment, so I believe that avoidance of onset clusters is part of
the motivation for the alternations. In the next section I will show examples
of the alternations and discuss their implications for prefix syllabification.

There are multiple possibilities for the prosodic role of the [th] in these
word-initial syllables, if the reader will indulge my hypothesis that they are
syllables. One is that they serve as onsets, and another that they serve as
peaks. A third is that they constitute peaks with onsets — decent syllables
on their own. This idea suggests that possible syllable peaks in Ahtna include
(perhaps in scalar order, perhaps not) vowels, nasals, and fricatives — includ-
ing aspiration. The possibility will be discussed further below.

4.3 Evidence for exhaustive syllabification in Ahtna

One logical possibility for consonantal Ahtna prefixes is that they are not syl-
labified. However, there is evidence for exhaustive syllabification of Ahtna
verbal prefixes, in the form of a set of alternations that generally move con-
sonants upward in sonority or continuance, making them better peaks, when
they precede other consonants. These involve changes of [qh] to [h], [c’] to
[iP], and [t] to [th]. I consider these alternations to be changes that create bet-
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ter syllable peaks. In the process of creating peaks, they also allow for full
parsing of crucial consonant features, so that prefixes can be identified by
hearers. The alternations thus serve both form and function.

4.4 Evidence for peak adjustments

As noted above, there are several lenition-type rules in Ahtna phonology that
exchange laryngeally marked segments with unmarked segments specifically
in preconsonantal position — suggestive of onset-rhyme alternation. Data in
this section comes from Kari (1990), with underlying and additional forms
added. The alternations shown in Table 6 exchange consonants with more clo-
sure for consonants with less closure: stops and affricates for fricatives, ejec-
tives for vowel plus glottal stop. Therefore they seem appropriately termed
lenitions, and since they occur in preconsonantal environments without refer-
ence to preceding environment, they would seem to be lenitions that provide
consonantal syllables with better peaks.

Table 6. Syllable adjustment in Ahtna prefixes (Kari 1990)

Prefix gloss “Onset”
form

“Rhyme”
form

“Onset”
preceding vowel

“Rhyme” pre-
ceding
consonant

What
alternates

First person
plural sub-
ject

ts’- ’s- ts’eyaan ‘we
are eating it’
[ts’E.ja:n]

’stayiił ‘We will
eat it’
[Ps.tha.ji:ì]

Ejective ∼
glottal stop
plus frica-
tive

Indefinite
object

c’- i’- c’eyaan ‘(s)he
is eating sth.’
[c’E.ja:n]

i’tayiił (CLW)
‘(s)he will eat
sth.’ [iP.tha.ji:ì]
ctayiił
(Mentasta)
[ch.tha.ji:ì]

Ejective ∼
vowel and
glottal stop

Third per-
son human
plural sub-
ject

k- h- kiiyaan ‘they
are eating it’
[qhi:.ja:n]

____ htayiił
‘They will eat
____’
[h.tha.ji:ì]

Aspirated
stop ∼
voiceless
fricative

Areal object
or subject

k- (with fol-
lowing rounded
vowel or
rounding)

hw- koyaan ‘(s)he is
grazing, eating
an area’
[qho.ja:n]

hw tayiił ‘(s)he
will graze’
[û.tha.ji:ì]

Aspirated
stop ∼
voiceless
fricative
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Less easy to class as lenitions are the prefixal alternations in voice onset
time. These are alternations between aspirated t and unaspirated, voiceless d
in the D-classifier, t- and d-qualifiers, and the disjunct d-# “proverb” prefix.

Kari (1990: 650) notes: “With stem-initial b, n and velar stops, D [the D-
classifier] appears as a syllable coda.” The writing system recognizes this D-
classifier allomorph as a t. Examples are given in Table 7, without syllabifi-
cation (I will argue against the “coda” designation below). Again, I assume
that vowels present in the output are underlying:

Table 7. Examples of D-classifier (spelled t) in postvocalic position

(a) /k(o)+e+ D+ba’/ kutba’ [qhuthba:] ‘It became twilight’
(b) /gh+e+D+naa/ atnaa [athna:] ‘He is working’
(c) /d+e+s+D+get/ destget [tEsthqEt] ‘It is smoky’
(d) /da#e+D+k’aali/ datk’aali [tathq’a:.li] ‘snuff’

The right-hand environment for this alternation comprises all the non-
coronal obstruents, plus the only nasal that occurs in stem-initial position.
Preceding alveolar stops and affricates, the Ahtna D-classifier simply deletes.
In addition to the D-classifier, the d-qualifiers (including object gender) and
the disjunct “proverb” prefix have the underlying phonological shape d ([t]).

Other Ahtna prefixes exist in the conjunct sector of the verb that have
the underlying shape t (aspirated alveolar stop, [th]). The most frequently en-
countered is the inceptive prefix, which is found in the first qualifier position
(leftmost among the conjunct prefixes).

Kari (1990: 130) shows that underlying d prefixes surface as t before
an aspirated or voiceless consonant. In addition, he notes (1990: 655) that
“the conjunct prefixes t- and d- do not contrast before n”. In this envi-
ronment, Kari spells both prefixes using the letter t. Examples are shown
in Table 8. Kari’s examples suggest the possibility that syllabification pro-
cesses are driving a laryngeal alternation between [t] and [th], but the di-
rection of the alternation is puzzling. Why should a more marked value

Table 8. Neutralization of t-inceptive, d-qualifier before n.

(a) /y+t+n+e+z+’iin/ itnez’iin [i.th.nEz.Pi:n] ‘He started to steal it’
(b) /na+d+n+gh+e+l+nen/ natnalnen [na.th.nal.nEn] ‘It flew down quickly’
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(aspirated) be substituted for a less marked value (unaspirated) in coda
position?

The observations behind Kari’s analysis are easy to substantiate acousti-
cally. Acoustic analysis of tokens of these relatively frequent prefixes in a
Central Ahtna recorded text (Tuttle 2005) shows that Kari’s notation using
the aspirated symbol reflects a longer voice onset time for preconsonantal
prefixal [t]. 193 examples of prefixes with underlying [t] and [th] were mea-
sured for voice onset time and closure. The examples came from two texts,
narrated by a single storyteller at about the same time in her life (Kari 1978,
1982), Martha Jackson of Copper Center. The aspirated allophone of [t] in
these prefixes is not nearly as long as that found in normal onset [th], but nei-
ther is it as short as that associated with normal onset [t]. Figures for this
small acoustic study are given in Tables 9 and 10.

As the tables show, voice onset time is longer for underlying /t/ when it
precedes a consonant than when it precedes a vowel; this is the reverse of
the pattern seen for [th]. So the preconsonantal variant is not canonical for
either /t/ or [th]; voice onset time is shorter for the aspirated, longer for the
unaspirated members of the set. The neutralization is to neither underlying
form.

Figure 6 on the next page shows a preconsonantal /th/ taken from audio
text. The voice onset time of the initial alveolar stop in this word is about
18 milliseconds, contrasting with that of the following [qh], which is over 40
milliseconds. The word is tket’iix ‘they do thus’.

Table 9. /t/ before consonants and vowels in Central Ahtna recorded text

Before
Consonants (8)

Before
Vowels (60)

p-value
(Scheffé’s S)

Mean Closure 38.0 42.3 .51
Mean Voice Onset 18.3 8.0 .12

Table 10. [th] before consonants and vowels in Central Ahtna recorded text

Before
Consonants (24)

Before
Vowels (39)

p-value
(Scheffé’s S)

Mean Closure 43.2 40.7 .77
Mean Voice Onset 11.5 23.4 .0017
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Figure 6. Preconsonantal word-initial aspirated stop

In this section I have demonstrated several unusual syllable shapes in
Ahtna words, along with evidence that the prefixes expressed in these syl-
lables are syllabified. In the following section I will suggest a way to make
sense of the consonant clusters shown.

5 Discussion

Blevins (2004: 214) notes that clusters tend to be the result of

[. . . ] uncommon convergence of significant rules of consonant or vowel loss
resulting in long V and C clusters respectively; prosodic systems in which
stress-timing, and not syllable-timing, prevails; and unambiguous rules of
syllabification.

Ahtna’s vowel deletion patterns are certainly related to durational effects of
stress; in fact, the language has so regularized vowel quantity that nearly all
long vowels are found in stems, which are stressed. All the consonant-only
syllables seen in the examples above are found in prefixes, and in particular,
in syllables that are unstressable because they contain, at best, a short vowel
(Kari 1990; Tuttle 2003, 2005). The variability and apparent scalability of
vowel presence in metrically light syllables suggest that vowels are assumed
to exist in syllables, but that syllables with certain kind of consonantal noise
as their peaks can work perfectly well in the same metrical context.
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Blevins does not suggest that an unusual sonority hierarchy is at work
in languages that build clusters of consonants or vowels, and it seems that
the Ahtna facts would not make it necessary to make such a claim. What
seems to be at work is a powerful constraint that aligns all prefixes to syllable
edges. This must be accompanied, in Ahtna, by a constraint that maximizes
the durational contrasts between stressed and unstressed syllables — which
boils down, mostly, to stems versus prefixes. Without this constraint, the
effect would more likely produce something like the Navajo pattern, where
CV syllables are the norm in the conjunct prefixes.

The alignment of prefixes to syllable edges facilitates the perception, and
thus the survivability, of prefixal consonants. The syllable edge aligned to /t/-
prefixes in Ahtna is the left edge — a much better edge for parsing of the con-
sonant’s features than a right edge. Then, the extra release of added aspiration
in the preconsonantal form of the prefix becomes a mechanism for optimiza-
tion of parsing. As Blevins notes regarding similar facts in Georgian: “Pre-
sumably, the audible release of Georgian consonants [. . . ] provide[s] salient
cues to segment identification and syllabification” (2004: 214).

Blevins’ appeal to perception brings to mind Ohala’s (1990: 325) pro-
posal that a collection of acoustic parameters should replace the single-valued
“sonority” in phonetics: amplitude, spectral shape, periodicity and fundamen-
tal frequency may be manipulated. “Peak”, a notion from the sonority para-
digm, gives way to “modulation”, emphasizing transitions rather than states.
Since transitions are everything in perception of consonant contrast, the idea
of modulation and transition as highly valued in syllable structure is a very
practical one. As Ohala puts it, “The survivability of a given segmental se-
quence is proportional to the strength of [. . . ] modulations” (Ohala 1990:
334). Functionally, the syllabification of obstruents is all about survivability
of morphological content where light vowels are disfavored.

I propose, then, that the Ahtna syllabic obstruent is the result of a morpho-
logical-phonological alignment constraint dominating normal patterns of syl-
labification, which must be relativized for stems and affixes. While morpholo-
gy-phonology interaction is a very common pattern in Athabaskan languages
(see Hargus and Tuttle 1997) this particular type of interaction between syl-
lables and prefixes is exemplified best in languages of central to western
Alaska, in which stress is related to vowel length (the “stress-timing” noted
by Blevins) and in which lexical tone is either in stiff competition with other
prosodic systems (Lower Tanana, Tuttle 1998) or does not exist at all (Ahtna,
Dena’ina.)
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There is a favorable byproduct of this study, which is that it seems clear
that deletion of metrically light vowels in prefixes, rather than epenthesis to
repair bad syllables, seems to be the pattern in Ahtna. Both Kari (1990) and
Causley (1994) have proposed analyses for Ahtna that require epenthesis,
and in both cases, considerable diacritic labeling is required in order to get
vowels in the proper positions. The phonetic analysis of text shows that tiny,
vestigial-looking vowels occur in free variation with vowel-less sequences.
Given this variation and the very specific consonant manners involved in
these syllables, it would make no sense to suggest the insertion of vowels, and
every kind of sense to suggest that the vestigial vowels have eluded complete
deletion. This consequence has another favorable consequence, which is that
questions about epenthesis versus deletion in other Athabaskan languages
might possibly yield to a close acoustic analysis of natural speech.
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The puzzle of two terms for red in Hungarian

Mari Uusküla & Urmas Sutrop

1 Introduction

The theory of the evolution of basic colour terms, created by Berlin and Kay
(1969), states that in a language with a fully developed colour term system
(black, white, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, grey, purple, pink, and orange)
the maximum number of basic colour terms is 11. Berlin and Kay suggested
that some languages may possess more than 11 basic colour terms, e. g. Rus-
sian and Hungarian. They argued that Russian has two basic blues – sinij and
goluboj (cf. Davies and Corbett 1994; Paramei 2005) – and Hungarian has
two basic terms for red — piros and vörös. Following this tradition, Plank
sampled Hungarian as a rare language into his Raritätenkabinett.1

Note, however, that Berlin and Kay interviewed only a single Hungar-
ian subject, who lived in the San Francisco Bay region, and they consulted
only one, non-authoritative and out-of-date Hungarian dictionary printed in
the USA. As a result they found not only two basic terms for red in Hungar-
ian, but also that the basic term for white is not fehér but fejér, which is ac-
tually an archaism. Instead of the basic narancssárga ‘orange’ they proposed
narancs ‘orange’ meaning both colour and a fruit. That could be the result of
English influence on the Hungarian subject who lived in the English-speaking
environment, as in English the colour and fruit are designated with the same
term (cf. Andrews 1994 for the influence of American English on the Russian
émigré colour terminology).

The aim of this paper is to show that there are exactly 11 basic colour terms
in Hungarian. One term piros for red is basic, whereas the second term vörös
is not. We will report briefly on the results of our empirical study and discuss
the puzzle of two terms for red in Hungarian as well as in the neighbouring
Czech language. The definition of the basic colour term used in this paper is
worded in the tradition in which Berlin and Kay used to define basic colour
terms:

A basic colour term is a psychologically salient, in most cases morpholog-
ically simple and native word, which belongs to the same word class and
has the same grammatical potential as the prototypical well-established basic
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colour terms. It is a term that generally denotes an object, a quality, or a phe-
nomenon at the basic level and which is applicable in all relevant situations
(Sutrop 2001: 275).

2 Hungarian basic colour terms

2.1 Methodology and experiment

The data was collected by using the field method of Davies and Corbett
(1994, 1995) that was developed further by Sutrop (2001, 2002). All subjects
completed three tasks:

1. The list task where the subjects were asked to name as many colours as
they knew.

2. The City University colour vision test for assessing the subject’s ability to
see colour (Fletcher 1980).

3. The colour-naming task. The task involved showing the subjects 65 (or
80 in a modified colour naming task with special emphasis on the yellow-
red region) different colour squares at a time, in a random sequence. The
subjects were asked to name the colour of the tiles.

The colour-naming task leads us to a technical definition of the basic
colour term, which is different from our initial definition “the basic colour
term is applicable in all relevant situations” (see above). Technically, a colour
term is a basic colour term first if it is salient in a colour-listing task and
second if the term crosses several technical hurdles in a colour-naming task.
It is characteristic that, in the first task, the subject lists colour names without
any reference to the real colour world and, in the second task, the sample
colours are shown to the subject context-free on a colour chart or in random
order against a light grey background.

Our data was collected from different regions in Hungary — in Budapest,
Debrecen, Győr, Pécs, Dejtár, Ipolyvece, Balassagyarmat and Budaörs from
22 to 31 October 2002, and from 19 October to 5 November 2003. The
interviewer (Uusküla) spoke Hungarian with the subjects.

There were 125 subjects in total, 66 women and 59 men, whose ages
ranged from 9 to 82 years with the mean of 36 years. The subjects were
all native speakers of Hungarian, with different dialect backgrounds. Some
of them could not name their specific dialect — they just knew they were
speaking “a little dialectally”.
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The subjects did not know, until the immediate beginning of the test, that
the questions would refer to colours and colour terms. All subjects did the
colour-name list task first and then the colour-naming task. In the prelimi-
nary study in 2002, 40 subjects passed the standard colour-naming task with
65 colour tiles. In 2003, in the second series of interviews, 15 colour tiles
from the yellow-red and pink-purple region were added. Yellow tiles were
added because our preliminary results showed that sometimes the basic term
for yellow was replaced with ‘lemon-yellow’ in Hungarian. Tiles from the
red region were added to give a chance to the so-called second basic term for
red, vörös. An additional reason for that was our wish to affirm or contradict
the highly cited statement that Hungarians use the colour term vörös to indi-
cate the dark red colour. The colour tiles added from the (Color Aid®) red
spectrum were Life Red (normal red), ROR T1 (slightly lighter than a normal
red), RV S1 (darker purplish red), R S1 (darker red), and R T1 (lighter red).
The other 10 tiles were from the yellow, purple or pink region and are not
considered in this article. 85 subjects performed the modified colour-naming
task with 80 colour tiles.

In this paper, composite colour names are written, for the purpose of easier
reading and transparency, with a hyphen “-” unlike the Hungarian literary
norm, e. g. we write narancs-sárga instead of narancssárga ‘orange’.

2.2 Results

Here we present our results very briefly, concentrating on the terms for red.
The full results will be published elsewhere (preliminary results have been
published in Bogatkin-Uusküla and Sutrop 2005a, 2005b; Uusküla and Su-
trop 2007; Uusküla 2008b). In 2002 the standard stimuli of 65 colour tiles
and in 2003 the 65 standard stimuli and 15 extra colour tiles from the yellow-
red region of the spectrum were used. The field work carried out in 2002
yielded a total of 3,432 colour names, the number of different colour names
was 595. In 2003, the 85 subjects named 8,754 colour names in total, of which
979 were different. In all, the 125 Hungarian subjects named 1,149 different
colour names.

When we sum the results of two years, we can see that in the list task
123 subjects of 125 named the colour term piros, while only 43 out of the
125 named vörös. The results of the list task are presented in Table 1, where
20 most frequently named terms are shown together with their naming fre-
quency, mean position and cognitive salience index.
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Table 1. The most salient colour names in the list task, where Fr = frequency, R =
rank, Mp = mean position, S = salience

Term Gloss Fr R Mp R S R

piros ‘red’ 123 1.0 3.480 1.0 0.283 1
kék ‘blue’ 115 2.5 4.357 2.0 0.211 2
zöld ‘green’ 114 4.0 5.018 4.0 0.182 3
sárga ‘yellow’ 104 8.0 4.962 3.0 0.168 4
fehér ‘white’ 115 2.5 5.678 5.0 0.162 5
fekete ‘black’ 113 5.0 6.327 6.0 0.143 6
lila ‘purple’ 110 6.0 8.655 7.0 0.102 7
barna ‘brown’ 106 7.0 9.085 8.0 0.093 8
rózsa-szín ‘pink’ 94 10.0 10.011 9.0 0.075 9
narancs-sárga ‘orange’ 79 11.0 10.354 10.0 0.061 10
szürke ‘grey’ 98 9.0 13.204 15.0 0.059 11
bordó ‘claret, bordeaux’ 69 12.0 12.754 14.0 0.043 12
citrom-sárga ‘lemon yellow’ 49 13.0 12.612 13.0 0.031 13
világos-kék ‘light blue’ 45 14.0 15.000 21.0 0.024 14
vörös ‘red’ 43 16.0 14.419 20.0 0.024 15
drapp ‘beige’ 40 17.0 16.000 26.5 0.020 16
sötét-kék ‘dark-blue’ 44 15.0 17.636 31.0 0.020 16
okker-sárga ‘ochre yellow’ 37 18.0 15.459 24.0 0.019 18
bézs ‘beige’ 32 19.0 15.063 22.0 0.017 19
világos-zöld ‘light green’ 30 20.5 16.400 28.0 0.015 20

The results of the colour-naming task for the red region carried out in 2003
(with 80 colour tiles) are shown in Table 2 on the facing page. In this task
85 subjects named the colour tiles with the word piros on 210 occasions and
with the colour name vörös only on 19 occasions. In most cases the term piros
was applied to the colour tiles RO red-orange (51 times), ROR red-orange-
red (44 times), ORO orange-red-orange (22 times) and R red (16 times). The
colour word vörös was mostly used with the colour tiles RO (5 times) and
ROR (3 times) — these tiles are not dark red in colour. From this result it
is impossible to conclude that vörös refers to dark red, because it is used
randomly for nearly all red tiles.

In addition to examining the usage of two reds, the whole Hungarian
basic colour term inventory was investigated. The collected data enables us to
conclude that in Hungarian only piros is a basic colour term, and the colour
term vörös is not. In Hungarian there are exactly 11 basic colour terms: fehér
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Table 2. Tiles named by 85 subjects with colour names piros and vörös, where tile
codes in italics refer to extra tiles

Tile code Piros Vörös

ORO (orangish red) 22 0
RO (normal red) 51 5
ROR (normal red) 44 3
ROR T1 (slightly lighter than normal red) 13 1
R (normal red) 16 3
R T1 (lighter red) 8 3
R S1 (darker red) 1 2
RVR (purplish red) 3 0
Life Red (normal red) 46 1
Rose Red (pinkish red) 6 1

Total 210 19

Table 3. Basic colour terms in Hungarian

Present study Berlin and Kay (1969) English equivalent

fehér fejér white
fekete fekete black
piros piros red1
— vörös red2

zöld zöld green
sárga sárga yellow
kék kék blue
barna barna brown
lila lila purple
rózsaszín rózsaszín pink
narancssárga narancs orange
szürke szürke grey

‘white’, fekete ‘black’, piros ‘red’, zöld ‘green’, sárga ‘yellow’, kék ‘blue’,
barna ‘brown’, lila ‘purple’, rózsaszín ‘pink’, narancssárga ‘orange’, and
szürke ‘grey’. Thus, Hungarian is in line with the basic colour term theory.

We present our results in Table 3, with a comparison to the Hungarian
basic colour terms as listed by Berlin and Kay (1969: 95).

The differences between the results of our study and the basic colour terms
in Hungarian as offered by Berlin and Kay are briefly as follows. The second
basic colour term for red offered by Berlin and Kay – vörös – is not a basic
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colour term of Hungarian. First, its naming frequency was very low in the list
task, and second, there was no consensus of opinion whatsoever as to which
colour vörös might refer to in the colour-naming task. This result coincides
with the opinion of MacLaury and his colleagues that the Hungarian piros is
a basic word and vörös is not (MacLaury et al. 1997). Our understanding of
the essence of the difference between piros and vörös, however, differs from
MacLaury’s (see below). Second, in modern Hungarian the name for “white”
(fehér) differs from that offered by Berlin and Kay (1969) (fejér). The differ-
ence may evidently be caused by the vernacular of Berlin and Kay’s emigrant
subject and the specifics of the dictionary they had at their disposal. Third,
Berlin and Kay have a different name for ‘orange’. The Hungarian narancs
means also the fruit orange, while orange colour is mainly called narancs-
sárga. Evidently, this difference is also due to the emigrant’s language usage.
Among the Russian emigrants in the USA, for example, some assimilation in
the use of Russian colour terms with those of English has been observed (An-
drews 1994). In English, indeed, orange means both the fruit and the colour.

What is interesting about the Hungarian colour names is that the basic
term for yellow – sárga – is linguistically unstable and is in many circum-
stances replaced by another colour term citromsárga, ‘lemon yellow’. This
colour name forms, by analogy, a symmetric pair with the colour term na-
rancssárga ‘orange’, which glosses as ‘orange yellow’.

3 Discussions of the two terms for red in Hungarian

The Hungarian words denoting red – piros and vörös – have constituted a
constant topic of discussion since the late 19th century. Today, this contro-
versy does not only seem a good subject for linguists, but is also being stud-
ied by naturalists (chemists, physicists), psychologists and others. The dis-
cussion of two reds in Hungarian was actually initiated by the physician
Csapódi in 1899, who suggested that in medicine (as well as in other sci-
ences) there should be a clear distinction between what should be denoted
by the colour word piros and what with the colour word vörös. He proposed
a simple rule founded on experiments with colour-blind people. He suggests
that while colour-blind people mix up one type of red colour with yellow and
the other type of red with blue, the first red should always be referred to with
the name vörös, while piros should be earmarked for the second (Csapódi
1899: 201).
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The discussion is carried on by Gárdonyi, who is concerned with the rule
in a new spelling dictionary which allows every language user to choose
how to name the first colour of the Hungarian tricolour – piros or vörös
‘red’ – to be followed by fehér ‘white’ and zöld ‘green’ (Gárdonyi 1920:
84). Gárdonyi asks whether those two reds really mean the same as they
are supposedly so freely replaceable. He offers many examples indicating
that if vörös was the red colour with a yellowish overtone, then it could
not occur in such compound words as vörösrépa ‘beet’ and vöröskáposzta
‘red cabbage’, because neither of them is yellowish in colour, being rather
bluish red. Gárdonyi concludes that both piros and vörös are absolutely one
and the same colour and the difference between them is cognitive — i. e.
the colour name piros is mainly associated with good emotions and nice
feelings, whereas vörös is linked with anger, bad emotions and is used in
cautionary idioms, e. g. elpirosodik ‘blush’, piros hajnal ‘red dawn’, piros
a taréja kakasnak ‘red is the rooster’s ridge’, piros az én rózsam szája ‘red
is my darling’s mouth’; while vörös kakas ‘fire, literally red rooster’, vörös
terror ‘red terror’, vörös fene ‘red devil’, vörös számum ‘red sand-storm’ and
elvörösödik ‘turn purple (with anger)’ (Gárdonyi 1920: 85–86).

This discussion is taken further by Kenedy in 1921 who agrees with Gár-
donyi in most of his statements. He adds, though, that the distinction between
piros and vörös is not only cognitive, but the real hue of the two reds is also
different (Kenedy 1921: 33). There follows a long pause, which is finally bro-
ken in 1947 by the chemist Selényi who tries with physical experiments to as-
certain the colour of piros paprika ‘red paprika’. He suggests that the colour
of paprika should be described by neither of the two terms for red but by the
colour term veres (which is considered to be the phonetic variant of vörös in
some dialects) (Selényi 1947: 12). He also finds that the distinction between
piros and vörös is based on cognitive knowledge.

The issue of two reds in Hungarian became important in the study by
Berlin and Kay (1969), which we have already handled in this article. Their
study of basic colour terms has inspired many scholars to thoroughly examine
several different aspects set up there. The two reds in Hungarian have also
been a subject of discussion for general linguists and Slavists.2 In some cases
the research of the two names for red is limited to merely stating that vörös
means ‘dark red’ (e. g. Crystal 1987: 106).

In 1997 an article titled “Hungarian piros and vörös: Color from points
of view” by MacLaury and his colleagues Almási and Kövecses was pub-
lished in the journal Semiotica. As a basis of appraisal the study by Berlin
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and Kay is used, an extension of which is the vantage theory by MacLaury
himself (1997). MacLaury and his colleagues involved nine Hungarian native
speakers in Budapest. They used Munsell colour chips. According to their re-
sults only piros is a basic colour term, while vörös is not. Falling back on
the vantage theory, the two Hungarian reds are studied according to the crite-
ria of lightness and darkness. The authors bring out several interesting points:
seven of their subjects, for example, relate piros and vörös to each other; piros
is focused at middle brightness; piros is always named and mapped on more
chips than vörös; mapping of piros includes the mapping of vörös etc. Their
conclusion was that piros is not light red, while vörös should be still treated
as dark red (MacLaury et al. 1997: 75). The latter statement is in contradic-
tion with our empirical results (see above).

The two reds in Hungarian are also discussed by Wierzbicka, who de-
fines colour terms through semantic components. She supplements the gen-
eral definition of red with some semantic components, adding ‘light’ to the
definition of piros and ‘dark’ to that of vörös (Wierzbicka 1996: 317). Of-
ten the two reds in Hungarian are also discussed by those linguists who study
the two Russian blues, sinij and goluboj (e. g. Moss 1989a, 1989b; Paramei
2005).

Since the beginning of the present century the two reds in Hungarian have
been studied by Hungarians themselves. In 2001 an article titled “Piros, vörös
— red, rot, rouge” was written by Kiss and Forbes. In this article (available in
Hungarian) they describe an experiment conducted with 98 subjects (all Hun-
garian native speakers). Relying on the results, the authors claim that vörös
is a basic colour term in Hungarian, as is piros (Kiss and Forbes 2001:198).
The most interesting part of this article is where the subjects have been asked
to name collocations with piros and vörös (Kiss and Forbes 2001: 195–198).
Collocations of these colour words are also discussed in Kiss (2004), where
he assembles frequency lists on the basis of the Hungarian corpus (Magyar
Nemzeti Szövégtár) to confirm the hypothesis of Berlin and Kay that Hungar-
ian has two basic colour terms to indicate red. Besides that Kiss also presents
lists of nouns co-occurring with either piros or vörös (Kiss 2004).

In 2003, De Bie-Kerékjártó studied the use of the colour word vörös in the
Hungarian biggest daily newspapers Magyar Nemzet and Népszabádság (De
Bie-Kerékjártó 2003: 69). She dealt with contexts where vörös is replaceable
with piros. She compiled 12 context categories where piros is not able to
substitute for the colour word vörös and thus concludes that both reds in
Hungarian are basic colour terms (De Bie-Kerékjártó 2003: 70–78).
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4 Etymology and motivation of piros and vörös

In Hungarian many adjectives are derived from nouns by adding an ending -s
(also -as, -es, -os, -ös), the meaning of which is diverse: it may express that
something is covered or decorated with something, contains something or is
similar to something, or that somebody is dressed in something; in addition,
it may express quantity, measure, age, time, distinctive feature or something
with less intensiveness (e. g. só ‘salt’ > sós ‘salty’; erő ‘force’ > erős ‘strong,
powerful’; kalap ‘hat’ > kalapos ‘with a hat’).

Both words for red in Hungarian are derived in the same way. They are
denominal adjectives with an ending -s. The Hungarian vörös probably has a
Finno-Ugric origin. The old Finno-Ugric root *wire ‘blood’ can be found in
the Finnic and Saami languages, in Mordvin, Mari, Komi and all the Ugric
languages (Khanty, Mansi, and Hungarian). In a few languages a term for
red is derived from this root, for example verev and verrev ‘red’ in South-
Estonian dialects, wiGr ‘red’ in Mansi dialects, w@rt3 ‘red’ in Khanty (UEW:
I, 576, Futaky 1981: 49–50, Sutrop 2002: 167). The root of the colour term
vörös was probably vér ‘blood’ and its older form véres meant ‘bloody, cov-
ered with blood’. The primary meaning of this word was ‘the colour of
blood’, i. e. ‘red’ (TESz: 1178). Over time the é of the first syllable was
shortened and developed into veres, which is a phonetic variant of vörös
even today. In our empirical tests veres was named only once, by a 50-
year-old male subject from Carpathian Ruthenia (nowadays a part of Western
Ukraine).

The colour adjective piros derives from the nominal stem pír ‘blush, rud-
diness’ and has suffix -s. It has no counterparts in other Uralic languages. It
is argued that the stem pir may be identical with an onomatopoetic (sound-
symbolic) descriptive stem (pir- ∼ per- ∼ por- ∼ pör-) (TESz: 206–208,
275). It is possible that it was an old nomen verbum; its sound shape refers
to the sound of baking over an open fire. Synaesthetically the meaning of
sound may change into one of colour. Initially piros indicated the colour of
grilled meat or roasted bread, which is either brown or at least dark in colour.
Only later did it come to indicate the colour of blood (TESz: 208). Every
modern Hungarian would probably say “a vér piros” ‘the blood is piros / red’
(De Bie-Kerékjártó 2003: 70). There are many nouns and verbs that belong
to the same word family with the colour name piros, e. g. piroslik ‘to blush’,
pirosság ‘blush’, pirul ‘to blush’, pirkad ‘to dawn’, pirkadat ‘dawn’, pirók
‘finch’, perzsel ‘scorch’, pirít ‘to roast, to fry’, pörköl ‘to roast’ etc.
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Several of the Hungarian basic colour terms have a Turkic or Altaic origin
(e. g. kék ‘blue; initially also indicated green’, sárga ‘yellow’), while several
others are loanwords from Indo-European languages (e. g. lila ‘purple’, barna
‘brown’)

5 Compounds and collocations, semantics of the two reds

To have a better overview of the two terms for red in Hungarian it is first
necessary to take a look at the compound words which are formed using piros
and vörös, and second, at the similarities and differences in the behaviour of
the terms piros and vörös in a context.

For compounds, the results gathered in 2002 and 2003 are used as material
for analysis. We will view the first parts of the compounds (the second part
is always piros or vörös) on the basis of a classification which was used for
German colour words by Oksaar (1961). This system is used because it is
easily adaptable to Hungarian and also because no other such classification
has been offered for Hungarian so far. The words are grouped according to
their semantics.

First, all those first parts of compounds which can equally well co-occur
with both piros and vörös are presented; then those first parts co-occurring
only with piros; and finally those with vörös are discussed. The written words
should be read according to the scheme: first part (which is given) + piros / vö-
rös. For example, the written barnás should be read either barnáspiros or
barnásvörös. As regards collocations (where more than two words are written
out) piros or vörös is affiliated to the second component, e. g. written mély
tégla should be read mély téglavörös.

5.1 Common first parts in compounds and collocations

1. other colour name + piros / vörös: barnás ‘brownish’, lilás ‘purplish’,
narancssárgás ‘orangish’, sárgás ‘yellowish’;

2. adjective + piros / vörös: fakó ‘pale’, tompa ‘blunt’, halvány ‘pale’, közép
‘middle’, sötét ‘dark’, világos ‘light’;

3. pigment (artificial colour) + piros / vörös: bíbor ‘scarlet, purple’, cinóber
‘cinnabar’, kármin ‘carmine’;

4. stones, minerals, precious stones + piros / vörös: tégla ‘brick’;

5. oxides, metals + piros / vörös: rozsda ‘rust’;
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6. fruits, berries, vegetables + piros / vörös: narancs ‘orange’;
7. liquids, water, beverages + piros / vörös: vér ‘blood’, alvadt-vér

‘clotted blood’;
8. fire, ice, snow, sky, celestial bodies + piros / vörös: tűz ‘fire’

5.2 First parts which only co-occur with piros

1. other colour name + piros: feheres ‘whitish’, feketés ‘blackish’, narancs-
sárgás-rózsaszínes ‘orangish-pinkish’, rózsa-szín ‘pink’, zöldes ‘green-
ish’, sötétebb-feheres ‘darker-whitish’, sötét-lilás ‘dark- purplish’;

2. adjective + piros: élénk ‘vivid’, érdekes ‘interesting’, erős ‘strong’, igazi
‘real’, melég ‘warm’, mély ‘deep’, közönséges ‘common’, neon ‘neon’,
rikító ‘glaring’, sima ‘smooth’;

3. pigment (artificial colour) + piros: karmazsin ‘carmine’;
4. fruits, berries, vegetables + piros: meggy ‘cherry’, paprika ‘paprika’;
5. liquids, water, beverages + piros: bordó ‘claret3’;
6. plants, plant parts, flowers + piros: ciklámen ‘cyclamen’, mályva ‘mal-

low’;
7. bones + piros: foszfor ‘phosphor’

5.3 First parts which only co-occur with vörös

1. other colour name + vörös: rőt ‘reddish, russet’, mély tégla ‘deep brick
colour’, sötét tégla ‘dark brick colour’;

2. adjective + vörös: matt ‘flat’;
3. pigment (artificial colour) + vörös: terrakotta ‘terracotta’;
4. stones, minerals, precious stones + vörös: cserép ‘glazed tile’;
5. oxides, metals + vörös: bronz ‘bronze’;
6. fruits, berries, vegetables + vörös: granát ‘pomegranate’;
7. liquids, water, beverages + vörös: bor ‘wine’;
8. fire, ice, snow, sky, celestial bodies + vörös: láng ‘flame’;
9. plants, plant parts, flowers + vörös: rózsa ‘rose’;

10. wood + vörös: mahagon ‘mahogany’;
11. animals, birds, fishes + vörös: róka ‘fox’,
12. interjection + vörös4: jaj ‘oh5’.
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5.4 Collocations

Next we will give an overview of collocations with piros and vörös accord-
ing to a (2001) study by Kiss and Forbes (based on experiments as well as
extensive corpus research). They have analysed which nouns are used with
piros and / or vörös. They single out three groups: 1) nouns that are in any
case used (mainly) with the colour word piros, e. g. piros alma ‘red apple’;
2) nouns that are in any case used (mainly) with the colour word vörös, e. g.
vörös csillag ‘red star’; 3) nouns which can be used either with piros or vörös,
e. g. piros könyv, vörös könyv ‘red book’. In the last group the meaning of the
expression may sometimes change depending on the word used, on all other
occasions the meaning remains neutral (Kiss and Forbes 2001; Kiss 2004).
The results of Kiss and Forbes are presented in Table 4. This represents col-
locations (associations) that native speakers of Hungarian will have with ei-
ther one or the other of the two terms for red (Kiss and Forbes 2001: 197).

In further research it could be useful to appeal to the semantic field the-
ory of Lyons (1995: 62). The scope of collocations, i. e. the number of con-
texts where piros and vörös can occur, should be found out empirically. The
collocations that these two colour words share should be discussed in para-
digmatic terms, which means that the words in question are freely exchange-
able within one syntagma. The collocations that are used with only one of

Table 4. Collocations with piros and / or vörös

Syntagmatic collocations Paradigmatic collocations

Only with piros Only with vörös With piros or vörös

alma ‘apple’ haj ‘hair’ vér ‘blood’
cseresznye ‘cherry’ róka ‘fox’ rózsa ‘rose’
lámpa ‘lamp’ csillag ‘star’ toll ‘pen’
Mikulás ‘Santa Claus’ meggy ‘cherry’ ceruza ‘lead pencil’
pont ‘dot, full stop’ pulóver ‘pullover’

könyv ‘book’
rúzs ‘lipstick’
száj ‘mouth’
póló ‘polo’
kabát ‘coat’
táska ‘bag’
zászló6‘flag’
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the two reds should be seen as syntagmatic relationships between the colour
word and its modifying noun (cf. Lyons 1977: 230–269).

It has also been discussed exactly which colour or colours piros and / or
vörös indicate. Many scholars are of the opinion that vörös stands for a physi-
cally darker colour than piros (Kálmán 1990; Sipőcz 1994; Wierzbicka 1996;
MacLaury et. al 1997; Kiss and Forbes 2001; De Bie-Kerékjártó 2003), oth-
ers suggest that vörös is used for a yellowish red, while piros stands for a
bluish red (see below; Csapódi 1899). According to the third opinion the
use of piros and vörös is, rather, cognitive and traditional, whereas the hue
is the same for both piros and vörös (Gárdonyi 1920; Selényi 1947; Kicsi
1988a, 1988b, 1991). Many articles and monographs stay neutral on this point
(Mátray 1910; Bartha 1937). Many of these opinions are only speculations
because there are very few studies about Hungarian colour terms based on
empirical-cognitive field work experiments. Many of the subjects questioned
by Uusküla confirmed that piros and vörös are of the same hue (thus being
physically synonymous), only their meaning may be different depending on
usage context and tradition.

6 Two reds in the neighbouring Czech language

We find that the use of two terms for red in Hungarian (syntagmatic and
paradigmatic collocations) could be an areal phenomenon, because a similar
case of two reds – červený and rudý – is found in the Czech language as well.
And, similarly to the case of vörös in Hungarian, most dictionaries of Czech
add the meaning tmavě, sytě červený ‘dark, saturated red’ to the term rudý.
Etymologically, červený is connected to the blood colour of a caterpillar,
while rudý has its etymological origins in a word indicating (iron) ore, (cf.
Machek 1957: 70–71, 426–427). Uusküla carried out an empirical field work
study with 52 Czech native speakers in Prague and Brno in 2007 (Uusküla
2008a). The results enable to conclude that Czech has only one basic colour
term for red — červený.

The relationship of Hungarian vörös and Czech rudý is not so easy to
prove as it may seem, especially if we follow the syntagmatic and para-
digmatic collocations or context. The beetroot in Hungarian is vörösrépa,
in Czech, however, it is červená řepa, not *rudá řepa; red cabbage is, re-
spectively, vöröskáposzta and červené zelí. In Hungarian the only correct
expression for red wine is vörösbor, while in Czech both červené víno and
rudé víno are possible. In spite of the different use of vörös and rudý there
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are expressions where these colour terms are used as equivalents. These are
phrases connected with socialism and, even more so, with communism. For
instance, the Red Army is vörös hadsereg and rudá armada, a Red soldier
is vöröskatona in Hungarian; a red star7 is vörös csillag and rudá hvězda;
the flag of the former Soviet Union and the Red Army is vörös zászló and
rudý praporek lit. ‘red flag’. The colour words vörös and rudý also corre-
spond to each other in some other expressions, such as vörös bolygó and
rudá planeta meaning ‘red planet, i. e. the planet Mars’. Extensive field work
in Czech and other neighbouring Slavic languages is necessary to establish
their inventory of basic colour terms and to examine whether our hypothesis
is correct.

7 Conclusion

There is only one basic colour term – piros – denoting ‘red’ in Hungarian.
The other term for red – vörös – is not basic. It follows that Hungarian pos-
sesses exactly 11 basic colour terms as predicted by the theory of Berlin and
Kay (1969). The choice between the two terms for red is conditioned on the
cognitive, emotional and / or collocational levels rather than the basic level.

Such a phenomenon with a choice between two reds on similar principles
may be areal, because a similar use of two terms for red can be found (at
least) in the Czech language.

The status of the basic colour term piros remains slightly contradictory
for its use is restricted by vörös in some contexts / collocations. According
to the original definition of a basic colour term its application “must not be
restricted to a narrow class of objects” (Berlin and Kay 1969: 6).

We recommend that the Hungarian example about the two basic reds
should be removed from the Raritätenkabinett. Of course we realize that the
example of the two basic reds for Hungarian has already acquired a life of its
own and thus we are hardly able to stop the prima facie intriguing example of
the so-called two basic reds and twelve basic colour terms in Hungarian from
being repeated in one linguistics textbook after another.
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Notes

1. See http://typo.uni-konstanz.de/rara/intro/
2. Unfortunately typesetters have made several mistakes in spelling, like vőrős (Forbes

1979: 296) or voris (Spence 1989: 473).
3. Here it means wine.
4. Els Oksaar (1961) does not have this category.
5. The term jajvörös could perhaps be translated into English as ‘very red’. Someone who

is hurt may make a jaj-sound, an equivalent to English ‘ouch!’ If someone uses a colour
expression jajvörös he must perceive it as a very strong stimulus, something like ‘oh, my
God! It’s so red’.

6. However, syntagmatically the first colour of the Hungarian tricolour is always called
piros, while only the flag of the former Soviet Union can be described by using the colour
word vörös (zászló).

7. The emblem of some communist countries.
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Possessive voice in Wolof: a rare type of valency
operator

Sylvie Voisin-Nouguier

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe an uncommon valency operator in
Wolof, the verbal morpheme -le which encodes a possessive relation between
the subject and the object of a derived verb. After a brief presentation of
background information to facilitate the discussion, internal possessive con-
structions in Wolof will be presented. First, the particularities of the “le-
construction” will be compared to different strategies of external possession
construction observed in different languages following the typology proposed
by Payne and Barshi (1999). Second, the “le-construction” will be compared
to the Japanese possessive passive, as well as to double derivation construc-
tions, such applicative-passives in other languages. Finally, even if the pos-
sessive construction -le in Wolof, and external possession constructions or
derivations including passive share some characteristics, I will conclude that
this valency operator in Wolof is specific and will propose a hypothesis of its
emergence.

2 Wolof: background information

Wolof1 is a West Atlantic language spoken in Senegal and also in Gambia
and Mauritania. Like many Niger-Congo languages, Wolof has a nominal
class system. It is reduced in comparison with other Atlantic languages. It is
composed of 8 consonants for singular and 2 consonants for plural:
— singular: b-, k-, l-, w-, m-, g-, s- and j-
— plural: y- and ñ-

In this system, the consonants are used as support for determinant markers
and can’t be analyzed as affixed class markers (*ñ-góor; góor ñ-i ‘the men’;
góor ñ-ale ‘these men’).

Wolof has also a complex verbal inflexion system, including focus mark-
ing (Subject Emphatic, Verbal Emphatic and Object Emphatic).

The distinction between subjects and objects (without any distinction be-
tween transitive and intransitive subjects) involves contrasts in both con-
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stituent order (relatively rigid SVOX constituent order) and indexation of ar-
guments in the verb form, but no case contrast. There is no class concordance
between the nuclear function and the corresponding clitics. The subject cli-
tics are combined with tense-aspect-mood morphemes and the object clitics
have the following forms:

Table 1. Object clitics

1S ma 1P ñu
2S la 2P leen2

3S ko 3P leen

The system of verb suffixes coding valency changes is complex. Verbal
suffixes encoding valency changes are:

Table 2. System of valency changes

medio-passive -u
causative -e, -al, -le, -lu, -loo
applicative -e, -al
co-participative -e, -oo, -ante, -andoo, -aale
antipassive -e
possessive -le

This system of valency alternations calls for some remarks. First, notice
that a passive derivation is missing in this inventory. Second, Wolof includes
in its system a derivation -le that I call possessive. This suffix will be detailed
in the following sections. Third, even if most of these derivations are com-
mon cross-linguistically, Wolof uses different markers for encoding the same
valency modifications: the causative is expressed by five different markers,
the applicative by two and the co-participative by five. In each voice alterna-
tions, the particular suffixes are specialized either for different meanings, or
for different verbal classes.

For example, causative suffixes can be divided in two classes of derivation
according to verbal classes: (i) -e and -al for intransitive verbs, (ii) -loo, -lu
and -le for dynamic3 verbs. But, in these sub-classes, each morpheme has a
specific meaning, so the values of causation are different and the syntactic
structures of the causative proposition may also be different.
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The suffix -e is a lexicalized causative suffix for some unergative4 verbs,
like génn ‘go out (intr.)’ vs. génn-e ‘go out (tr.)’ and some inaccusative verbs,
like aay ‘be forbidden’ / aay-e ‘forbid’. The derivation -al is a very productive
causative derivation. It is compatible with all unaccusative verbs for product
transitive causative counter-parts like bax ‘be boiled’ / bax-al ‘to boil’, wex
‘be white’ / wex-al ‘to whiten’. The suffix -loo is the most common causative
derivation. It is used with unergative and transitive verbs with an indirect
causative meaning. The suffix -lu is used only on transitive verbs. It intro-
duces a new argument, the causer, in subject position, but this derivation also
deletes the causee. In other words, the -lu suffix has a double effect on the
valency of the derived verb: an augmentation in subject position (causer) and
a reduction in object position (the former subject, the causee). Thus, the re-
sult of this derivation on transitive verbs is a transitive verb with new gram-
matical relations. In (1a), ñaw ‘to sew up’ has an agentive subject keen and a
theme object mbubb. When it is derived with the suffix -lu (1b), the subject is
the causer of the event and the theme is the object, but the former subject (the
causee / agent) can’t appear (1c). In some sentences, the whole construction
has a specific meaning, the causer is perceived as being the beneficiary of the
event.

(1) a. Kenn
nobody

ñaw-agul
sew.up-NEG3S

mbubb
booboo

mi.
DEF

‘No one has sewn the booboo yet.’
b. Dama-y

EV1S-INACC
ñaw-lu
sew.up-CAUS

roob.
dress

‘I am making sew up the dress.’ (or: ‘I am getting the dress sewn)’
c. *Dama-y ñaw-lu roob ci/ak Mamadou.

‘I am making sew up the dress by Mamadou.’

The last suffix, the causative -le combines with unergative verbs and tran-
sitive verbs. It introduces a new argument in subject position. This deriva-
tion has a cross-linguistically unusual meaning, forming exclusively an as-
sociative causation. Traditionally, causative derivation is divided into two se-
mantics groups: direct and indirect causation. Shibatani and Pardeshi (2001)
show that these meanings constitute a semantic continuum, where the so-
called associative meaning is an intermediary sense between direct causation
and indirect causation. Associative causation is more frequently conveyed by
a causative morpheme also coding direct or indirect causation. But, in some
languages like Wolof, this meaning has its own dedicated marker.
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(2) a. Tabax
build

naa
P1S

kër-am.
house-POSS3S

‘I built his house.’

b. Tabax-le
build-CAUS

naa
P1S

ko
O3S

kër-am.
house-POSS3S

‘I helped him build his house.’

Note that the causative derivation -le is different from the possessive le-
derivation presented in this study. In possessive le-construction, the posses-
sive relationships are not marked, they don’t used a specific morpheme or a
possessive marker. Whereas in causative -le, if there is a possessive relation-
ship between two entities, possession is obligatorily marked by the internal
possessive marker. Without this marker, the possession is not clear. For ex-
ample, Tabaxle naa ko kër gi means ‘I helped him build the house’; the house
can be possessed by me, by him or by somebody else.

Thus, each causative suffix has a particular effect, and the specific mean-
ing is linked to particular verbal classes. In Table 2, when several suffixes are
listed to encode a same syntactic operation of valency change, note that some
semantic differences are involved, like we come to demonstrate for the sev-
eral causative suffixes. This also shows the complexity and the richness of the
verbal derivation system of this language. In some cases a diachronic hypoth-
esis can be made for the emergence of this plurality of forms, but synchroni-
cally these derivations all co-occur. Evidence for a diachronic hypothesis can
be observed in co-occurrence patterns. Compounded suffixes can be used on
a verbal class, but each component derivations that make up the compound
can’t be used alone on this class of verb. For example, the derivation -lu is
presented by Church (1981) as the fusion of an applicative derivation -al and
the medio-passive derivation -u.

“Sur le plan formel, ce suffixe résulte vraisemblablement de la combinaison
de -al3 bénéfactif et de -u3 réfléchi. Cependant la voyelle a n’est jamais
présente : on dit ràbblu ‘faire tisser pour soi’, et non *ràbbalu. Ce suffixe
[-lu] diffère du -al3 en ce que le bénéficiaire est sous-entendu ; dinaa (*ma)
beylu sama tool ‘je ferai cultiver mon champ (pour moi)’.“ (Church 1981:
287)
[On the formal aspect, this suffix probably results from the combination of the benefactive -

al3 and the reflexive -u3. However, the vowel a is never conspicuous: we say ràbblu ‘to make
weave for himself’, and not *ràbbalu. This suffix [-lu] dissent from -al3, in that the beneficiary
is implied; dinaa (*ma) beylu sama tool ‘I will make grow my field (for myself).’]
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The applicative derivation -al adds a beneficiary object (4). On this new
derived verb, the adjunction of medio-passive -u involves the deletion of the
agent participant (the subject) and the promotion of the beneficiary to subject
function, leading at the same time to the interpretation of the subject as the
initiator of the event (5).

(3) Sàmba
Samba

tabax
build

na
P3S

kër
house

gi.
DEF

‘Samba built the house.’

(4) Sàmba
Sàmba

tabax-al
build-APPL

na
P3S

Waly
Waly

kër
house

gi.
DEF

‘Sàmba built the house for Waly.’

(5) Waly
Waly

tabax-al-u
build-APPL-MDP

na
P3S

kër
house

gi.
DEF

(tabax-al-u > tabax-lu)

‘Waly has got the house built.’

The meaning of this double derivation has been reinterpreted with a
causative signification, described sometimes as a benefactive-causative. This
composition can only be conceived of as the result of a diachronic process.

3 Possessive constructions

In Wolof, a possessor-possessum relationship can be expressed, as in other
languages, by different strategies. Possession is built with the possessive lex-
ical predicate am ‘have’ (6), moom ‘to own’ (7) and yor ‘to have with one-
self’ (8).

(6) Moo
ES3S

am
have

xale.
child

‘She has a child.’

(7) Ku
INTER

moom
own

fas
horse

wii
DEM

‘Who owns this horse?’

(8) Su
HYP

yor-oon
have.with-PAS

caabi
key

ji,
DEF

jox
give

ma
O1S

ko.
O3S

‘If he had the key with him / on him, he would have given it to me.’
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Moom and yor are used essentially for alienable possession, while am
conveys both alienable and inalienable possession: Am na kër yu bare ‘He
has several houses’; Am na ñetti doom ‘He has three children’.

Possessive predicates can combine with the suffix -e. The derivational -e
morpheme present on these verbs is not productive; it operates only with pos-
sessive predicates. It doesn’t change the argument structure, but introduces a
temporary possession.

(9) Mën-ul
can-NEG3S

ñów,
come

moo
ES3S

am-e
have-e

xale
child

bi.
DEF

‘She can’t come, she is the one who has the child.’

Possession can also be expressed by a genitive construction, as illustrated
in (10) or by a possessive determiner (cf. Table 3).

(10) Woto-u
car-CONN

Sàmba
Samba

bi
DEF

(> Wotoo Sàmba bi)

‘The car of Sàmba.’

Table 3. Possessive determiner

sama woto ‘my car’ suñu woto ‘our car’
sa woto ‘your car’ seen woto ‘your car’
woto-am > wotoom ‘his / her car’ seen woto ‘their car’

Against this background, we now turn to the possessive -le construction,
the main topic of this paper. The derivation -le involved in this construction
is included in the voice system and the features of the construction lead us to
connect it to external possession constructions.

4 Possessive derivation

The verbal possessive marker -le is a valency-changing suffix. It increases the
argument structure of the verb. Appearing on an intransitive verb, it derives a
transitive verb with the following argument structure:

– an additional argument with the semantic role of possessor is introduced
in the subject position;

– the object of the derived possessive verb cumulates the role of possessum,
and the semantic role assigned to the subject in the non-derived construc-
tion.
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(11) a. Woto
car

bi
DEF

gaaw
be.fast

na.
P3S

‘The car is fast.’

b. Sàmba
Sàmba

gaaw-le
be.fast-POSS

na
P3S

woto.
car

‘Sàmba has a fast car.’

c. Sàmba
Samba

moo
ES3S

ko
O3S

gaaw-le.
be.fast-POSS

‘Samba has a fast one.’

In example (11a), the subject is a patient / theme argument of which a
state is predicated by the monovalent verb gaaw ‘to be fast’. In (11b), the
same verb gaaw contains an additional morpheme, the suffix -le. The same
participant woto bi occurs with the same semantic role of patient. However,
a new argument Sàmba is introduced in the sentence. Thus, the derivation -
le changes the grammatical relations. The patient-subject woto is demoted to
object position and shares all the features of an object, e. g. it can be pronomi-
nalized with ko (11c). The object woto receives an additional meaning of pos-
sessum. Sàmba is the new argument introduced in the subject position, and
its semantic role is possessor. It can’t be regarded as the agent, as it has no
effect on the state of the patient woto.

The valency-increasing effect of the derivation -le differs from causative
and applicative markers, which constitute the commonest types of valency-
increasing operators. Sàmba in (11b) is not a causer, as is the new argument
added by causative derivation. Even if the system of voice in Wolof also has a
causative suffix -le, this causative derivation has an associative semantics, as
we have seen in example (2a) on page 380. Moreover, woto, in example (11b),
is neither a beneficiary, nor a comitative, nor an oblique argument promoted
as the object of a clause, as it is the case in applicative constructions.

Returning to the features of the possessive construction with -le, we can
also remark that the possessive relation between the two arguments of the de-
rived verb does not involve any possessive morphology. Thus, the derivation -
le builds a possessor-possessum relationship without specific possessive mor-
phology, except the suffix -le itself.

This derivation is only possible with a limited class of intransitive verbs
that can be characterized as unaccusatives, since a common feature of all
those verbs compatible with the possessive -le is the non-agentivity of the
subject. However, although most unaccusative verbs accept this marker, -le
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seems to be more productive with verbs expressing quality, e. g. rafet ‘be
beautiful’, dee ‘be dead, die’, baax ‘be good’ etc.

(12) Baax-le
be.good-POSS

na
P3S

ay
INDEF

téeré.
book

‘He has good books.’

(13) Góor
man

gii,
DEM

moo
ES3S

dee-le
die-POSS

jabar.
wife

‘This man’s wife is dead. (This man became a widower.)’

(14) Maa
ES1S

réer-le
be.lost-POSS

xar.
sheep

‘I lost my sheep. (I’m the one who lost a sheep.)’

5 External possession constructions and other possessive constructions
The features of -le constructions can be compared with so-called external
possession, i. e.

“[. . . ] constructions in which a semantic possessor-possessum relation is ex-
pressed by coding the possessor (PR) as a core grammatical relation of the
verb and in a constituent separate from that which contains the possessum
(PM).” (Payne and Barshi 1999: 3).

If we look again at the example (11), repeated in (15), the possessor Sàmba
– the subject – and the possessum woto ‘car’ – the object – are two distinct
constituents, treated as nuclear arguments of the verb gaaw-le.

(15) Sàmba
Sàmba

gaaw-le
be.fast-POSS

na
P3S

woto.
car

‘Sàmba has a fast car.’

However, even though the construction of Wolof possessive verbs shares
some features with the possessor-possessum relation described by Payne
and Barshi in the external possession construction (EPC), it is neverthe-
less distinct from the different strategies of external possession found cross-
linguistically. In their typology, Payne and Barshi (1999) describe four dif-
ferent strategies:

– incorporation;
– possessor raising;
– applicative voice;
– External possession construction without any morphological marker, in-

cluding the so-called “double unaccusative” in Sinitic languages
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5.1 Incorporation
In external possession constructions with incorporation, such as in Guaraní
(example 16), the possessor is encoded as the subject of the clause and the
possessum is incorporated in the verb.

(16) Guaraní (spoken in Paraguay, Velázquez-Castillo 1999: 78)
a. Che

1INACT
akã-jere.
head-turn

‘To me turns head’ = ‘I’m dizzy’
b. Hetymã-po’is

3INACT=leg-thin

‘(S)he had the legs thin (= thin legs)’

5.2 Possessor raising
The term “possessor raising” or “dative construction” is commonly used for
dative clitic constructions in Romance languages, such as French (17), Span-
ish (18) and Romanian (19). In Romanian, we can see that “dative construc-
tions” are not restricted to inalienable possession. In this construction, the
possessor is an argument of the verb distinct form the possessum. In French
(17), the possessor vous ‘you’ is the dative argument and the possessum the
object argument of the verb couper ‘cut’.

(17) French
Il vous coupe les cheveux.
‘He cuts your hair.’

(18) Spanish
Me da vueltas la cabeza.
‘To me turns head.’ = ‘I’m dizzy.’

(19) Romanian (Timoc-Bardy 1996: 242)
Îi
(he) him

pleac
leave

trenu-l
train-the

‘His train is leaving.’

5.3 Applicative voice
External possession constructions can also be found in applicative clauses. In
some languages, the applicative derivation does not require an internal pos-
sessive marker, as in Mohawk (20). In other languages, an internal possessive
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marker must encode the possessive relationship between the two nuclear ar-
guments, cf. example (21a).

(20) Mohawk (Baker 1999: 293)
Wa-hi-’sere-ht-óhare-’s-e’.
FACT-1SG:SUBJ/MASC:SG:OBJ-car-NOM-wash-BEN-PUNC

‘I washed his car.’ (better: ‘I washed the car for him.’)

(21) Oluta Popoluca (Zavala 1999: 340)
a. ø=?o:k-u=k

B3(ABS)=die-CMPL=ANIM
tan=majaw.
A1(POSS)=wife

‘My wife died.’
b. ta=küj-?o:k-ü-w=ak

B1(ABS)=APPL2-die-INV-CMPL=ANIM
tan=majaw.
A1(POSS)=wife

‘My wife died on me.’ (or: ‘I got affected by the fact that my wife
died.’).

In Wolof, the applicative derivation can be linked to possession relation-
ship. With transitive verbs, the applicative marker -al adds a new object.
When this object is a beneficiary, it can be the possessor of the “patient” ob-
ject. Nevertheless, in this case, as in Oluta Popoluca, the possessor-possessum
relationship must be expressed by an internal possessive marker, the posses-
sive determiner sama ‘my’ (22).

(22) Mamadu
mamadou

seet-al
look.for-APPL

na
P3S

ma
1S

sama
POSS1S

jabar.
wife

‘Mamadou looked for my wife for me.’

5.4 External possession constructions without morphological strategy and
“double unaccusative”

External possession construction without morphological marking is the last
strategy. It presents many similarities with the -le constructions. In some
languages, monovalent verbs can have a transitive structure with a meaning
of possession without resort to any particular morphology.

In Ilkeekonyokie (a dialect of Maasai), the subject encoded by the prefix
áa- must be interpreted as the possessor of the object entitó ‘girl’ (23a). This
possessive interpretation is induced only by the transitive use of monovalent
verbs. Payne and Barshi (1999: 4) point out that, in this language, all mono-
valent verbs (derived or not) can appear in this type of construction.
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(23) Maasai, Ilkeekonyokie dialect (Payne and Barshi 1999: 4)
a. áa-yshú

3>1-be.alive
en-titó.
FEM.SG-girl.NOM

‘My girl is alive (with presumably positive effect on me).’
b. k-áa-ból

DSCN-3>1-open
Ol-páyyàn
MASC.SG-man.NOM

εn-kÚtÚk.
FEM.SG-mouth.ACC

‘The man will open my mouth.’ (lit.: ‘The man will open me the
mouth.’)

These external possession constructions share some features with -le con-
structions. There is no internal possessive morphology and these construc-
tions are restricted to monovalent verbs. But they differ by the absence of re-
striction to a specific verbal class, and by the absence of verbal derivation.

“Double unaccusative” constructions in Sinitic languages are also rem-
iniscent of the Wolof constructions. Hilary Chapell (1999: 205) notes that
‘double unaccusative’ constructions are restricted to unaccusative verbs.5 She
describes this construction as syntactically “aberrant”:

“[. . . ] syntactic construction where the rules of grammar, narrowly under-
stood, are violated: in the double unaccusative, intransitive process verbs take
two arguments, one more argument than the verb valency should allow. [. . . ]
The two arguments of the intransitive verb designate possessor and posses-
sum.” (1999: 195)

(24) Taiwanese Southern Min (Chapell 1999: 204)
I
3SG

pái
lame

tioh
PRES

tò-kha.
left-leg

‘He has gone lame in the left leg.’

(25) Cantonese Yue (Chapell 1999: 207)
Kui5
3SG

sei2
die

joh2

PERF
taai3
wife

taai2.

‘He was bereaved of his wife.’ (lit.: ‘He died wife.’)

Thus, as is the case with the le-construction in Wolof, the two arguments
of the clause are in the syntactic position of subject and object. Subject and
object arguments are respectively, the possessor and the possessum. But,
contrary to the Sinitic and Maasai languages, in Wolof, the possessive con-
structions are not syntactically ‘aberrant’ because they are morphologically
marked by -le. The external possession le-construction, in distinction to all
strategies described, shows a specific morphology.
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Now, the question is what kind of marker is this morpheme? Can we see in
the -le suffix a complex verbal derivation which, in particular conditions, for
example with unaccusative verbs, would take on a possessive interpretation,
as found in some languages with passive voice?

5.5 External possession resulting from passive voice or applicative-passive
derivation

In this section, two uses of passive derivation in different languages will be
examined: a) a specific use of the -(r)are suffix in Japanese, sometimes called
the possessive passive or adversity passive, and b) a double derivation with
the passive, similar to the applicative-passive derivation in Tswana.

In the possessive passives in Japanese, the passive derivation does not have
its canonical function and this specificity allows possessive interpretations.

5.5.1 Non-canonical voice strategy: the possessive passive in Japanese

When the passive suffix -(r)are is used with unaccusative verbs, a possessive
relationship is established between the subject of the passive clause and the
dative argument (prior subject) or affected relationship.

(26) Japanese (Gunji 1987: 63–64)
a. Tomio-wa

tomio-TOP
Susan-ni
susan-DAT

keimusyo-ni
jail-to

ik-are-zunisun-da.
go-PASV-do.without-PAST

‘Tomio was not adversely affected by Susan’s going to jail.’
b. Susan-wa

susan-TOP
Noami-ni
noami-DAT

nak-are-ta.
cry-PASV-PAST

‘Susan was adversely affected by Noami’s crying.’

5.5.2 Double derivation: applicative-passive constructions

In Tswana, a double applicative-passive derivation on intransitive verbs pro-
duces an intransitive clause with an oblique argument introduced by ke ‘by’.
With some verbs, a possessive relationship is established between the subject
and the oblique.

(27) Tswana (Creissels, p. c.)

Batho
2people

ba
SC2

shelwa
burn.APPL.PSV

ke
by

mantlo.
6house

‘People’s houses are burning.’
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To summarize, on the one hand the le-construction in Wolof presents
features of external possession construction. There is no internal possessive
marker in the clause. The possessor and the possessum are in different nu-
clear argument positions, respectively subject and object. The best syntac-
tic test revealing that the possessum is an object in Wolof is pronominaliza-
tion (cf. (11)); recall that there is no passive derivation in this language. The
restriction on intransitive verbs connects the le-constructions to the “dou-
ble unaccusative” (Sinitic languages) and external possession construction
without a morphological strategy (Maasai). But the verbal derivation -le in
Wolof removes this construction from strategies of external possession con-
struction, since the verbal derivation -le is not an applicative marker.6 On
the other hand, the comparison with the possessive passive of Japanese and
double applicative-passive derivation of Tswana shows that possessive rela-
tionship between different arguments of the clause can be produced by pas-
sive or compound derivation. But in this case, the linking between grammat-
ical relations and the pair possessor-possessum is different from that occur-
ring in le-construction. In Japanese, if the possessum is an accusative / object
argument, the possessor is a subject / dative. In Tswana, the possessor has
the subject function, but the possessum is demoted to oblique by passive
derivation. Moreover, the absence of passive derivation in Wolof has been
pointed out and the -le suffix can’t be related to the medio-passive deri-
vation -u ∼ -ku. Even though a synchronic passive derivation is absent in
Wolof, a hypothesis of complex derivation will be developed in the next sec-
tion.

6 Evolutional hypothesis of the -le morpheme

The comparison with possessive passive and applicative-passive construc-
tions leads us to consider the present form -le, in Wolof, as the possible re-
sult of the grammaticalization of a double applicative-passive derivation. But,
synchronically, the fact that Wolof does not have a passive derivation makes
it impossible to analyze the valency change encoded by the possessive suf-
fix as a combination of applicative and passive, as seems to be the case in
Tswana. A plausible diachronic explanation however is that Wolof posses-
sive -le results from the grammaticalization of a complex marker where the
second marker is *-e, at a stage of evolution when passive in Wolof was coded
by a suffix *-e.
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6.1 Passive derivation in Atlantic languages

Doneux and Podzniakov (p. c.) have reconstructed a suffix *-i in Proto-Atlant-
ic as a passive derivation. In some Atlantic languages, for example in differ-
ent dialects of Diola, the reflex is -i (see Sapir (1965) for Diola-Fogny and
Bassène (2006) for Diola-Banjal).

(28) Diola-Banjal (Bassène 2006: 226)
a. Atejo

Atéjo
na-jug-e
s3s-see-TAM

figen
yesterday

si-bé
CL4-cow

sasu.
CL4.DEM4

‘Atéjo has seen the cows yesterday.’
b. si-bé

CL4-cow
sasu
CL4.DEM4

su-jug-i
CL4-see-PSF

figen.
yesterday

‘The cows have been seen yesterday.’

In other languages like Singandum (a dialect of Sereer), Buy or Peul, the
passive suffix is -e.7 All of these languages are classified in the North Branch
of the Atlantic family, as is Wolof.

(29) Peul, dialect spoken in East-Niger (Labatut 1982)
a. ngelooba

camel
monn-at
annoy-TAM

Iisa.
Iissa

‘The camel is annoying Iisa.’
b. Iisa

Iisa
monn-ete.
annoy-TAM.PASSIVE

‘Iisa is being annoyed.’

So, the existence of a passive derivation -e in an earlier period in Wolof
is conceivable. Some traces of this derivation are maintained in Wolof. For
example we have already seen one derivation -e, which is specific to the
possessive verbs and encodes temporary possession, in the same way that ser
and estar do in Spanish. Ser is the copula used in possessive construction, but
estar can be used to indicate temporary possession; note that estar is also the
copula expressing resultative states.

In the system of voices, several derivations involve a reduction of valency
or a remodelling of grammatical relations (cf. Table 4 on the next page).8

All of these voice markers include a suffix -e.9 Alone, this suffix has two
functions: antipassive and reciprocal.

The antipassive (AP) effect occurs with transitive and ditransitive verbs
with recipient objects. When these verbs are derived by -e, the object / recipi-
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Table 4. Suffixes of reduction or remodelling of grammatical relations

co-participative -e, -oo (<*u-e), -ante (<*ant-e),
-andoo (<*ànd-u-e), -aale (<*aal-e)

antipassive -e

ent is obligatorily deleted, but this deletion doesn’t mean that no recipient is
implied in the process; rather, similarly to antipassive in ergative languages,
the antipassive derivation conveys a habitual or generic meaning.

(30) a. Xaj
dog

bi
def.

du
ENeg3S

màtt-e.
bite-AP

‘The dog doesn’t bite.’
b. *Xaj bi du matte xale yi.

The dog doesn’t bite the children.

(31) a. Alal
fortune

du
ENég3S

jox-e
give-AP

màqaama.
prestige

‘Fortune doesn’t give one prestige.’
b. *Alal du joxe màqaama sàcc bi.

‘Fortune doesn’t give the prestige to the thief.’

With naturally reciprocal events as defined by Kemmer (1993)10, this deri-
vation has a reciprocal function. The reduction of verbal valency can be ob-
served either through the plurality of the subject (33) or the demotion of the
object to an oblique function, see the clitic preposition ag ‘with’ (34).11

(32) Lu
REL

mu
N3S

daj,
meet

sànni
throw

la
O2S

ko.
O3S

‘Anything that he meets, he throws it to you.’

(33) Ñu
N1P

daj-e
meet-REC

foofu
there

ci
LOC

pénc
square

mi.
DEF

‘We meet there at the square.’

(34) Ñu
N3P

daj-e=eg
meet-REC-with

ay
INDEF

waxambaane
comrade

yu
CONN

takku.
be.numerous

‘They met up with several comrades.’

The other co-participative derivations also contain -e. Combined with
other morphemes, -e produces different meanings such as distributive actions
(-andoo), as in (35).12
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(35) Ñoo
ES1P

dugg-andoo
enter-DISTR

kàrce.
army

‘We went into the army at the same time.’

This suffix -e corresponds to the Plurality of Relations marker13 (PR) de-
scribed by Lichtenberk (2000) for Oceanic languages. This term refers to a
morphological marker which is used to encode reciprocal and certain other
situations, but not reflexive situations. These others functions are: chaining,
collective, converse, distributed, repetitive, depatientive, middle, kinship re-
lations, and collective plurals. In Wolof, -e encodes reciprocal and depatien-
tive (our antipassive), and with other morphemes:

-ante encodes reciprocal situations with verbs denoting non-naturally recip-
rocal events,

-andoo encodes simultaneous distributed situations,

-oo encodes non simultaneous collective situations, and

-aale encodes distributed situations.

6.2 Hypothesis of grammaticalization: -le < -al-e

The former section presented a proposal aimed at resolving the problem of
the identity of the suffix -e present in the -le possessive marker, given the
absence of passive derivation in Wolof. However, the identity of the -l or -al
suffix has not yet been treated. In the presentation of causative markers, it was
shown that some causative derivations are complex and that this complexity
involves a suffix -al, systematically reduced to -l in the compound suffixes
(cf. Church’s (1981) hypothesis for causative -lu). In the current system of
valency changes, two suffixes both have the form -al and the effect of valency-
increasing: a causative and an applicative suffix. Thus, one can ask does the
suffix -al contained in the possessive -le derivation result from the causative
or the applicative derivation?

To answer this question, several characteristics can be explored. Present-
ing the le-construction as the result of the grammaticalization of several voice
markers entails, on the one hand, explaining the syntactic configuration of the
le-construction through a double reorganization of grammatical relations, and
on the other hand, providing sound justification for the possessive reinterpre-
tation of the le-construction through voice blending.
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For the syntactic configuration of le-constructions, the approach adopted
here is that the suffix -e is responsible for the remodelling of grammatical
relations and it can have a canonical or non-canonical use as in Japanese,
and either the causative or the applicative derivation is responsible for the
increasing valence of the intransitive verb.

On one hand, several arguments speak in favour of the applicative deri-
vation. First, only the applicative derivation seems to be related to external
possession construction constructions, and this derivation has effects similar
to those of the non-grammaticalized double derivations in Tswana and other
Bantu languages. Second, Payne and Barshi (1999: 17) note that even if a
causative analysis might be suggested,

“the difficulty of a causative analysis [. . . ] is that clear causative morphol-
ogy is not known to surface in external possession constructions (and to our
knowledge, a causative solution for EP has never been proposed in the litera-
ture for any language).”

Third, if transitivity of the possessive construction results from the following
two operations on valency: augmentation via applicative or causative, and re-
duction (or remodelling of grammatical relations) via passive (or more specif-
ically in Wolof, by plurality of relations marker), then the possessive mean-
ing is more difficult to explain in the le-construction with causative than with
the applicative derivation. Indeed, if something has some quality and, at the
same time, someone receives some emotional or psychological effects of this
quality, then one possible reinterpretation is that the human being is the pos-
sessor of the thing, and the meaning of benefit is more plausibly conveyed by
the benefactive applicative than by a causative derivation.

Since syntactic reorganization with the applicative derivation is obligato-
rily linked to an verbal augmentation of valency via the addition of a new ob-
ject, the plurality of relations derivation might be responsible for the promo-
tion of this new object to subject position and consequently the demotion of
the former subject. But, this demotion is not correlated with an oblique func-
tion, as in the Japanese possessive passive where the possessum has an object
function.

(36) a. Woto bi gaaw na.
The car is fast.

b. *Woto bi gaaw-al na Sàmba. Applicative derivation
The car is fast for Sàmba.
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c. Sàmba gaaw-al-e na woto bi. Applicative-PR derivation
Sàmba has a fast car.

This is the single plausible reorganization that could explain the subject
function of the possessor with applicative derivation. The possessive interpre-
tation is induced from the benefactive meaning of the applicative derivation
-al. But, in Wolof applicative derivations are incompatible with unaccusative
verbs. Woto bi gaaw-al na Sàmba might mean ‘The car has made Samba fast’
or something else, but never ‘The car is fast for / to Samba’.

Several arguments, on the other hand, speak in favour of a causative der-
ivation playing a role in the system of voice in Wolof. First, there is already
one causative suffix -le. This derivation has an associative meaning (cf. ex-
ample (2)) and it is used only on dynamic verbs. Second, double applicative
derivation and the plurality of relations marker with an antipassive function
are attested in Wolof with dynamic verbs. We have seen that the use of -e,
with an antipassive function (cf. (30) and (31)) is possible with verbs having
a recipient object, so this derivation is possible with some transitive verbs and
is fully productive with ditransitive verbs, in particular with ditransitive verbs
derived by means of the applicative marker -al.

(37) a. Togg
cook

naa
P1S

yàpp
meat

wi.
DEF

‘I have cooked the meat.’

b. Togg-al
cook-APPL

naa
P1S

la
O2S

yàpp
meat

wi.
DEF

‘I have cooked the meat for you.’

c. Togg-al-e
cook-APPL-PR

naa
P1S

yàpp
meat

wi.
DEF

(> Toggale naa yàpp wi)

‘I have cooked the meat (for people).’

And, as we can see, in this double derivation, the suffix -al keeps its form;
it is not reduced to -l. Third, the applicative derivation is never compatible
with stative verbs; only the causative derivation -al is employed with this
verbal class.

(38) a. Woto bi gaaw na.
The car is fast.

b. Sàmba gaaw-al na woto bi. Causative derivation
Sàmba makes the car is fast.
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c. Sàmba gaaw-al-e na woto bi. Causative-PR derivation
Sàmba has a fast car.

While, syntactically, a double derivation involving an applicative in the
le-construction in Wolof is difficult to motivate, a causative derivation is
plausible. Semantically, the plurality of relations marker can be responsible
for abandoning the direct causative interpretation normally linked with -al
causative. Sàmba is reinterpreted as the endpoint of the event and not as the
initiator.

7 Conclusion

The le-construction shares several features with external possession construc-
tion. The possessor and the possessum are in different core arguments of the
derived verb, respectively the subject and the object. The possessive relation-
ship established between the subject and the object is expressed only by the
verbal derivation -le.

We compared the le-construction to external possession construction strat-
egies. The strategy closest to Wolof is the strategy without morphology
(Maasai and Sinitic languages), essentially because the composition of suf-
fix -le is synchronically not clear. It presents the same form as the associa-
tive causative -le, but apparently it shares no syntactic and semantic effects
with this causative derivation. We also presented two kinds of voice deriva-
tion. The possessive passive in Japanese has the particularity to function with
intransitive verbs. In this non-canonical use, the passive derivation builds a
transitive clause where the two arguments maintain a possessive relationship.
In Tswana, a double applicative-passive derivation creates the same effect.
On this basis, a diachronic hypothesis has been proposed for the verbal deri-
vation -le.

Despite the synchronic absence of passive derivation in Wolof, some rem-
nants of an old passive derivation *-i have been presented. The different func-
tions of this trace lead us to identify it as a plurality of relations marker. In-
deed, in its antipassive function, the derivation -e gives a habitual or general
meaning of the process, and in this way it conveys the meaning that the pro-
cess acts the same on every potential recipient. With its reciprocal function,
the plurality of relations can be seen in that the relation between the A partici-
pant and the B participant is the same as the relation between the B participant
and the A participant. But, with reciprocal function -e needs an added mor-
pheme -ant to function with non-naturally reciprocal events. With other mor-
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phemes, the plurality of relations marker encodes collective and distributed
actions.

The second morpheme involved in the possessive, -le, has two possible
sources: causative or applicative. With respect to strategies of external pos-
session construction and double applicative-passive in Tswana, the applica-
tive derivation should have been preferred. But, for the system of voice in
Wolof, it appears more probable that the possessive construction is the coun-
terpart of the associative causative derivation with unaccusative verbs.14

To summarize, the possessive marker in Wolof is the result of the gram-
maticalization of a causative marker – with an associative and direct mean-
ing – and a plurality of relations marker. This diachronic hypothesis explains
the syntactic organization of the possessive construction. The causative der-
ivation adds a causer subject, and the theme argument, of which a state is
predicated, is demoted to a syntactic object. On this basis, the plurality of re-
lations marker has a remodelling effect on semantic role. The subject is rein-
terpreted as the endpoint of the event and not as the initiator. Consequently,
the causative meaning is lost. The possessive meaning conveyed by the whole
construction is perhaps due to the associative meaning sometimes linked with
the causative derivation -al. Or, as in the external possession construction
strategy without morphology, the possessive relationship can be simply in-
duced by the non-canonical use of unaccusative verbs (i. e. they are used as
transitive verbs). Indeed, with the plurality of relation effect, the derived verb
is still non-dynamic, and yet has a subject, which presents many features of
agent. In the same way, this diachronic hypothesis can explain why, with dy-
namic verbs, the causative meaning of causative -le (‘help, assist’) is fuzzy.
The subject, as in possessive constructions, loses its role of initiator of the
action; it is reinterpreted as an associative-agent participant to the process
like in the following causative sentence: Sàmba bey-le na ko tool yi ‘Sàmba
helped him cultivate the fields’. The dynamicity of the verb also involves that
the subject is not interpreted as an endpoint participant.

Thus, the particularity of Wolof is to have developed a specific marker for
possessive constructions from a causative derivation, and the syntactic con-
figuration of these constructions permits including them into external posses-
sion construction. Finally, the absence of such markers in others world lan-
guages can be explained first, by the absence of a causative marker in the ex-
pression of external possession construction and secondly, the voice system
of Wolof. This complexity is not specific to the Atlantic family as a whole
but is a language-specific property of Wolof.
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Abbreviations

AP = antipassive; APPL = applicative; CAUS = causative; DEF = definite deter-
miner; DEM = demonstrative; DISTR = distributive marker; ENEG =Emphatic neg-
ative; ES1S = Subject; Emphatic 1st person singular; ES3S = Subject Emphatic 3rd
person singular; EV1S = Verbal Emphatic 1st person singular; HYP = hypothetic;
INACC = imperfective (inaccompli); INDEF = indefinite determiner; INTER =
interrogative; LOC = locative preposition; MDP = medio-passive; N3P = Narrative
3rd person plural; N3S = Narrative 3rd person singular; NEG = negative; O1S = ob-
ject clitic 1st person singular; O2S = object clitic 2 person singular; O3P = object
clitic 3rd person plural; O3S = object clitic 3rd person singular; P1S = perfect 1st
person singular; P3S = perfect 3rd person singular; PAS = past tense; POSS = pos-
sessive voice; POSS3S = possessive determiner 3rd person singular; PR = plurality
of relation marker; PRO = pronoun; REC = reciprocal; REL = relative marker.

Notes

1. The Wolof examples used here are extracted from various sources. The main sources
are two dictionaries Wolof-French (Fal, Santos, and Doneux 1990; Diouf 2001) and two
story books (Keteloot and Dieng 1989; Kesteloot and Mbodj 1983).

2. The second and the third plural persons present the same form. The subjects clitics for
the first and the third plural persons also have the same pronunciation [nju], but they are
distinguished by two different orthographies, respectively nu vs. ñu.

3. By dynamic we understand all verbs with an agent subject, both intransitive and transi-
tive.

4. The notions of unaccusative and unergative are taken from Relational Grammar devel-
oped by Perlmutter and Postal (1984) to divide intransitive verbs into two groups: those
which have a patient subject are called unaccusative verbs; and those which have an agent
subject: unergative verbs.

5. Except for jau2 ‘run, leave’ in Cantonese.
6. Applicative markers, in Wolof, are -al and -e.
7. In Peul, the passive derivation is combined with tense-aspect-mood markers and presents

-a ∼ -e variations (Labatut 1982: 270).
8. In some cases voices which have a decreasing effect, such as middle or reciprocal, are

described as voices where arguments receive a new syntactic function and this modifica-
tion of valency involves the reorganization of grammatical relations. But, this kind of de-
scription focusses on syntactic effect and hides the semantic aspects of valency changes.
In the reciprocal, for example, the reduction of syntactic valency is not correlated with
the same reduction in semantic valency. The former object, at the same time that it is pro-
moted to subject function, takes on a new semantic role of agent, but it also maintains
its original semantic role of patient. And the former subject, which keeps its syntactic
function (subject) and its semantic role of agent, receives a new semantic role of patient.
Consequently, this kind of voice is best described in terms of a remodelling of grammat-
ical relations, i. e. constructions where a verbal marker is implied in the redefinition of
semantic roles of arguments.
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9. For more details on co-participative voices in Wolof, see Creissels and Voisin (2008).
10. Naturally reciprocal events are events that are either necessarily (e. g. ‘meet’), or else

very frequently (e. g. ‘fight’, ‘kiss’) semantically reciprocal (Kemmer 1993: 102).
11. Wolof is an “and-language” in the terminology of Stassen (2000). In its vernacular vari-

eties, the coordination of noun phrases in subject function is impossible (in urban vari-
ety, probably due to the influence of French, this kind of coordination is attested). Thus,
if the speaker wants to present the participants in reciprocal actions as distinct entities,
the best construction is to introduce the second participant into a prepositional phrase
ak ∼ ag.

12. The suffix -andoo results from the grammaticalization of -ànd-u-e ‘go.with-MEDIO-
PASSIVE-e’.

13. For Lichtenberk, the link between reciprocal function and these others situations is what
he calls “plurality of relations”:

“There is plurality of relations in an overall situation (event, state, etc.) if what can be consid-
ered to be basically one and the same relation holds more than once either between one or more
participants and the event / state they are involved in, or between the relevant entities.” (Lichten-
berk 2000: 34)

14. As Payne and Barshi (1999: 9–10) note

“For the External Possessive Relation to assume a transitive subject relation is extremely rare
cross-linguistically, and even where it does occur [. . . ], it may mostly surface with rather stative
transitive predicates.”
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